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Preface: Notes on the Horizons

The folly of mistaking a paradox for a discovery, a metaphor

for a proof, a torrent of verbiage for a spring of capital truths,

and oneself for an oracle, is inborn in us.

Paul Valéry

Valéry would recommend that we temper our enthusiasm, but it is difficult

to do so. This book began with the ambition of assembling between two cov-

ers the best mainstream thinking on knowledge management, and in our es-

timation, it has largely succeeded. There are a few omissions among these

chapters that we regret, authors whose contributions would have fulfilled

completely our initial aim. Despite his help and encouragement, for example,

Larry Prusak was eventually unable to participate in the book. But in spite of

Larry’s absence and that of one or two others, the outcome achieves a quality

that exceeds the lofty expectations we had of those who are already recog-

nized as thought leaders in their domain. In a word, we are thoroughly de-

lighted to present this ensemble to the reader and appreciative that the au-

thors allowed us to spark their efforts.

Valéry would appear to be correct in his observation that once they have

appropriated, synthesized, or developed something of interest, people do tend

toward oracular declarations. Our understanding is that this shortcoming

impairs none of the authors in this volume. But it is the case that deep, seri-

ous study of a subject requires an immersion of one’s self which inevitably

erects intellectual frameworks that go on to condition the way we perceive

and think about the world around us.1 It is precisely for this reason that we

sought to assemble leading thinkers on knowledge management, each

charged with developing a chapter that anchored the state of the art in his or

her specific area of expertise. The result is a book that sketches with broad

strokes the mainstream—not the Critical,2 nor the Postmodern—silhouette of

this blooming, buzzing field.

Valéry was again correct when, in 1934, he wrote, “Just as water, gas,

and electricity are brought into our houses from far off, so we shall be sup-

plied with visual or auditory images, which will appear and disappear at a

simple movement of the fingers, hardly more than a sign.” We live in an “age
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of sand,” as Robert Grant informs us in his chapter,3 where the silicon thus

obtained is transforming everyday life at a pace previously unknown. The

semiotics of digitized representations, and their impact, is not to be underesti-

mated whether in everyday life, work life, personal life, or community life.

Information and communication technologies are in some ways responsible

for the explosion of interest in knowledge management, but they are by no

means the only roots of this field, nor are they the basis for its far-reaching

implications. The reader will observe that with one tentative exception

(Wensley and Verwijk-O’Sullivan, who hail from artificial intelligence), the

chapters in this book hold with the wisdom that placing knowledge at the

center of organizing is a social, and not a technological, challenge.

The reader will find that the pages that follow are organized in four sim-

ple sections which are designed to drill down to the core of knowledge man-

agement: (a) what it is and isn’t, (b) what knowledge-intensive management

might be, (c) what knowledge-intensive organizations might be, and (d) what

the future may hold. In the first section, Karl Wiig provides a historical ac-

count of considerable and refreshing scope that goes beyond the typical ba-

nalities to embrace the evolution of knowledge in life as much as knowledge

at work. Robert Grant masterfully outlines the new economics that is now

implanting itself and charts the changes in management theory and practice

that we can expect from serious future applications of “the knowledge per-

spective.” Charles Despres and Daniele Chauvel summarize a research proj-

ect that maps the major themes in applied knowledge management to sug-

gest that, conceptually, the field is turning on a small handful of core

dimensions (seven in all).

In the second part of the book, Ikujiro Nonaka and Patrick Reinmoeller

argue that companies must move from static, context-free knowledge sys-

tems to ones that generate routines that produce and manage knowledge

contexts-in-motion. Anthony Wensley and Alison Verwijk-O’Sullivan pro-

vide an extensive account of IT-based knowledge management tools—165 de-

vices complete with references, links, and commentary. Beyond this, they dis-

cuss the nature, meaning, and function of the concept of “a tool.” David

Teece develops a very pointed, and a very expert, statement on the economics

associated with knowledge and outlines a core set of organizational and man-

agerial implications. J.-C. Spender supplies a typically authoritative text

that examines the conceptual architecture one should associate with knowl-

edge systems in organizations, beginning with where much of the field is

now positioned and moving to where it might profitably evolve.

In the third section, Peter Murray draws on the well-known program of

survey research he has conducted over the last few years (260 companies) to

suggest how organizations that are serious about implementing a KM pro-

gram may do so. Michael Earl and Ian Scott describe the characteristics of

that new organizational genus, the Chief Knowledge Officer or CKO, who,
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they advise, has more to do with changing organizations than managing

knowledge. Etienne Wenger, a pioneer of the concept, discusses what com-

munities of practice are and are not, how they function, the sense in which

they have always been with us, and the recorded benefits of seeing an organi-

zation through this optic. Nicolas Rolland and Daniele Chauvel outline the

phenomenon of learning-based alliances, events where two companies dedi-

cate themselves to transferring knowledge and competence for mutual bene-

fit. David Snowden introduces the Cynefin (pronounced cun-ev-in) model of

the social ecology that surrounds knowledge management—or should—and

describes the dynamics that underlie knowledge based communities in an

organization.

In the final section, Bo Hedberg draws on the farsighted research that he

and his colleagues have been conducting in Stockholm (on “Imaginary Orga-

nizations”) to once again describe the realities of organizing as we are now

enacting them, or soon will be. Stephan Haeckel provides a visionary view

of the sense-and-respond organization through which he develops a “. . . pre-

scription for creating and leading large organizations that can systematically

deal with unpredicted change.” And if one cannot manage what one cannot

measure, David Skyrme has laid a foundation for management in the new

era with a chapter that discusses the measures and the metrics of the knowl-

edge age.

And there you have it: an ensemble of expertise between two covers that

should prove helpful and rewarding. We are grateful to the authors for in-

vesting themselves in this project and thank those two silent partners—the

Theseus Institute and the Graduate School of Business, Marseille-Provence—

for supporting the work. In the true spirit of knowledge management as we

(Despres and Chauvel) embrace it, let us end this with a reflection and an of-

fer. The reflection is that we take real satisfaction in making this knowledge

available to you, the reader, and sincerely hope that this infinitely extensible

public good (knowledge) allows you to expand horizons. The offer is that if

we can help you do so in any way, please don’t hesitate to contact us—or any

of the authors, for that matter: all our coordinates are in the following pages.

Charles Despres

Daniele Chauvel

Sophia Antipolis

September 2000

Notes

1. Will Rogers put it more simply: “There is nothing as stupid as an educated man if
you get him off the thing he was educated in.”

2. Here we are referring to Critical Theory.
3. As Grant remarks, the notion originates with Don Tapscott.
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Chapter 1

Knowledge Management:
An Emerging Discipline
Rooted in a Long History
Karl M. Wiig

Introduction Knowledge, what it is, what it means, and

its roles for work and spiritual life, has a

long history. The abstract considerations

and speculations by philosophers and reli-

gious thinkers have been of particular significance. In addition, the emphasis

on knowledge has always had a practical work-related and secular side. It is

this aspect we pursue in this chapter.

Knowledge in the workplace—the ability of people and organizations to

understand and act effectively—has regularly been managed by managers,

coworkers, and proactive individuals. Those responsible for survival in com-

petitive environments always have worked to build the best possible knowl-

edge within their area of responsibility.

Knowledge, and other intellectual capital (IC) components, serve two vital

functions within the enterprise.1 They form the fundamental resources for

effective functioning and provide valuable assets for sale or exchange. From

business perspectives, explicit and systematic knowledge management has

not been of general concern until recently, and as a result, availability of

competitive expertise has been haphazard. This is now changing.

As we improve knowledge management (KM)—and as our competitors

improve—we must continue to develop our KM practices. These efforts,

which become increasingly sophisticated and demanding, must build upon

the historic roots of knowledge-related considerations. In addition, we must
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pay attention to developments in technology and people-centric areas like

cognitive sciences. In other words, we must rediscover the power of past

thinking as well as understand opportunities that lie ahead.

History of Knowledge Management

An historical perspective of today’s KM indicates that this is an old quest.

Knowledge, including knowing and reasons for knowing, was documented

by Western philosophers for millennia, and with little doubt, long before

that. Eastern philosophers have an equally long documented tradition of em-

phasizing knowledge and understanding for conducting spiritual and secular

life. Many of these efforts were directed toward obtaining theoretical and ab-

stract understandings of what knowledge is about.2

Practical needs to know—or particularly, needs for expertise and opera-

tional understanding—have been important since the battle for survival first

started, perhaps before the first human. Managing practical knowledge was

implicit and unsystematic at first, and often still is! However, the craft guilds

and apprentice-journeyman-master systems of the thirteenth century were

based on systematic and pragmatic KM considerations. Still, the practical

concerns for knowledge and the theoretical and abstract epistemological and

religious perspectives were not integrated then, and still are mostly kept sep-

arate.

Our present focus on knowledge, particularly for KM, is often explicitly

oriented toward commercial effectiveness. However, there are emerging real-

izations that to achieve the level of effective behavior required for competitive

excellence, the whole person must be considered. We must integrate cogni-

tion, motivation, personal satisfaction, feeling of security, and many other

factors.3

The present KM focus is not driven by commercial pressures alone. A

practical, often implicit, aspect of KM is that effective people behavior re-

quired for success rests on delegating intellectual tasks and authority to

knowledgeable and empowered individuals. KM also represents an evolution

of the move toward personal and intellectual freedom that started with the

age of enlightenment and reason over 200 years ago. One notion was that

through proper education, humanity itself could be altered, its nature

changed for the better. As other social movements, this has taken a long time

to penetrate, particularly into the conservative ranks and practices of man-

agement.4

The emergence of the explicit knowledge focus and the introduction of the

term knowledge management in the 1980s was no accident.5 Although it hap-

pened gradually and often was met with management uncertainty, it was a

natural evolution brought about by the confluence of many factors. The de-

velopments that have led to our present perspectives on KM come from many
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areas. Some are intellectually based, while others are pragmatic and rooted in

the need to innovate to secure real-life performance.

From our present-day perspective, in spite of increasing advances in

thinking, there was little change in needs for practical KM until the industrial

revolution changed the economic landscape in the seventeenth century. The

introduction of factories and the related systematic specialization became

more pronounced to support the ability to create and deliver goods in greater

quantities and at lower costs. Still, KM was implicit and largely based on the

apprentice-journeyman-master model. Schools and universities mostly ful-

filled a tacit mission to provide education as required for a leading minority.

To some extent, this tacit perspective survives to this day. Education, be it pri-

mary, secondary, or higher, is perceived to be “good” and of general value, of-

ten with less thought given to which knowledge must be developed for which

specific purposes.

Intellectual Roots of Knowledge Management

Intellectually, broad, present-day KM has many origins. One comes from

abstract philosophical thinking. Another comes from concrete concerns for

requirements of expertise in the workplace. Others come from perspectives

of educators and business leaders. Recent perspectives come from efforts to

explain economic driving forces in the “knowledge era” and the twentieth-

century efforts to increase effectiveness.6 Some of the intellectual roots in-

clude:

Historic Efforts

• Religion and philosophy (e.g., epistemology) to understand the role and

nature of knowledge and the permission of individuals “to think for

themselves.”

• Psychology to understand the role of knowledge in human behavior.

• Economics and social sciences to understand the role of knowledge in soci-

ety.

• Business theory to understand work, and its organization.

20th Century Efforts to Improve Effectiveness

• Rationalization of work (Taylorism), total quality management, and

management sciences to improve effectiveness.

• Psychology, cognitive sciences, artificial intelligence (AI), and the learning

organization to learn faster than the competition and provide a founda-

tion for making people more effective.

These and other perspectives on the roots of KM are discussed by many au-

thors.7
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Different Kinds of Knowledge Management

We must specify what we mean by, and include within, broad KM. A few ad-

vanced enterprises pursue a central strategic thrust with four tactical foci as

indicated in Figure 1.1. However, most tailor KM practices to their needs and

environments and have narrower perspectives. Of these, some focus on

knowledge sharing among individuals or on building elaborate educational

and knowledge distribution capabilities. Some emphasize use of technology

to capture, manipulate, and locate knowledge and initially, many focus on

knowledge-related information management rather than on KM. Others fo-

cus on knowledge utilization to improve the enterprise’s operational and

overall effectiveness. Still others pursue building and exploiting IC to enhance

the enterprise’s economic value. Some exceptional enterprises have created

“knowledge-vigilant” environments to focus constant, widespread attention

on ensuring competitive IC to sustain long-term success and viability. The

presumption is that competitive IC, properly utilized and exploited, is the

central resource behind effective behavior.

Our definition of KM is broad and embraces related approaches and activi-

ties throughout the organization. From this view, KM is partly practical, ba-

sic, and directly aimed at supporting the enterprise’s ultimate objectives.

Other parts of KM are quite sophisticated and rely on an understanding of

underlying processes to allow targeted KM focused on the organization’s

needs and capabilities. Many design systematic and explicit KM practices to

create enterprise-wide, adaptive, contextual, comprehensive, and people-

centric environments that promote continual personal focus on knowledge-

related matters.

Broad KM is the systematic and explicit management of knowledge-

related activities, practices, programs, and policies within the enterprise.

Consequently, the enterprise’s viability depends directly on:

• The competitive quality of its knowledge assets; and

• The successful application of these assets in all its business activities (i.e.,

realization of the knowledge assets’ value).

From a slightly different perspective: “The goal of knowledge manage-

ment is to build and exploit intellectual capital effectively and gainfully.” This

goal is valid for the entire enterprise, for all of the enterprise’s activities, and

has considerable complexity behind it.8

Some aspects of enterprise-wide intelligent-acting behavior are indicated

in Figure 1.2. The model outlines elements that fall under the auspices of KM,

such as learning, innovating, and the effective creation and application of

knowledge assets (KAs). It also points to the need for permission, motiva-

tions, opportunities, and capabilities for individuals to act intelligently.

One important aspect for effective KM is the requirement to deal explicitly

with the complexity of how people use their minds—that is, think—to con-
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duct work. It concerns what they must understand and how they must pos-

sess specific areas of knowledge and have access to them to act effectively

under different conditions. Similar considerations also hold on the organiza-

tional level.

Several aspects of effective, broad-based KM are of interest and should be

emphasized. They dispel some myths often associated with KM and include:

• In the long run, KM initiatives and activities normally do not lead to more

work. Instead, improved knowledge and its use, often far down in the or-

ganization, lead to less rework and hand-offs, quicker analysis, decision,

and execution, particularly of nonroutine tasks and other desirable and

work-reducing effects.

• KM activities and initiatives, instead of being additional functions, must

to the largest extent possible be based on, and be part of, preexisting and

ongoing efforts—often without making these more difficult, time con-

suming, or demanding.9

• People are often afraid to share their knowledge. They believe that they

will lose the advantage that their expertise gives them among their peers

and within the organization. However, under the best of circumstances,

only a small fraction of an individual’s applicable expertise can be elicited

and shared. Frequently, only concrete, operational or routine knowledge

can be communicated. Deep, broad insights are generally not available,

and may not exist except as a capability to reason until the situation re-

quires it. Importantly, when experts provide knowledge openly and

widely, they tend to be considered important by their peers and gain sta-

tus and recognition.

• Personal knowledge cannot be shared directly. Perspectives of, and infor-

mation about knowledge can be communicated. Recipients make sense of
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the received information and internalize their interpretation of the com-

munication as new knowledge. Knowledge is built by complex learning

processes and results in highly individual mental models and associations

that, for some, may be quite different from the source knowledge.

To be competitive, proactive enterprises must increasingly manage

knowledge systematically—although many KM activities and functions may

be implicit in each employee’s and department’s daily work and practice. En-

terprises will continue to be motivated by several end goals, to secure short-

term success and long-term viability. A particular KM objective in support of

whichever strategy the enterprise pursues, is to leverage the best available

knowledge and other ICs to make people, and therefore the enterprise itself,

act as effectively as possible to deal with operational, customer, supplier, and

all other challenges to implement the enterprise strategy in practice.

Knowledge and Information: The Need for

Crisp Definitions

The intent with KM is to manage knowledge practically and effectively to

reach broad operational and strategic objectives. That requires crystal-clear

understanding of what is meant by knowledge. We must be specific about

what knowledge is to manipulate, monitor, and judge how it affects—and is
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affected by—people, culture, KM activities, and other factors within the en-

terprise and its environment.

We must distinguish clearly between what we mean by “knowledge” and

“information.”10 At first, it may appear that there is a continuum from sig-

nals to data to information to knowledge—and onwards, perhaps, to wis-

dom. However, when examining the nature of these conceptual constructs

and the processes that create them, we find discontinuities that make infor-

mation fundamentally different from knowledge.

Most people think of knowledge as a recipe—a defined procedure—to deal

with a concrete, routine situation. However, few situations are repeated—

most situations are novel, particularly in their details. Hence, knowledge

must provide us with the capability—the understanding—that permits us to

envision possible ways of handling different situations and to anticipate im-

plications and judge their effects. It allows us to improvise and “jam.”11 Our

knowledge—in the form of mental models, scripts, and schemata—provides

us with the capability to work with novel situations by including not only

concepts and predefined methods and judgments, but numerous connections

with other detailed concepts, meta-concepts, and mental models.12

This discontinuity between information and knowledge is caused by how

new knowledge is created from received information. The process is complex.

To become knowledge, new insights are internalized by establishing links

with already existing knowledge, and these links can range from firmly char-

acterized relationships to vague associations. Prior knowledge is used to

make sense of received information, and once accepted for inclusion,

internalizes the new insights by linking with prior knowledge. Hence, the

new knowledge is as much a function of prior knowledge as it is of received

inputs. A discontinuity is thus created between the inputs and the resulting

new knowledge. The resulting knowledge and understanding is formed by

combinations of mental objects and links between them and allows us to

sense, reason, plan, judge, and act.

A practical example portrays how information and knowledge differ.

Consider the regular and supervisory control functions for an automated fac-

tory as illustrated in Figure 1.3. In this system, information is continually

obtained on the operating state of the process. Knowledge from process ex-

perts is embedded in the process control programs to automate operations.

The experts provide personal knowledge and deep understanding as general

principles and specific cases on how to deal with routine and undesired oper-

ating situations. They may pool their process knowledge with that of other

experts who have previously embedded knowledge on optimization and con-

trol principles in the generic computer software used to generate the control

algorithms.

In addition, process operating history is analyzed (by conventional statisti-

cal methods or advanced knowledge discovery in databases [KDD]) to obtain

selected process characteristics, including process dynamics. This information
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also becomes part of the control algorithms embedded in the control computer

after it has been interpreted and linked to the experts’ personal knowledge.

Driving Forces Behind Knowledge Management

The emergence of KM may be explained by the confluence and natural evolu-

tion of several factors. The needs to manage knowledge are strong. For those

who now are engaged in KM, it is not an alternative or a luxury, but is a ne-

cessity driven by the forces of competition, marketplace demands, new oper-

ating and management practices, and the availability of KM approaches and

information technology.

External Driving Forces

Most organizations operate in environments that they cannot control. Their

viability and success are subject to external forces that they must live with

and respond to as best they can to survive. Over the last decades, several ex-

ternal driving forces have emerged. Among these we find the following:

• Globalization of business and international competition. International com-

merce has increased. Products that were created within one company or

country are now assembled from parts from multiple sources worldwide.

Where before there were few product alternatives, now there are many.

Production and service capabilities that were available from limited

sources in advanced countries are now frequently found in countries that
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were formerly considered developing and incapable of sophisticated work.

These developments have led to cutthroat competition, where only the

most effective will survive by being effective in operations, marketing,

and creation of products and services.

• Sophisticated customers. Customers have become more demanding. They

increasingly desire customized products and services that support their

success and in turn are needed to serve their own customers better. Every-

where there are requirements for new features, better fulfillment of indi-

vidual needs, higher quality, and quicker response—all at an increasingly

feverish pace. To survive in this environment, enterprises must perform

on par with, or better than, their competition by improving their under-

standing of customer needs and capabilities.

• Sophisticated competitors. Competing organizations are constantly imple-

menting innovations in products, services, and practices. They also imple-

ment “discontinuous breakthroughs” by adopting new technologies and

practices. To keep up, these changes require constant learning to build

competitive expertise.

• Sophisticated suppliers. Suppliers continue to improve their capabilities

and can participate in creating and supporting innovations to deliver so-

phisticated products. To take advantage of these opportunities, enter-

prises must understand new supplier capabilities and how to integrate

them with internal efforts, directions, and culture.

Internal Driving Forces

Within enterprises, developments of many types have created opportunities

for managing knowledge better, and in some cases differently. Examples of

important changes include:

• Bottlenecks in enterprise effectiveness. Typically, enterprise effectiveness is

limited by restrictions in flows of work, information, and so on. Bottle-

necks have been removed or relocated to other sites through many im-

provements: investments in technology and logistics, personnel working

harder and longer, organized work tasks and work flows, improved infor-

mation for decision making and other work (more accurate, complete,

and timely), and increased intelligent automation of routine and simpler

operational tasks. New requirements place demands on increased effec-

tiveness and intelligent behavior. Bottlenecks have moved from visible and

tangible sites to knowledge-intensive work areas that require better un-

derstanding and expertise.

• Increased technological capabilities. New KM approaches are made possible

by advances in information management and technology and applied AI.

Examples include groupware for collaborative work, knowledge encoding

for knowledge bases, performance support systems, natural language un-

derstanding, and advanced search engines.
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• Understanding of human cognitive functions. People and their work behav-

ior are at the center of the effective enterprise. Therefore, it is important

to incorporate better professional understanding of cognitive aspects of

how knowledge—understanding, mental models, and associations—affect

decision making and performing knowledge-intensive work when decid-

ing how to conduct KM.

Ongoing Developments

Many developments are underway that will affect KM further. Some of these

include:

• Economics of ideas. Innovations and new, path-breaking ideas have brought

about knowledge-driven economic changes of societal significance.13

• Information management and technology. Information-related practices

and capabilities are transforming the way business is conducted.

• Cognitive science. Our understanding of how people function has direct ap-

plication to how we manage knowledge.

• Shifts in bottlenecks. Understanding best practices and others’ experiences

provides information about potential candidates for streamlining opera-

tions.

• Customization requirements for sophisticated customers. Great opportuni-

ties are available by satisfying unique customer demands on reasonable

terms.

• Sophisticated competitors. Threats require agile behaviors and rapid learn-

ing to maintain viability.

• Globalization. International business changes provide business opportuni-

ties and threats that must be understood to be managed.

These and other driving forces encourage companies to focus attention

and efforts on areas that provide the greatest payback. In general, it requires

delivering “more with less.” That, however, requires extensive understanding

and ability to build and maintain competitive IC in many areas.

What Is New?

KM practitioners recognize that KM has brought new elements into the enter-

prise. Entirely new perspectives and activities are introduced. Others are not

new per se, but have taken on new roles. For example, there is little new in

the concepts behind educating and training people to be able to deliver compe-

tent work. The same is true for many other KM-related activities. However,

perspectives, priorities, and purposes are new.

Most knowledge-based organizations realize that the largest part of their

market value is their IC, not the sum of their financial and tangible assets.

They find that no one has specialized in understanding the mechanisms that
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govern the processes that result in valuable IC. They also realize that no one is

responsible for maintaining and improving the value of these large assets.

What is new—certainly in the form of broadly accepted management

thrusts—are the explicit, deliberate, and systematic approaches to orchestrate

KM efforts and to rely on their results to achieve enterprise objectives. From

management’s point of view, the perspectives, coordination, facilitation, and

monitoring activities necessary for active KM require new and different in-

sights, emphases, and approaches. They also require new values, insights,

and priorities. What is more, they require a new focus on the role that knowl-

edge and understanding play in the enterprise’s—and in individuals’—ability

to deliver quality work.

Advanced KM now relies on new approaches that integrate theoretical and

abstract perspectives of epistemology and cognitive sciences with the prag-

matic considerations of expertise required to conduct business and the techni-

cal directions of information management and technology. Three additional

conditions have also contributed to these developments. First among these are

AI and management science’s concern for how people reason and think when

performing intellectual work, and the effect of knowledge and understanding

to deliver quality work.14 Second are learning theory, social sciences, and

psychological concerns for approaches to effective learning, teamwork, and

collaboration, and for cognitive styles.15 Third are advances in information

technology that allow extending KM practices into new areas by building on

ontologies, natural language understanding (NLU), automated reasoning,

and intelligent agents.

New understandings of how people make decisions have made it clear that

previous principles for managing knowledge may be misguided. It now is re-

alized that most decisions are made based on “intuition” (strong associations)

rather than on deliberate and systematic reasoning.16 This has considerable

consequences for what knowledge people must possess and how they are

supported to function effectively and deliver quality work under various con-

ditions.

What May Lie Ahead for Knowledge

Management?

KM promotes development and application of tacit, explicit, and embedded

IC—that is, leveraging personal understanding, organizational action capa-

bilities, and other intellectual assets to attain the enterprise’s ultimate goals,

such as ascertaining profitability, ensuring long-term viability, or delivering

quality services. This perspective of KM, given its history, suggests that a

number of developments will take place in coming years. They include:

• An area of increasing insight in the role that understanding—or meaning-

connected knowledge—and abstract mental models play in intellectual
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work. The 1990’s notion that “knowledge is actionable information” and

similar early perspectives will be replaced by more detailed characteriza-

tions of both personal and inanimate knowledge. Insights from cognitive

research and business experiences with deep knowledge will elucidate

what, and how, people must understand to handle complex challenges

competently.

• Caused by KM’s importance, future practices and methods will be pur-

poseful, systematic, explicit, and dependent on advanced technology for

knowledge capture and codification, automated reasoning, natural lan-

guage understanding, and so on. Overall, KM will become people-centric

because it is the networking of competent and collaborating people that

makes successful organizations.17

• Extensive experiences will spread from many organizations about how ef-

fective KM is organized, supported, and facilitated. Obvious changes will

include placement and organization of the KM effort itself, be it a Chief

Knowledge Officer (CKO) or a distributed effort. Changes that deal with

reorganization of work and the abolishing of whole departments when

their responsibilities are integrated into other operations will be prevalent

but less apparent.

• Management practices will change to facilitate KM. Incentives will be in-

troduced and disincentives eliminated to promote innovation, effective

knowledge exchange (“sharing”), learning, and application of best knowl-

edge for work. Cultural drivers such as management emphasis and per-

sonal behaviors will be changed to create environments of trust and ef-

forts to find root causes of problems without assigning blame.

• KM perspectives and considerations will be embedded in regular activities

throughout the enterprise. An example of how broadly KM may affect an

organization is indicated in Figure 1.4. It highlights some separate and

shared responsibilities for KM-related activities within research and devel-

opment (R&D), human resources (HR), information management and

technology (IM & IT), and a KM supervisory function.

• New practices will focus on combining understanding, knowledge, skills,

and attitudes (KSAs) when assembling work teams or analyzing require-

ments for performing work.18 The emphasis on complementary work

teams will coincide with the movement toward virtual organizations

where many in-house teams will include external workers who are

brought in for limited periods to complement in-house competencies for

specific tasks. The present use of consultants from large consulting

houses is one manifestation but is expected to increasingly involve self-

employed external knowledge workers.

• Most organizations will create effective approaches to transfer personal

knowledge to structural IC to allow better utilization and leveraging. Ex-

ternal subject-matter experts will leverage and sell their expertise to

many enterprises for continued use.19
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Figure 1.4 Examples of Sole- and Shared-Responsibility KM Activities
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• Comprehensive approaches to create and conduct broad KM practices will

become the norm. For example, designing, implementing, and operating

comprehensive multimode knowledge transfer programs will be com-

mon.20 Such programs include systematic approaches to integrate pri-

mary knowledge-related functions such as sourcing from internal and

external knowledge experts; knowledge capture, codification, and organi-

zation into repositories; deployment (e.g., training and educational pro-

grams, expert networks, and knowledge-based systems [KBSs]); and

functions where work is performed or knowledge assets are sold, leased,

or licensed.

• Education and knowledge support capabilities such as expert networks or

performance support systems (PSSs) will be matched to cognitive and

learning styles and dominant intelligences.21 That will help workers per-

form more effectively. Highly effective approaches to elicit and transfer

deep knowledge will be introduced to allow experts to communicate un-

derstandings and concepts and facilitate building corresponding concepts,

associations, and mental models by other practitioners.22

• KM will be supported by many AI developments. Some of these are intelli-

gent agents, natural language understanding and processing functions,

reasoning strategies, and knowledge representations and ontologies23

that will continue to be developed and, by providing greater capabilities,

will be relied on to organize knowledge and facilitate application.

To create broad and integrated capabilities, most of the changes introduced by

these developments will not be stand-alone, but will be combined with other

changes, many of which have foci different from KM.

Increased specialization in enterprises to work with various KM aspects

will include:

• On the firm level: Expertise with emphasis on managing IC

• On the middle management level: Understanding the importance of man-

aging local investments in, and coordination and application of, knowl-

edge assets to meet operating objectives

• On the KM level: Enterprise-wide coordination and facilitation of KM-

related functions, capabilities, and activities

• On the knowledge-operational level: Local hands-on capabilities to obtain

and organize knowledge, automate knowledge, and build knowledge-

based support and educational systems, and retrieve and communicate

knowledge to end users

Realization that KM is the cornerstone of every knowledge organization’s

strategy will bring about:

• New ways of working, such as collaboration, and new ways of assem-

bling expertise for special purposes
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• New roles for people management

• New roles for training and education within the firm

• New roles and methods for knowledge capture, organization, automa-

tion, and deployment

• New focus for management science on organization of work with knowl-

edge perspective, change management to facilitate growth and innova-

tion, and on KM details

• New focus for strategy setting on developing knowledge, and IC-related

opportunities and associated development of capabilities to realize and

capitalize on the possibilities

As organizations develop their KM practice further, most enterprises after

some time will pursue all four thrusts as part of their overall KM strategy.

The Changing Workplace

We do expect the enterprise to change. Advances in KM practices will continue

to modify the workplace—sometimes drastically. Visible changes will be evi-

dent by increased application of, and reliance on, technology for cognitive

support compared to the information focus of the 1980s and 1990s. Less visi-

ble changes may be more important since they will improve the way people

work with their minds and thereby alleviate bottlenecks. The changes that

people will experience in the workplace include:

• Emphasis on using interdisciplinary teams with a focus on the best mix of

competencies and understanding to be applied to the work at hand. Figure

1.5 shows an example of the proficiency profile of such a team.

• Temporary nature of many employment situations. Emphasis will be

placed on assembling short-lived teams with complementing knowledge

profiles to address specific tasks. People will improve their personal exper-

tise to maintain and enhance personal competitiveness.

• Good understanding of the importance of relying on strong mental asso-

ciations and conceptual knowledge to guide direction of work.

• Better understanding by knowledge workers of how to implement enter-

prise strategy by the small decisions and acts that are part of their daily

work.

• Greater willingness to collaborate with associates and coordinate with

other activities.

• Increased personal understanding by employees of how they personally

will benefit from delivering effective work.

• Greater job security and less hesitation to undertake complex tasks after

employees build increased metaknowledge and professional or craft

knowledge about work for which they are responsible.

• Increased reliance on automated intelligent reasoning to support work.

For example, when they are confronted with complex situations, automa-
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tion may assist knowledge workers by identifying and making available

relevant support information and knowledge, making preliminary sense

of the situation, and locating and presenting suggestions for how it

should be handled.

• Intelligent agents deployed internally and externally will offload “data de-

tective work” now required to locate and evaluate information required in

many knowledge worker situations ranging from plant operators to ad

hoc strategic task forces.

• New organization of the physical work environment will change the way

people work together and allow greater richness and effectiveness of in-

teraction. New work environments will be designed to foster knowledge

exchange through networking and collaboration and facilitate innova-

tions through serendipity.

• Improved understanding of different levels of work complexities and

what that means for knowledge requirements. A useful categorization of

work complexity consists of six levels:
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Figure 1.5 Knowledge Profile Example of a Virtual Team with Six Members.
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1. Routine worktasks (simple, repetitive, and well understood)

2. Logical or less common variations (transformations) of routine situa-

tions

3. Complex, yet expected extensions of known routines integrated with

external factors

4. Unexpected challenges (conditions), but with a mix of routines and ex-

ternal factors

5. Totally unexpected situations and nonroutine challenges, yet within

the larger job scope

6. Unusual challenges outside job scope

In total, KM will lead to less effort to deliver present-day service para-

digms. However, as Figure 1.6 indicates, work is changing to satisfy the ever-

increasing market requirements for new features and capabilities in products

and services. Successful organizations will provide better script and schema

knowledge and work will expand to take advantage of the new capabilities.

Even so, with increased responsibilities, knowledge workers are expected to

feel more confident and have better understanding of the work to be done.

They also will receive better knowledge support and more jobs will be done

right the first time, adding to confidence and job satisfaction on the inside,

and better market acceptance on the outside.

The nature of work is changing. Already, we have learned to prepare our

workforce better, automate many routine functions, and organize work to

deliver higher-quality products and services more effectively. There is a shift

toward more complex work as outlined in Figure 1.6. There are many identi-

fiable targets for intelligent automation in routine areas and potentials for

application of greater understanding and expertise in more demanding work.

Advanced technology and experiences by sophisticated organizations moti-

vate continued refinement of work in general. Hence, to stay ahead of com-

petitors, enterprises ask their personnel to engage in increasingly complex

work to deliver better products and services. Service paradigms become more

complex.

Toward a Knowledge Management Discipline

The changes to manage knowledge explicitly and in detail place great de-

mands on supporting disciplines. They range from cognitive sciences and ed-

ucational methods to management sciences and economics to AI and infor-

mation management and technology. Enterprises pay new attention to

maintaining and enhancing the competitive power of their IC. They realize

that managing IC is complex and extensive and requires expertise and man-

agement attention. The new profession of KM specialists, from several aca-

demic fields, is becoming a reality. As indicated in Figure 1.7, the disciplines

and other areas that KM relies on include:
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Disciplines in Support of KM

• Business theory and economics to create strategies, determine priorities,

and evaluate progress

• Cognitive sciences to understand how best to support knowledge workers’

mental functioning required by their work settings

• “Cybrary” sciences to bring knowledge-related services to everyone24

• Ergonomics to create effective and acceptable work environments

• Information sciences to build supporting infrastructure and special

knowledge-related capabilities

• Knowledge engineering to elicit and codify knowledge
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• AI to automate routine and assist knowledge-intensive work with reason-

ing and other high-level functions

• Management sciences to optimize operations and integrate KM efforts

with other enterprise efforts

• Social sciences to provide KM-related motivations, people processes, and

cultural environments

General Principles for Effective KM

• Systematic and explicit KM to maximize the effectiveness of the enterprise

business drivers

• Knowledge-based vision to provide the long-term basis for a broad KM

practice

• Identification of knowledge requirements for individual functions to de-

termine which knowledge to make available

• Determination of knowledge TOWS (Threats, Opportunities, Weaknesses,

Strengths) to set priorities and develop needed KM tasks

• Alignment of knowledge efforts and enterprise direction to realize the best

value of the KM practice

• Systematized knowledge-related efforts to make the KM practice effective

• Implementation of KM with priority and purpose to minimize waste and

maximize KM value

Key Elements of KM Practices

• KM-centered strategy to achieve effective, integrated KM practice and co-

ordinate KM activities

• Focused IC management to maximize overall value of building and ex-

ploiting IC

• IC-based evaluations and administration to optimize local IC investments,

utilization, and caretaking

• Provision of environment for support of innovation to build competitive

IC

• Learning organization approach to build competitive knowledge faster

than competition

• IT-based infrastructure to provide effective support for KM

• IT-based knowledge discovery (KDD) to learn maximally from the past

• Knowledge automation (KBSs) to streamline operations

Landmarks for Developing KM Practices

• Documented KM and/or intellectual capital strategy indicating the extent

and maturity of KM preparation

• Documented knowledge landscape map indicating understanding of

knowledge TOWS
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• Senior management reliance on KM indicating enterprise commitment

• Enterprise-wide KM practices indicating extent to which KM is pursued in

practice

• Enterprise-wide coordination of knowledge-related efforts indicating so-

phistication of KM involvement

• KM-supportive infrastructure indicating potential efficiency of KM prac-

tice

• KM-supportive incentive programs indicating realization that KM is peo-

ple-centric

• Knowledge vigilance indicating reliance on knowledge and IC for success

and viability

Knowledge Management Must Justify Its Existence

Most organizations still pursue KM without ascertaining that hard business

reasons require it. This is changing—and for good reasons. The premises are

that competitive knowledge backed by deliberate KM is important for sus-

tained success and viability and that the enterprise value largely comes from

IC. It may therefore be irresponsible to pursue KM without having explicit un-

derstanding of how the efforts will be of value. There are several reasons for

establishing the effects and benefits of potential KM actions. As the example in

Figure 1.8 indicates, the immediate effects, followed by intermediate and final

effects of the KM effort, should be explicated for five major purposes:

• To support KM planning, decision making, and priority setting, and to ob-

tain estimates of magnitude and timeframe of potential benefits, costs,

and risks

• To delineate the nature of expected and desired KM-related events and

agree with stakeholders about suitable descriptions of expected events and

their benefits or associated risks, and provide a graphical (visual) frame-

work to support the collaborative KM planning process

• To enable the desired outcomes from KM efforts, delineate the various ef-

fects that are sought or expected with identification of ancillary activities

that must be considered

• To promote understanding of desired effects to support implementation

over the lifetime of the process by describing the events and associated

characteristics

• To monitor the KM-influenced event process to manage it appropriately,

and provide sufficient understanding of the anticipated events by outlin-

ing expectations over time in sufficient detail

The proposed KM efforts—and later, KM implementation—need to be out-

lined in some detail to support these purposes.
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Concluding Perspectives

KM will continue to evolve and draw on support from many theoretical and

methodological areas. For instance, cognitive sciences will increase under-

standing of decision making, cognitive support needed for work, effective

learning, and skills transfer processes. Research on the nature of intellectual

work will explicate how different kinds of knowledge are used, and should be

possessed and accessed. Management sciences will provide methods for man-

aging IC renewal, priorities, and investments. AI and advanced information

technology will increase abilities to supplant and support complex work

tasks. New directions such as the “economics of ideas,” “economics of

chance,” and chaos theory will provide new perspectives and new guidelines

for effective management in the knowledge society. New models for the the-

ory of the firm will elucidate new tactical values, principles, and judgments.

However, much needs to be done. We do not understand much about

knowledge. Our understanding of the cognitive aspects of human function-

ing (as related to decision making and knowledge-intensive work) is mar-

ginal. There is not an accepted economic “theory of knowledge” that is appli-

cable to business or daily life. We do not have a general understanding of how

to undertake comprehensive and systematic KM within an organization. We

may need an entirely new theory of the firm to manage knowledge effec-

tively—and to link it properly with enterprise strategy, tactics, and daily op-

erations—while recognizing that in most organizations people and their be-

haviors contribute much more to the enterprise success than do the assets

that conventionally are targets of management focus.

One key lesson to be learned is that we must adopt greater people-centric

perspectives of knowledge. To be viable, we need constant learning, led by

constant innovation. Technology goes only so far. It can provide us with only

a rudimentary reasoning devoid of innovation and with concrete analyses of

the past through approaches such as knowledge discovery in databases. Peo-

ple are the intelligent agents that create and act on new opportunities. It is

those opportunities that will bring the world forward.

One doctrine of KM is the need to arrange our affairs to avoid rediscover-

ing what earlier thinkers have created but maximize the reuse of valid knowl-

edge and practices. We must adopt this tenet for our own work in KM.25 Gen-

eral Colin Powell reminds us to “not invent what is already thriving!” Human

history is not a history of cleverness and increasing acuity of vision. KM is

not a result of people having become smarter, only more knowledgeable by

building on powerful concepts inherited from prior generations.

notes

1. See, for example, Stewart (1997) and Sveiby (1997).
2. The epistemological considerations of the Greek philosophers Socrates, Plato, and

Aristotle are well known. Perhaps less known in the West are the teachings of Lao
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Tzu and Confucius in China, also from about 2,500 years ago. Indian philosophers
also pursued similar topics.

3. See, for example, Boulding (1966), Cleveland (1985), Drucker (1988b), Stewart
(1991), and Sveiby and Lloyd (1987).

4. Managers, by necessity, have been conservative. Management is not a science, and
approaches to controlling the social, open systems of human and economic behav-
ior in organizations and markets are fraught with problems and uncertainty (see
Austin, 1996, and Hilmer and Donaldson, 1996). Successful management ap-
proaches, therefore, are built on traditions and long experience.

5. A perspective of the history of KM can be found in Wiig (1993).
6. See Romer (1989) and Kelly (1996).
7. See, for example, Cleveland (1985), Senge (1990), Simon (1976), and Wiig (1993).
8. Private communication from Fernando Simões, South African KM professional

(1998). This definition was adopted by the Australian Parliament for their KM po-
sition paper.

9. Lucier and Torsilieri (1997).
10. From practical KM perspectives, operational definitions are: Information consists of

facts and other data organized to characterize a particular situation, condition,
challenge, or opportunity. Knowledge is possessed by humans or inanimate agents
as truths and beliefs, perspectives and concepts, judgments and expectations,
methodologies and know-how. Knowledge is used to receive information—to rec-
ognize and identify; analyze, interpret, and evaluate, synthesize, assess and decide;
adapt, plan, implement, and monitor—to act. Understanding based on knowledge
is used to determine what a specific situation means and how to handle it. Follow-
ing this definition, information and rudimentary knowledge may be codifiable and
may exist outside a person’s mind. Understanding, however, may be difficult to
codify and is primarily people based.

11. See Kao (1997).
12. See, for example, Gardner (1983), Gardner (1985), Lakoff (1987), Schank and

Abelson (1977), and Wiig (1995).
13. Romer (1989) and Kelly (1996), op. cit.
14. See Suchman (1995).
15. Gardner (1983), op. cit.
16. See Bechara et al. (1997) and Klein (1998).
17. See Winograd (1988), Cannon-Bowers and Salas (1999) op. cit., and Wellman and

Hampton (1999).
18. Cannon-Bowers and Salas (1999), op. cit.
19. See Edvinson and Malone (1997), Stewart (1991), Stewart (1997), and Sveiby

(1997).
20. Wiig (1995) p. 358 discusses such programs.
21. See Kurtzman (1999).
22. Wiig and Wiig (1999) discuss some existing approaches and the reasoning behind

them.
23. For an excellent discussion of ontologies and their role in KM, see Chandrasekaran

et al. (1999).
24. “Cybrarians” combine expertise from library science and cyberspace to obtain and

organize information and knowledge.
25. David Owens, a long-time KM practitioner and academic, reminds us emphatically

about this point.
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chapter 2

Shifts in the World Economy:
The Drivers of Knowledge
Management
Robert M. Grant

Introduction Among the innovations that have swept

through the world of management dur-

ing the past two decades—total quality

management, shareholder value creation,

business process reengineering, and competence-based strategy—knowledge

management has probably aroused the greatest interest and made the biggest

impact. Measured by numbers of conferences and books, the attention at-

tracted by knowledge management is remarkable. For consulting companies

it has provided the basis for a whole new line of business. Among companies

a new genus of knowledge officers has appeared. Unusual among major

management innovations, knowledge management has captured the interest

of both practicing managers and business school academics. One of the most

encouraging features of the many conferences covering knowledge manage-

ment is the participation and dialogue between academics and practitioners.

The breadth of interest in knowledge management is also apparent across the

range of business functions. Although early interest centered on strategy, IT,

and new product development, knowledge management has extended into

operations management, marketing, HR, and accounting and finance.

The purpose of this chapter is to explore two questions concerning the

current knowledge revolution in management. First, why this recent explo-

sion of interest in knowledge management? Second, what are the critically

important contributions that the knowledge perspective offers to manage-

ment theory and practice?
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The first section of the chapter explores the reasons for the surge of inter-

est and activity in knowledge management. I focus in particular on the

changes that have occurred in the world economy. One of the key arguments

of several leading exponents of knowledge management is that the new

postindustrial, knowledge-based economy is fundamentally different from

the economic structures of the past and that the “new rules” of competition

and organization require new approaches to management. Certainly, the

world economy at the end of the twentieth century does display unique char-

acteristics such as the critical role of information and communication tech-

nologies and the extent of globalization. At the same time, it is not apparent

that the “knowledge-based economy” inhabited by “knowledge-intensive

firms” and “knowledge workers” is fundamentally different from that which

preceded it. Alternatively, it could be that the current enthusiasm for knowl-

edge management is not so much the result of fundamental changes in our

economic system, as the result of the discovery of new concepts and tools for

dealing with the perennial issues of management. One of the themes that I

shall develop is that all management is, in effect, about managing knowledge

but, until recently, the principles of management have failed to take account

of the critical role of knowledge and the implications of different types of

management for coordinating organizations and generating profits from

productive activity.

In moving on to the second major question—the central contributions of

knowledge management—let me first address the issue of fad versus sub-

stance. Like most social phenomena, management is subject to fashion, hype,

bandwagon effects, misinformation, and the activities of unscrupulous entre-

preneurs (in academe as well as consulting). Even if we exclude pure char-

latanism, there will inevitably be a tendency for so broad a subject to attract

“more needless obfuscation and woolly thinking by academics and consul-

tants than any other” (Financial Times, 1999) and idiosyncrasies such as the

interest of Saatchi & Saatchi’s director of knowledge management, which in-

volves “the totality of the consumer,” including an innovative Japanese panty

hose “embedded with millions of microcapsules of vitamin C and seaweed ex-

tract that burst when worn to provide extra nourishment for the limbs”

(Wall Street Journal, 1997a).1

My own view is that, despite its peculiar, superficial, and wrong-headed

manifestations, knowledge management offers a set of ideas and insights

that give it the potential to make the most important advance in manage-

ment theory and practice of the past 50 years. Already, knowledge-based

thinking is making important contributions to our thinking about informa-

tion systems, strategy, innovation, and organizational design. Within firms

and not-for-profit organizations, the introduction of knowledge manage-

ment practices has shown some remarkable results in helping diffuse best

practices, accelerate new product development, improve workplace design,
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and increase the effectiveness of strategic planning processes. Within the

broad diversity of knowledge management concepts and practices, which of-

fer the most promising avenues of development in terms of future manage-

ment practices?

The Current Business Environment

The New Knowledge Economy

Closely associated with the surge of interest in knowledge management has

been the advent of the new, knowledge-based, postindustrial economy. What

is this New Economy? Among the characteristics identified in the flood of

written commentary are the following:

• In contrast with previous periods of economic development, the primary

factor of production in the new economy is knowledge, as opposed to cap-

ital in the industrial economy or land in the agrarian economy (Quinn,

1992; Drucker, 1993; Burton-Jones, 2000).

• It is concentrated on intangibles rather than tangibles (Stewart, 1997;

Edvinsson and Malone, 1997). In terms of output this means a predomi-

nance of services over goods. In terms of inputs it means that the primary

assets of firms are intangibles such as technology and brands rather than

land, machines, inventories, and financial assets. The increasing irrele-

vance of tangible assets is indicated by the fact that by March 1999, the

ratio of market value of the Business Week “nifty-fifty” had reached 12

times book value.

• It is networked—unprecedented interconnectivity is possible through the

development of new communication media: cellular telephony, direct sat-

ellite communication, the Internet, and interactive TV. The digitalization

of major aspects of almost all communication media has greatly expanded

the potential for collaboration not just within organizations but also be-

tween organizations (Castells, 1999). Indeed, one consequence has been

the declining role of formal organizations altogether as institutions for

achieving coordinated action. The Internet itself has provided both a met-

aphor and a model for “virtual” organization—organization that lacks ei-

ther formal structure or authority.

• It is digital. Don Tapscott (1995) has referred to the current era as the “age

of sand” in that the central components of digital technology—the silicon

chip and fiber optical cable—are based on sand. The digitization of infor-

mation has had a huge impact on the capacity for transferring, storing,

and processing information.

• It is virtual. The virtual organization is just one example of the transition

from real to virtual work made possible by digitization and networking

(Hagel and Singer, 1999). The growing role of virtual (i.e., electronic)
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money, virtual transactions, virtual communities, virtual vacations, and

virtual sex are dissolving the boundaries between the real and imaginary

worlds to the point where futurist Watts Wacker (Wacker, Taylor, and

Means, 2000) claims that we are entering an age where anything we can

dream we can do.

• It is fast moving. The new economy is subject to rapid change. Partly be-

cause of the rapid pace of innovation and partly because of the efficiency

of communication that results in speedy diffusion, the pace of technologi-

cal change has accelerated sharply. Evidence of this is produced by the

compression of product life cycles. The automobile and the safety razor

required more than a decade to transition from their “introduction stage”

into their “growth stage,” and even for the microcomputer the lag be-

tween introduction and rapid market penetration was about six years. By

contrast, during the past decade and a half, CD-ROMs, personal digital or-

ganizers, digital PCs, telecommunications, and satellite TVs entered their

growth phases almost immediately after their introduction. The combi-

nation of speed, intangibility, and connectivity has created what Stan Da-

vis and Chris Meyer (1998) call the “blur” aspect of the modern economy.

The high-velocity business environment calls for a rethinking of firms’

strategies (Brown and Eisenhart, 1998).

• It is better performing. Although Japan and much of Western Europe are

too affected by sluggish overall demand to appreciate the benefits of the

“new economy,” the U.S. “Goldilocks” economy reveals with remarkable

clarity the capacity of the knowledge-based economy to reconcile high

growth and high employment with price stability.

These various trends have combined to produce a number of structural

changes within the business sector. These include the dissolving boundaries

between firms and markets and the growing role of collaborative organiza-

tional forms that are neither firms nor market transactions. Also prominent

has been disintermediation—the tendency for firms to transact directly with

final customers without the need for distributors, wholesalers, and agents to

act as intermediaries. A further implication has been globalization. Once seen

as a result of trade liberalization and the activities of multinational corpora-

tions, globalization is now knowledge driven. As Drucker remarked, “Knowl-

edge knows no boundaries.” The jungle tribes of Papua New Guinea and the

bushmen of the Kalahari are almost as knowledgeable about Monica

Lewinski, the death of Princess Diana, and the O.J. Simpson verdict as CNN

watchers in North America and Europe. Global communication and informa-

tion networks, the Internet in particular, have permitted the smallest enter-

prises to engage in international transactions. Finally, the distinction between

producers and consumers is becoming less clear. Interactive media result in

consumers being drawn into designing their own news bulletins, vacations,

and automobiles in a process that Don Tapscott (1997) calls “prosumption.”
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Looking Beyond the Hype

The danger of this approach is that by lumping together all significant

changes that have occurred in the modern economy and labeling them as fea-

tures of the “knowledge economy,” we will fail to analyze current trends. If

we are to understand the contemporary business environment and plot its

trajectory into the future, then it is essential that we look systematically at

the drivers of change.

Many of the alleged characteristic features of the so-called “new knowl-

edge economy” do not stand up to scrutiny. Take the much-discussed trend

toward disintermediation. In the electronically interconnected age, firms do

not need to distribute their wares through wholesalers and retail; they can

sell direct to the consumer. Publishers can supply articles and complete news-

papers and journals in directly downloadable form. House sellers do not need

the services of realtors; they can locate buyers directly through the Internet.

Yet, these examples represent, not so much disintermediation, as the displace-

ment of one type of intermediately by another. The new intermediaries are

Internet portals and ISPs such as AOL and Excite, telecom companies such as

MCI-Worldcom that provide the communication infrastructure, Visa Inter-

national that processes the transactions, and Federal Express that makes the

physical delivery.

Similarly with the supposed convergence of industries. Are industries re-

ally converging, or is it simply that technology and deregulation are redraw-

ing their boundaries? While communication and computing, commercial and

investment banking, and TV and telephony converge, other industries frag-

ment and diverge. For example, the once-monolithic computer industry has

fragmented into industries supplying components, assembled computers, op-

erating systems, applications software, and computer services. Similar obser-

vations could be made of the telecommunications industry.

The idea that we have moved from an economy based on land, labor, and

capital to one based on knowledge is nonsense. All major human advances

since the beginning of civilization have been based on knowledge. The build-

ing of Stonehenge and other megalithic monuments in Northern Europe at

around 2,000 B.C. coincided with the economic growth arising from the

knowledge revolution in the form of the introduction of agriculture. The

agrarian and industrial revolutions of the eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries were also consequences of the development and diffusion of new

knowledge. The econometric analysis of economic growth since the pioneer-

ing work of Kuznets (1966) and Denison (1968) has been consistent in iden-

tifying advances in knowledge as the primary driver of increasing real in-

come per capita. Hence, apart from the simple fact that knowledge

accumulated over time and its growth pattern may well be exponential, it is

not apparent that knowledge plays a fundamentally different role in today’s

economy than it did a hundred or even a thousand years ago. The basic dif-
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ference is that a greater stock of knowledge supports a far higher level of

productivity.

Similar observations may be made about the so-called “knowledge

worker.” Such a concept relies on some restrictive assumptions about what

constitutes knowledge. It is not obvious to me that a computer software engi-

neer or a lawyer is any more a knowledge worker than a shepherd, a sculp-

tor, or a Buddhist monk. The key point is that different workers use different

types of knowledge, and it is difficult to compare the knowledge intensity of

different occupations. Does a pharmacist use more knowledge than does a

bus driver? Certainly the conventional distinction between working with

one’s hands or with one’s brain is of little help. Is an office clerk more of a

knowledge worker than a manual worker such as Antonio Stradavari or a

brain surgeon? The most that can be said is that different types of knowledge

are differentially distributed among individuals, that different types of

knowledge take different lengths of time to acquire, and that without knowl-

edge the human being is completely unproductive. The challenge, then, is not

to talk vaguely about the knowledge-based economy and knowledge work-

ers, but to explore in precise terms the features of knowledge and its use that

are different today than in previous periods of time.

Productivity and Increasing Returns in the

Software-Based Economy

The defining feature of today’s knowledge-based economy is the digitization

of information. Digital technologies embodied in semiconductors, computers,

computer software, and communication systems have resulted in huge re-

ductions in the costs of storing, processing, and transferring explicit knowl-

edge. The “soft revolution” has two main elements. First, knowledge is no

longer embodied exclusively in people and capital equipment; it is embodied

in software. Software takes the form of recipes, computer programs, movies,

management systems, and all other codified representations of information,

science, and creative expression. Second, the economics of such software is

fundamentally different from the economic principles associated with tradi-

tional factors of production. Traditional factors of production are associated

with diminishing returns; explicit knowledge is subject to increasing returns.

Explicit knowledge embodied in software is costly to create, but once created

it can be reproduced and distributed at close to zero marginal cost. In contrast

to the traditional sources of scale economies—the benefits from the special-

ization and division of labor in Adam Smith’s pin factory—the extent of scale

economies in the movies, recorded music, and computer software are huge.

The exploitation of these increasing returns is the primary driver of global-

ization in today’s economy.

Nor are these increasing returns associated with explicit, codified knowl-

edge restricted to information technology and media industries. The value-
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creating potential associated with the low-cost replication of explicit knowl-

edge offers huge incentives for systematizing existing knowledge, and then

replicating it over and over again to exploit its value. The major impact of

digital technologies is in facilitating the systematization of knowledge into

codified form and in greatly lowering the costs of its replication. This process

of systematizing tacit knowledge is represented in Figure 2.1.

If knowledge exists in two principal forms, explicit and tacit, and at two

major levels, the individual and the firm, then there are major benefits to the

firm in shifting its primary knowledge base from individually held tacit

knowledge, to firm-held explicit knowledge. First, explicit knowledge offers

greater potential for value creation because of its replicability potential. Sec-

ond, the firm’s potential for appropriating this value is greater if ownership

lies with the firm rather than with the individual. The systematization of

tacit, individually held knowledge into explicit, firm-held knowledge is the

primary force behind the evolution of craft trades into industrialized trades.

This process of industrializing craft businesses has been the basis of many of

the most outstanding business successes of this century. For example:

• Henry Ford’s mass production system for the manufacture of automo-

biles took the tacit knowledge of skilled craftsmen and embodied it into

machine tools and an industrialized system that could be replicated

throughout the world.

• Ray Kroc’s genius was in recognizing the potential for converting the Mc-

Donald brothers’ San Bernardino hamburger joint into a system that

could be replicated many thousands of times over in a global chain of

franchised hamburger restaurants.
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• In a similar process, Starbucks took the traditional Seattle coffee house

and reduced it to a set of formulae capable of precise replication through-

out North America, and now the world.

• Andersen Consulting took the business of systems integration, one based

on the experiential knowledge of IT professionals, and built a set of sys-

tems that allowed the creation of a worldwide business based on the sys-

tematic training of fresh, young graduates and equipping them with

package solutions to IT management.

In the field of management consulting Hansen, Nohria, and Tierney

(1999) have observed that a fundamental difference in firm strategies is be-

tween those that pursue a “codification strategy” based on a “people-to-

documents” approach that permits extensive knowledge reuse, and a “per-

sonalization strategy” offering customized solutions based on the expertise of

individual consultants and one-to-one consultant-client dialogue. Andersen

Consulting and Ernst & Young have pursued codification strategies, and

McKinsey and Bain epitomize the personalization approach. While Hansen et

al. do not argue for the superiority of any one approach, our analysis sug-

gests that, in principle, a codification strategy that exploits economies of re-

use should offer greater potential for rent generation and appropriation.

The productivity gains associated with conversion of tacit into explicit

knowledge and its subsequent replication on a global scale are fundamental

to the rapid rates of economic growth experienced during the past few de-

cades. Paul Romer has estimated that the growth in real output per hour of

work achieved by the world’s leading economy has accelerated over the past

three centuries (see Table 2.1). As the new information technologies increase

the speed and lower the cost at which new forms of software can be created,

replicated, and diffused, it is likely that long-term rates of productivity

growth will continue to accelerate. “New recipes,” whether they be Starbucks

systematized approach to producing cappuccinos or Wal-Mart’s cross-

docking system of receiving and shipping goods to and from warehouses, are

permitting unparalleled productivity improvements in service activities. But,

according to Romer (1999), the real gains are still to come; electronic com-

merce in particular offers the potential for massive efficiency gains in the dis-

tribution of goods and services—traditionally a low productivity sector.

Standards and Winner-Take-All Markets

Any markets subject to scale economies will tend toward high levels of con-

centration due to the cost advantages of large firms over small firms. The ex-

tent of the scale economies arising from the low cost of replicating informa-

tion and other forms of explicit knowledge has been an important force

driving rapidly increasing concentration across a range of once-fragmented

industries ranging from management consulting to pizzerias. Although the

primary sources of industrial concentration were economies in large-scale
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manufacturing processes in sectors such as steel making, automobile manu-

facture, and petrochemicals, it is scale economies in information reuse that

explain Microsoft’s dominance in the market for microcomputer software

and McDonalds’s dominance in the world hamburger market.

However, the present trend toward “winner-take-all” markets is not

solely a consequence of the economics of software replication—it is also a re-

sult of interconnectivity within the networked economy (Shapiro and Varian,

1999). In many industries, the extent of concentration goes well beyond the

requirements for the minimum efficient scale of operation. The tendency in

the markets for computer operating systems and video game players is for a

single company to establish a position of near-unassailable market domi-

nance. This phenomenon is associated with markets that combine low-cost

replication with network externalities—the situation in which a consumer’s

utility from a product is dependent on the number of other users consuming

that product. For such products this relationship was expressed more pre-

cisely by Robert Metcalfe, the founder of 3Com. Metcalfe’s Law states that the

utility of a network increases at the square of the number of members. While

the “killer app” is no new phenomenon—the stirrup was a killer app of the

eighth century—network externalities in the interconnected, digital economy

have greatly increased the number of, and speed of dissemination of, such in-

novations (Downes and Mui, 1998).

Network externalities may arise from a number of factors. The most basic

is direct linkages between consumers—as in the case of a telephone system—

in which the usefulness of the product depends on direct linkages between us-

ers. It may also arise from user mobility in the face of significant training

costs. Thus, the emergence of Microsoft PowerPoint as the dominant presen-

tation software was encouraged by the ability of users to take their presenta-

tion skills to any organization without the need to learn a different software

package. Network externalities may also arise from the availability of com-

plementary products. The tendency for computer software, videotape for-
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Table 2.1

Growth in Real Output per Hour Worked by the World’s

Leading Economy, 1700-1979

Period Country Annual Growth of Real Output per Hour (%)

1700-1785 Netherlands 0.1

1785-1820 U.K. 0.5

1820-1890 U.K. 1.4

1890-1979 U.S.A. 2.2

Source: Paul Romer, “The New Economy.” Presentation to the Strategic Leadership Forum Annual

Conference, Chicago, April 19, 1999.



mats, and computer game consoles to move toward a single market-

dominating product or system arises primarily from the linkage between

product leadership and the availability of applications software; the disad-

vantage with ownership of a minority standard, whether it is a Sony Beta-

max VCR or an Apple Macintosh microcomputer is that most producers of

applications—whether movie studios or software developers—will be produc-

ing their products for the dominant standard.

The implications for competition are far-reaching. Because the winner

takes all, the competition for market leadership is intense. The “battle of the

browsers” competition between the two key players quickly resulted in both

Netscape and Microsoft offering their products free. Similar trends are evi-

dent in other areas of Internet competition. By mid-1999, competition be-

tween Internet service providers in the UK had resulted in many leading play-

ers offering free service. The quest for standards-setting market leadership

had also resulted in the tendency toward coalitions of players. The critical im-

portance of winning standards battles often produced some strange bedfel-

lows—arch rivals Kodak and Fuji collaborating in developing and marketing

the Advanced Photo System for a new generation of films and cameras, and

Microsoft collaborating with both Sun Microsystems and AOL-Netscape over

technical issues.

Implications of the New Economy for

Knowledge Management

My proposition, thus far, is that there is nothing fundamentally new about

an economy based on knowledge. What distinguishes the present economy

from a knowledge perspective is the sheer accumulation of knowledge by so-

ciety, the rapid pace of innovation and, most important, the advent of digital

technologies that have had far-reaching implications for the sources of value

in the modern economy. These characteristics of the new economy have been

important drivers behind the explosion of interest in knowledge management

over the past six years. In particular, four key aspects of knowledge manage-

ment stand out.

1. Property rights in knowledge. There is an increased recognition of knowl-

edge as the most valuable and strategically important of resources used by

firms together with the increased embodiment of knowledge within recipes,

designs, computer software and other forms of software has resulted in in-

creased attention to ownership. Looking back, the lack of interest in property

rights by pioneers of research and innovation seems remarkable. For most of

the post–Second World War period AT&T’s Bell Labs simply gave away many

of the foundations of the microelectronics revolution. Indeed, it was not until

Texas Instruments revealed the huge revenue potential from patent licenses

that most companies began to manage their patent portfolios as income-

generating assets (Grindley and Teece, 1997). Recognition of the value of pro-
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prietary knowledge has propelled the strengthening of intellectual property

regimes by legislatures and judicial systems over the past two decades.

Among both companies and their industry associations, the enforcement of

intellectual property in the form of patents, copyrights, and trademarks has

become a central asset-management activity and a key issue in international

economic relations.

2. Accelerating knowledge creation and application. The increasing pace of

technological change has placed substantial pressures on companies to in-

crease the speed at which they develop and apply knowledge. This emphasis

on speed is particularly evident in new product development in which, across

a wide range of industries, companies have struggled to shorten their product

development cycles. In automobiles, for example, U.S. and European manu-

facturers have fundamentally redesigned their approaches to new product

development in an effort to cut the time from drawing board to market

launch from five to three years (Clark and Fujimoto, 1991). According to

Brown and Eisenhart (1998, pp. 163–168) the fundamental force behind

Intel’s sustained success is its “time pacing”—the time pacing of product de-

velopment through continual minor innovation with periodic “mid-life kick-

ers,” together with a nine-month cycle of fab construction.

3. Converting tacit into explicit knowledge. If most knowledge is tacit and

embodied within individual employees, its rent potential for the firm is lim-

ited by its high costs of replication and the inability of the firm to appropriate

its value. As Kogut and Zander (1992, p. 390) acknowledge: “Unless able to

train large numbers of individuals or to transform skills into organizing

principles, the craft shop is forever simply a shop.” However, what Kogut and

Zander refer to as the “paradox of replication” is that the codification of

knowledge required for internal replication may also facilitate imitation by

other firms. The challenge is to build barriers to external replication through

linking the firm’s internal systems to knowledge that cannot be replicated by

outsiders. Thus, all the major purveyors of systematized knowledge, whether

McDonalds Restaurants or Andersen Consulting, invest heavily in brand

building. The other is to reconvert codified knowledge into organizational

routines that operate at the tacit level. Thus, the training undertaken by

McDonalds at its Oak Brook, Illinois, Hamburger University or by Andersen

Consulting at its Lake Charles, Illinois, training center emphasizes socializa-

tion and cultural integration conducive to the replication of organizational

routines. Recognition that the value of the firm is generated by the low-cost

replication of its systematized knowledge has encouraged a fundamental re-

thinking by many firms of their strategy and identity. In the same way that

it is often remarked that Apple Computer’s fundamental error was mistaken

identity—it was a software company that thought it was a hardware com-

pany—so other firms are recognizing that their value lies not in their prod-

ucts but in their systems. Nike’s success and value lies in its system for man-

aging the design, supply chain, and marketing of lifestyle products to the
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youth market. It has replicated this system worldwide and from athletic

shoes to sports and casual clothing, into sports equipment and accessories.

Wal-Mart’s fundamental strength is its retail system that integrates point-

of-sale technology and in-store management with its procurement and dis-

tribution system. This system has been replicated not only throughout the

United States, but also increasingly to other countries, and from its Wal-

Mart stores to Sam’s Club warehouses, and now to acquired retail chains

such as Asda in Britain.

4. Competing for standards. The past two decades have seen a remarkable

development in the understanding of the role of standards in the economy

and far greater sophistication in the strategies used by companies in stan-

dards battles. In retrospect, the errors made in earlier standards battles make

the players seem naïve. In the battle of the personal computers, Apple’s fail-

ure to license its operating system and IBM’s failure to establish any propri-

etary interest in the PC standard seem to be remarkable misjudgments, as

was Sony’s failure to license its Betamax technology. Recent standards,

whether for digital wireless telephony (GSM vs. TDMA vs. CDMA), recordable

digital audio media, and Internet browsers, have all been characterized by a

vastly greater insight into both the value of owning, or even influencing,

standards and into the dynamics of standard setting. Thus, the recent stan-

dards battles have involved the willingness of the participants to forego cur-

rent profits in order to invest in market leadership and the building of broad-

based coalitions around particular standards. These coalitions have typically

involved competitors as well as suppliers, customers and providers of com-

plementary goods and services.

The Discovery of Knowledge Management

Despite the increasing importance of knowledge within the economy and the

far-reaching changes caused by the digital revolution, I am not convinced

that the recent surge of interest in managing knowledge is primarily the re-

sult of external changes in the business environment. More important, in my

opinion, has been the burst of intellectual activity that has accompanied the

recognition of knowledge as a productive resource, the rediscovery of the dis-

cussion of knowledge by writers such as Hayek (1945), Polanyi (1962), Ar-

row (1962), and March and Simon (1958), and the wave of new thinking

concerning the characteristics of knowledge and its role within the firm.

Thus, most of the developments in the concepts and techniques of knowl-

edge management that appeared during the 1990s were not specific to the

present digitally based, postindustrial economy. Indeed, some of the powerful

tools of knowledge management that have recently emerged concern the de-

velopment and application of tacit knowledge as opposed to the management

of codified knowledge. Taken as a whole, the main contribution of knowledge
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management has been in shedding light on the fundamental issues of man-

agement that have long been central to strategy, organization, and human

resource management. What knowledge management offers us is insight into

aspects of management that we have failed to understand properly because of

our failure to consider the nature and characteristics of knowledge.

Seeing Management Through the Knowledge Lens

Consider, for example, two of the most important developments in manage-

ment thinking during the twentieth century: scientific management and total

quality management. Although these two important and highly influential

management paradigms are largely incompatible and to a great extent con-

flicting, we can reinterpret these approaches to management from a knowl-

edge-based perspective. The result is not only insight into the implicit as-

sumptions about knowledge in each, but also recognition that the differences

between the two paradigms can be traced to these different assumptions.

Knowledge and Scientific Management

Fundamental to the emergence of the modern corporation has been the devel-

opment of management as a specialized body of knowledge. The earliest

manifestation of this, the “scientific management” movement at the turn of

the century, was founded on the idea of a division of labor between workers

and managers: workers do the work, while managers, as experts in manage-

ment, specialize in decision making. However, as with all production tasks,

specialization requires integration; the manager’s knowledge of organization

must be brought together with the workers’ skills and their familiarity with

workplace conditions. Because managers possess superior intelligence and

specialized knowledge of the scientific principles of management, then man-

agers must be given decision-making rights over workers. However, a critical

assumption of the approach is that managers can access all the knowledge

held by the workers. Thus, Fredrick Taylor’s description of the application of

scientific management to shoveling coal and iron ore at Bethlehem Steel is

based on the assumption that the manager has full knowledge of the skills of

shoveling and of the range of situations encountered by shovelers (Taylor,

1916).

This implicit assumption that managers can access the knowledge of their

subordinates is a striking weakness, not just of scientific management but of

hierarchical models of decision making more generally. In a hierarchy, deci-

sion making over routine matters is delegated downwards through rules and

procedures. Decision rights over complex and strategic issues tend to be re-

tained in the upper organizational levels. Yet, if these upper-level decision

makers are unable to access the knowledge available at lower levels of the or-

ganization, then efficiency of decision making is constrained not only by

“bounded rationality,” but also by bounded access to relevant knowledge.
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Knowledge and Total Quality Management (TQM)

It is interesting that TQM, like scientific management, is based on the applica-

tion of the principles of the scientific method to decision making and the orga-

nization of work. TQM applies cause-and-effect decision trees to the diagnosis

of problems and statistical analysis to the analysis of defects. Yet, despite these

commonalties, TQM gives rise to quite different management methods and al-

locations of decision rights than those of scientific management.

The critical difference between scientific management and TQM lies in

their assumptions about the distribution and characteristics of knowledge.

While scientific management assumed that managers are capable of accessing

all the knowledge possessed by workers, TQM recognizes that knowledge is

not easily transferable. Given that good decisions require the application of

the knowledge relevant to those decisions, TQM favors the transfer of deci-

sion making concerning each employee’s production tasks to the employees

who are undertaking the tasks. Hence, in addressing Taylor’s “shoveling

problem,” TQM results in a fundamentally different allocation of decision

than that recommended by Taylor. Although TQM focuses on quality as the

primary performance variable, the same principles also can be applied to effi-

ciency. If know-how about shoveling coal and iron ore accrues to those who

undertake the work, and this know-how is not easily transferred to a man-

ager or foreman, then it is the shovelers who are best able to improve produc-

tivity through improving job design and working techniques. The second as-

sumption about knowledge implicit in TQM is that all human beings are

intelligent and capable of learning. Hence, it is easier to instruct the worker in

those “principles of management” necessary for the worker to make optimal

decisions concerning his or her work than it is to transfer the worker’s

knowledge to a manager. Thus, a key feature of TQM is training workers in

the statistical process control and “scientific” approaches to the analysis of

problems.

Knowledge and the Structure of Decision Making

The examples concerning scientific management and TQM point to the fact

that our assumptions about the distribution of general intelligence between

individuals and the characteristics of knowledge have fundamental implica-

tions for the distribution of decision making within the firm. In order to gen-

eralize our discussion, let us consider the relationship between characteristics

of different types of knowledge and the optimal distribution of decision mak-

ing within an organization. We begin with the premise that the quality of a

decision depends on the extent to which decision making is co-located with

the knowledge required for informing that decision. Such co-location can be

achieved in two ways: decision making can be devolved to where the knowl-

edge resides, or this knowledge can be transferred to the seat of decision-

making authority.
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The critical issue here is the mobility of knowledge, which is a function of

its codifiablity. Where knowledge is fully codifiable (e.g., information on in-

ventories within the firm), not only can the knowledge be transferred at low

cost, it also can be aggregated within a single location. Given economies of

scale in decision making, it is desirable to decentralize such decisions. Hence,

in most companies, treasury functions, including cash management and for-

eign exchange hedging, are centralized in a single corporate treasury. Con-

versely, highly tacit knowledge is not capable of codification and is extremely

difficult to transfer and to aggregate. Hence, where the relevant knowledge is

tacit, then decision making power must be distributed to where the tacit

knowledge is located. Thus, the productivity of lathe operators and other ma-

chinists depends critically on their tacit skills; because their sensitivity to and

awareness of their machines cannot easily be codified, this implies that deci-

sion about maintenance and settings should be delegated to the operatives.

Recent trends toward “empowerment” have been justified primarily in

terms of motivation and philosophies of individualism and self-determin-

ation. Our knowledge-based approach provides a purely technical basis for

empowerment decisions; where knowledge is tacit or is not readily codifiable

for other reasons, then decision-making quality is enhanced where decision-

making authority is delegated to those with the relevant knowledge. At the

same time it points to situations in which decisions should be decentralized

and situations in which centralization is more efficient. Although the domi-

nant trend of the 1990s was toward decentralization, developments in infor-

mation technology and artificial intelligence promise to increase the potential

for knowledge to be codified. Such a development may encourage increased

centralization of decision making. Such centralization trends are apparent

within fast-food chains, where the information technology has encouraged a

shift of decision making over menus, pricing, and production scheduling

from individual restaurant managers and franchisees to the corporate and re-

gional headquarters.

However, as Jensen points out, there exists a trade-off between the bene-

fits of co-location of decision making and knowledge and the costs of agency.

As decision making is devolved to those with the know-how relevant to those

decisions, so the costs of agency arising from the inconsistent objectives of

different organizational members tend to increase. Hence, there is an optimal

degree of decentralization where, at the margin, the cost reductions from dis-

tributing decision rights to individual employees is equal to the rising agency

costs associated with moving decision rights further from the CEO’s office.

The Emerging Knowledge Based View of the Firm

At the root of the intellectual contributions of knowledge management is a

theory of the firm that establishes the existence and the role of firms on dif-

ferent premises from those on which both the microeconomic and sociologi-
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cal approaches have been based. The work of Demsetz (1988), Kogut and

Zander (1992 and 1996), Connor and Prahalad (1996), and Grant (1996),

among others, point toward a theory of the existence and the nature of firms

that is somewhat different from the transaction-cost based approach of the

new institutional economics.

Appreciating the characteristics of knowledge and the organizational

challenge of integrating the knowledge assets of multiple individuals can pro-

vide considerable insight into the organizing role of firms. Although transac-

tion cost economics (TCE) can demonstrate the sources of market failure in

knowledge transactions, simply showing the inefficiencies of market con-

tracts in synchronizing team-based production does not provide us with

much insight into the design of an administrative system capable of maxi-

mizing team performance.

Kogut and Zander present the firm not so much as an institution that

economizes on the transaction costs of markets, but rather as a social insti-

tution capable of coordinating human behavior in ways that are impossible

for pure market contracts. They argue that “organizations are social com-

munities in which individual and social expertise is transferred into econom-

ically-useful products and services by the application of a set of higher-order

organizing principles. Firms exist because they provide a social community

of voluntaristic action structured by organizing principles that are not re-

ducible to individuals” (Kogut and Zander 1992, p. 384). The precise nature

of these social communities, the social expertise that they possess, and the

organizing principles under which they operate are not made entirely clear.

Grant (1996) discusses some of the mechanisms through which firms (and

other organizations) achieve the integration of individuals’ knowledge into

the production of goods and services. The key to efficiency in knowledge in-

tegration is to create mechanisms that avoid the costs of learning: If each in-

dividual has to learn what every other individual knows, then the benefits of

specialization are lost. The analysis of coordination was pioneered by James

Thompson (1968), who classified the types of interdependency between indi-

viduals and units. Thompson viewed the modes of interdependence between

individuals as exogenously determined by the technology of production and

its component processes. Using a knowledge-based perspective, we may

view coordination mechanisms as choices made by the firm as to how it

achieves the integration of the specialist knowledge of multiple individuals.

The most important of these mechanisms are rules and directives and orga-

nizational routines.

The case for the existence of the firm as a unit of economic organization

rests on the superiority of the firm over markets in supporting these knowl-

edge integration mechanisms. To achieve coordination through these differ-

ent mechanisms of integration requires authority (to permit direction), cen-

tralized decision making, co-location, and common knowledge (to permit
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communication). All these connotations are provided more readily within the

firm than in any other type of organization.

Knowledge Management’s Contribution

to Management Practice

Thus far, I have discussed knowledge management and the emerging knowl-

edge-based view of the firm primarily from a theoretical viewpoint. However,

the surge of activity among corporations and consulting firms during the

past six years has been driven less by the contribution of the knowledge-

based thinking to advances in the theory of the firm than it has been driven

by the potential for the techniques of knowledge management to directly im-

pact company performance. The range of knowledge management tools and

techniques has been broad. For years firms have been involved in actively

managing particular types of knowledge and particular knowledge processes.

For example, information systems, financial reporting and control systems,

strategic management processes, and research and development are all man-

agement systems involving knowledge creation, knowledge transfer, and in-

formation management. The primary contribution of the recent knowledge

management movement has been to look broadly at the entirety of knowl-

edge and knowledge processes within firms in order to extend the scope of

knowledge management activities to types of knowledge and knowledge ac-

tivities that have been under-managed by firms, and also to achieve increas-

ing integration across different knowledge management activities.

The Pioneers of Knowledge Management

Pioneering developments in knowledge management have occurred in a di-

versity of organizations. Most prominent have been the management con-

sulting firms. Their leading role in knowledge management has been the re-

sult of two factors. The first factor has been the internal challenges they have

faced in managing their own development and deployment of knowledge.

These have focused on the need to ensure that the learning gained from indi-

vidual consulting projects is retained and transferred within the firm. The

second factor is the recognition that knowledge management provides attrac-

tive opportunities for revenue growth for the firms. The consulting firms

were among the first organizations to create internal systems for knowledge

management and, in many cases, followed this by creating knowledge man-

agement practices. These include:

• Andersen Consulting’s Knowledge Xchange, which is at the heart of its

dynamic matrix structure that links employees, clients, knowledge data-

bases, reporting systems, and consulting tools.

• Arthur Andersen’s Knowledge Enterprises.
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• Ernst & Young’s Center for Business Knowledge in Cleveland, which links

a technological IT infrastructure with consultant interest groups and af-

finity groups.

• KPMG’s KWEB knowledge management infrastructure and “Cyber Park

Avenue.”

• McKinsey & Company’s “practice development” process, which seeks to

codify consultants’ learning from client engagements and research pro-

jects. In addition, McKinsey is a leader in the development and exploita-

tion of social networks that provide informal knowledge exchange mech-

anisms. These networks extend to McKinsey former consultants (“alumni”)

who are encouraged to keep in contact with the firm.

• Bain & Company’s “Experience Knowledge Base,” which documents and

distributes consultant learning from client engagements.

Firms that have emerged as leaders in particular areas of knowledge manage-

ment include:

• IBM’s contributions to knowledge management are many, including one

of the first attempts to provide a company-wide knowledge architecture

for mapping the vast amount and range of information within the com-

pany. IBM’s Guide to Market Information was a “catalog of catalogs” in

integrating the information available within IBM and linking each infor-

mation area to a contact person (Davenport, 1997, pp. 164–167).

• Bechtel’s Global Knowledge Network, overseen by Bechtel’s Web Advisory

Board, is a company-wide initiative that aims to disperse mission-critical

knowledge across Bechtel’s 20,000 employees throughout the world. It

includes the BecWeb intranet that provides standardized formats for stor-

ing and distributing documents, engineering designs, standards, and cli-

ent information.

• Dow Chemical has pioneered the systematic management of knowledge

through its Intellectual Asset Management Model, the core of which is

Dow’s portfolio of over 30,000 patents, which it values and links with the

strategies of Dow’s individual businesses. Intellectual asset management

is supported by 75 multifunctional teams, each aligned with a business,

and each responsible for the development and exploitation of a segment of

Dow’s intellectual capital (Petrash, 1996).

• Skandia, the Swedish insurance company, has been a world leader in in-

tellectual capital accounting: identifying, valuing, and measuring the per-

formance of intellectual capital. Under the leadership of Skandia AFS’s di-

rector of intellectual capital, Leif Edvinsson, Skandia has published since

1992 an intellectual capital supplement to its annual report and in 1993

launched its “Business Navigator,” an integrated system for linking intel-

lectual capital management with strategy and performance measurement

(Marchand and Roos, 1996).
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• Texas Instruments turned to knowledge management after an extensive

program of cost reduction and business process reengineering. The

knowledge management program was launched in 1994. Cindy Johnson,

director of Collaboration and Knowledge Sharing noted: “We felt we

needed to find a new paradigm for reaching the next level of improve-

ment. We had to find ways to become more agile and learn faster so that

we can innovate faster than our competitors. This is not about cutting

people or bringing in new machines. It is about facilitating the flow of

ideas, practices and knowledge” (O’Dell and Jackson, 1998, pp. 152–153).

The emphasis was on sharing best practices. Chairman Jerry Junkins ob-

served: “We had pockets of mediocrity right next door to world-class per-

formance simply because one operation did not know what was happen-

ing at the other operation.” The TI Business Excellent Strategy (known as

I-BEST) provided a common methodology and common language for de-

fining excellence, assessing progress, identifying opportunities for im-

provement, and establishing and deploying action. The first major initia-

tive was transferring best practices around TI’s 134 fabrication plants. In

1994 TI created an Office of Best Practices to facilitate best practice identi-

fication and transfer. At the heart of the system was a Best Practices

Knowledge Base based on Lotus Notes.

• Hewlett Packard’s position as one of the oldest and most adaptable of the

leading companies in California’s Silicon Valley owes much to the com-

pany’s ability to acquire, reconfigure, and redeploy knowledge—even

though these processes were established in HP well before the term

“knowledge management” had achieved common currency. Like most

companies, many of HP’s knowledge management activities have focused

on the management of explicit knowledge and have been heavily IT based.

In addition, HP has been especially concerned with the management of

tacit knowledge. As chairman and CEO Lew Platt observes: “Successful

companies of the companies of the 21st century will be those who do the

best jobs of capturing, storing, and leveraging what their employees

know.” HP’s “Knowledge Links” system shares knowledge about product

generation and at HP Consulting, knowledge sharing has extended be-

yond GroupWare and knowledge mapping to include informal groupings

with common interests called “learning communities” and “project snap-

shots” that collect and lessons from project teams (Martiny, 1998).

• Looking further beyond the use of IT to store and transfer explicit knowl-

edge to the more complex challenges of developing and deploying tacit

knowledge, 3M has done more than any other company to create organi-

zational systems that promote the transfer of tacit knowledge and its in-

tegration into new products. 3M aims to create “an atmosphere of gener-

osity, freedom, and safety in which innovation can flourish” (Brand,

1998). Lifetime employment and internal mobility develop communica-

tion and knowledge sharing. Tolerance for mistakes is central to creativ-
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ity: 3M began with a mistake (the acquisition of a worthless mine) and

has continued to develop success out of failure (Post-it Notes used a new

adhesive that did not stick; the ceramics business was also founded on a

series of mistakes). Central to 3M’s knowledge management is the combi-

nation of “knowledge by design” (defining customer needs that could use

3M technology) with “knowledge by emergence” (the informal process

through which all employees are permitted to devote 15 percent of their

time to developing new ideas).

Not-for-profit organizations have also been among the leading innova-

tors in the development of knowledge management concepts and techniques.

In particular, the U.S. Army has enhanced experiential learning through a

systematized approach to identifying the lessons learned from both actual

experience and experiments, then feeding back these lessons into procedures

and policies. The Center for Army Lessons Learned at Fort Leavenworth, Kan-

sas, collects the lessons learned from a wide variety of activities, codifies

them, and distributes them. “The analysts quickly learned that the more hec-

tic the operation, the more important is an organized system of collecting les-

sons learned. . . . The remaining challenge is to ensure that lessons are ap-

plied. . . . After the 1994 invasion of Haiti, CALL had experts interview

soldiers about incidents with mobs and confrontations with local authorities,

observe after-action reviews, read intelligence reports, and compile lessons.

They developed 26 training scenarios for use by replacement units. In the

next six months, these units actually encountered 23 of these scenarios”

(Wall Street Journal, 1997b).2 The 1995 Bosnian operation involved even

more intensive efforts to distill experience gained and disseminate it quickly—

every 72 hours a list of new lessons was distributed.

Key Areas of Knowledge Management

A fundamental distinction in knowledge management is between those activ-

ities that involve the application of existing knowledge and those that gener-

ate knowledge that is new to the organization. Most management principles

deal with the organization of existing knowledge. According to Spender

(1992), the two types of activity are distinguished by the fact that knowledge

application is formalized, while knowledge generation is institutionalized: its

structure is not dependent on the knowledge necessary for the task at hand—

that knowledge has to be generated—but on some other social patterning

such as professional affiliation or membership in a creative team. If knowl-

edge-generating activities are to be successful in resolving uncertainty, then

some form of alternative non-knowledge-based structure is essential. An im-

plication, therefore, is that knowledge application and knowledge generating

activities need to be organized differently within the firm. For example, in 3M

there is a formal structure for managing 3M’s existing businesses with their
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more than 30,000 separate products. At the same time there is a parallel, in-

formal structure whereby the members of the formal structure engage in

product development activities through an institutionalized system of “boot-

legging” through which they appropriate time, materials, and technical sup-

port. Starting from the distinctions between knowledge generation and

knowledge application activities, Figure 2.2 offers a classification of different

knowledge management activities.

To date (Summer 1999), most organizations’ knowledge management ef-

forts have remained at a fairly basic level. The primary area of activity has

been in the capture, storage, and transfer of knowledge. At the most basic

level, organizations have attempted to identify the knowledge that resides

within them in order to make it accessible by others in the organization. An

interesting feature of management is that, despite recognition of knowledge

as firms’ most productive asset, formal systems of asset management have

focused on the tangible assets identified and valued within firms’ financial ac-

counting systems. Until recently, very few organizations had any formal

system for establishing an inventory of knowledge. Knowledge identification

and transfer occurred informally—“If you want to know about warehousing

bought-in widgets, speak to Joe. He worked for Widgets International before

he came here.” IBM’s Guide to Market Information provides a mapping of in-

formation resources only. More ambitious is Teltech’s “KnowledgeScope” sys-

tem, which combines a thesaurus of technical terms with biographies of em-

ployee expertise, thus allowing both customers and employees to identify

expertise relevant to their queries (Davenport, 1997, pp. 172–173). At Hughes

Communications, Adrian Ward developed a “Knowledge Highway” using or-

ganizational ethnography and archaeology to discover and document the

company’s tacit and explicit knowledge, competencies, and communities and

relationships (Ward, 1999).

Continuing with the contrast between the management of knowledge as-

sets and the management of tangible assets, a feature of accounting systems

for tangible assets is an overriding concern with valuation. By contrast, prog-

ress in measuring, let alone valuing, knowledge assets has been limited. The

principles for valuing assets are well known: if there is an external market for

the asset, use the market price (based on comparables where necessary); if

there is not an external market, then estimate the net present value of the fu-

ture returns to the asset. In the case of knowledge, neither approach is typi-

cally viable: market failure in knowledge transactions is widespread, the re-

turns to knowledge are not readily identifiable, and most knowledge is

embodied within people, systems, or products. Although progress has been

made in the valuation of many intangible assets—brands in particular—the

valuation of knowledge assets remains elusive. The approach adopted by

Skandia and several other companies has been to value knowledge as the re-

sidual of the stock market valuation of a firm over and above the book value
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of tangible assets. Although such an approach can indicate the magnitude of

intangible asset valuation, it does not permit the valuation of individual

knowledge assets and is distorted by all the errors involved in the variations

of tangible assets. The difficulties in applying the common measuring rod of

monetary valuation to knowledge assets has resulted in the use of a variety

of indicators of knowledge stocks and investments in knowledge. Thus,
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Figure 2.2 The Dimensions of Knowledge Management (continued)
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Skandia uses a variety of metrics for monitoring the development and utiliza-

tion of its intellectual capital, ranging from days of training per employee per

year to introductions of new products.

Looking beyond the mapping and measurement of existing knowledge is

the capture and storage of new knowledge. The challenge is to build systems

that collect the learning arising from projects and ongoing activities, to sys-

tematize and archive that knowledge, and then to distribute it to those mem-

bers of the organization likely to benefit from it. The management consulting

companies have been leaders in this area, and virtually all of them have cre-

ated systems through which the learning from individual client assignments

is standardized and stored within a central repository. The knowledge bases

are typically accessed by consultants through intranets with specially de-

signed search tools. March and Garvin (1997) describe the knowledge man-

agement databases constructed by Arthur Andersen and Ernst and Young.

Within the industrial and service sector more broadly, the major emphasis

of knowledge management has been knowledge transfer and replication

within corporations, particularly “best practice transfer.” If learning and in-

novation are continuous processes that occur in all parts of a company, and if

similar activities are being conducted in different locations within the com-

pany, then value can be created through the rapid internal diffusion of such

knowledge. Among multinational enterprises in particular, it is increasingly

recognized that one of the greatest benefits of multinationality is distributed

learning. However, the major source of value creation from such learning oc-

curs from the rapid replication of superior practices, products, and processes.

Unilever’s head of marketing has noted that across the thousands of products

that Unilever markets in hundreds of countries, many similar problems and

opportunities are encountered. The potential for transferring the knowledge

gained in tackling these issues is huge. The intense interest in best practices

transfer arises not simply because of the importance of such transfers in

terms of performance enhancement, but also because of the difficulty of such

transfers. These difficulties arise, first, from the nature of the knowledge—

best practices often involve organizational routines that are dependent on the

tacit knowledge of team members and complex patterns of interpersonal in-

teraction—and second, from the impediments of organizational structures,

systems, and behaviors. Gabriel Szulanski’s (1996) analysis of “stickiness” in

the transfer of best practices looks beyond the inherent complexity of the

knowledge being transferred to explore the organizational conditions that

hamper knowledge transfer, including the relationship between the parties to

the knowledge exchange and the motivation of each party.

Although information and communication technology from e-mail to

groupware, the Internet, and intranets have made huge strides in classifying,

storing, and transferring explicit knowledge, it is in the management of tacit

knowledge that the major challenges remain. It is widely believed that for the

great majority of companies know-how rather than know-what is the more
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important productive resource and the primary basis for competitive advan-

tage. But if knowledge cannot be codified, how can it be managed? Three con-

siderations appear to be important in designing approaches to managing tacit

knowledge.

1. What is the degree of tacitness of different types of knowledge? Some

knowledge is so deeply embedded that it is completely nontransferable. Con-

sider the skills of a fragrance expert. The ability to recognize and diagnose

minute differences in fragrance requires olfactory skills that may well be ge-

netically based. It is useless to train fragrance experts unless they have partic-

ular aptitudes to begin with. Effective management of fragrance analysis

knowledge requires the intense use of the company’s few experts, requiring

their mobility around the company to wherever their skills are needed. Where

skills are transferable, then training processes and communication mecha-

nisms need to be designed to match the characteristics of the know-how being

transferred. If knowledge acquisitions require learning by doing, then train-

ing seminars and courses are likely to be of limited value.

2. What social context is conducive to the tacit knowledge transfer? Brown

and Duguid (1991) point to the roles of narration, collaboration, and social

construction in learning, knowledge transfer, and the interpretation of expe-

rience. These occur within informal social groups they call “communities of

practice.” The importance of these observations is the recognition that experi-

ential, uncodifiable knowledge can be transferred, integrated, and enriched

within the appropriate social context. With narratives as the principal me-

dium of communication, tacit knowledge is transferable where there exists a

common language, common interests, and a common knowledge basis. The

implication of this work has been intense interest in the existence of such

communities of practice within organizations and efforts at managing and

creating such groups as instruments of knowledge management.

3. Even if tacit knowledge cannot be readily transferred, can it be integrated?

The key challenge of the enterprise is in achieving coordination between mul-

tiple specialists such that their different knowledge bases can be integrated to

produce goods and services. Such integration does not necessarily require

knowledge transfer. Knowledge transfer is critical for the purposes of replica-

tion, but for the purposes of production the key is to efficiently integrate dif-

ferent specialist knowledge. A critical issue in the design of processes is to in-

tegrate the specialist knowledge of different individuals without the costs of

their having to learn from each other. The trend toward modularity in prod-

uct design is one approach to efficient knowledge integration (Sanchez and

Mahoney, 1996; Bayliss and Clark, 1997). Thus, the key to Microsoft’s suc-

cess in designing huge software programs such as Windows NT, Internet Ex-

plorer, and Microsoft Office that require the coordinated efforts of close to

500 software developers is to modularize these programs using its “synch

and stabilize” system (Cusumano, 1997).
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Conclusions

Three main conclusions arise from this chapter. First, the current surge of in-

terest in knowledge management is not, primarily, a product of some “knowl-

edge revolution.” Although there are features of knowledge usage that are dif-

ferent today as compared with 30 years ago, digitization in particular, the

scope of knowledge management is much broader. The importance of the cur-

rent enthusiasm for knowledge management is that (a) it directs attention to-

ward the most important and productive of the resources deployed by compa-

nies, and one that is the most inefficiently utilized, (b) by explicitly considering

the role of knowledge within the enterprise, we are being forced to reconsider

the most fundamental principles of management.

Second, in any fashion trend that is as pervasive and encompassing as

knowledge management, there are likely to be elements that are worthwhile

and enduring and others that will prove to be blind alleys. Which aspects of

knowledge management are likely to offer the greatest potential for insight

and value generation? An interesting feature of management activities in the

corporate sector has been its emphasis on fundamental, even simplistic as-

pects of knowledge management. Can we identify and draw up an inventory

of the knowledge within the organization? How can we distill and archive the

new knowledge that is being generated within a company? How can knowl-

edge be transferred from one part of an organization to another? Although

these are basic issues of knowledge management, their solutions are not nec-

essarily easy. The remarkable fact is that only recently have most companies

addressed these issues on a systematic basis. Looking ahead, firms will need

to look at the more complex aspects of knowledge management, especially

with regard to the transfer and utilization of tacit knowledge and the rede-

sign of organizational structures and processes in order to facilitate knowl-

edge generation and utilization.

Which aspects of knowledge management are likely to prove of limited

potential? The enthusiasm for knowledge accounting—the valuation of intel-

lectual capital for example—seems to offer a low ratio of output to input.

Given close to 3,000 years of philosophical debate as to what knowledge is,

the ability to value what we do not yet understand seems unlikely. Ambigu-

ity over the ownership of knowledge further compounds the problem of val-

uation. With the exceptions of knowledge forms for which property rights

have been legislated—patents, copyrights, and trade secrets—ownership both

of explicit and tacit knowledge is ill defined. A second area of dubious activity

relates to organizational learning. Clearly, the ability to acquire knowledge

from experience is critical to building a knowledge base. However, interest in

organizational learning has tended to the obsessive in some quarters. The

critical questions are what to learn and by whom? Learning is an investment,

it is costly, and these costs need to be justified by potential further returns.

Much learning may offer little return, or even negative returns. Consider the
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enthusiasm for cross-functional learning. Clearly, the ability to integrate the

knowledge of different functional experts is critical to successful new product

development. But the key to such knowledge integration is to retain the bene-

fits of specialization in knowledge integration. If engineers, financial ana-

lysts, and marketing experts spend their time learning one another’s special-

ties, the danger is that they will become mediocre engineers, financiers, and

marketers.

Finally, how are managers to steer their way through the plethora of con-

cepts, tools, and techniques of knowledge management to ensure that they

select wisely without being overwhelmed by the onslaught of new practices

and terminology? Two considerations are paramount. First, what are the

characteristics of the knowledge being managed? The distinction between

tacit and explicit knowledge is fundamental to virtually every aspect of

knowledge management. If knowledge is explicit, its identification, storage,

and transfer involve few problems—these can all be handled by the organiza-

tion’s information systems. The issues surrounding the management of tacit

knowledge are entirely different, and the creation of value from such knowl-

edge may require fundamentally new approaches to organizational struc-

tures and management systems. Knowledge also differs according to its im-

portance. Which types of knowledge are critical to a firm’s performance and

competitive advantage? Despite the widespread interest in organizational ca-

pabilities and competency modeling, most firms have a poor understanding

of which types of knowledge are critical to their future success. Second, what

are the purposes and characteristics of the knowledge management pro-

cesses? There has been a profusion of glib talk about the need to learn, to

transfer knowledge, to absorb knowledge from competitors and partners,

and the like. The danger is that we use knowledge management processes

that are not suited to the task at hand. Consider the example of managing re-

lationships with strategic alliance partners. The type of knowledge manage-

ment that is appropriate depends on the knowledge goals of the alliance. Is it

a “learning alliance” in which the firm is attempting to acquire the partner’s

knowledge? Or is it a “knowledge accessing alliance” in which the goal is to

access the partner’s knowledge base to maintain one’s focus on core compe-

tencies? As with the internal transfer of knowledge, is the goal to replicate in

another location the knowledge that is in one location, or is it simply to gain

wider utilization of the knowledge that exists within a single location?

Notes

1. Wall Street Journal, 1997a, “Saatchi’s manager of knowledge keeps track of what’s
trendy,” February 28, p. B16.

2. Wall Street Journal, 1997b, “Army devises system to decide what does and does not
work,” May 23, pp. A1, A10.
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chapter 3

AThematic Analysis of the
Thinking in Knowledge
Management
Charles Despres and Daniele Chauvel

Introduction The idea has certainly come of age: coura-

geous are those who would argue with the

idea that knowledge management (KM) is

one of the most ramified topics in the busi-

ness lexicon. Much of this amplitude can be attributed to the number of fields

that lay claim to the idea, or some part of it, including computer and in-

formation science, business strategy, macroeconomics, and interpersonal

dynamics to mention only a few. KM’s proponents generally claim that this

symphony of schemes is appropriate given the important, transversal, and

imminently practicable nature of knowledge management. Its critics, on the

other hand, are hearing either a remix of older refrains, schizoid melodies, or

an outright cacophony.

All parties agree that we are nonetheless witnessing an explosion of inter-

est in the term “knowledge management” and all that it may or may not im-

ply. As an indicator of this we have reported elsewhere (Despres and Chauvel,

1999) that the number of new knowledge management articles registered in

the ABI/INFORM database has more than doubled each year over the past de-

cade1 (Figure 3.1).

Some consider this body of literature to be the latest hype in the progres-

sion from MBO to OD to TQM to BPR. Others view it as the harbinger of a

new age in management and economics. Whichever side of this divide the

reader prefers, we find that knowledge management is on the slippery slope
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of becoming intuitively important but intellectually elusive. Important be-

cause, “With rare exceptions, the productivity of a modern corporation or na-

tion lies more in its intellectual and systems capabilities than in its hard as-

sets. . .” (Quinn, Anderson, and Finkelstein, 1996). Elusive because, “To define

knowledge in a non-abstract and non-sweeping way seems to be very diffi-

cult. Knowledge easily becomes everything and nothing” (Alvesson, 1993).

Knowledge management is clearly rife with this everything and nothing di-

lemma. It is variously at the center of global economic transformation (Bell,

1973; 1978), organizational success (De Gues, 1988), new forms of work

(Blackler, Reed, and Whitaker, 1993), the forthcoming paradigm shift from

infowar to knowledge warfare (KWarfare) (Baumard, 1996), and the even-

tual demise of private enterprise capitalism (Heilbruner, 1976). Competitive

advantage is located in learning organizations (Mayo and Lank, 1994), brain-

based organizations (Harari, 1994), intellectual capital (Stewart, 1994), and

the economics of ideas (Wiig, 1997). Knowledge has achieved this centrality in

conjunction with sweeping changes in organizational forms2 and the dawn-

ing of the postindustrial and information revolutions (Postman, 1993).

Our general conclusion is that proponents and critics alike find it difficult

to weave these trajectories into some coherent whole. Lacking, we believe, are

the organizing themes that lay the sense-making ground, which permit other

fields of endeavor to function with relative cohesion. In this chapter we will

attempt the following:

1. Fix the current state of diversity in knowledge management as a normal

development in the sociology of a body of knowledge
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2. Outline the current dimensions of thought around which the field appears

to be organizing itself

3. Extract the major thematic elements

Ambiguity

Emerging phenomena are fuzzy phenomena, and particularly so when their

importance is fundamental, or evokes something fundamental. This is the

case with knowledge management; despite its intuitive importance there is

neither agreement nor clarity on what, exactly, constitutes the concerted ef-

fort to capture, organize, share, transform and reinvent the knowledge that

is considered important to a corporation. The literature is similarly unclear

on the socioeconomic drivers involved, the historical antecedents and—espe-

cially—the future implications. Instead, there exists a patchwork of sub-

domains in and around knowledge management that deal with one set of

issues while ignoring others.

One basic part of the problem stems from the definition of knowledge it-

self. But more telling is that rather than offering a stable set of principles and

models to anchor thinking in this domain, knowledge management provides

a substantial variety. The resulting fluster is remarkably similar to organiza-

tional culture’s struggle with conceptual clarity during the 1980s—which

has been likened to the allegory involving an elephant and the truth-seeking

blind. It is possible to take a meta-analytic view, however, in order to discern

the themes underlying the variety of principles and models. That is the pur-

pose of this chapter, and the first step is to approach matters with the sociol-

ogy of knowledge.

Community

Sociologists are familiar with confusions of this type and in particular, those

who have concerned themselves with the sociology of knowledge. A fre-

quently cited figure in this regard is Thomas Kuhn, who argued that scientific

knowledge is “. . . intrinsically the common property of a group or else noth-

ing at all” (Kuhn, 1970, p. 201). Rorty (1979) and others have expanded this

thesis to assert that all knowledge, not just scientific knowledge, is founded in

the thinking that circulates in a community. The sociologists of science claim

that in any discipline, what we normally call reality, knowledge, thought,

facts, and so on are constructs generated by a community of like-minded

peers. These constructs become, in turn, symbolic devices that define or con-

stitute the communities that generate them. The validity of what we know is

community bound; the community is, in fact, its only source. As Barabas

writes, “. . . there is no universal foundation for knowledge, only the agree-

ment and consensus of the community” (1990, p. 61).
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If one accepts this premise, the excited confusion that forms the hallmark

of knowledge management is an expected outcome. The functional task be-

comes clear as well: the community must consciously crystallize the main el-

ements of its discourse and assemble around an agreed set.

Defining the Community

It is from this base and for these reasons that we attempted to identify the

main thematic elements in contemporary knowledge management discourse.

The choice of literature in this type of work is critical and given the difficul-

ties previously outlined, we constrained the field, which, obviously, is an ex-

ercise that defines the community. The literature domains, which we investi-

gated for this review, include the emerging field of knowledge management

itself, business management and strategy, information systems, managerial

and organizational cognition, organization studies, economics, and library

science. From this set we privileged works that addressed managerial, strate-

gic, or organizational concerns and left aside those that focused on more

technological issues.

A search of this literature was conducted within the ABI/INFORM data-

base to locate models or classification schemes that have achieved a level of

acceptance in the field. We utilized the descriptors and classification codes of

ABI/INFORM and searched for the terms knowledge management or intellec-

tual capital with model, or taxonomy, or classification, or typology. There were

1,179 articles that appeared with the keywords knowledge management or in-

tellectual capital as of October 1999. These were crossed with model, or taxon-

omy, or classification, or typology to yield 74 titles of interest. A first review

triage of these texts discarded those deemed irrelevant to our purposes, and

the remainder were added to titles we had previously gathered in the Theseus

KMC2 database to form the bank of 72 books and articles that appear in Ap-

pendix 1. These 72 titles, spanning the period 1978 to 1999, were reviewed

by both authors, and a subset was informally selected for discussion later in

this chapter. The assumption is that this bank of 72 titles either substantially

represents views in the community, or informs the thinking of members, or

both.

We approached the second methodological step in a general rather than

an exacting way. Thematic analysis is a rigorous ethnographic methodology

that typically involves a painstaking examination of the words and meanings

in a text (such as a transcript) and, less commonly, of action or objects ob-

served in some social or organizational setting. Given the scope of the litera-

ture involved and the constraints of time, we opted to examine prevailing

constructs rather than texts as they are represented by models and classifica-

tion schemes of knowledge management. Our assumptions are as follows:

1. Thought and discourse are guided by the conceptual models that achieve

acceptance in a community.
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2. Conceptual models reported in different parts of the knowledge manage-

ment community represent some part of the thinking in play.

3. A thematic analysis of these conceptual models will provide a good indica-

tion of the dimensions on which the knowledge management discourse is

operating.

Models and Classification Systems

Given that science has become the portal of truth for the Occidental mind, it is

perhaps appropriate that we fix the place of models and classification systems

in the overall scheme of scientific inquiry. We begin with the truism that sci-

ence aims at not only describing regularities in what we observe (empirical

phenomena) but also at explaining those observations (prediction, control).

The scientific mind assembles these phenomena to create concepts and con-

structs that fix their place in a larger scheme. Although concepts are the

building blocks of science, they are also human creations that attempt to de-

fine and communicate the essence of perceptions and phenomena that are, a

priori, undefined and nameless. Constructs complicate the matter by assem-

bling sets of concepts at higher levels of abstraction in service of some theo-

retical purpose. We will refrain from entering into postmodern discussions of

the wicked problems that beset such attempts at definition and order, and

note only that they are weighty indeed.

Classification systems or taxonomies are networks of description that as-

semble concepts or constructs in some orderly way, with the intent of estab-

lishing relations among the phenomena of interest. Classification systems

have definitional effect insofar as they establish meaning between the phe-

nomena being classified. Models are more highly formalized representations

of phenomena and their interactions and, in most cases, are established in or-

der to predict or control the phenomena in question.

Models in the Community

The following is a selection of models and classification systems that ap-

peared in the literatures defined in the preceding paragraphs. These are, in

our opinion, representative but certainly not an exhaustive collection of such

devices in what may be termed the domain of knowledge management. The

following sections present a brief description of each model or classification

system and constrain the discussion to its dimensional structure.

SECI (Nonaka)

Ikujurio Nonaka, a professor at the Japan Advanced Institute of Science and

Technology and the University of California at Berkeley, articulated a model

of “knowledge creation” in a series of articles and books dating from the early

1990s. The SECI (Socialization, Externalization, Combination, Internaliza-

tion) model first appeared in 1991 and attained recognition as a useful and
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rigorous approach to describing the ways knowledge is generated, trans-

ferred and re-created in organizations. In brief, the model incorporates the

following:

1. Two forms of knowledge (tacit and explicit)

2. An interaction dynamic (transfer)

3. Three levels of social aggregation (individual, group, context)

4. Four “knowledge-creating” processes (socialization, externalization, com-

bination, and internalization).

The model proposes that a “knowledge-creating company” consciously

facilitates the interplay of tacit and explicit forms of knowledge. This is ac-

complished through systems and structures, and a corporate culture that

facilitate the interaction of four knowledge-creating processes, per the fol-

lowing:

• Socialization: the sharing of tacit knowledge between individuals through

joint activities, physical proximity

• Externalization: the expression of tacit knowledge in publicly comprehen-

sible forms

• Combination: the conversion of explicit knowledge into more complex sets

of explicit knowledge: communication, dissemination, systematization of

explicit knowledge

• Internalization: the conversion of externalized knowledge into tacit

knowledge on an individual or organizational scale; the embodiment of

explicit knowledge into actions, practices, processes, and strategic initia-

tives

Critical for Nonaka is the interaction dynamic between forms of knowl-

edge and levels of organization. He proposes that the spiral resulting from the

exchange of tacit and explicit knowledge across different organizational levels

is the key to knowledge creation and re-creation. The prescription is that

companies should recognize the importance of this interaction dynamic and

imbed the mechanisms that make it possible. Schematically, the model ap-

pears in Figure 3.2.

In 1998 Nonaka & Konno introduced the concept of Ba, which relates to

the English concept of place. A Ba in knowledge management is a space for

dynamic knowledge conversion and emerging relationships. Four Bas are de-

fined by Nonaka (Figure 3.3):

• Originating Ba: a space where individuals share feelings, emotions, experi-

ences, and mental models.

• Interacting Ba: a space where tacit knowledge is made explicit. Two key

factors are dialogue and metaphors.
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Figure 3.2 The SECI Model (Adapted from Nonaka, 1998, pp. 40–54)

Figure 3.3 Ba and the SECI Model (Adapted from Nonaka, 1998, pp. 40–54)



• Cyber Ba: a space of interaction in a virtual world. Implicates the combi-

nation of new and existing explicit knowledge to generate new explicit

knowledge throughout the organization.

• Exercising Ba: a space that facilitates the conversion of explicit knowledge

into tacit knowledge.

Ba calls attention to the fact that knowledge is context dependent; it can-

not be separated from its “place” in any meaningful way. Each knowledge-

creating process therefore requires a Ba, a phenomenal space whose impor-

tance should be recognized by the organization. The organization, in fact,

should focus significant attention on the development of its Bas because more

is to be gained by developing the environment around knowledge processes

than by efforts directed at the processes themselves.

The N-Form Organization (Hedlund)

Gunnar Hedlund of the Stockholm School of Economics introduced the notion

of the N-Form corporation in 1994. He proposed that the N-Form corporation

goes beyond the M-Form in that it better accommodates the emerging impera-

tives of knowledge-based organizational design, drawing its synthetic wisdom

from the “. . . gray zone between economics, organization theory and strategic

management” (Hedlund, 1994, p. 74). Hedlund suggests that a principal at-

tribute of the model is its conjoint analysis of two sets of concepts: tacit/ex-

plicit knowledge, and four levels of social aggregation. He injects into these a

set of dynamics related to knowledge creation, development, transfer, and use,

yielding a structure that is built around three basic dimensions:

1. Two types of knowledge (tacit and articulated), and within each type

three forms of knowledge (cognitive, skill, embodied)

2. Four levels of carrier (individuals, small groups, organizations, the inter-

organizational domain)

3. The dynamics of knowledge transfer and transformation, which are artic-

ulated by the following processes:

• Articulation and internalization, the interaction of which is reflection

• Extension and appropriation, the interaction of which is dialogue

• Assimilation and dissemination, which refer to “. . . knowledge im-

ports from and exports to the environment” (Hedlund, 1994, p. 76)

Hedlund lays the foundation for his dynamic model by distinguishing

between types, forms, and levels of knowledge. In brief, he juxtaposes tacit

and articulated knowledge (attending closely to definitional issues) with dif-

ferent levels of social aggregation. This results in a classification scheme that

assumes cognitive, skill-based, and embodied forms of knowledge exist in

both tacit and articulated forms across the range of organizational levels

(Figure 3.4).
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On this foundation Hedlund then situates the dynamics of knowledge

transfer and transformation. He writes that most existing works speak,

“. . . primarily in terms of storage of information, and only secondarily about

its transfer, whereas its transformation is left outside most analyses” (Hed-

lund, 1994, p. 76). Knowledge transfer, storage, and transformation are pre-

sented as a set of processes whose interactions, across the different types and

levels of knowledge, privilege knowledge creation and, in turn, argue for the

N-Form organizational design. The articulation of tacit knowledge, and the

internalization of articulated knowledge, may occur at any level of carrier

and the interaction, termed reflection, is held to be a primary source of

knowledge creation (Figure 3.5).

The acquisition of tacit or articulated knowledge by lower agency levels,

termed appropriation, and the dissemination of tacit or articulated knowl-

edge to higher agency levels, termed extension, signal the movement of

knowledge through different levels of carrier. Their interaction is termed dia-

logue, whose “. . . quantity and quality are hypothesized to be important de-

terminants of the type and effectiveness of knowledge management in an or-

ganization” (Hedlund, 1994, p. 77).

These and related concepts are developed both theoretically and con-

cretely, discussed in the context of Western and Japanese management sys-

tems, and then operationalized in the idea of an N-Form corporation, the out-

lines of which are summarized in six main themes as displayed in Table 3.1.

Knowing and Knowledge (Earl)

Michael Earl of the London Business School is known for the work he has

conducted on the information systems function in organizations, the role of

the CIO, and more recently, the role of the CKO. His more recent works pro-
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Figure 3.4 Types, Forms, and Levels of Knowledge (Adapted from Hedlund, 1994,

pp. 73–90)
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Figure 3.5 Knowledge Types and Transformation Processes (Adapted from

Hedlund, 1994, pp. 73–90)

Table 3.1

Basic Characteristics of the N-form and M-form Corporations

N-form M-form

Technological Combination Division

interdependence

People interdependence Temporary constellations, Permanent structures,

given pool of people changing pool of people

Critical organizational Middle Top

level

Communication network Lateral Vertical

Top management role Catalyst, architect, Monitor, allocator

protector

Competitive scope Focus, economics of Diversification, economics

depth, combinable parts of scale and scope,

semi-independent parts

Basic organizational form Heterarchy Hierarchy

Reproduced from Hedlund, 1994, p. 83.



pose a set of heuristics that situate the CKO knowledge function within orga-

nizations and prescribe its activities.

One distinction he makes, often discussed by others, is that between data,

information, and knowledge. Earl proposes the classification in Table 3.2 and

writes, “Trite and imperfect as this classification is, it suggests that knowl-

edge comprises expertise, experience, know-how, skills and competence. . . .”

(Earl, 1998, p. 7).

Going further, he recognizes two organizational states that are relevant to

knowledge management: knowledge and knowing. If these constructs are set

at right angles, four states arise as displayed in Figure 3.6.

Earl proposes that an organization may usefully concern itself with the

creation, protection, and leveraging of its knowledge assets by attending to

four functions:

1. Inventorising: mapping individual and organizational knowledge

2. Auditing: assessing the nature and extent of planned ignorance and then

developing knowledge through learning activities

3. Socializing: creating events that enable people to share tacit knowledge

4. Experiencing: addressing the problem of unknown ignorance by learning

from experience and action, and by handling unusual situations

The OK Net and the OCS (Carayannis)

Elias Carayannis (George Washington University) has recently proposed a

“. . . synergistic symbiosis between information technology and managerial

and organizational cognition” (Carayannis, 1999, p. 219) the conjunction of

which is knowledge management. IT is approached as a value-adding techno-

logical infrastructure, managerial/organizational cognition as the “. . . capa-

bility for individual and collective reasoning, learning, emoting and envision-

ing,” and knowledge management as “. . . a sociotechnical system of tacit and
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Table 3.2

A Classification of Data, Information, and Knowledge

Data Information Knowledge

Content Events Trends Expertise

Form Transactions Patterns Learnings

Information task Representation Manipulation Codification

Human element Observation Judgment Experience

Organizational intent Automation Decision making Action

Value test Building block Uncertainty New

reduction understanding



explicit business policies and practices” (Carayannis, 1999, p. 219). In general

terms, Carayannis attempts to define the systems and structures, both real

and virtual, that would allow an organization to maximize the efficiency and

effectiveness of its cognitive processes.

The crystallized form of this effort is termed the Organizational Knowl-

edge Network or OK Net. Carayannis specifies a number of concepts to lay its

foundation, including the key elements of metacognition, metalearning, and
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Figure 3.6 Knowledge and Knowing (Adapted from Earl, 1998, p. 8)

Figure 3.7 Prescriptions for States of Knowledge and Knowing (Adapted from

Earl, 1998, p. 9)



metaknowledge. A familiar theme in the organizational learning commu-

nity, Carayannis states that the relationship between knowledge (K) and

metaknowledge (MK) is critical in knowledge management. He defines a 2 ×

2 matrix that “. . . consists of successive knowledge cycles where an individ-

ual or an organization can transition or traverse 4 stages of awareness and

ignorance” (Carayannis, 1999, p. 224). Four possible states of organiza-

tional knowledge management obtain (Figure 3.8):

• Ignorance of ignorance (K, MK)

• Ignorance of awareness (K, MK)

• Awareness of ignorance (K, MK)

• Awareness of awareness (K, MK)

Organizations may thereby plot their situation(s) in one of these cells and

a development effort is aimed at managing the transitions from one state to

another. The ideal is awareness—of knowledge, of ignorance—and the will-

ingness to move from the latter to the former. Transitions may be accom-

plished via two paths: connectivity or interactivity. Connectivity is enabled

by information technology and held to be the efficiency-driven path. Inter-

activity denotes sociotechnical phenomena and emphasizes the tacit/explicit

interplay in human interaction. Managed correctly, the movements from Cell

I to Cell IV engender not only a spiral of increasing wisdom (metaknowledge),

but also learning how to learn.

The organizational design implications resulting from this are outlined in

the Organizational Knowledge Network: “. . . an organizational knowledge

management network for the support, monitoring, capturing, measurement,

and enrichment of organizational cognition in an eight-stage process” (Cara-

yannis, 1999, p. 223). The OK Net begins with an assessment of the firm’s in-
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Figure 3.8 Knowledge and Metaknowledge (Adapted from Carayannis, 1999, pp.

219–231)
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Figure 3.9 The OK Net (Adapted from Carayannis, 1999, pp. 219–231)



tellectual capital, accounts for the interests of key stakeholders, and then un-

folds a rational system that details the creation, securing, distribution, and

retrieval of knowledge together with relevant measures and technological pre-

scriptions (Figure 3.9).

By “stakeholders” Carayannis implicates all the actors that typically par-

ticipate in a firm’s affairs including employees, teams, customers, suppliers,

and complementary (but nonbranded) organizations. For each, the idea is to

identify and capture knowledge that is deemed relevant, store it in various

knowledge repositories and schemata, apply sociotechnical and IT methods to

maximize its availability and use, and promote the development of meta-

knowledge and learning.

Three Pillars of Knowledge Management (Wiig)

Karl Wiig is one of the pioneers in the field of knowledge management and

was among the first to publish a series of texts that assembled management-

relevant concepts focusing squarely on the topic. His overarching framework

is based on three pillars and a foundation (Figure 3.10).

Wiig proposes that the foundation of knowledge management is com-

prised of the way knowledge is created, used in problem solving and decision
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Figure 3.10 Pillars and Functions of Knowledge Management (Adapted from

Wiig, 1993, p. 20)



making, and manifested cognitively as well as in culture, technology, and

procedures. On this foundation he situates three pillars, which categorize the

exploration of knowledge, its value assessment, and its active management.

This framework summarizes the main areas on which a KM initiative should

focus.

A Model of Intellectual Capital (Edvinsson)

Leif Edvinsson of Skandia achieved notoriety in the field of knowledge man-

agement after being named the first CKO in 1991. He publicized his work

within Skandia and later developed his thinking in a series of publications.

The focus of Edvinsson’s interest is intellectual capital management and the

valuation of knowledge assets. His core model is a scheme for organizing a

firm’s assets, which defines four major components of intellectual capital and

their interactions for value creation (Figure 3.11):

1. Human capital relates to a firm’s human resources, including the knowl-

edge and know-how that can be converted to value. This is said to reside

in people, organizational routines, and procedures. Intellectual assets in-

clude codified, tangible, or physical descriptions of specific knowledge to

which the company can assert ownership rights and readily trade in dis-

embodied form.

2. Structural capital relates to the firm’s supporting infrastructure. This is

defined as both physical infrastructure (building, computers, etc.) and in-

tangible infrastructure (history, culture, management).

3. Business assets are defined as the structural capital a firm uses to create

value in its commercialization process (processing facilities, distribution

networks).
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Figure 3.11 A Model for Intellectual Capital Management (Adapted from

Edvinsson, 1996, pp. 356–364)



4. Intellectual property relates to the intellectual assets of the firm for which

legal protection has been obtained.

The dynamic aspect of this model relates to the creation of value, for

which Edvinsson proposes there are two fundamental sources. The first are

those innovations that are generated by the firm’s human resources into le-

gally protected intellectual assets, and the second are the products and ser-

vices that result from the commercialization of innovations.

The Ecology of Knowledge Management (Snowden)

David Snowden, who directs IBM’s Institute for Knowledge Management,

EMEA, has developed an approach to implementing knowledge management

programs in a series of articles that rest, in general terms, on a foundation of

cognitive science, semiotics, and epistemological pragmatics. In these works,

Snowden elaborates an action-oriented knowledge system that embraces four

major elements:

1. Explicit/tacit knowledge

2. Knowledge assets

3. Trust

4. The certainty/uncertainty of decisions relative to (a) objectives and (b)

causal relations

These are developed, together with their interactions, in a system of thought

that is focused on action: the value of knowledge, he writes, “. . . comes from

its exercise, not from its existence per se” (Snowden, 1999, p. 4). This is wo-

ven together into a fabric that recognizes trust as a fundamental arbiter of

knowledge dynamics, humans as the vessels of tacit knowledge, and external

systems and structures as the holders of explicated knowledge. The approach

to knowledge in organizational contexts is from a decision-making perspec-

tive, particularly with regard to the level of certainty pertaining to means,

ends, and causal relations. From this and other elements the model in Figure

3.12 is developed.

Snowden argues that the first step is to map the stock of tacit and explicit

knowledge in an organizational unit. Explicit knowledge thus identified and

considered valuable is channeled into artifact-creating systems and struc-

tures (e.g., a knowledge base). Tacit knowledge assets pose the conundrum of

being more valuable but also more problematic, leading to the explication of

tacit assets that can be readily articulated, and the creation of competence

management systems for those that cannot.

A decision matrix provides a starting point for the judgment as to whether

tacit knowledge assets should be explicated. This contrasts the “. . . uncer-

tainty of objective . . . with uncertainty of cause and effect. It provides four

environments, each of which requires a different balance of tacit and explicit

knowledge” (Snowden, 1999, p. 4).
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This decision matrix and the model described in Figure 3.13 suggest that

organizations will manage four types of transitional activities:

1. Sharing explicit knowledge through systems and structures

2. Sharing tacit knowledge through psychosocial mechanisms

3. Transforming tacit to explicit knowledge through BPR, documentation and

related

4. Releasing tacit knowledge through trust and its dynamics

The balanced and adapted management of explicit and tacit knowledge is said

to lead to knowledge management ecology within a firm.

Knowledge Management Processes (Inkpen and Dinur)

Andrew Inkpen and Adva Dinur, of Thunderbird and Temple University re-

spectively, introduced an empirical model of knowledge management de-

signed to explicate learning and knowledge transfer between partners in stra-

tegic alliances. They begin with the idea that “. . . the firm is a dynamic

system of processes involving different types of knowledge” (Inkpen and

Dinur, 1998, p. 454) and go on to explore how firms acquire and manage

new knowledge, particularly with respect to alliance arrangements.

The model they propose distinguishes between tacit and explicit knowl-

edge and holds that a key challenge is the conversion of tacit individual

knowledge to explicit organizational competence. They state that, “. . . orga-

nizational knowledge creation should be viewed as a process whereby the
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Figure 3.12 A Decision-Making Approach to Managing Knowledge (Adapted

from Snowden, 1998, pp. 1–9)



knowledge held by individuals is amplified and internalized as part of an or-

ganization’s knowledge base” (Inkpen and Dinur, 1998, p. 456). Knowledge

conversion, creation, and learning occur in a multilevel context that invokes

different processes depending on the level in play. At the individual level, in-

terpretation and sense making are key; at the group level, integration; and at

the organizational level, integration and institutionalization.

Organizations therefore have “a range of types of knowledge and carriers

of knowledge” (Inkpen and Dinur, 1998, p. 457) and the issue becomes un-

derstanding the importance of different types of knowledge specific to an or-

ganizational situation, and how organizations transform and manage this

knowledge. They propose Figure 3.14 as a basic representation. The vertical

dimension of this model—tacitness—is a continuum that carries the assump-

tion that the more tacit the knowledge, the more difficult it is to codify and

transfer. The horizontal dimension straightforwardly distinguishes the dif-

ferent organizational levels at which knowledge may reside.

This base model is joined by the notion of mechanisms and processes,

either formal or informal, which are invoked to encourage or accomplish

knowledge transfer. Forty-two partner joint ventures in the automotive indus-

try formed the empirical context in which Inkpen and Dinur applied this

model to investigate knowledge creation and transfer. Their results, which are

significantly abridged for present purposes, outline the various ways in which

different types of knowledge may be transferred and integrated across the or-

ganizational levels of a partner participating in an alliance (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.13 Managing Tacit Knowledge Assets (Adapted from Snowden, 1998,

pp. 1–9)



Intellectual Capital Management (Van Buren)

Van Buren, a senior associate with the Research & Enterprise Solutions unit of

the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD), has reported a

model developed by the ASTD Effective Knowledge Management Working

Group, a virtual organization composed of knowledge management practi-

tioners in various industries. This group has created an intellectual capital

management model, the goal of which—much akin to a benchmarking exer-

cise—is a standard set of measures that can be used to assess knowledge man-
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Figure 3.14 Type and Transferability of Knowledge (Adapted from Inkpen and

Dinur, 1998, pp. 454–468)

Figure 3.15 Methods for Transferring Knowledge (Adapted from Inkpen and

Dinur, 1998, pp. 454–468)



agement activities across different companies. The model includes two sets of

measures:

1. Those pertaining to intellectual capital stocks, including (a) human capi-

tal, (b) innovation capital, (c) process capital, and (d) customer capital

2. Those pertaining to financial performance and business effectiveness

The starting point resides in the firm’s stock of intellectual capital, the

identification of which serves as input for knowledge management processes

and enablers (Figure 3.16). Despite their lack of visibility, these are held to

constitute “the critical leverage points for enhancing the firm’s knowledge

management capability” (Van Buren, 1999, p. 76). The critical knowledge

management processes, which are imbedded in the firm’s activities and initia-

tives, are held to be the (a) definition, (b) creation, (c) capture, (d) sharing, and

(e) use of knowledge. The enablers are, in brief, those corporate functions/sys-

tems/structures that define, leverage, and structure the firm’s activity: leader-

ship, corporate culture, communication, technology processes, human re-

sources policy, and so on. These two dimensions are plotted in a matrix, which

allows a firm to chart specific knowledge management activities (Figure 3.17).

This therefore highlights the interaction of processes and enablers, all of which

is placed in the context of a firm’s business strategy: knowledge management

efforts should be driven by strategic intent rather than the reverse.

Outputs are made as concrete as possible through measures associated

with financial performance and changes in the stock of intellectual capital.

Van Buren suggests a range of financial performance measures including

market-to-book value, return on equity, revenue per employee, and value

added per employee. He suggests a total of 50 intellectual capital measures
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Figure 3.16 A Model of Intellectual Capital Management (Adapted from Van

Buren, 1999, pp. 71–78)



distributed across four categories—human capital, innovation capital, pro-

cess capital, and customer capital—and including such items as educational

levels, time in training, the number of copyrights and trademarks, average

age of patents, IT accesses per employee, and annual sales per customer.

A Taxonomy of Knowledge Management (Despres and Chauvel)

The authors of this chapter launched its precursor as a research program that

aimed to systematically review the various literatures associated with applied

knowledge management and construct from these a classification that ac-

counted for activities in the field. This review led us to conclude that the field

is dominated by “islands of discourse” that are in various states of agreement.

Based on this, we suggested that four dimensions cut across many of the dis-

cussions:

1. Time: referring to a linear and simplified representation of cognitive pro-

cesses, including the (a) mapping, (b) acquisition, (c) codification, (d) stor-

age, (e) application, and (f) transformation of knowledge or its elements

2. Type: referring to tacit and explicit knowledge

3. Level: referring to different levels of social aggregation

4. Context: referring to sense making, in that no knowledge element has any

meaning outside of a given context

We assembled these in a classification system that purports to situate ac-

tions in the field. In structural form it appears in Figure 3.18. This device al-

lows one to situate both the knowledge management practices commonly

employed by companies, and the products and services offered by vendors.

After reviewing anecdotal and case evidence from this ensemble, we con-

cluded that seven major clusters of activity are currently active in knowledge

management (Figure 3.19).
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Figure 3.17 Functions and Activities for Managing Knowledge (Adapted from

Van Buren, 1999, pp. 71–78)



Our claim is that the majority of behaviors and practices associated with

knowledge management can be located in this classification, which we liken

to a map that permits the plotting and tracking of KM initiatives. We draw

the practical implication that managers working in the field should realize

that knowledge management is more than groupware or an intranet (Group
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Figure 3.18 Taxonomy of Applied Knowledge Management (Adapted from

Despres and Chauvel)

Figure 3.19 Regions of Practice in Knowledge Management (Adapted from

Despres and Chauvel)



level Package-Store & Share-Apply in the KM Map), more than business intel-

ligence (Organization level Scan-Map) and more than a “yellow pages” data-

base of employee CVs (Individual level Package-Store). This research indicates

that most companies implement such projects on a small, experimental scale

and then expand into other areas of the “map,” which is itself a chart of the

feasible options.

We have also made the point that although knowledge management has

always been rooted in the individual and his or her behavior, the formaliza-

tion of the field has shifted attention upwards in the map toward systems and

structures that encourage the generation, transfer, application, and reinven-

tion of knowledge in a company. Much of this shift has been occasioned by

the information technologies that facilitate one-to-one, one-to-many, and

many-to-many communication.

Themes in the Community

Assuming that the models and classification schemes in this review are a rep-

resentative set, an analysis should reveal the major streams of thought in

knowledge management. What, then, do they reveal?

The first finding is perhaps obvious: each of these devices is marked by

two fundamental aspects, one structural and the other prescriptive. Each au-

thor structures thought with a set of concepts that constrains and directs the

perception and thinking process with regard to knowledge management.

Once the field of action is structured, each device leads to a set of explanations

and prescriptions. The first aspect is structural, the second prescriptive. Earl,

for example, directs one to see that people and organizations may not know

what they do not know. The aspects of knowledge and knowing in knowledge

management are his primary structuring devices. Nonaka’s basic model, on

the other hand, directs one to see other realities and in particular, the interac-

tion of tacit and explicit knowledge. Socialization, externalization, combina-

tion, and internalization become the fundamental structuring devices around

which Nonaka weaves the rest of his thinking.

The second finding is the commonality of basic concepts with which the

authors work. We divide these into two sets, which we will term primary and

secondary structuring devices (Table 3.3).

Primary structuring devices are held in common across all the models and

classification systems reviewed for this chapter. They relate to fundamental

issues and enjoy a high degree of commonality—frequent use and relatively

stable definitional agreement. Secondary devices are those that authors em-

ploy frequently but dissimilarly. There is less definitional clarity in the way

these devices are used, although the concepts being communicated are simi-

lar. Taken together, these seven devices appear to synthesize the thinking in

the field of knowledge management. Only one author, Hedlund, includes all

in his work while others focus on some subset. We discuss the varieties of

meaning associated with each device in the following sections.
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Time

An epistemological fundamental in Western science, it comes as no surprise

that all of the authors in our review explicitly or implicitly employ time in

some part of their work. It is explicitly present in Despres and Chauvel,

Nonaka, Carayannis, and Van Buren, for example, where a longitudinal view

of the cognitive process is used to organize matters. It is less explicitly cited in

Hedlund, Snowden, and Inkpen and Dinur but still clearly implicated. Given

that it is difficult to conceive of the thinking process in a frozen, static state, it

appears that the implication of time in knowledge management is a primary

requirement. This argues against conceptions of knowledge as a store in or-

ganizations and instead points to the importance of knowledge processes.

Types, Forms, Embodiments

All of the authors in our review make reference to a classification of knowl-

edge of some sort. The tacit/explicit distinction popularized by Polanyi (1966)

is so often employed it may achieve the status of a banality in the near future.

Other typologies of knowledge include the metaknowledge (knowledge of

knowledge, awareness, consciousness) found in Earl and Carayannis, the dif-

ferent embodiments of knowledge (products, routines, processes) found in

Hedlund and Snowden, and the more commercial approach of intellectual

capital which views knowledge as stocks and assets (Van Buren, Edvinsson).

Like the factor of time, the attempt to type knowledge is no stranger to

epistemological musings. Frank Blackler, for example, has outlined five dif-

ferent types: embrained (conceptual skills abilities), embodied (acquired by

doing), encultured (acquired through socialization), embedded (organiza-

tional routines), and encoded knowledge (signs and symbols). And even cur-

sory research in the history of science will reveal that the discussion goes far

beyond: there is, in fact, little agreement on a universal classification of the

types of knowledge but wide consensus that they are multiple and conse-

quential.
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Social Space

Once classified and fixed in time, all of the authors locate knowledge phenom-

ena somewhere in social space, albeit with different levels of specificity. The

most common approach is that involving the levels of social aggregation usu-

ally employed in organization studies: individuals, groups, and organizations.

Carayannis and Hedlund go a step beyond to explicitly include the stake-

holders outside a company’s boundaries (industry and interorganizational

context), the importance of which has clearly been demonstrated by institu-

tional theory and others. In the discussions that ensue most authors also rec-

ognize that the cornerstone of knowledge management is the individual, and

that organization-level knowledge is a fiction. But having given individuals

their due, most also recognize that knowledge is an inherently social con-

struct, for how could anyone recognize a phenomenon inaccessibly locked in

the confines of some brain as knowledge? This branches to a larger discussion

on knowledge as action (activity theory), which we will leave aside to make

the simpler observation that all authors define some unit of social space.

Context

Context is another fundamental if one accepts the proposition that nothing

has any meaning outside of a context. As a way of introducing a broader

view of the idea, we cite Pierre Teilhard de Chardin who, at the beginning of

this century, conceptualized a web of determinate human knowledge he

termed the nöosphere and announced that it enveloped human consciousness

on Earth. He believed this knowledge web gave substance to physical and so-

cial phenomena and that without it, we were senseless as to the phenomena

of gravity, rainfall, or the displacements of matter that constitute architec-

ture. Business is to knowledge management as the nöosphere was to de

Chadrin’s concept of life on this planet. All authors recognize that a business

context anchors their knowledge management devices, but they do so differ-

ently, varying from the firm’s strategy, to human interaction, group dynam-

ics, and technological infrastructure. While some clearly set the boundaries of

a context (Edvinsson’s approach to the rents generated by thinking and

knowledge in a firm) others are more elusive (Despres and Chauvel’s use of

values, culture, systems, and structures). That said, all make reference to the

context of knowledge management in some way, but because of the lack of

definitional agreement, we view this as a secondary structuring device.

Transformations and Dynamics

This is a normative and prescriptive device in that it carries the caveat that un-

less knowledge is transformed or dynamized in some way, it is essentially use-

less. The root idea is that knowledge becomes useful only when it goes into the

forge of social interaction. Examples of transformations and dynamics include

Nonaka’s socialization – externalization – combination – internalization, Earl’s
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inventorising – auditing – experiencing – socializing, Hedlund’s internalization –

articulation – reflection – dialogue – expansion, Carayannis’ interactivity and

connectivity paths, and aspects of Van Buren’s enablers. This is also consistent

with authors like Edvinsson who work on the transfer of human capability

and knowledge to organizational structures, and those like Hedlund who spe-

cifically target organizational routines.

Carriers and Media

Perhaps a subset of the preceding theme, we nonetheless distinguish carriers

and media because of their presence in the literature. With this theme we

mean to bring into evidence the systems and structures that specifically aim

to facilitate the transfer and transformation of knowledge in an enterprise.

While the theme transformations and dynamics points squarely at knowledge

processes, carriers and media are concerned with technologies of all kinds,

both human and machine. They are, in a sense, the infrastructure of trans-

formative/dynamic processes. Examples of this device include Nonaka’s em-

phasis on physical proximity and interpersonal interaction for knowledge

externalization; the participation, in-company training, and cross-function-

alism encouraged by Hedlund; Snowden’s emphasis on storytelling as a core

knowledge mechanism; the auditing and socializing advised by Earl; the

ensemble of Van Buren’s enablers. Obviously included are the machine tech-

nologies familiar to anyone working in the field, including data warehouses,

document management systems, groupware, Web-based communication,

and so on. To the extent that transformations and dynamics are objectives in

a knowledge management effort, carriers and media are the methods; the for-

mer are the “what” and the latter, the “how.”

Knowledge Culture

Finally, a set of authors in our review make it clear that managing knowledge

involves far more than the structures and systems that shuffle ideas back and

forth. More important than knowledge itself, they say, is the context or ecol-

ogy in which knowledge phenomena are nestled. This clearly branches to the

organizational learning notion of double-loop learning where rather than a

given learning, “learning how to learn” becomes the critical competence.

Having learned is one thing but understanding the elements and dynamics of

the learning process itself is quite something else. This is analogous to what

we have termed knowledge culture. Authors such as Hedlund and Nonaka

clearly emphasize the importance of knowledge management processes,

which encourage awareness and knowledge creation over systems and struc-

tures that manage existing stores of knowledge. A knowledge culture re-

quires such foundations but goes beyond. In the end, this device argues for

reconceptualizing the firm as, for example, an N-Form Corporation or a

knowledge creating company.
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Conclusions

We begin the conclusion with a caveat: this review has dealt with structural

models and classification systems and, thereby, ignored more literary treat-

ments that propose text-embedded devices that are also designed to influence

thinking. This is a limitation. The review is also limited to published practi-

tioner/academic material and ignores devices that are certainly in wide circu-

lation within the consulting community.

That said, it seems that knowledge cultures bring us full circle in a way.

The models and classification systems reviewed in this chapter are, in part or

in whole, aiming at a broader concept of organizing and the modern firm.

They do so from different orientations and objectives, even while authors

build their arguments on some or all of the seven devices outlined previously.

Knowledge management becomes complex once the surface is scratched, pro-

viding opportunities to address the multifarious complexity that every com-

pany is. The 72 works cited in Appendix 1 are all trying to concretize an ab-

straction, but the majority, in our opinion, succeed in completing only a piece

of the emerging, multidimensional mosaic.

All the works in this review wrestle with a certain antagonism in the term

“knowledge management.” They negotiate with different degrees of success

the conflicted idea that knowledge can be managed the way one manages a

distribution system, or inventory, or a production process, or a treasury.

Here we find two basic distinctions. One is drawn by fundamental assump-

tions concerning the era in which we live: “industrial age” thinking applied to

knowledge management does not yield the same design, nor the same vision,

as that which informs the “information age.” The second, and related, dis-

tinction pertains to one’s conception of knowledge itself: is it a variable or a

root metaphor? The industrial age counted its assets and converted them into

variables that furnished great stochastic systems, but attempts to do likewise

with knowledge appear, to us, seriously misinformed.

Finally, knowledge management writ large would seem to have ambitions

that go beyond the management of knowledge, over to the unending poten-

tial that arises from the random association of certain humanistic fundamen-

tals: individuals, knowledge, creativity, community, contribution, and cer-

tainly others. Try this, for example: (a) individual contributions to creative

knowledge communities; (b) communities that contribute through creative

individual knowledge; (c) creative communities from the contributions of

knowledgeable individuals. This jeu could go on but the point would remain

the same: the terms are reflexive and mutually reinforcing. Individuals, the

fundamental reality of knowledge and organization, are “senseless” outside a

community which itself is a void absent the individuals; knowledge has no

meaning without its induction into a social context, hence a contribution of

some kind. Taken at this level, the field of knowledge management holds itself
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out to be our latest, best hope for fundamentally reshaping the organiza-

tions, which we enact and then live in. Hopefully, we will not let this oppor-

tunity slip by.

Notes

1. The ABI/INFORM database contains 800 journals of popular and academic merit in
fields related to business. This search recorded the number of new articles that in-
cluded the keywords “knowledge management” each year between 1988 (three ar-
ticles) and 1999 (320 articles). Over the ten-year period, this represents an average
increase of over 100 percent per year.

2. The move has been from rational (engineered, segmented, bureaucratic) to natural
(organic, psychosocial, humanistic) to open and multiply connected organiza-
tional forms (Perrow, 1973; Scott, 1987; Nohria and Eccles, 1992; Despres, 1996).
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chapter 4

Dynamic Business Systems
for Knowledge Creation
and Utilization
Ikujiro Nonaka and Patrick Reinmoeller

Aknowledge management system is simply

an information processing system if it is

defined by closed circuits and routines for

sharing knowledge. Such systems neglect

contextual knowledge. Organizations must develop a dynamic business sys-

tem to create and utilize knowledge effectively and efficiently. Dynamic sys-

tems integrate structural and procedural components and are open to con-

tinuously changing contexts. Business systems aim at stabilizing sporadic

organizational processes in order to develop efficient routines, but dynamic

business systems develop creative routines to generate and utilize knowledge.

Creative routines for dealing with knowledge and using contexts in motion

emerge from the juxtaposition of hard and soft technologies, synchronic and

diachronic processes.

Creation and utilization processes in knowledge creation theory are briefly

introduced in the first section of this chapter. This section presents hard and

soft components and structural and procedural perspectives of dynamic sys-

tems, creative routines, and hard and soft components of dynamic systems for

knowledge creation and utilization. Three levels of knowledge creation and

utilization are identified and the context-dependency of knowledge in impro-

vising is analyzed in depth. Two case studies of Seven-Eleven Japan and Toyota

Motor Corporation illustrate how dynamic systems and creative routines are

applied in section two. The conclusion presents implications for developing

creative routines supported by dynamic systems of contexts in motion.
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The SECI Model: Knowledge Creation

and Utilization

Knowledge management systems currently emphasize the capturing and

sharing of existing knowledge. The set of standardized tools or best practices

in such systems is not enough to innovate and sustain competitive advan-

tage, however; organizations must build business systems that create and

utilize knowledge efficiently and effectively to succeed. Knowledge manage-

ment currently recommends partial and static information processing sys-

tems for the routine utilization of knowledge. Instead, dynamic systems are

needed (Amabile and Conti, 1999) that support knowledge creation and uti-

lization through established structures and processes. The media and key

constituents of such dynamic systems are routines for innovation. Routines

preserve and refine organizational structures (Nelson and Winter, 1982),

but they can also be impediments for innovation and change. Therefore, cre-

ative routines and human intervention in contexts are necessary as media

and modules of Dynamic Systems for Knowledge Creation and Utilization

(DKCU).

Organizations create and utilize knowledge through the interaction be-

tween explicit and tacit knowledge, the processes of knowledge conversion.

There are four modes of knowledge conversion: socialization, externalization,

combination, and internalization (SECI) (Nonaka, 1990; Nonaka and Take-

uchi, 1995). Through these conversion processes, tacit and explicit knowl-

edge expands in terms of quality and quantity.

Socialization and externalization are processes that emphasize the cre-

ation of knowledge. Socialization (from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge)

is a process of converging new tacit knowledge through shared experiences.

Sharing the same experience through joint activities such as being together,

spending time together, or living in the same environment is a key for this

conversion. Walking around inside and outside of an organization provides

experiential access to tacit knowledge. Externalization (from tacit knowledge

to explicit knowledge) is a process of articulating tacit knowledge into explicit

knowledge. By making tacit knowledge explicit, it can be shared by others

and become the basis of new knowledge. Tacit knowledge is often articulated

through metaphors, analogies, diagrams, or prototypes.

Combination and internalization focus on utilization of knowledge. Com-

bination (from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge) is a process of con-

verging explicit knowledge into more complex and systematic sets of explicit

knowledge. Knowledge is exchanged and reconfigured through documents,

meetings, or communication networks. Data mining in large-scale databases

is an example of this process. Internalization (from explicit knowledge to tacit

knowledge) is a process of embodying explicit knowledge into tacit knowl-

edge. It is closely related to learning by doing. Through internalization,

knowledge is shared throughout an organization; it broadens and changes
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organizational members’ mental models. When knowledge is internalized

into mental models or technical know-how, it becomes a valuable asset.

The tacit knowledge of an individual is then again shared through social-

ization within the group; the new knowledge created in the group expands

outwards to the organization and its interorganizational networks. Creation

and utilization processes continuously unfold side by side (synchronic) and in

sequence over time (diachronic); they are not limited to one organizational

level.

Current knowledge management emphasizes static information technol-

ogy systems such as databases or enterprise systems. Few organizations em-

phasize the creation of knowledge, but many focus on utilization of knowl-

edge through information technology. Both approaches tend to become

static, infused in either an existing or an automated order.

Dynamic systems promote knowledge creation and utilization processes;

they establish a dynamic balance on the fine line between exploration and ex-

ploitation (March, 1996) and develop creative routines to promote the spiral

of the SECI process.

Knowledge is commonly utilized in everyday business routines. Routines

are fundamental to sustainable social life and organizational processes

(Giddens, 1993; Nelson and Winter, 1982). They emphasize repetitive action,

replication, and standardization; they thus become barriers to the explora-

tion and creation of new knowledge. Changing the static routines that influ-

ence the way people work is difficult; it is even more difficult to encourage in-
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novation, improvisation, and continuously challenge the ways things are

done. Standardized and static routines are visible and can be quickly imitated;

they therefore become items on the laundry list of best practices. Therefore,

organizations need to develop creative routines, that is, action patterns for

innovation. Creative routines are dynamic action patterns promoting inno-

vation by creating and utilizing authentic knowledge on a daily basis. Cre-

ative routines are simultaneously the media and the constituents of dynamic

systems for knowledge creation and utilization.

Organizations must build reliable dynamic systems for knowledge cre-

ation and utilization (DKCU) that generate and use the creative routines that

are generally embedded in tacit individual knowledge. Dynamic organiza-

tional systems are more than the aggregated creative routines of organiza-

tional members (Clippinger, 1999). DKCU systems integrate changing con-

texts and creative routines. They synchronically and diachronically create

and utilize knowledge in everyday organizational practice.

Hard and Soft Components for DKCU Systems

DKCU systems integrate shared contexts in motion (Japanese Ba) (Nonaka,

Toyama, and Konno, 2000). Creative routines are embedded in such contexts.

Artifacts (e.g., telephones, office environments, computer interfaces), people

(e.g., colleagues, competitors, personal networks), and contextual knowledge

(information and shared experiences, ideas, ideals), or any combination of

these can elicit creative routines. Frequent face-to-face contact or virtual meet-

ings on the Internet, as well as informal dialogues over lunch, at the copier, or

in front of the water cooler, are creative routines that are embedded in inte-

grated hard and soft systems.

The literal meaning of context (Latin contexere) is “putting together, to in-

terweave.” Contexts generate relationships or meanings. Consequently,

knowledge is information in contexts. Contexts encompass the resources pro-

vided by continuously changing conditions and circumstances of the before

and after (diachronic context) and the now (synchronic context). Actions and

knowledge processes are juxtaposed in contexts (Granovetter, 1985; Such-

mann, 1987; Nonaka and Konno, 1998; Ueno, 1999). Different contexts de-

fine actions and knowledge, the same way that the contextual interdepen-

dence of acoustics and visuals influence human perception of ensembles.

The Japanese art of Kabuki juxtaposes different resources including music

and sound, rhythm, costume, movement, dance, text, and the spatial ar-

rangement of stages during each performance. These resources are equally

important components of the context, and as the performance proceeds they

create a dynamic and meaningful context (Eisenstein, 1953; Ueno, 1999).

The ways actions and knowledge shape contexts are influenced by the use

of time. Management practice and theory emphasizes the importance of time

to increase cost-efficiency (Stalk and Hout, 1990; Northey and Southway,
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1993; Fine, 1998). Only recently is the potential in a variety of time concepts

being discovered. The relevant time concepts include synchronicity (Jaworski,

1996), strategy under the condition of complexity (Brown and Eisenhardt,

1998), and the multiplicity of time as an enabling context for all knowledge

processes (Reinmoeller, 1999a; Reinmoeller, 1999b).

DKCU systems juxtapose structural (hard) and process (soft) components

to create contexts in motion (Ba). Such contexts are transient, unstable phe-

nomena in time. They emerge and develop, thus they need to be seized at the

right moment. DKCU systems promote such contexts on a constant basis and

develop creative routines to seize the moments. To do so effectively and effi-

ciently, human intervention in automated processes is necessary.

The Structural Perspective: IT and Organizational Systems

The structural perspective includes information technology and organiza-

tional systems. These systems are important in developing creative routines

for knowledge utilization in everyday business. IT systems promote routines

for systemizing and disseminating knowledge; organizational structure pro-

motes routines for exercising and practicing new knowledge.

Information technology provides the structure in which explicit knowledge

is created and exploited. IT in knowledge management has three major advan-

tages: efficiency, effectiveness, and velocity (Ciborra, 1993; Earl, 1996; Chur-

chill and Snowdon, 1998; Choo, 1998; Cohen, 1998; Davenport and Pearlson,

1998; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Ruggles, 1998; Kelly and Allison, 1999).

First, tools to appropriate information include software agents, browsers,

search engines, and indices. Voice-mail systems, for instance, force customers

to respond to questions structured like a decision tree, and help organizations

to appropriate information about customers.

Second, databases, hyperlinks, or software discern relationships between

documents from different sources and automatically connect dispersed infor-

mation. Software programs automatically connect information on individu-

als, and build extensive user profiles and databases by interacting with people

(Shout, 1999; Turban, McLean, and Wetherbe, 1999).

Third, tools such as e-mail, intranets, or programs to customize informa-

tion to be sent to individuals increase efficient sharing and dissemination.

Software can help write logical documents and groupware for collaborative

prototyping allows numerous members to interact through computer net-

works.

Fourth, tools supporting better utilization of information and knowledge

include workflow management software to support decision-making pro-

cesses in product development projects and concurrent engineering. Visualiza-

tion through HTML-based browsers, graphical user interfaces (GUI), agents,

or navigators support easy and fast access to databases and help to utilize in-

formation (McKenna, 1997; Nonaka, Reinmoeller, and Toyama, 2000).
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Fifth, increasing possibilities of free access requires protection of propri-

etary information and knowledge. Tools such as firewalls around intranets or

encryption technology for interactive exchange, net-based communication,

or e-commerce are needed to protect knowledge and information from unau-

thorized access.

The American retailer Wal-Mart and Amazon.com, the online bookstore,

are two companies that illustrate how IT tools are used for appropriating,

connecting, disseminating, utilizing, and protecting information. Wal-Mart

is a leader in the use of information technology. The goal of automatic data

accumulation and extraction of knowledge is pursued with high investments

in centralized information systems (Nonaka, Reinmoeller, and Toyama,

2000). Further, Wal-Mart deals with its vendors through the Internet to

maximize interaction efficiency. Amazon.com, the rapidly diversifying Amer-

ican online bookstore, has patented technology that illustrates the use of

hard systems in the context of the Internet. Repeat viewers who return to

Amazon’s Web site after an online purchase are offered a “one-click-

shopping” service. During their first purchase the technical data of the cus-

tomer’s PC, and personal data such as address, phone numbers, and the credit

card number, are captured. When the customer returns to the Web site from

the same PC, Amazon welcomes them and offers a customized list of books

and other goods. Because these data are already available, the customer can

shop by clicking the desired merchandise.

But there are problems with the current focus on IT tools in knowledge

management. Efficient IT is fast becoming standard practice (Schank, 1997;

Davenport, De Long, and Beers, 1998; Ishida, 1998) and therefore less helpful

for attaining competitive advantage. Further, the contexts of knowledge and

the embeddedness in social relationships escape such tools (Granovetter,

1985; Clancey, 1997; Dyer and Singh, 1998). Recently, however, the increas-

ing reach and richness of communication media and tools for visual real-time

communication is addressing these problems.

The structural perspective includes organizational systems. Knowledge is

embedded in the context of organizational systems and it is necessary to em-

ploy them to effectively enhance learning and application. Human resource

and career development programs are examples of systems promoting inter-

nalization of explicit knowledge.

Corporate universities are metaphors for technology-enhanced learning

environments within companies. The corporate university at Daimler-Chrys-

ler combines the technological infrastructure of global computer networks

and social architecture, including communities of practice for new learning

programs that include real-time online teaching, learning, and teamwork

worldwide.

Creative routines for internalization rely on the learning disciplines of

individuals or teams; team members can belong to different organizations
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(Nonaka and Konno, 1998) or be part of network relationships in regions

(Nonaka and Reinmoeller, 1998). On-the-job training is a well-known way to

structure learning processes. Sharing time and space on the site is necessary

for learning and refinement of new skills. Continuous self-improvement

through learning in apprenticeship models or communities of practice and

mentorship is important.

Communities of practice (Senge, 1990; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Brown

and Duguid, 1991; Wenger and Snyder, 2000) are used for sharing skills and

learning. Professional communities of engineers in functionally structured

organizations are an example for such communities. The apprenticeship and

Kaizen models of incremental perfection are particularly diffused in manu-

facturing. Quality circles are applications of communities of practice.

Mentorship systems focus on learning by doing under the guidance of a

senior mentor. Such systems are important to convey practices to pupils. The

continued focus on exercising specific practices helps to refine routines. Inter-

nal consulting departments often apply systems similar to mentorship.

The focus on internalized routines reflects the closed nature of communi-

ties of practice and mentorship models. Such closure emphasizes the execu-

tion of existing routines and protection of traditions rather than improvisa-

tion with creative routines.

The Procedural Perspective: Sharing and Improvising

The procedural perspective represents the soft and transient side of DKCU

systems, focusing on shared disciplines to capture new meanings in changing

contexts. DKCU systems have to develop creative routines that promote inter-
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nalization and externalization in everyday business. Hard systems can trig-

ger and support dialogue and improvisation, but they fail to take account of

contexts. The capabilities, commitment, and discipline of people are required

to utilize tacit knowledge and contexts in motion. Soft systems integrate such

contexts in motion, discovering meanings through creative routines, includ-

ing dialogue, improvisation, and shared epistemological manner.

Systems for dialogue are needed to promote externalization. DKCU systems

support the development of routines for sharing and articulating of tacit

knowledge. Occasional contact with members of other departments, custom-

ers, or clients is not enough to share tacit knowledge. Systems for dialogue

create physical, face-to-face interactions as effective ways to capture the full

range of physical senses and psycho-emotional reactions (e.g., joy, ease, or

discomfort) and to transfer tacit knowledge and generate emotional knowl-

edge assets.

The Japanese retail chain Mujirushi has several systems for sharing the

tacit knowledge of customers. Each shop floor is an important place for face-

to-face interaction between customers and employees. A Mujirushi summer

camp offers a holiday experience in a Mujirushi environment. Here customers

use new and old Mujirushi products that include food, toiletries, apparel, and

so on. Employees who are committed to engaging in dialogue with customers

can spend time camping with them to elicit tacit knowledge. During the

camp, employees absorb tacit knowledge by experiencing the customer’s life

with Mujirushi products.

Systems for improvising integrate individuals’ mental models and skills

through a dynamic process of co-creation. Individuals share mental models

with others in intensive dialogue, that is, joint acting and reflection, and by

using creative language. The metaphor of improvising or jamming suggests

the best of both worlds. Competition and playfulness, structure and open-

ness, beginner’s mind and professional experience, introspection and simulta-

neous extraversion increase the probabilities of serendipity and spontaneous

emergence of meaning. DKCU systems need to promote contexts that juxta-

pose multiple resources allowing individuals with complementary knowledge

and capabilities to improvise.

Mujirushi uses a system for concept development and selection with the

roles of dialogue and improvisation prominently featured. Ideas are discussed

and tentatively developed by internal members of the buying and planning

department. The ideas are presented to the external members of a design

team, triggering dialogue and improvisation. The design team judges

whether the proposals match the vision and strategies of Mujirushi in terms

of quality, image, price, and fit and may suggest improvement or oppose the

development.

Shared epistemological manner is a set of creative routines based on the use

of contexts in motion, the SECI spiral, and knowledge assets (Nonaka and

Toyama, 1999). Leaders integrate these elements of knowledge creation to es-
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tablish a company’s “shared epistemological manner” so that effective and ef-

ficient knowledge creation becomes second nature in the organization.

The epistemological manner shared by organizational members at Honda,

for instance, is characterized by self-reflection (Who am I? Why do I want to

do this?) and the pursuit of knowledge as the goal. The intrinsic motivation

to serve customers and create unique products is based on the assumption

that humans want to explore, know, and create. The results of knowledge

creation are justified according to authentic criteria, including aesthetics.

Such epistemological manner is different from extrinsically motivated exploi-

tation of knowledge. Knowledge sharing with best practices at GE, for in-

stance, is justified by success over the competition and not by the knowledge

created.

Three Levels of Knowledge Conversion

For developing creative routines and DKCU systems, three different levels of

knowledge conversion processes need to be analyzed. The parties involved can

belong to internal departments or outside organizations; they can be individ-

uals, groups, and organizations. DKCU systems have to prepare and energize

the creative routines of conversions between these parties.

There are three different levels of knowledge interactions between two

parties (Figure 4.3). Knowledge conversions can involve (1) only explicit

knowledge, (2) only tacit knowledge, and (3) tacit and explicit knowledge.

The three levels differ according to their time requirements; the first level of

conversion requires only instants while the second and third need longer peri-

ods of time. Furthermore, the third level requires synchronic interaction.

DKCU systems support these three levels in different ways. Each level

comes with specific contexts and needs creative routines to maintain a dyna-

mic balance between structural (hard) and procedural (soft) components. At

level 1, explicit knowledge is gathered, combined, and utilized through com-

munication media. The time required to transmit explicit knowledge with IT is

reduced to real-time, that is, a point in time. On this level two problems have

to be solved. The first is a problem of technology. The transfer of explicit

knowledge requires hard systems to make efficient exchange possible. Infor-

mation technology and organizational systems solve this problem most effec-

tively. Systems that automatically provide access or disseminate data are used

in data mining or intranets inside organizations. The second problem is that of

incentives. Within companies, the transfer of explicit knowledge needs to be

systematically linked to compensation systems. Organizational members will

be inclined to share explicit knowledge when the incentive system and markets

for knowledge provide compensation (Davenport and Prusak, 1998).

At level 2, the different parties help each other to articulate tacit knowl-

edge. The second level of conversion from tacit to explicit knowledge requires

intensive dialogue in shared contexts in motion (Ba). The time that is required

for such dialogue is a period of synchronic interaction. During this period of
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synchronic experience, the participants develop shared tacit knowledge and

begin to understand each other’s mental models. If this time is spent together

without sharing the same context, for example through chat on the Internet,

mutual understanding can lack depth.

Two problems need to be solved on this second level. First, face-to-face in-

teraction is important for dialogue. Information technology is not yet able to

fully substitute for face-to-face interaction because it omits context. Second,

dialogue needs creative routines to elicit the conversion of tacit into explicit

knowledge. IT can provide triggers to meet face to face or opportunities to

discover causal relations. However, people have to seize opportunities; peo-

ple’s skills determine the value of IT systems for DKCU. Organizational sys-

tems such as human resource management, incentive systems, meeting

schedules, operating procedures, patterns for problem solving, and dialogues

are effective means for developing creative routines.

At level 3, both parties share their tacit knowledge and externalize it to

promote innovation. The third level of conversion requires longer periods of

time spent together. The time required for improvising includes longer

synchronic and diachronic experience for the sharing of rich tacit and contex-

tual knowledge. Mutual understanding of deep tacit knowledge is based on

shared experiences of multiple and long periods of time (diachronic). On the

third level, knowledge is not articulated and the creation and utilization of

knowledge remains tacit. Here knowledge is created and utilized by improvis-

ing and bricolage (Mirvis, 1998), serendipity, crafting strategy, creative

sparks, or jamming (Mintzberg, 1988; Quinn, 1988; Kao, 1996; Crossan et

al., 1996; Crossan, 1998; Leonard and Swap, 1999). In this sense, if mutual
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understanding and trust has developed, knowledge is created at the spur of

the moment when conceptual insight and practice are merged in action.

Level 1 is the domain of current knowledge management. Digital technol-

ogy links explicit knowledge in real-time and provides instant access to large

databases. Some information technology, such as groupware, has become

widely used on level 2. However, the dynamics of synchronous dialogue and

improvisation in shared contexts (Ba) have not been emulated by digital tech-

nology. Level 3 of knowledge creation and utilization is most difficult but

also most important. This level provides sustainable competitive advantage

because tacit knowledge and processes are authentic, hidden in contexts, dis-

tributed, and therefore difficult to imitate.

DKCU Systems for Improvising

Creative routines for improvisation include the use of symbolic language,

systematically distributed knowledge, leadership, cross-boundary teams, and

epistemological manner.

Symbolic language, including metaphors, analogy, and narratives, is

based on common tacit knowledge. Symbols and images convey insights and

are intuitively understood. Narratives such as “war stories” of experiences at

the “frontline” are important (Shaw, Brown, and Bromiley, 1998). 3M and

Xerox have systemized creative routines for storytelling. At Xerox Parc, ana-

logue storytelling is the basis for Eureka, a digital system that accumulates

the personal success stories of copier repairmen. Eureka offers a rich source

of local and sticky knowledge via computer networks to support problem

solving globally. DKCU systems interweave symbolic language, distributed

knowledge, and cross-boundary teams in everyday work.

Distributed leadership is necessary for the co-creation of prototypes in a

group. Using experts with different complementary knowledge is important

to broaden the scope of improvisation. DKCU systems integrate the different

perspectives of people who share a common goal.

Leadership is distributed simultaneously over place, time, and knowledge

(expertise). People who promote knowledge creation and utilization by vol-

unteering tacit knowledge become temporary leaders. Systems for distributed

leadership allow flexible integration of individual knowledge. Leaders emerge

from peers by creating and utilizing knowledge in new ways. Systems foster

the emergence of volunteers by facilitating improvisation in shared space and

time.

Honda achieved several breakthroughs during the development of the hu-

manoid robot (Tagami, 1998). Furthermore, Honda recruited mostly external

people with the knowledge needed to develop the robot at Honda R&D labora-

tories. The shared dream of a friendly robot was an important criterion for

the selection of people. Leadership within the team changed according to the

knowledge required within the project (expertise) and individual energy.
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Cross-functional teams link members with different expertise to support

improvisation. A common base of tacit knowledge and a diversity of perspec-

tives are important. Knowledge maps, knowledge yellow pages, or the design

of offices with self-assigned seats facilitate the formation of cross-functional

teams (Nonaka and Reinmoeller, 1999). DKCU systems also provide cues that

energize and sustain the dynamic balance between creation and utilization by

milestones or deadlines. Cross-functional teams rely on a common perspec-

tive, specialized knowledge, and they improvise to realize the vision.

Using such teams has become a routine at Sharp for fast development of

new products. Sharp’s strategically important products are developed by Ur-

gent Project Teams with members from different departments and profes-

sions. The project leader in charge selects the team members. The team leader

is generally a senior manager with extended personal networks and knowl-

edge about employees and their capabilities. The team enjoys full support of

the organization because it creates and utilizes knowledge of strategic value

for Sharp.

Nonaka and Toyama (1999) propose the concept of shared epistemo-

logical manner as routines of knowledge creation and utilization. Such man-

ners also promote improvisation. They increase the common base of contex-

tual knowledge through shared vision and methods to pursue a common

purpose. Shared epistemological manners provide creative routines, including

the use of metaphors and analogies or patterns of dialogue.

Integrating DKCU Systems in Business Practice

The general model of DKCU systems is summarized in Figure 4.4. The hori-

zontal axis shows the value chain and related organizational activities cov-

ered by headquarters. The vertical axis shows the three DKCU levels. Level 1

is fundamental to DKCU systems and mainly built with tangible resources,

information technology, and organizational systems. Headquarters main-

tains this level and provides opportunities for the real-time combination of

knowledge.

On level 2, creative routines promote externalization and visualization.

Creative routines are situated in Ba. Juxtaposed soft and hard systems sup-

port visualization, dialogue, and improvisation to articulate new ideas.

Knowledge processes on level 3, including the internalization of skills and so-

cialization with suppliers, colleagues, and customers in everyday business

processes, take more time. Diachronic accumulation and continuous interac-

tion are the keys to anticipating and detecting fluctuation. Fluctuations can

occur, for instance, on the assembly line or shop floor.

DKCU systems visualize or articulate these fluctuations and trigger the

creative routines of dialogue and improvisation to create new hypotheses

about possible solutions. Means for visualization include images, metaphors,

or stories. Creative routines concentrate the distributed knowledge in the or-

ganization (people, perspectives) and energize processes of iterative testing
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and thinking (compassion, momentum) about new solutions to avoid fluctu-

ations and improve business processes. Creative routines juxtapose testing

and thinking, synchronic creation of new ideas, and diachronic utilization of

expertise in Ba. The routines of generating the dynamic ensemble of dia-

chronic and synchronic patterns, in both soft and hard systems, are creative

routines. Symbolic language, distributed knowledge, leadership, and cross-

functional teams prepare contexts in motion in which creative routines can

take place.

Case Studies

The following cases, Seven-Eleven Japan and Toyota Motor Corporation,

show how DKCU systems and creative routines are used to create and utilize

knowledge in retail and manufacturing business. Both companies have built

authentic DKCU systems in which human interventions provide important

contextual knowledge and new ideas.

Seven-Eleven Japan

In 1973 Ito-Yokado, a Japanese supermarket chain, and Southland Corpora-

tion, the operator and franchiser of Seven-Eleven convenience stores in the

United States, reached a licensing agreement. Ito-Yokado established Seven-

Eleven Japan and opened the first Seven-Eleven stores in 1978. In 1991 it ac-

quired the Southland Corporation. Seven-Eleven Japan is considered to be set-
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ting standards in efficiency worldwide. The company has been the most prof-

itable retailer in Japan both in absolute and sales-profit ratio terms.

Critical to understanding Seven-Eleven’s success is the fact that it is a

franchiser and does not sell goods (although it runs several stores for experi-

ments) (Okamoto, 1998; Usui, 1998). Seven-Eleven provides services to fran-

chisees by creating and utilizing market knowledge. The company charges its

franchisees for the continued flow of new products, the services it provides

them, royalties for trademarks, and leasing fees for equipment such as infor-

mation systems, display racks, and refrigerated cases.

Each Seven-Eleven store of about 100 square meters sells some 2,800

items, of which about 70 percent change every year. To sustain this stream of

innovations and provide new services to the franchisees, Seven-Eleven makes

extensive use of quintessentially explicit knowledge such as manuals for

store operation, employee training, and franchisee recruitment/training.

This heavy reliance on explicit knowledge differentiates Seven-Eleven from

most Japanese companies rather dramatically.

Recently Seven-Eleven has begun to implement an electronic commerce

strategy that attempts to leverage the large retail network of 8,000 stores as

a platform for cash and carry services of merchandise sold online. These new

services are expected to increase profitability because the strengths of Seven-

Eleven’s DKCU systems can be exploited for an expanding range of products.

Dynamic Systems at Seven-Eleven

Seven-Eleven’s outstanding success is largely based on new knowledge. A

DKCU system strikes the balance between hard and soft systems, juxtaposing

analog and digital, synchronic and diachronic processes in multiple creative

routines.

Structural Systems Digital technology is an important part of Seven-

Eleven’s dynamic system (Mitsugi, Takimoto, and Yamazaki, 1998); it is used

to eliminate mediocre products and to support innovation. The POS system

(point of sale system) offers real-time access to explicit knowledge from head-

quarters and instant access. It is used as the key tool for generating profit-

ability listings. Such explicit knowledge is used to identify and replace prod-

ucts that perform below expectations. Bad performance quickly triggers

replacement with new products and the development of a hypothesis about

causal relations.

Constructing and verifying hypotheses is the key to Seven-Eleven’s ability

to innovate quickly. The POS system triggers building and testing of hypoth-

eses. The POS system is partly automated; it induces reflection upon simulta-

neous display of important data, visuals, and contextual information such as

weather conditions. The system offers options on how to analyze, under-

stand, and test the present situation to make the generation of hypotheses as

easy as possible. On this level 1 of DKCU, the speed of combination and access
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to databases is important; Seven-Eleven analyzes new data on a daily basis

and provides access in real-time. The new fifth-generation POS system in-

cludes satellite transmission from headquarters, data mining, and free access

and queries from all stores.

Seven-Eleven has designed its systems to build creative routines for

knowledge conversions. Soft and hard systems are linked so that the data and

intuition of employees trigger synchronic building and diachronic testing of

hypotheses. Creative routines take place on the shop floor (micro) and in

headquarters (macro). When placing orders, people on the shop floor hypoth-

esize what items would sell well, how many, and how to sell them. Each hy-

pothesis is tested by actual orders and actual sales are again confirmed by

POS data. At headquarters, the sales data of all stores are analyzed on a daily

basis. The POS system visualizes fluctuations and elicits new ideas from peo-

ple at headquarters. These ideas are used for 80 new or improved products

per week and in the training programs. Afterwards, successful hypotheses

are collected and disseminated throughout the company. Seven-Eleven has

designed the hard system for the best use of the ingenuity of all employees

within the company and all partners in the network.

Organizational Systems Seven-Eleven utilizes an ordering-replenishing sys-

tem and emphasizes automated processes with human intervention (Suzuki,

1998; Kunitomo, 1998, p. 243). To develop creative routines, Seven-Eleven

uses the POS data and organizational systems such as systematic training of

store owners and human resource development for employees. The training

of store owners includes intensive periods of preparation and simulations for

running a Seven-Eleven store. Store situations allow new owners to internal-

ize the explicit knowledge of the franchise system by engaging both body and

mind. Such training builds routines to create and utilize knowledge more effi-

ciently.

Human resource management at Seven-Eleven emphasizes OJT (on-the-

job training) throughout the career path at Seven-Eleven. New employees

start on the shop floor with their first learning experience, which is followed

by assignments as store manager in one of the few directly managed stores,

and later as field counselor. This variety of experiences is important for

young entrants to internalize distributed knowledge in different contexts and

to become familiar with different perspectives within the company. Managers

who experience the different positions are multiskilled; they have internalized

creative routines in different contexts. They are prepared to address fluctua-

tions by providing tacit knowledge including perspectives, compassion, and

momentum.

Procedural Systems Seven-Eleven’s vision and guiding principles are contin-

uously disseminated throughout the company to reinforce the consistency of

Seven-Eleven’s corporate culture. Seven-Eleven’s vision, “adapt to changes
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and pursue fundamentals,” is linked to four principles: freshness of goods;

the best assortment of goods; cleanliness of stores, goods, and employee uni-

forms; and friendliness to customers. The vision provides criteria for all oper-

ational procedures and guidelines for store owners, part-timers, and employ-

ees who are responsible for the customer interface.

Mr. Suzuki, president of Seven-Eleven, has a key role in communicating

the company culture. He took over management from the founding genera-

tions and developed a management system that integrates structural and

process systems. Each week he interacts with several hundred field counselors

directly and improvises on the company vision. His leadership imposes a sys-

tem on employees that uses contexts in motion (Ba) to visualize and trigger

creative routines in dialogue, improvisation, distributed leadership, and

cross-functional teams.

Dialogue and Improvisation

Seven-Eleven has several systems for sharing the tacit knowledge of custom-

ers. Each shop floor is a place for face-to-face interaction with customers and

employees. The shop owners, employees, field counselors, and walking-

around employees are absorbing tacit knowledge by circulating inside and

outside the company. On this third level of DKCU, employees and owners at

the frontline continuously experience changes in customer mood and learn

how to adapt to them. The changes in customer behavior are first spotted as

fluctuations on the shop floor (micro). Face-to-face interaction is important

to improvise on these fluctuations.

A system of meetings generates synchronicity and creative routines. For

example, knowledge of changes in customer needs is captured in the 8,000

stores of Seven-Eleven through short dialogues with customers (synchronic)

and repetition of interaction over time (diachronic). Local employees share

their knowledge with other employees and in meetings with operation field

counselors (OFC). On level 2 of DKCU, creative routines of dialogue and im-

provisation are used to share and externalize images of experiences.

The OFC visit stores frequently to consult the store owners and engage in

dialogue with customers and employees. The problems detected are aug-

mented by knowledge of the OFC (diachronic) and shared through OFC

groupware and face-to-face dialogue (synchronic) at meetings in Tokyo.

The day before the field counselors meet in Tokyo, all managers (macro)

get together every Monday for the weekly face-to-face meeting (synchronic).

President Suzuki expects the managers who are facing problems to leave the

meeting to solve their problems immediately (improvising) and to return to

the gathering and report on the strategies implemented, actions taken, and

show early results. Thus, President Suzuki triggers immediate action by

synchronic face-to-face communication.

On the following day (Tuesday) all field counselors meet in Tokyo to at-

tend a meeting; this synchronizes Seven-Eleven’s market knowledge. During
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the meeting all field counselors listen to a speech by the energetic leader,

Suzuki, who improvises on the company vision and current issues, including

those discussed at the manager meeting. President Suzuki synchronizes

Seven-Eleven’s distributed expertise and prepares the integration of soft and

hard technologies. He has generated creative routines to regularly create oc-

casions for dialogue and improvisation.

Distributed Leadership

Seven-Eleven utilizes the distributed knowledge (expertise in local needs) of

all employees and customers to improvise. Customer behavior and comments

are observed and captured by employees on all hierarchical levels. Distributed

ordering, for instance, means that ordering responsibilities for product cate-

gories are assigned to individual employees and jobbers who then develop

specific knowledge for hypothesis building. The success of hypotheses and or-

ders can be checked against the sales data of all stores. The OFC collect prob-

lems and new ideas through dialogue with employees and observation. They

concentrate distributed knowledge for the meetings in Tokyo (level 2).

Similarly, leadership is distributed over knowledge, time, and place. The

testing of ideas through actual orders is done where new ideas are conceived.

Thus, employees in each store are empowered to lead Seven-Eleven and intro-

duce new ideas. Furthermore, employees are responsible for sales floor and

service, store managers for the economic success of stores, OFC for regional

performance, and people in headquarters for overall success; each addresses

fluctuations at different levels of complexity. The career path for top manag-

ers at Seven-Eleven requires years of experience in different positions includ-

ing those of sales floor employee, shop manager, and field counselor.

Through this system managers learn to manage and improvise on all three

levels of DKCU.

Cross-Boundary Teams at Seven-Eleven Japan

The strength of Seven-Eleven lies in the leading role of its development teams

that span the boundaries of organizations. Seven-Eleven systematically de-

velops new products through strategic alliances with manufacturers that

own complementary knowledge. This idea of an improvisational way of cre-

ating and utilizing knowledge among (potentially competing) organizations

has been applied thus far to more loosely coupled teams of makers, trading

firms, and Seven-Eleven.

The Seven-Eleven headquarters initiates the creative routine of team mer-

chandising and forms a development team, together with experts from the

manufacturers (supplier network). Briefly, the five-step process is as follows.

1. The new product development committee conceptualizes the topic and as-

signs appropriate members to the team.

2. Manufacturers’ tacit knowledge materializes in trial products.
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3. Some of the trial products are selected as prototypes. Ideas on how to im-

prove them are generated by the team.

4. New prototypes are made based on these ideas.

5. These new prototypes are evaluated at the officers’ meeting at Seven-

Eleven. If the approval of Seven-Eleven is gained, full support in terms of

know-how and data is given to finalize the prototype and start produc-

tion.

Thus, the merchandising process at Seven-Eleven integrates soft and hard

systems to enable improvising in alliances.

Team merchandising dynamically integrates the tacit knowledge of man-

ufacturers with POS data and Seven-Eleven’s DKCU system. However, the

fast cycle of data analysis and replacement of poorly performing products

creates continuously new products, but does not favor breakthrough innova-

tions (Ogawa, 2000).

Epistemological Manner

Seven-Eleven has developed distinctive epistemological manners. The obser-

vation of customers and reflection on their behavior are engrained in every-

day practice. Observation and reflection help to generate hypotheses on new

ways to sell more. The testing of such hypotheses is key to knowledge cre-

ation and utilization. Several times each day, orders of merchandise are

placed; they test whether hypotheses are good or bad predictors of future de-

velopments.

Toyota Motor Corporation

Toyota Motor Corporation, established in 1937, is the largest car manufac-

turer in Japan. Toyota is known for its efficient manufacturing system and is

an industry leader worldwide in product development lead-time and effi-

ciency of resource utilization. The evolving Toyota Production System, the

prototype of “lean production,” relationships with suppliers, and the design

and development system have been critical for its success (Fujimoto, 1999;

Sobek, Ward, and Liker, 1999; Besser, 1996; Cusumano, 1985). During the

postbubble crisis, Toyota emerged as one of the strongest independent Japa-

nese carmakers and has been expanding its global reach by opening more fac-

tories abroad.

In January 1992 Shoichiro Toyoda announced the new Toyota vision to

all organizational members. He proclaimed that Toyota aspires “towards har-

mony with people, society and environment. . .” and asked each organiza-

tional member to help construct a new Toyota of the twenty-first century.

One of the principles presented was that Toyota is to build a new company

culture that elicits individual and team creativity. Open buyer-supplier sys-

tems for mutually stimulating research and innovation were mentioned by
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Toyoda. The new vision articulates Toyota’s environmental responsibility

and the need to emphasize creating and utilizing knowledge.

During the late 1990s, Toyota’s corporate renewal resulted in targeting

younger segments. Besides several innovative marketing initiatives, Toyota

has been able to introduce advanced environmentally friendly technology to

the markets. Particularly noted in this regard was the sales start of Prius in

1997, the first hybrid car worldwide (Itazaki, 1999; Iemura, 1999).

Dynamic Systems at Toyota

The following presents the way Toyota integrates hard and soft systems to

develop creative routines for knowledge creation and utilization. First we an-

alyze the assembly line as part of the DKCU system (level 3). Then we con-

sider Toyota’s new approach to new product development with cross-

boundary teams (level 2).

Toyota Production Systems Just-in-time, automation, total quality control

and continuous improvement (Kaizen), and other subsystems are described at

length in the literature (Fujimoto, 1999; Spear and Bowen 1999). These sub-

systems at level 1 of DKCU systems are based on three fundamental princi-

ples: reducing non-value-adding activities, reducing irregular pace of produc-

tion, and reducing workload.

Structural Systems Structural systems, including advanced technology, for

example robots and automated systems, are used on level 1 of Toyota’s sys-

tem. Toyota uses automation technology cost consciously, that is, automa-

tion equipment is bought with just enough functions and high reliability. Au-

tomated processes are used for cost reasons. However, Toyota has recently

favored semi-automated systems over ones that are fully automated. Semi-

automated equipment requires the intervention of skilled workers in auto-

mated processes.

Besides advanced technology and automated systems, Toyota utilizes

simple and effective methods and manual work. One example for such meth-

ods is the Kanban system that reduces inventory by triggering production

and parts delivery in response to consumption. The use of cardboard and sim-

ple routines regulates the flow of information and parts.

Organizational systems are very important for levels 1 and 2 of Toyota’s

DKCU system. This is illustrated in the following paragraphs by standard op-

erating procedures, quality systems including quality circles, work teams or

maintenance rules, and examples from human resource management and in-

ternal consulting.

Standard operating procedures for repetitive tasks explain specifics to the

workers with visuals that are easy to understand. Such procedures are fre-

quently revised to include successfully tested ideas that improve the overall
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result of the team, group, or assembly process. The visuals help all workers

to quickly absorb the improvements made.

The system of quality circles is part of the organizational structure and

culture. Standardized methods to increase the effectiveness of quality circles

include the QC story (a standard sequence of analysis) and QC tools, a collec-

tion of visual material, all of which support workers in incremental innova-

tion.

Toyota’s culture is based on teams that share the view of partaking in a

community of fate (Besser, 1996). Toyota’s small work units consist of four

to five peers. Enjoying working well, benefiting from incentive systems such

as Kaizen awards, and avoiding a bad reputation all motivate team members

and leaders to volunteer their energy and compassion. Clusters of such teams

form groups that are considered teams. The company team consists of the lo-

cally employed who work cooperatively for the same goal. The corporate

team encompasses Toyota and its networks. The nested structure creates

shared context for locally developing creative routines.

Another system promoting creative routines is called Total Productive

Maintenance (TPM), which, together with detailed 5 S rules (regarding clean-

liness, order, and discipline), is disseminated throughout the organization. All

workers, maintenance specialists, and engineers engage in preventive mainte-

nance of the production equipment. Workers learn about the equipment they

use by cleaning and checking the machines, occasionally performing minor

repairs and tool changes. The statistical analysis of the machine’s processes

helps to develop deeper understanding of the equipment and its purpose in

use. Such exercising and internalizing of knowledge about the equipment en-

ables workers to develop creative routines in quickly assessing problems and

finding solutions.

Skill accumulation is an important factor in Toyota’s wage system. Toy-

ota’s human resource management promotes the multiskilled worker.

Workers are paid by their ability to solve a variety of problems by creating

and using knowledge. Leaders of small work teams, for instance, earn 5 per-

cent more than team members because they have greater responsibility, coor-

dination, and motivation tasks. This wage system is linked to job rotation

and assignment of multiple tasks. Experience in different workplaces in-

creases worker’s knowledge and provides a wider set of creative routines.

The careers of shop floor supervisors are based on diachronic accumula-

tion of knowledge during 10 to 15 years of experience at the assembly line

(level 3). Shop floor supervisors are Toyota veterans with multiple experi-

ences on different jobs. The experiences of supervisors are used to share and

use creative routines in educational training or through troubleshooting at

the production line.

Further, internal consulting groups are a part of the DKCU system that

crosses the boundaries of Toyota’s organization. They also support suppliers
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in mastering the Toyota Production System. Recently, Toyota has begun to

consult clients outside of the group on the Toyota Production System.

Procedural Systems

Low-cost automation and the organizational systems mentioned previously

are insufficient to continuously create and utilize knowledge. They are partial

by design and require human intervention. Toyota’s dynamic systems create

contexts for creative routines. Visualization, distributed knowledge, leader-

ship and cross-boundary teams trigger dialogue and improvising at the ac-

tual spot.

Visualization Toyota uses visualization to sustain improvisation. The auto-

matic detection of defects visualizes fluctuations by stopping the production

line (and/on system) and is a strong signal of crisis. This is communicated

visually together with detailed information to synchronize the worker’s

awareness of fluctuations and to elicit a fast solution. Hypotheses are gener-

ated (externalization) and tested on the spot to overcome the fluctuations.

The standard operating procedures visualize actions that have proven to

be superior in the past (diachronic). Displays, tables, and other visual cues

communicate tasks, problems, and performance levels along the assembly

line. Several systems such as the Kanban system, vehicle specification sheets

on each body, colored lines separating sections on the floor, and different col-

ors to classify boxes make fluctuations visible and create a shared knowledge

base for all workers. The visual cues trigger actions such as ordering parts in

the Kanban system. The 5 S rules for cleanliness, order, and discipline create a

homogeneous background of normality. This state of normality helps to de-

tect fluctuations visually because they are immediately visible as disorder.

Other visual cues are used to discourage and avoid action. The foolproof

prevention of problems (poka-yoke) blocks the view on equipment parts that

could cause false operation. Such fool-proofing focuses the context on impor-

tant actions.

Distributed Knowledge and Leadership Toyota’s automatic detection of de-

fects and shut-down of machines uses distributed knowledge in a systematic

way (and/on systems). This and/on system interrupts the flow of production

if it detects a defect and creates a crisis for all workers on the line. This crisis

calls experienced workers for help to use contextual knowledge for solving

problems on the spot. This system integrates the contextual knowledge dis-

tributed along the assembly line with the tacit knowledge of workers to im-

prove overall performance.

Furthermore, workers can manually stop the assembly line when they de-

tect a problem by pulling a stop cord at several locations along the assembly

line. The and/on signboard displays what kind of problem occurred and

where (Fujimoto, 1999). This concentrates attention on the actual spot and
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calls workers with relevant knowledge to join in improvising new solutions.

Thus the and/on system visualizes fluctuations and triggers creative rou-

tines.

The team structure of working at Toyota creates contexts where individu-

als share goals, cooperative workstyles, close relationships, and mutual un-

derstanding of each member’s role. The local contexts in motion concentrate

different perspectives, distributed expertise, and resources at the spot when

and where fluctuations occur. Team members engage in dialogue with open

feedback and aim to create solutions.

Similarly, fluctuations can trigger improvisation in the supplier or sales

network. In the supplier network, “face-to-face” competition (Ito, 1989) puts

pressure on suppliers to cooperate and innovate. The sales network of Toy-

ota’s dealers provides a continuous flow of distributed customer knowledge

that influences new product development.

Distributed leadership at Toyota can be illustrated through the quality

circles or the and/on system previously noted. Any worker at the assembly

line who detects a problem and triggers Kaizen processes, or who takes re-

sponsibility, can assume leadership. In the case of Kaizen activities in quality

circles, such leadership may receive a small recognition. Taking responsibility

at the assembly line can prepare one for leadership of teams or groups.

Toyota emphasizes multiple skills and trains workers so that they have a

variety of experiences and understand different perspectives. Shop floor su-

pervisors are multiskilled veterans. Some of them are work team leaders and

others are group leaders responsible for several teams. Finding new solutions

when fluctuations occur requires a broad range of experience. This puts

multiskilled workers in charge of the improvisation process.

Cross-Functional Teams The Prius hybrid car project goes back to different

projects linked to the new corporate vision of environmental responsibility.

The development project of the Prius began in January 1996. It represents

Toyota’s new effort to build cross-functional teams and to use distributed ex-

pertise (Nonaka and Toyama, 1999). Each product development phases re-

quired knowledge different in scope and depth, and leaders changed accord-

ingly. For the first time, Toyota installed a “team room” for the members of

the cross-functional project team (level 2), and used extensive computer net-

works to link team members, thereby facilitating communication and pro-

viding access to databases (level 1).

Further, different design departments in locations such as California, Eu-

rope, and Tokyo were involved in the design process. They participated in the

internal, international competition that organically linked the distributed

knowledge of different communities of practice.

An important breakthrough was achieved by combining different areas of

expertise. Vice president Wada had interrupted the development process and

forced the team members to abandon old mental models. He created a crisis
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and urgent need to improvise. Uchiyamada, the chief engineer and project

team leader, managed to integrate the necessary technical and design knowl-

edge inside and outside of the company boundaries. Different groups within

Toyota such as the R&D group developing the hybrid system, and the Electric

Vehicle group, were developing in parallel without knowing of each other’s

intentions and mutual relevance (diachronic). The time pressure synchro-

nized the battery and the Prius development group, and revealed complemen-

tary knowledge assets that they then integrated. Further, the external exper-

tise at Panasonic provided critical knowledge to develop the battery for Prius.

The Prius project was an important experience for Toyota. First, impro-

vising with internally and externally distributed knowledge was never before

accomplished to this extent. Second, synchronizing different diachronic his-

tories of professionals in cross-functional teams was very effective. Third, the

project has generated new creative routines. Since the project concluded,

cross-boundary dialogue and improvisation has been used companywide.

Toyota continuously evolves its production system with emphasis on uti-

lization of knowledge at the assembly line. Recently, it has created a new de-

partment promoting new ventures. Here the creation and utilization of inno-

vative concepts is required. In addition, Toyota has begun to cooperate in

alliances with other companies to combine existing technologies and capabili-

ties. Alliances with Sony or Kao, a Japanese detergent maker, offer access to

advanced marketing knowledge. Forging of such alliances across company

boundaries illustrates new creative routines and the transformation of Toy-

ota’s system.

Epistemological Manner

Knowledge is defined as justified true belief. Toyota engages in fundamental

inquiry to justify true beliefs every day. Shared epistemological manners help

organizational members to rigorously question their own hypotheses. To

find true cause-effect relationships, Toyota’s organizational members ask

five times “why.” Such patterns make hidden relationships visible and justify

hypotheses on a daily basis.

Conclusion and Implications

Shared contexts in motion (Ba) are the platforms for knowledge creation and

utilization. Such contexts are opportunities in time and space that need to be

seized. To provide and to seize such opportunities, organizations have to de-

velop DKCU systems. DKCU systems are open and they continuously prepare

Ba by juxtaposing soft and hard systems, structural and procedural, internal

and external, diachronic and synchronic perspectives.

The creation and utilization of knowledge needs human intervention

whenever contextual knowledge in Ba is important, which is always the case
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in innovation. The procedural perspective in DKCU systems allows creating

contexts in motion and tapping such contextual knowledge.

To use contextual knowledge and to seize opportunities, static routines

are ineffective. Organizations need creative routines to visualize fluctuations

and create, test, and develop new ideas. The individual cases of companies

have shown creative routines in Ba of the assembly line and on the sales floor.

Companies that develop dynamic systems for creative routines continuously

create and exploit Schumpeter’s gales of creative destruction (Schumpeter,

1942, 1962).
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chapter 5

Tools for Knowledge Management
Anthony K.P. Wensley
and Alison Verwijk-O’Sullivan

Introduction We have deliberately drawn a wide net in

the following discussion of tools for

knowledge management. The first part

of the chapter could have been restric-

ted to information technology (IT) tools, but although these are becoming in-

creasingly important to knowledge management, they are by no means the

only tools available. We feel that it is important to investigate many of the is-

sues surrounding the use of tools in knowledge management using a more

general view of the matter. This affords an opportunity to investigate the na-

ture of knowledge management tools in general before focusing on some of

the IT tools that are now available in an ever-increasing supply.

The following chapter is divided into two sections. In the first we discuss

knowledge management and the nature of the tools that we may have at our

disposal to manage knowledge. The second section presents an annotated list

of some of the Web-based (IT) tools that are available, and is presented in

Appendix 1. This list is necessarily incomplete but we hope that it will give

the reader some grasp of the range of tools available. We would also encour-

age the reader to undertake a voyage through the many Web sites that are

referenced. There is really nothing to replace first-hand experience. In the

opinion of many, the Web will, in coming years, present us with a rich set of

new tools for managing knowledge. This will primarily arise from two of its

characteristics: First, it provides an extremely rich common language for

representing knowledge—we have only just begun to explore the true nature

of this richness. Second, it is an intensely interactive medium allowing for

the sharing and cooperative development of knowledge. But more of these

issues later.

It is interesting to note that much of the work in Web-based knowledge

management tools derives considerable strength from what have been fairly
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mainstream research and applications in artificial intelligence. This relation-

ship is likely to broaden and deepen in future years, as we will indicate in

more detail in the rest of the chapter.

Knowledge Management

Many researchers in the field of knowledge management seem to think that

the field sprang into existence de novo a few years ago. This is demonstrated

by a delightful attribution of the definition of knowledge as “justified true be-

lief” to Nonaka when, in fact, such a definition, though not in precisely the

same words, was provided by Plato in the Socratic dialogues! Hubris of this

order may be attributed to a number of factors. In the first place, knowledge

management as a concept seems to have taken flight from the ashes of busi-

ness process reengineering and a variety of other ideas first promulgated by

management consulting firms. Newness and originality are often ascribed to

old concepts on the belief that one can charge higher fees as a result! Second,

information technology has given us data management, information man-

agement, and now, logically, knowledge management. Information technol-

ogy, from this perspective, created the opportunity for “really” managing

knowledge by using information technology.

Having unfairly set up two straw men, let me set them aflame in good pa-

gan fashion. Is knowledge management a new phenomenon? No. Although

we certainly see ways in which knowledge management can be seen to have

been born of such movements as business process management, customer

orientation and the like knowledge in business is certainly not a new phe-

nomenon. Further, with respect to the part that information technology has

to play, its existence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for

knowledge to be managed. As we hope will be indicated in this chapter, infor-

mation technology and the tools it provides can certainly support some as-

pects of knowledge management, but knowledge management does not begin

and end with information technology. We concede that data management

probably does begin and end with information technology. In many ways in-

formation technology created the notion of data today; it allowed for the re-

duction of information into data and thus it would seem relatively unconten-

tious to argue that data management is only really possible with information

technology. However, we certainly do not believe that this is true for infor-

mation, let alone knowledge.

Knowledge management has to do with the management of all stages in

the generation, codification, refinement, and transmission of knowledge. To

the extent that we have any unique perspective in this area, it is as a re-

searcher who has been intimately involved in creating and codifying knowl-

edge in specialist domains for at least a decade and a half. Although we are no
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longer directly involved in such creation and codification, our research is now

directed to many of the issues that arose during this period of prior research.

We have stated that the stages of knowledge management are generation,

codification, refinement, and transmission. What is involved in each of these

stages? Ruggles (1997, p. 1) elaborates on the stage of knowledge generation

as follows: “Knowledge generation includes all activities which bring to light

knowledge which is ‘new,’ whether to the individual, to the group, or to the

world. It includes activities such as creation, acquisition, synthesis, fusion,

and adaptation.” Similarly, he expands on the concept of knowledge codifica-

tion as follows (1997, p. 2): “Knowledge codification is the capture and repre-

sentation of knowledge so that it can be re-used either by an individual or by

an organization.” Finally, he defines knowledge transfer (1997, p. 2) as fol-

lows: “Knowledge transfer involves the movement of knowledge from one lo-

cation to another and its subsequent absorption.”

He further notes (1997, p. 2) that: “Generation, codification, and transfer

all occur constantly, so management itself does not create these actions. The

power of knowledge management is in allowing organizations to explicitly

enable and enhance the productivity of these activities and to leverage their

value for the group as well as for the individual.” With respect to a definition

of knowledge management tools (1997, p. 3), he states: “Knowledge manage-

ment tools are technologies, broadly defined, which enhance and enable

knowledge generation, codification, and transfer.”

Having created a very large canvas, we will now proceed to examine a

small portion of it. We will investigate how technology can be used to facili-

tate each stage of knowledge management. But first, we would like to talk a

little about technologies and tools.

A distinction is often made between technologies and methodologies. We

shall consider here that a technology is some human construct or artifact that

potentially can enhance and enable human activities. Typically the way in

which a technology is used is directed by some methodology—a set of ways of

interacting with the technology. A tool is one aspect of a technology that is

typically used to achieve some specific purpose or related set of purposes.

Methods, Tools, and Contexts

We think that it is appropriate to observe that mankind has, over the millen-

nia, developed many different approaches to knowledge and knowledge man-

agement that have informed both methodologies and technologies. These ap-

proaches are typically embedded in what Wittgenstein referred to as “forms

of life.” As Collins notes (1997, p. 148): “If, so much knowledge rests upon

agreements within forms of life, what is happening when knowledge is trans-

ferred via bits of paper or floppy disks? We know that much less is trans-
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ferred this way than we once believed, but something is being encapsulated in

symbols or we would not use them. How can it be that artifacts that do not

share our forms of life can ‘have knowledge’ and how can we share it?”

Clearly, one of the reasons that tools can support knowledge management

is that they are embedded in particular ways of acting and value systems.

Consider, for a moment, the Delphic Oracle. One could say that some of the

tools for managing knowledge in this case were the women who made the

oracular responses to questions. The women functioned as providers of

knowledge partly through the implementation of a methodology concerning

the interpretation of the oracular responses by the priests. Thus the tools gain

their ability to be part of a knowledge management process through the use

of methodologies that lead to the embedding of the tools in a particular “form

of life.”

When we make the popular distinction between tacit and explicit knowl-

edge, it is easy to forget that even explicit knowledge is only explicit because

of a deep and richly understood context that allows us to interpret so-called

explicit knowledge. This shared context is such a natural part of our existence

that it is easy to ignore its existence until we discover/explore its richness to

find that there can be alternative interpretations of what constitutes knowl-

edge and understanding.

Our central point here is that no knowledge management tool stands

alone. It can only be understood in the context in which it is used and the

methodologies that are associated with it. If we focus too much on the tools

of knowledge management we may blind ourselves to this richness. So-called

knowledge management tools can potentially be used to manage superstition

and falsehood when used in inappropriate contexts.

It is also worth remembering that much esoteric knowledge is difficult to

understand and requires expert interpreters. To some extent, though, this

very esotericism can be created deliberately. Knowledge confers power and

power is often gained and jealously guarded in this manner. Any admission

of the pedestrian nature of a particular type of knowledge would make it

available to everyone! We still see many of the vestiges of this “form of life” in

organizations the world over. Esoteric knowledge is often considered to be

dangerous, particularly in the hands of the uninitiated. Secret societies are es-

tablished with rites of initiation, stages of progress, and secret documents to

protect the knowledge and retain its power. In these contexts, knowledge

management tools may either be resisted or given token acceptance. Some as-

pects of organizational knowledge may be represented using the tools but

much may be deliberately left out.

Of course, one of the most well-developed sets of tools and methodologies

are those of the scientific method. Over many centuries this approach has

been enhanced and refined. Technologies have been applied and tools devel-

oped to “create” knowledge along with methods. In addition, there is a well-
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developed social context for the assessment and refinement of scientific

knowledge. Scientific knowledge has to be accepted by the scientific commu-

nity before it becomes scientific knowledge.

The relevance of coming to understand something about what we might

call scientific knowledge management is that it can direct our attention to po-

tential gaps in our understanding of knowledge management in organiza-

tional contexts. Organizations have evolved into many interrelated “forms of

life.” The creation of functional disciplines has resulted in there being many

different types of knowledge residing in organizations. Some of this knowl-

edge certainly has the status of scientific knowledge—research and develop-

ment departments often have strong scientific cultures. They have many of

the tools that are typically used by the scientific community. On the other

hand, much of the marketing department’s understanding of consumer be-

havior may be grounded in scientific disciplines but may also be just as much

hunch and intuition as science.

The recognition that there are many different types of knowledge within

an organization is the source of much of the richness of organizations. It is

often the source of their complexity, the course of their flexible responses to

the external environment, the source of competencies that are very difficult

for their competition to copy. The fundamental issue at stake, however, is

that we ignore such richness at our peril. If we place too much emphasis on

one particular type of knowledge or knowledge culture, we are likely to “hol-

low out” the knowledge of the organization and leave it competitively vul-

nerable. Knowledge management tools must be used to explore this richness

rather than be used to slavishly enforce one particular type of knowledge or

knowledge culture.

There are some more general lessons that we can learn from the previous

points with respect to knowledge management tools.

• Many tools may have very different functions, depending on the context

within which they are used. For example e-mail may provide the basis for

sufficiently rich communication between individuals within the scientific

community. It may be a tool that facilitates the creation, refinement, and

transfer of knowledge in this context. In contrast, when members of the

general public share e-mail it may only be the source of rumor and innu-

endo.

• A particular tool may enforce a particularly restricted approach on the

user. This is unlikely to be because there is some inherent inflexibility in

the tool itself. It is likely to be the case that in many contexts the tool is

perceived in a particular way. A parallel of this problem is the basis of the

sociotechnical systems approach. There are many different social contexts

into which a particular technology may “fit.” The different contexts may

have very different values, behaviors, and indeed, knowledge.
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One other word of caution with respect to knowledge cultures. It is im-

portant to recognize their richness within an organization. It is also impor-

tant to recognize instances of the inappropriate identification of a particular

knowledge culture. When investigating the knowledge cultures within the

organization we must compare their knowledge practices with their under-

standing of these knowledge practices. Some groups may feel that their

knowledge is essentially scientific knowledge. On closer inspection we may

find that the knowledge is not open to verification, that it comes from unsub-

stantiated sources, and so on.

Before moving to consider some of the Web-based knowledge manage-

ment tools that are now available to knowledge management practitioners

we would like to review, in a little more detail, the various stages of knowl-

edge management, starting with knowledge generation.

Knowledge Generation

As noted previously, Ruggles (1997, p. 2) states that knowledge generation

includes the activities of knowledge creation, knowledge acquisition, knowl-

edge synthesis, knowledge fusion, and knowledge adaptation. One of the

most interesting features of most of these activities is the need for intensive

communication, and a culture that is accepting of new ideas and is prepared

to support exploration. In addition, interestingly enough, there is a need to

provide barriers. New knowledge will not be created if there are not barriers

to rail against. There needs to be some structure, some established knowledge

that catalyzes the process.

What are the tools that aid knowledge generation? Perhaps the most ob-

vious are those that allow for the sharing of knowledge in the first place. It is

only through the sharing of knowledge that we become aware of the gaps in

our knowledge. In the case of many businesses and organizations it is criti-

cally necessary to be able to surface current knowledge and assumptions. It

is particularly important to surface fundamental assumptions (the tacit

context within which the business operates), the unwritten rules of the or-

ganization. In many organizations there have been examples of traditional

“knowledge” that has been handed down from one generation to the next.

Sometimes this knowledge has been explicitly handed down in company

manuals or in training sessions. More often than not, however, it has been

embedded in company processes—hidden from view but very much there.

Knowledge management tools can be used to surface this knowledge and

make it available for critical scrutiny. As we will see in the next section, the

artificial intelligence community has built a variety of tools over the years

that allow us to represent knowledge, tools that will become central to some

aspects of knowledge management over the coming decades.
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Knowledge Codification and Refinement

Traditionally, we have codified knowledge in a variety of ways. Artificial intel-

ligence research has provided us with a much clearer understanding of both

the strengths and limitations of the approaches we have adopted. One popular

approach is to codify our knowledge in terms of rules. This was first exempli-

fied by Aristotle with his syllogism—the rules of correct argumentation, rules

that would guarantee that if we started with true propositions we would end

up with true deductions. Over the 1980s and 1990s, vast numbers of research-

ers made use of a variety of tools to encode these rules and investigate their be-

havior. Tools, such as those based on the programming language Prolog, pro-

vided a unique opportunity to investigate the interaction of rules and the

range of deductions that could be made from them. In some cases this led to

the refinement of the knowledge in question. In other cases it led to the recog-

nition that the knowledge being investigated could be only partially repre-

sented in the form or rules or not represented at all. An interesting example of

this arose in the law. On the surface, the law would appear to be rule based

and it is reasonably so in some areas. However, in many areas of the law a

very significant amount of knowledge is needed to interpret the rules and it

does not appear that this knowledge can be embedded in the rules themselves.

Unfortunately, we do not have time or space to investigate all the tools

that are available for codifying and refining knowledge. Readers who want to

explore this area are best advised to seek out the artificial intelligence litera-

ture. However, along the lines of our previous discussion, a severe caution is

in order about tools that can be used to codify knowledge. These tools typi-

cally provide for one way of representing knowledge (though some are some-

what more flexible). The knowledge that you wish to represent may not be

representable in this way, or may be only partially representable—as in the

case of the law and a rule-based approach. Further, it may take considerable

skill and knowledge to be able to interpret the knowledge and represent it us-

ing a particular representation. Many of us in the expert systems field spent

many years learning how to represent specific knowledge in relatively “sim-

ple” rules. Finally, you should always be concerned that knowledge has been

lost through the use of too restrictive an approach to representing that

knowledge.

Knowledge Transmission

As we have noted previously, the Web provides for the transfer of very rich

information in a timely and machine-independent way. Thus, many of the

tools that are used for knowledge codification and refinement can be made di-

rectly available to anyone who has access to the Web. This potentially allows

for the transmission of many different varieties of knowledge.
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However, to assume that the Web can “deliver” knowledge is as naïve a

belief as the idea that knowledge can be “extracted” from individual experts

and embedded in computer programs. The contextual importance of knowl-

edge cannot be overstressed. Interestingly enough, the intensively communi-

cative nature of the Web and the Internet may allow for the building and ex-

tension of context in ways that were formerly only possible in face-to-face

communities. However, we suspect that there are many other aspects of so-

cial context that can be established only through traditional social processes

such as assimilation. Having put some boundaries on the potential capabili-

ties of Web-based (enabled) knowledge management tools we will now pro-

ceed to investigate some of the major types.

Web-Based (-Enabled) Information Technology

Tools for Knowledge Management

There are a number of reasons for focusing on Web-based (or -enabled tools).

The most important is that the Web offers a very powerful platform for tools

supporting all stages of knowledge management. The Web is an intensively

interactive medium providing for rich communication between any user

regardless of his or her location or equipment. The Web allows for an unprec-

edented degree of integration of different representational and communica-

tional media. This allows us to make the most of existing tools while develop-

ing a variety of new tools—thus our reference in the following section to

some pre-Web tools as well as some unique Web tools.

Traditional Database Tools

More and more sophisticated database modeling tools have been developed

over the years. These tools attempt to allow users to create general data prop-

erties implicitly within a database. For example, they allow for the creation of

objects that have certain properties, can communicate with other objects, and

so on. Though the creation of databases we have encapsulated much knowl-

edge from many domains. Some of the clearest examples of knowledge cre-

ation arise from the analysis of large amounts of data in databases. Giving

structure to data is one of the key stages to statistical analysis. It is no sur-

prise that at the core of the statistical analysis package SAS is a powerful rela-

tional database.

Many will argue that, by themselves, these tools do not constitute knowl-

edge management tools. They are data management tools and only become

even information management tools through extensive interaction with us-

ers. As we have indicated previously, however, it is our belief that all knowl-

edge management tools require extensive interaction with their users.
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Process Modeling and Management Tools

In recent years more and more attention has been focused on organizational

processes. In the past, the major focus of process knowledge was related to

manufacturing processes. Processes that involved the transformation of

physical material have been the focal metaphor. Tools that have been built to

support these processes may encode considerable knowledge of the process.

For example, knowledge relating to the order in which particular activities

may be carried out is implicitly present in a particular implementation of the

process model. However, it is worth noting that the reasons why particular

precedence relations exist may not be encoded in the process management im-

plementation. This can cause problems when the transformation technolo-

gies change. In these cases we expect the production engineers to be able to

appreciate opportunities for reengineering the process.

Workflow Management Tools

These tools have grown out of traditional flowcharting tools. In a sense they

are the process management tools for information-intensive organizations.

Workflow tools allow for the specification of the movement of documents in

information processes. Interestingly enough, many organizations learn

about their information processes through modeling them using workflow

management tools. Workflow tools can also be used to implement and man-

age processes.

As these tools have evolved, they have begun to have capabilities for rep-

resenting both the knowledge of the workflow process and the knowledge

that is processed using the workflow process. However, there is clearly much

more work to be done in this area.

Enterprise Resource Management Tools

There is little doubt that Enterprise Resource Planning and Enterprise Re-

source Management (ERP/ERM) applications embed significant knowledge

about the organization and, increasingly, suppliers and customers. At the

center of SAP systems are a variety of models of the organization’s processes,

organizational structure, strategic plans, and so on. There are two key issues

here. First, to what extent is this knowledge available explicitly for enquiry,

modification, and refinement? Generally speaking, it is not possible to formu-

late enquiries about the nature of the processes, organizational structure, and

so on. The second issue relates to the ability of the various packages to deliver

knowledge to the appropriate activities.

Enterprise modeling tools are being developed that provide all the model-

ing capabilities of ERP/ERM systems along with the explicit representation of

organizational and environmental knowledge. Most of these tools are still in

the research phase of their development. One system that has been imple-
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mented on a variety of test sites was developed by Mark Fox and his

coresearchers at the University of Toronto (www.eil.utoronto.ca).

One of the key challenges of ERP packages is to be able to integrate the

many different types of knowledge that they represent and present it to

many different types of users in a meaningful way.

Agent Tools

These tools rely on agents, relatively autonomous programs that can perform

a variety of tasks. One example of the use of agents is with respect to finding

information. Agents may be provided with the specifications of the informa-

tion that the user is interested in and they will then search the Web and speci-

fied other databases to find the information. Early versions of information-

seeking agents did little more than the existing first-generation search en-

gines. New versions of information-seeking agents are more “intelligent” and

better able to identify relevant information—they are more aware of the con-

text of queries for information and make use of this knowledge in construct-

ing queries for databases and in selecting information from the Web.

Information agents may facilitate initial activity by the user—as the user

attempts to “pull” information by posing particular questions. On the other

hand, agents may track the behavior of users and try to anticipate the user’s

needs for information. These types of tool make use of a “push” strategy.

An interesting development in this area of “push” tools is the Active Col-

laborative Filtering (ACF) tools. These tools, widely used by such companies

as amazon.com, Musicboulevard.com and many other consumer-oriented

e-commerce companies, attempt to predict user interests based on the inter-

ests of users with similar profiles. This becomes an increasingly powerful

technology as the number of users increases and it can also be used to de-

velop profiles of knowledge communities. An interesting, if somewhat

breathless, discussion of the potential of ACF can be found at www.lucifer.

com/~sasha/articles/ACF.html.

At another level, information-seeking agents can act in a consultative

fashion with users. In this mode they are somewhat like human librarians;

when the user poses a question the librarian asks further questions of the

user in order to refine the question. The refinement function is based on the

librarian’s knowledge of the structure and content of the databases that are

likely to be searched, metaknowledge, and also some knowledge of the do-

mains of knowledge that are liable to be of interest to the user.

Search Engines, Navigation Tools, and Portals

Among the most significant applications for the Web were search engines

such as Yahoo, Excite, AltaVista, and the like. There are now many thousands

of search engines—some of them essentially generic while others address nar-
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row niches. The first generation of these search engines varied in the quality

of information they returned to the user. Some of the search engines per-

formed automatic text-only searches while others relied on human “inter-

preters” who would access Web pages and then analyze and classify them.

The second generation of search engines developed somewhat more sophisti-

cation in looking both for specific terms and also related terms, attempting in

this way to identify more accurately what the questioner was looking for. In

addition, these second-generation search engines used a variety of methods to

weed out uninformative hits.

The development of these search engines continues as they begin to be-

come, in part, knowledge navigators. This is hardly a new phenomenon and

again draws on earlier work in computer science and, in particular, artificial

intelligence. Users are provided with support as they navigate themselves

through a knowledge domain in order to locate the knowledge that they are

seeking. As these navigation aids become more sophisticated they are having

to take account of the user’s initial knowledge of the domain and, in some

cases, providing instruction as the search proceeds such that the user pro-

vides answers that guide subsequent navigation.

In the listing in Appendix 1 we have not provided details of these tools

but we do hope to provide a detailed discussion of developments in this area

in the coming year. Should the reader be interested in this area please feel

free to e-mail Anthony Wensley at wensley@home.com.

Visualizing Tools

The increasing power of computers and the development of high-resolution

monitors has given us access to a variety of very powerful visualization

tools. Some of these tools have been used for data visualization in areas from

financial markets to molecular biology. Other tools have been developed to

investigate the structure of knowledge domains and knowledge within do-

mains. We have not provided a detailed listing of these tools since they are

only just becoming Web enabled. We do expect that these tools will become

increasingly powerful and popular over the next decade.

Collaborative Tools

As indicated previously, one of the key aspects of knowledge and knowledge

management is that most stages are to some extent or other collaborative.

Over the years, a wide variety of collaborative tools have been developed and

many of them are now available through the Web. In Appendix 1 we have pro-

vided some examples of collaborative tools but there remain, of course, many

tools that are not referenced. Some tools provide for setting up bulletin boards

and others provide for real-time videoconferencing, whiteboards, and chat

rooms. The potential for the development of new collaborative tools is vast.
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Virtual Reality

In addition to collaborative tools that provide support for direct communica-

tion, others provide environments for collaboration through interactive

model building and analysis. We have only just begun to tap some of the

power of virtual realities in this area. Virtual realities provide an active labo-

ratory for investigating, representing, and refining knowledge. These realities

can also be excellent tools for sharing knowledge.

Appendix 1

The following survey of Web-based and Web-enabled software tools for

knowledge management was compiled by Alison Verwijk-O’Sullivan. It is

presented in alphabetical order and refers to a wide range of Web or Web-

enabled tools. Some of these tools are basic e-mail or e-mail filtering tools,

some are tools for document management, and others are sophisticated tools

for building Intranets and analyzing their structure and performance.

The descriptions of the products provided in the listings are those supplied

by the firms themselves. The assessments of the products do not necessarily

represent the assessments of the authors, nor should they be taken as any ex-

pressed or implied endorsement of the products by the authors.

In the following listing we have used the Ernst and Young categories of

the activities involved in knowledge management to give an initial “cut” at

the capabilities of each of the tools. As a further refinement, the following

categories have been identified:

• Acquire

• Store

• Deploy

• Add value

We plan to make a more refined version of this catalog available on the

Web. If you are interested in this project please send an e-mail to wensley@

home.com so that we can update you on the progress of the project.
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Table 5.1

Web-Based and Web-Enabled Software Tools for Knowledge Management

E&Y Category Company Name Product Name www Address Notes/Description

Acquire Eloquent Eloquent Presenter!, www.eloquent.com

Software Presenter! Server

Consulting

Eloquent is a complete turnkey solution. The Eloquent Presenter!

Software lets users navigate easily to information they need through

a powerful multimedia player from a CD-ROM or the Presenter!

Server that efficiently delivers Eloquent content over both corporate

intranets and the Internet. The Eloquent Services group leverages this

power to deliver complete multimedia applications in a fraction of the

time required by traditional multimedia tools.

Acquire Infoseek Ultraseek Server www.infoseek.com/

products/ultraseek

Harness the power of Infoseek’s award-winning search and spidering

technology for your own Web. Whether it’s a single public system, a

huge corporate intranet, or anything in between, our hands-off ap-

proach to administration will get you up and running immediately.

From the user’s perspective, natural language queries that yield the

most relevant results and an index that is always complete and up-

to-date make Ultraseek a real favorite.

Acquire WebCrossing WebCrossing www.lundeen.com

Add value

Deploy

WebCrossing® is the world’s leading discussion and chat software,

the most commonly used discussion and chat software, the top choice

online among high-profile sites, is the most scalable, reliable discus-

sion software, is the most flexible and customizable solution, offers

the greatest functionality and capability. Dialogue—distance learning,

online collaboration software.

Acquire Semio Corp. SemioMap 2.1— www.semio.com

Add value SemioMap Server,

Deploy SermioMap Client

SemioMap® is text-mining software that provides the ability to dis-

cover and leverage new value in the glut of textual information on

corporate intranets. Semio is a pioneer of text-mining software that

enables medium-to-large-sized organizations to increase the value of

undiscovered knowledge buried within large volumes of unstruc-

tured, text-based data. Supports document formats in text, HTML,

PDF. Knowledge management.



Acquire Seeker Software The Seeker www.infoxpress.com/

Deploy Workplace™ acc/

knowledgemanagement/

Seeker Software™ is the leading provider of employee and managerial

self-service intranet Web applications for the enterprise. The Seeker

Workplace™ is a suite of HR and financial applications that even un-

trained users can access via standard Web browsers to automate

everyday workplace transactions, previously paper-based. These ap-

plications deliver immediate bottom-line benefits through improved

productivity, employee service, and satisfaction.

Acquire Well Engaged Well Engaged www.wellengaged.com

Deploy Discussions

Server 3.0

Well Engaged provides the total solution for creating thriving online

collaboration and online communities by creating an interaction be-

tween people and content with the leading discussion board software;

Chat software; Extensive consulting services. Dialogue distance learn-

ing, online collaboration software.

Acquire Cogito Inc. None yet. . . www.cogito-software.

Store consulting com

This year, Cogito will move its focus more fully toward Internet-

based solutions, building interactive Web sites for its clients and de-

veloping real-time intranet-based document imaging and manage-

ment systems. Internet-centered development (interactivity through

Perl, Java, etc.), forms, automated responses, etc., online databases,

searchable resources, live computational activity sites.

Acquire FileNet Panagon Family www.filenet.com

Store Corporation including

“Panagon Web

Publisher”;

Watermark

Filenet offers a modular suite of off-the-shelf products that are highly

scalable, tightly integrated, and yet flexible enough to configure to a

client’s specific requirements. For transaction-intensive environments

and other applications that can benefit from structured organization,

workflow processing and retrieval of scanned records, Filenet inte-

grates and supports industry leading document imaging, workflow,

and Computer Output to Laser Disk (COLD) software. Document

management. NOT WEB ENABLED
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Acquire MicroSearch Corp. re:Search, CDSearch, www.microsearch.net

Store Online re:Search,

Add value PDL, EmailBox

(indexing)

Deploy

Internet and CD-ROM Quick Access Solutions—electronic publishing

solutions to help organizations meet their research information access

and distribution goals. (1) Easy-to-use, customizable Quick Access in-

terface. (2) Index of every word and number in the library. (3) Quick

Access to valuable information and images. (4) e-Commerce enabled

for Internet, CD-ROM sales.

Acquire DataBeam neT.120 Conference www.databeam.com

Store Server, DataBeam

Add value Learning Server,

Deploy DataBeam MeetingTools,

FarSite

A leader in the market for multimedia communications technology,

DataBeam’s products range from application software to servers

to developers’ toolkits for the Internet and dial-up networks.

(1) neT.120 Conference Server—our award-winning software for

real-time collaboration and conferencing over the Internet.

(2) DataBeam Learning Server—a software-only server for live

web-based training and distance learning. Now a part of the Lotus

LearningSpace Family! (3) DataBeam MeetingTools—advanced

presentation and whiteboarding software for Microsoft’s popular

NetMeeting. (4) FarSite—our award-winning client software for

application sharing and whiteboarding—the perfect compliment to

neT.120.

Acquire Arbortext Epic, Adept Series of www.arbortext.com

Store Web page development

Deploy tools, Consulting

Web publishing and document management. ArborText develops and

supports software that makes the process of capturing and delivering

knowledge more effective. Global 5,000 organizations use the com-

pany’s products to author, catalog, and reuse information stored in

document databases. “Epic is open, scalable software that streamlines

the product information flow.”

Acquire askSam Systems askSam 3.0/ www.asksam.com

Store Professional

Deploy

askSam 3.0/Professional—The fast, flexible way to organize your in-

formation. **Web Publisher—The easy way to put full-text search-

able databases on the Net. **Electronic Publisher—Distribute informa-

tion on disk or CD-ROM. **Resume Tracking System—Track and

organize resumes with askSam. **SurfSaver—The Searchable Filing

Cabinet for Web Page.



Add value InterNetivity Inc. dbProbe 2.0 www.InterNetivity.com dbProbe 2.0 is a Java-based decision support tool that offers access to,

and analysis of, multidimensional data over the Web. The dbProbe cli-

ent sets the standard in Web-based user interfaces, providing solid

desktop integration, connectivity to OLE DB for OLAP compliant serv-

ers and more. Its architecture also makes dbProbe the ideal comple-

ment for other applications, such as e-commerce, ERP, and others.

Leading tool for Web-based OLAP and reporting.

Add value Time Vision OrgPublisher www.infoxpress.com/

Deploy for Intranets acc/

knowledgemanagement/

OrgPublisher for intranets generates organization charts for intranet

distribution. Editions are available for creating organization charts

automatically from employee data or manually. Employees can view,

search, and print published charts using their Web browsers. You can

publish charts with hotspots. Download a free 30-day trial from

www.timevision.com.

Deploy Ardent Software RedBack www.vmark.com RedBack—A comprehensive, database-independent solution for build-

ing and delivering scalable, transactional applications for the Internet

and corporate intranets. RedBack lowers Web technology barriers and

makes it easier to integrate Web-based systems with existing data and

applications.

Deploy Diffusion Inc. Diffusion www.diffusion.com The Diffusion System is designed for fast-paced information transac-

tions. Distribute information from any source file in each individual’s

preferred communication channel. The Diffusion customer relation-

ship management (CRM) solution, a leader in the category, provides

full-service customer relationships by leveraging your existing IT and

Web infrastructure investments. Diverse touch points automatically

work together to enable higher levels of individualized service with-

out increasing your costs—a deadly combination that your competi-

tors can’t match.
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Store Chrystal Software Astoria 2.0 www.chrystal.com Astoria is a high-performance document component management

system. Xerox New Enterprises launched Chrystal Software as an in-

dependent company. Chrystal Software’s Astoria was originally de-

veloped and marketed by Xsoft. Document management.

Store Hyperwave Hyperwave www.hyperwave.de/

Information hw-man/wavemaster

Server 4.0

Info publishing server solutions. Hyperwave offers solutions and ser-

vices enabling organizations to turn information into knowledge.

Web site in German.

Store Dvorak Internet WebSpriteTM www.WebSprite.com

Add value Development, Inc.

WebSpriteTM is a “Web scrubber” that specializes in gathering specific

data automatically from the Web. By allowing a wide variety of sup-

port links, WebSpriteTM ensures that the user is provided links back

to sites and specific pages that enhance the headline, and make Web

usage a targeted and highly effective experience.

Store Action Technologies ActionWorksTM Metro www.actiontech.com

Add value

Deploy

ActionWorksTM Metro, the market-leading Web-based workflow soft-

ware suite, is designed to rapidly deliver collaborative and adminis-

trative business applications across intranets and extranets. Metro en-

ables professionals, managers, and executives to work together on

high-impact business interactions that speed customer acquisition,

product development, and service delivery. Metro manages 100% of

work, including not only structured business processes, but also the

collaborative projects and ad hoc tasks that account for a majority of

knowledge work. Intranet management, document management.

Store Aviator Software Aviator R2.1 www.aviatorsoftware.com

Deploy (coming soon)

Aviator is the easiest, most cost-effective document management sys-

tem for your Lotus Notes users. Aviator is fully integrated with Lotus

Notes and can be deployed within minutes on any Lotus Notes plat-

form and the Internet.

Store Baker, Thomsen Benefit Internet www.infoxpress.com/

Deploy Associates Communicator acc/

knowledgemanagement/

Benefit Internet Communications allows employees to access informa-

tion regarding group benefit plans. Saves costs, minimizes report

preparation and staff time. Increases employee satisfaction—takes ad-

vantage of FAQs available on carrier sites, links employees to provider

directories. Electronic Safeharbor for DOL, SPD, and SMM reporting,

saves time, lets the Internet answer questions.
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chapter 6

Managing Knowledge Assets
in Diverse Industrial
Contexts
David J. Teece

Introduction There is increasing recognition that the com-

petitive advantage of firms depends on their

ability to build, utilize, and protect difficult

to imitate knowledge assets. The shift to

knowledge assets as the basis of competitive advantage is rather ubiquitous

as the liberalization and expansion of markets domestically and internation-

ally enables components/inputs to be available to all firms everywhere at

similar prices. Even if components don’t trade freely, firms can frequently lo-

cate where they can access low-cost components. Fueled by free-market phi-

losophy and assisted by new information technology, these developments are

having a leveling effect with respect to competitive advantage. The trend is

well established, and unlikely to be reversed.

In this chapter, certain general implications are distilled. Managerial chal-

lenges that flow from the centrality of knowledge and intellectual property

are rather different from those from a bygone era in which physical assets

were key. Furthermore, there are also major differences in knowledge man-

agement requirements from situation to situation according to the underly-

ing cost and demand logic at work, the appropriability regimes in which the

firm operates, the importance of compatibility standards, the nature of inno-

vation at issue, and the richness of the technological opportunity facing the

firm. This chapter analyzes knowledge management requirements in these

different contexts. But first, some background.
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Creating Value with Knowledge Assets

The nature of knowledge assets is such that they cannot be readily bought

and sold. Because they frequently cannot be bought, they must be built in-

house by firms, and they frequently must also be exploited internally in order

for full value to be realized by the owner. This observation flows from the

fact that the market for know-how is far from complete, and where it exists it

is far from “efficient.” This condition derives from the absence of commodity-

like markets for knowledge assets, caused in part by the nature of knowledge

itself and in particular, the difficult to articulate and codify “tacit dimension.”

These transactional difficulties are mainly associated with organizational

knowledge. Personal knowledge can, of course, be more readily bought and

sold. Transactions in personal knowledge occur every day, when particular

(individual) talent is hired and fired. Organizational knowledge or organiza-

tional competence is a different matter, being embedded as it is in organiza-

tional processes, procedures, routines, and structures. Such knowledge can-

not be moved into an organization without the transfer of clusters of

individuals with established patterns of working together. This is most fre-

quently accomplished through mergers and acquisitions of business units, if

not entire enterprises.

In short, the absence of a well-developed market for knowledge renders it

imperative that firms innovate internally. Put differently, innovation cannot

be outsourced in its entirety, even though internal efforts can be successfully

augmented through external acquisition activities (Chesbrough and Teece,

1996). Specification of the internal environment and processes adapted to

support rapid innovation is, of course, a topic on which much has been writ-

ten and a good deal is understood. Accordingly, this topic will not detain us

further in this chapter, despite its great importance. Rather, attention is given

to several related aspects of knowledge management: extracting value

through (1) disembodied transfer inside the firm (internal technology trans-

fer and utilization), (2) disembodied external transfer, and (3) bundled sale of

technology (embodied in an item or device).

But first, a basic observation. Much knowledge is of limited commercial

value unless bundled in some way. A line of software code is of little utility

until it is combined with other pieces of software to constitute a program.

(For example, units of software smaller than “applets” cannot typically be

bought and sold.) The absence of markets (due possibly to high transaction

cost) is the reason that this is so. More frequently, know-how does not com-

mand external value until it is embedded in products. Only then can it be an

item of sale.1

There are exceptions. Even when they are not an item of sale, knowledge

assets relating to production processes can generate great value inside the

firm. The internal technology transfer and use of process know-how is less

compromised by the absence of a market for know-how. Indeed, the very es-
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sence of a large, integrated firm can be traced in large part to its capacity to

facilitate (internal) exchange and transfer of knowledge assets and services,

assisted and protected by administrative processes (Teece, 1980; 1982). We

examine each mode of extracting value from knowledge, as each raises dis-

tinctive knowledge management issues.

Transferring Knowledge Assets

Given that technology transfer inside the firm is not significantly impeded

by proprietary concerns, one would think that technology transfer and use

inside the firm would be straightforward. However, this is definitely not the

case. As Lew Platt, CEO of HP once put it: “If only HP knew what HP knows,

we would be three times more productive!” The large size of many enter-

prises, their global reach, the importance of knowledge to competitiveness,

and the availability of tools to assist knowledge transfer has sharpened the

competitive importance of accomplishing knowledge transfer inside the

firm.

In the 1960s and 1970s, knowledge transfer inside the firm was viewed as

being mainly one way: out from research and development to the divisions,

and out from the United States to the rest of the world. Now, if not then, the

flow is in all directions. Research and development is no longer as centralized

organizationally as it used to be. Moreover, the sources of knowledge are dif-

fused geographically, requiring flows from the periphery to the center, and

from one node on the periphery to another. Casually formed networks no

longer suffice to diffuse best practice and new knowledge more generally. As

Larry Prusak asks, if the coffeepot was a font of useful knowledge in the tra-

ditional firm, what constitutes a virtual one? How do we manage face time in

a firm of tens of thousands? The requirement is to use (information) technol-

ogy creatively.

We know very little about how to transfer technology inside the firm.

Economists and other social scientists frequently have a poor grasp of this

topic and are often content to assume that the transfer is costless, when clearly

it is not (Teece, 1976). Managers are not much better informed, although top

management in many companies (e.g., British Petroleum, Hewlett Packard)

has flagged the importance of knowledge transfer issues. Moreover, the

knowledge that needs to be transferred is not simply technological. Knowledge

about competitors, customers, and suppliers is also a part of the mix, as is

managerial experience. Such knowledge is often embedded in operating rules

and practices; in customer, supplier, and competitor data banks; and in the

company’s own history. As mentioned earlier, there is also an important tacit

dimension that is difficult to transfer, absent the transfer of people.

In the information age, there is both the need and the opportunity to

match information and knowledge needs with availability in ways that have

hitherto been impossible. Knowledge that is trapped inside the minds of key
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employees, in file drawers, and databases is of little value if not supplied to

the right people at the right time. Information “float”—the time lapse be-

tween knowledge discovery/creation and transfer/use—is extremely costly,

at least in opportunity cost terms. Corporate intranets and the Internet itself

can help facilitate the flow of such information. However, information itself

rarely constitutes knowledge, so IT tools are never the entire solution. More-

over, knowledge and competence are often widely diffused in an organiza-

tion. Some may lie in research and development laboratories, some on the

factory floor, and some in the executive suite. Often what is critical is the ca-

pacity to weave it all together. Although universities can frequently avoid the

imperative of cross-disciplinary activities, firms cannot eschew the need for

cross-functional and geographical integration without paying a heavy pen-

alty in the marketplace.

Although proprietary barriers to internal knowledge transfer are typi-

cally absent, within the firm transfer is not friction free and costless, as noted

previously. Merely finding the person or group with the knowledge one needs

is often quite difficult. In addition, issues such as absorptive capacity (Teece

1976) rooted in education and experiences, social, professional, and hierar-

chical contexts also appear to be important (Seely Brown and Duguid, 1998,

p. 102). “Gatekeepers,” “translators,” and “internal knowledge brokers” are

often needed to effectuate transfer (ibid, p. 103).

External transfer, from one organization to another, occurs either as a

consequence of deliberate transfer (under learning and know-how agree-

ments), of inadvertent transfer (e.g., spillovers in the context of alliances), or

through the imitative activities of competitors. Clearly, the external flow of

that knowledge protected by intellectual property rights (e.g., trade secrets) is

impeded (to the extent that intellectual property law is effective or deemed to

be so), as compared to flows inside the firm. However, much knowledge is not

protected by intellectual property law. Indeed, Seely Brown and Duguid claim

that “knowledge often travels more easily between organizations than it does

within them” (1998, p. 102). Their claim appears to derive from the observa-

tion that “knowledge moves differently within communities than it does be-

tween them. Within communities, knowledge is continuously embedded in

practice and thus, circulates easily” (p. 100). This is undoubtedly true, but as

a general matter, internal transfer is easier.

Firms often enter into licensing and technology transfer arrangements.

This can dramatically accelerate the transfer of technology because it not

only removes intellectual property barriers, but also is frequently accompa-

nied by technology transfer agreements that provide technology transfer as-

sistance. The challenges associated with such external transfers are signifi-

cantly softened (as compared to the internal challenge) by the frequent

absence of a requirement for the subsequent transfer of updates and im-

provements. It is substantially easier to transfer a known technology for
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which there is operating and transfer experience than it is to constantly and

continuously transfer state of the art.

Perhaps the most frequent way that knowledge assets are transferred is

by bundling know-how (because consumers aren’t interested in know-how

per se, but the utility/functionality it provides to goods and services) with the

services of complementary assets, and producing an item for sale, which is

then shipped to the customer. Indeed, this is the familiar way that knowledge

assets come to yield value to the enterprise (Teece, 1986).

Information Management and

Knowledge Management

Much of the excitement around knowledge management has been propelled

by advances in information technology. However, information transfer is not

knowledge transfer, and information management is not knowledge man-

agement, although the former can certainly assist the latter. Indeed, the very

success of information technology in making information accessible at low

cost highlights the difference between information and knowledge. Individ-

uals and organizations now frequently suffer from information overload.

Just as the winner of a national quiz show may never go on to do anything

beyond the mediocre, so might a corporation with excellent IT systems have

trouble competing. Knowledge is not primarily about facts and what we refer

to as content. Rather, it is more about context. Knowing how to select, inter-

pret, and integrate information into a usable body of knowledge is a far more

valuable individual and organizational skill then simply being able to know

the answer to a discrete question or a series of questions. Accordingly, data

warehousing and date mining exercises are useless, absent other knowledge

and other sense-making statistical and organizational processes.2 This is not

surprising, given the tacit nature of much organizational knowledge. Infor-

mation technology assists in the storage, retrieval, and transfer of codified

knowledge; but unassisted by other organizational processes, the productiv-

ity benefit from information technology is generally quite limited.

However, the combination of information technology and co-aligned or-

ganizational processes can significantly enhance learning and competitive ad-

vantage. In addition, the conversion of tacit to codified or explicit knowledge

can make the firm more innovative and more productive (Nonaka and

Takeuchi, 1995). Once knowledge is made explicit, it is easier to store, refer-

ence, transfer, and hence redeploy. Cutting the other way is the fact that once

it is codified, it is sometimes harder to protect. Once data is held electroni-

cally, it can be sent almost anywhere in the world in seconds. In the wrong

hands, it can “leak out” comprehensively and quickly. However, the absence

of strong intellectual property protection is usually not sufficient to warrant

managerial strategies in favor of suppressing the conversion of tacit knowl-
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edge to explicit knowledge, as such suppression harms the owner’s ability to

use, reuse, and combine such knowledge. Moreover, in most jurisdictions,

there is some form of trade secret protection, thereby providing a medium of

protection against the misappropriation of explicit knowledge.

Knowledge Management and the Design

of Firms

Structural Issues

The migration of competitive advantage away from tangible assets to intan-

gible helps highlight some fundamental aspects of the business firm. Firms

are sometimes portrayed as organizations designed to protect specific physi-

cal, locational, and human capital assets (Williamson, 1985). The protection

of asset values from recontracting hazards will be an ending feature of the

business enterprise. In the global economy we now confront, it is intangible

capital that is preeminent; but in addition to protecting such capital against

recontracting hazards, one must also focus on generating, acquiring, trans-

ferring, and combining such assets to meet customer needs.

In order to be successful in these activities, firms and their management

must be entrepreneurial. They must exhibit capabilities that I have labeled

elsewhere as dynamic. To be entrepreneurial, firms must be organized to be

highly flexible and responsive (Teece, 1996). That in turn requires a set of at-

tributes that include:

1. Flexible boundaries: a presumption in favor of outsourcing and alliances3

2. High-powered incentives: to encourage aggressive response to competitive

developments

3. Nonbureaucratic decision making: decentralized, or possibly autocratic; self-

managed to the extent possible

4. Shallow hierarchies: both to facilitate quick decision making, and rapid in-

formation flow from the market to decision makers

5. An innovative and entrepreneurial culture, which favors rapid response and

the nurturing of specialized knowledge

As Charles Leadbeater4 points out, orthodoxy both from the left and the

right does not always find the new emphasis on entrepreneurship agreeable.

The left has demonized entrepreneurs as profit-hungry exploiters of the weak

and the poor. Meanwhile, many orthodox economists on the right have no

place for the entrepreneur in their intellectual frameworks. In the perfectly

competitive world of equilibrium economics, the entrepreneur is superfluous.

It is mainly in the Austrian school that one finds a ready acceptance for the

critical role of the entrepreneur in economic development. More recently, the

role of entrepreneurship in management is beginning to be recognized (Teece,

1998).
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The modern corporation, as it accepts the challenges of the new knowl-

edge economy, will need to evolve into a knowledge generating, knowledge

integrating, and knowledge protecting organization. Although many compa-

nies have performed these functions with proficiency for decades, if not cen-

turies, the global transformations taking place are quite radical in their im-

plications for management of many old-line enterprises, requiring and

enabling an entirely new level of proficiency in knowledge management. In

the new economy, significant premiums are being placed on the entrepre-

neurial capacities of management, and on the capacities firms develop for

building, protecting, transferring and integrating knowledge—both produc-

tive knowledge and customer knowledge. The ability of an organization to

exhibit dynamic capabilities is critical to success. Absent the organizational

capacity to make sense of the evolving reality, the corporation will fall upon

hard times. Entrepreneurial leaders must be able to make good decisions

based on limited information. They must understand the evolving needs of

customers in market contexts that are changing at high speed.

Compensation and Employment Issues

If hierarchy is antithetical to performance of knowledge based firms, how can

one gain confidence that members of the organization are working for the or-

ganization and not against it? The answer lies, in part, with performance pay

and equity based compensation systems. Providing clear performance based

metrics facilitates high autonomy; if well designed it also facilitates goal con-

gruence. Equity provides a sense of membership and belonging.

The use of equity pay is still largely a U.S. phenomenon, and significant

reliance on it tends to be mainly confined to high-growth Silicon Valley–type

companies. It has worked very well in a variety of diverse contexts. For the

individual, it can provide spectacular returns if the company does well; for

the company, it can facilitate a strong sense of “belonging” when there may

not be much else. It can also save on cash compensation, which may well be

advantageous when cash is tight or earnings are marginal relative to market

expectations.

The use of equity based compensation works better when there is good liq-

uidity (a publicly traded security complemented by a publicly traded option;

or at least a prospect of each). Indeed, in the United States, the possibility of re-

ceiving stock in an entity is frequently a spur toward uncommon efforts and

uncommon sacrifices, to the benefit of the enterprise and its members.

In a high-flex organization, such equity compensation ought not be lim-

ited to those traditionally thought of as “insiders” or “employees.” Indepen-

dent contractors and suppliers can, and should, be linked in where possible.

Even customers can be included if the customer is accepting uncommon pur-

chaser risk, as when a customer helps with early product adoption and test-

ing, or when a customer places a large up-front order to help legitimize the

company and its products.
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Highly flexible Silicon Valley–type firms, where there is a presumption in

favor of outsourcing, but where critical knowledge assets are built and pro-

tected internally, are likely to be a favorite organizational form in some sec-

tors of the new knowledge economy (Teece, 1996). The corollary is that the

employment relationship will continue to evolve, with distinctions between

“inside” the firm and “outside” the firm becoming increasingly blurred.

Successful companies will always have those with whom they collabo-

rate, be they other firms (located upstream, downstream, and laterally), indi-

viduals, or universities. When the sources of knowledge are widely dispersed,

such collaboration is likely to be extensive. Networks are thus frequently crit-

ical to the knowledge based firm. But even though networks have been of

growing importance for at least a couple of decades, one should not presume

that this means that the integrated corporation is doomed. It is here to stay.

As explained elsewhere (e.g., Chesbrough and Teece, 1996), the corporation

cannot outsource its key systems integration capability where specialized

knowledge assets are required for competitive advantage; these should be de-

veloped and practiced internally. But it can outsource functions not critical to

the firm’s core activities. Indeed, it will frequently find providers who special-

ize in such “routine” support functions. Such firms can provide a level of ser-

vice that the firm might not be able to provide for itself, possibly because of

scale, or possibly simply because the supplier has developed other relevant

knowledge. Clearly, one is unlikely to be able to beat one’s competitors with

respect to a function if one sources that function externally; but if one is be-

hind, one can certainly catch up through outsourcing.

Industrial Context

In this chapter, and in a series of articles over the past decade, I have advanced

the proposition that competitive advantage (superior profitability) at the en-

terprise level depends on the creation and exploitation of difficult to replicate

nontradable assets, of which knowledge assets are the most important. Al-

though this proposition is advanced as having general applicability, its

strength is likely to vary according to industrial context. Putting to one side

sectors of the economy shielded from competition by government regulation

(where political access and regulatory influence are key drivers of firm per-

formance), it would appear that other aspects of the environment also impact

the strength of the proposition and affect appropriate managerial responses.

In this section, we explore how the underlying cost and demand dynamics

and other factors affect knowledge management, and strategic management

more generally.

There is even greater variability in competitive dynamics as one looks

across activities in the economy that use different knowledge assets, or possi-

bly no proprietary knowledge assets. That is not to suggest that the knowl-

edge economy is or will be confined to just a few activities or industries. All
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industries open to competition will be affected. But the underlying cost/suc-

cess drivers are different in different contexts. Understanding the relative role

of knowledge assets and dynamic capabilities is obviously of some impor-

tance. Perhaps we can begin by looking at extremes. Where is the new logic of

organization likely to have its greatest impact? Where is it likely to have the

least impact?

Identifying environments where there is already, or will soon be, a signifi-

cant premium associated with the ownership and orchestration of knowledge

assets is not difficult. Multimedia, Web services, electronic banking, and bro-

kerage are just a few obvious examples. Less obvious, but equally important,

is agriculture. Technology has always been critical to agricultural productiv-

ity, but new information technology coupled with satellite surveillance and

active futures market participation is enabling more astute decision making

with respect to crop selection and harvesting. Biotechnology is meanwhile

creating a more visible revolution with respect to plant and animal selection

and growth. Ironically, education is one of the least impacted sectors, in part

because of its public ownership and the limited competition that exists in

many locales. Traditionally low-tech activities like retailing are meanwhile

undergoing a revolution, enabled by information technology, and confronted

by the Internet as an alternative and competitive distribution channel.

Physical assets will, however, remain important in many industries. We

will still need steel mills and petroleum refineries, though they will be run in

quite different ways. Take the oil business, for example. Once the current

wave of consolidation has leveled gross capacity utilization differentials,

firms will be able to compete either through new technology (better and

cheaper ways of finding, transporting, refining, or distributing oil), or

through political influence (being better at winning in the political alloca-

tion of rights to explore for, produce, and transport oil). The physical assets

will not, however, provide a source of significant differentiation. Indeed,

global competition and the expansion of intermediate product markets (in-

cluding futures markets) means that one can compete downstream as a

“virtual” refiner, outsourcing supply while protecting oneself in financial

markets from the risk thereby involved. Accordingly, there is no easy metric

for carving out sectors of the economy that might be insulated to some de-

gree from the fundamental dynamics described earlier. One cannot do it

based on R&D sales, because so much R&D is “outsourced” in one way or an-

other, and because R&D in one industry impacts the competitive dynamics

of another, as when biotech research impacts agriculture.5 Nor can one do it

solely on the basis of the underlying cost dynamics that characterize the in-

dustry.

There is a need to identify factors that make knowledge management sa-

lient. Figure 6.1 is an attempt to identify several factors. Each factor that

helps define relevant dimensions of industrial context is briefly described in

the following paragraphs.
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Increasing Returns

In many industries today, and in particular in the information industries

themselves, increasing returns are the norm. This is not just a matter of in-

creasing returns to scale, as the phenomenon flows from both demand- and

supply-side considerations. The effect is that whoever gains advantage, cet-

eris paribus, gains further advantage. Whoever loses advantage will tend to

lose further advantage (e.g., Apple Computer in the early 1990s). Momentum

lost is difficult, though not impossible, to regain, as Apple Computer is dem-

onstrating.

There are at least three reasons for this phenomenon. The first is cost.

High-tech products involve large development costs—perhaps more than

$250 million for the first disk of Microsoft Windows 95. The second disk

could be created for almost nothing, and if distributed over the Internet could

be distributed for next to nothing. Although there are up-front fixed costs in

many of the older industries (e.g., steel and autos), scale economies would

tend to become exhausted before industry demand was substantially satis-

fied. The second reason is because of demand-side factors. The bigger a net-

work gets, the more utility is associated with being on that network. This is

because the product might well become a standard, actual or de facto. The

third reason is the development of user knowledge, familiarity, and skills

with the product. One might become familiar with WordPerfect, or Microsoft

Word, and so if upgrades are available, the user will go with the product that

builds on the user’s skills.
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These demand- and supply-side factors work together to produce increas-

ing returns. They also tend to make markets unstable in that there is an ab-

sence of smooth substitution possibilities among products or platforms. The

market may tip one way, and then possibly another. There is a tendency for

the market to “lock in” once one firm’s product gets ahead, whether due to

superior acumen, small chance events, clever strategizing, government regu-

lation, or judicial blundering; but one should not think that whoever gets

started first will necessarily win. Moreover, lock-ins may be quite weak and

easily surmountable because switching costs are low. Like the presidential

primaries, there is much that can happen between New Hampshire and Cali-

fornia, although it typically doesn’t hurt to win in New Hampshire. But even

if one loses there, one can catch up through the use of complementary assets

(e.g., advertising programs) and clever strategy, good luck, and hard work. In

product markets, one needs to focus on trying to get bandwagons going.

Having a good product that is attractively priced helps immensely in increas-

ing returns contexts.

Industry position may well become established for a while, but certainly

not forever. Lotus 1-2-3 dominated spreadsheets for a while, Digital domi-

nated minicomputers for a decade, and Microsoft may have DOS/Windows as

the standard for the PC OS for a few more years; but all eventually get over-

turned.6 It is not that competition stops once dominance7 is achieved. It sim-

ply takes on a new form. Once a standard is anointed by the market, competi-

tors push for a new standard and may have to develop a radical new

technology to make it happen. Monopoly power, if attained, is transient, not

permanent. Competition in the market gets displaced by competition for the

market.

When competition is of this kind, competitive strategies must adjust. The

payoff to market insight—figuring out where the market is heading and in-

vesting heavily to get there first—is high. The strategic challenge is therefore

in part cognitive. However, even if an organization is good at figuring out the

future, to succeed one must be good at responding quickly. Directed strate-

gies, quickly and comprehensively implemented, are what is required: wit-

ness Bill Gates’s response at Microsoft in 1995 once he figured out the signifi-

cance of the Internet. The ability to sense and then seize such opportunities is

in part an organizational capability. In Section II and elsewhere, it has been

referred to as dynamic capability (Teece, 1998; Teece, Pisano, and Shuen,

1997; Teece and Pisano, 1994).

In increasing returns environments, the challenge is to engineer products

and services that can potentially become industry standards. Superior tech-

nology clearly matters, but it will not succeed alone. Not only does one need

complementary assets, one also needs the capacity to build a bandwagon ef-

fect, suggesting the importance of disseminating information about market-

place successes, the willingness to price low to build an installed base, and
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strong dynamic capabilities to sense and then seize opportunities. Virtual

structures may well be ideal early on, when the payoff to flexibility is high.

Once anointed as the flag bearer, firms must keep innovating as staying

ahead is by no means inevitable. Failure to engineer the next generation of

products satisfactorily could well unseat the incumbent. The incumbent is

also confronted by competition for the market. The stakes escalate as the

market grows. The main reason for technology transfer is not to keep the

product on the frontier of technology—although that matters—but to main-

tain the standard by licensing others (complementors) to keep supporting and

developing the established standard.

Constant Returns

Large sectors of the economy are still characterized by constant returns to

scale. Getting ahead is desirable, but it need not confer much advantage to

profit margins, even though total profits may expand. Professional services

(e.g., accounting, consulting, law) may well fall into this category, together

with scalable industries like food processing, book publishing, copiers, print-

ers, paints, pharmaceuticals, adhesives, and shoes. In these industries, the

outcome of competitive battles depends on cost, quality, and product and

process innovation.

Knowledge management is important. The ability of firms to create new

products that meet customers’ needs requires a constant tuning of product

offerings. Market share is gained in little bites, and dominance, if attained, is

not protected through “lock-in” effects or switching costs. Competitive ad-

vantage is built the old fashioned way, by keeping customers happy. Because

competition is within the market, rather than for the market, the threat from

inside the industry is relatively more important than the threat from the out-

side. Learning is key to staying competitive, and licensing is critical to keep-

ing technologies and products refreshed.

Because technical expertise is of great importance in firms that compete

in these contexts, the management of knowledge assets is critically impor-

tant. The entrepreneurial factor is less significant because innovation can be

more “routinized.” The techniques and tools of knowledge management

must find their full expression here, if competitive advantage is to be built

and maintained. Constant returns environments also offer opportunities for

the global expansion of the business. There are no diseconomies associated

with expansion.

Constant returns industries may vary in their research and development

intensity. Some, like drugs, specialty chemicals, and robotics are highly re-

search/knowledge intensive; others, like tobacco, consulting, and petroleum

refining, are less so. Needless to say, knowledge management is especially

critical in the research and development intensive industries, but is not unim-

portant in the others. Indeed, in the less research and development intensive
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industries, effective knowledge management can lead to differentiation that

wasn’t hitherto possible, allowing better customer information and knowl-

edge to be parlayed into superior service. Management consulting is a case in

point. Consultants learn a great deal from client engagements. In many cases,

there are significant portions of this learning that are not proprietary to the

client. The ability of a consulting firm to learn from its projects, store useful

insight and analysis, and redeploy this in other engagements can assist firms

in winning new business. Few large firms do this well. Honing and support-

ing this capability can clearly be a source of competitive advantage.

Diminishing Returns

Diminishing returns implies that the enterprise confronts rising costs as it en-

deavors to expand. This is because of some fixed “factor of production,”

which limits profitable growth. The Napa Valley vineyard, the local, sole pro-

prietor construction contractor, and the small-town real estate management

firm are cases in point. Although superior knowledge management can push

back the effects of the fixed factor, they are unlikely to overcome it, though

opportunities do exist.

In such circumstances, knowledge management can be an important

component of competitive strategy, as it will assist the firm in pushing the

limits of its business model. Indeed, it could become the very foundation of its

competitive success, as it may enable customer capital (e.g., customer data-

bases) to be leveraged more effectively. In general, however, knowledge man-

agement is unlikely to enable the firm to completely unshackle itself from the

disabilities of diminishing returns. Mauna Loa of Hawaii may be able to im-

prove its performance, but if land suitable for macadamia nut production is

limited, superior knowledge management is unlikely to completely remove

those shackles.

Appropriability Regimes

In a world of strong appropriability (i.e., where patents or trade secrets and

copyrights are an effective isolating mechanism), innovators can keep imita-

tors and followers at bay, at least for a while. This gives the innovator the

ability to line up complements and seek strategic partners; and do so from a

position of relative bargaining strength. Lead time in the market is more con-

fidentially assured, and the chances of competitive success are higher if the

firm astutely uses the intellectual property protection that it has. Dynamic

capabilities are therefore less critical to success because of the protection al-

ready available through intellectual property. The converse is also true. Dy-

namic capabilities will become more critical as the advantage from intellec-

tual property weakens.

The advantage from intellectual property weakens if several firms have

strong intellectual property rights in the same competitive space. Competitive
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advantage will then be eroded, although not destroyed. Cross-licensing

among the owners of complementary intellectual property will lead to at

least the partial dissipation of rents, but firms that have not contributed to

the technology in any way will have to pay a competitive license fee. Compet-

itive advantage might thus be somewhat preserved inasmuch as the free rid-

ers will be excluded.

Intellectual property protection is also likely to be jurisdiction specific.

The level of protection available in the United States is generally higher than

that available in Italy, Brazil, Turkey, Japan, or China. Still, an advantage in a

key market like the United States can sometimes enable the innovator to build

sufficient scale and complementary assets to compete effectively where there

is less intellectual property protection—and possibly also in the period after

the patent expires.

Compatibility Standards

This is related to the section on increasing returns, inasmuch as one of the

reasons for increasing returns to scale, at least on the demand side, is the exis-

tence of compatibility standards. When such standards exist, some degree of

customer “lock ins” may exist, possibly resulting in significant switching

costs for the consumer if the innovator is offering an incompatible standard.

If standards issues are not permanent, then battles over standards will not

be a major strategic factor. The ability of the firm to compete by simply being

better at the basics—including, of course, innovation—is likely. However,

when incompatible standards are being advanced by significant contenders

for a major market, the entrepreneurial and strategic capabilities of top man-

agement and their ability to marshal the requisite resources will become par-

amount.

In particular, the capabilities of the firm to sense and possibly shape the

likely course of advancement will be of particular importance. In such cir-

cumstances, there is high risk and the rules of the game are by no means

transparent. With such high uncertainty, failure is likely to be frequent. Still,

superior sensing and celebrating of the opportunities (and hence superior de-

cision making) will be of great importance.

Technological Opportunity

Knowledge assets and dynamic capabilities command a higher premium when

there is rapid growth. Some environments are likely to support much greater

demand growth than others. Judging from the valuation of Internet IPOs,

businesses that support or use the Internet are widely regarded, at least by in-

vestors, as providing significant opportunity. 3D graphics accelerator chips are

likewise experiencing rapid growth as performance is provided at lower prices.

Demand for caskets, on the other hand, its not predicted to grow very much,

because the death rate appears quite stable in advanced countries and there is
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little scope for selling more than one casket for each deceased person. Accord-

ingly, the mortuary business is likely to be significantly more stable, and

growth less robust, than Web services, or multimedia, or 3D graphics comput-

ers. Although there are frequently surprises with respect to traditional busi-

nesses, and an environment that has low opportunity in one epoch may have

high opportunity in a subsequent epoch, there nevertheless are businesses

where the payoff to astute knowledge management is higher than others.

Role of Political Influence

Government regulation has proven time and time again to stand in the way

of innovation.8 Not only does it tend to limit market competition, it also di-

verts managerial effort away from competing on the merits and in favor of

competing by using the regulator and the regulatory process to limit the

competitive activities of one’s rivals.

Accordingly, when environments are characterized by circumstances in

which market forces are muted by regulation, the payoff to good manage-

ment (be it of knowledge assets or any other assets) is likely to be signifi-

cantly compromised. However, if an environment is transitioning toward

competition and away from regulation, then developing dynamic capabilities

is likely to be both especially difficult and especially valuable. It will be espe-

cially difficult because the basic instincts and routines of a regulated enter-

prise are not going to be oriented toward embracing competition. It will be es-

pecially valuable because deregulation will occasion rapid change and the

opening up of commercial opportunities that have been suppressed by regu-

lation or government control.

The Nature of Innovation

Distinctions can be made between autonomous and systemic innovation, the

latter requiring much greater integration of both tacit and codified knowl-

edge (Teece, 1997). Although the management of innovation is always a sig-

nificant challenge, the nature of the managerial challenge is much greater

with systemic innovation. Almost by definition, one cannot look to the mar-

ket to effectuate the requisite coordination when innovation embraces multi-

ple systems and subsystems. The firm’s ability to develop and use high-

performance organizational and managerial processes to achieve this integra-

tion will be a significant performance differentiator.

Challenges to Orthodoxy

The imperatives of the knowledge economy require new paradigms for man-

agement and a revised understanding of the role of markets and firms. In this

section, we briefly summarize some of the key contentions developed in this

chapter.
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1. Development, ownership, protection, and astute development of knowl-

edge assets, not physical assets, provide the underpinnings for competi-

tive advantage in the new economy.

2. Because property rights have fuzzy boundaries, and because knowledge is

not resident in some hypothetical book of blueprints inside the firm, fig-

uring out how to protect and retain knowledge inside the firm is a key

challenge for management. It is not just an intellectual property issue

that belongs with the law department.

3. The new environment favors organizations (firms) designed to protect

knowledge assets from recontracting; but it also favors firms that can

build, buy, combine, recombine, deploy, and redeploy knowledge assets

according to changing customer needs and the changing competitive cir-

cumstances. Successful firms in the future will be high flex and knowl-

edge based.

4. It makes little sense to talk about labor markets in isolation from the mar-

ket for know-how. Much that is interesting about the former emerges

from the study and understanding of the latter.

5. The entrepreneurial function of firms in the new economy is more critical

than the administrative ones. Administrative functions can frequently be

outsourced without loss of competition advantage.

6. The globalization of financial markets and the narrowing of information

asymmetries between borrowers and lenders are eroding access to capital

as a major determinant of competitive advantage.

7. Compensation structures need to be more equity based. Rewards need to

be geared toward individual and team outputs, not inputs.

8. Virtual structures are frequently virtuous; the presumption should be to

outsource all except the development and combination of knowledge as-

sets and knowledge routines.

9. Managing knowledge is not the same thing as human resource manage-

ment. Besides human resource management, knowledge management in-

volves managing intellectual property; that is, managing the develop-

ment, transfer, and development of industrial and organizational know-

how. It is far more multifaceted than simply managing people.

The boundaries of the firm can no longer be defined with reference to eq-

uity stakes. Networks that do not involve equity are likely to be an integral

part of the firm as a functioning entity.

Conclusion

The thesis advanced in this chapter is that competitive advantage flows from

the creation, ownership, protection, and use of difficult to imitate knowledge

assets. That being so, superior performance depends on the ability of firms to
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be good at innovation, protecting (intangible) knowledge assets, and using

knowledge assets. Using knowledge assets obviously conceals complex pro-

cesses surrounding (1) the integration of intangibles with other intangibles,

and with tangible assets, (2) the transfer of intangibles inside the firm, and

(3) the astute external licensing of technology where appropriate. This set of

activities requires management to refocus priorities, to build organizations

that are “high flex” to accommodate such activity, and to display an uncom-

mon level of entrepreneurial drive.

These challenges obviously will not simultaneously confront all firms at

the same time in the same manner. Context is important. But the new norms

required for success are already evident in many of the high-tech industries in

the United States, Europe, and Japan. Those enterprises that are slow to rec-

ognize the paradigm shift, and respond appropriately, can expect to experi-

ence performance declines. Many of the new start-up firms being born in Sili-

con Valley and elsewhere understand the logic articulated here. Many

incumbents are beginning to recognize the new logic, but have as yet failed to

effectuate transformation. Clearly, such firms are at risk.

Notes

1. Process Technology is the exception as it can yield value by lowering costs and/or
improving quality inside the firm.

2. For examples of knowledge management projects, see Davenport and Delong
(1998).

3. The only situation in which this presumption ought to be overturned is innovation
itself, as discussed previously.

4. Living on Thin Air: The New Economy, draft (January 1998).
5. Another good example is data services and telecommunications. Few service pro-

viders engage in R&D. Most of the technological innovation is driven by equipment
companies like Cisco and Lucent.

6. Unless government intervention moves in to freeze the status quo.
7. I am using the term “dominance” loosely. I do not mean to imply dominance in

any legal sense.
8. That is not to say that government R&D spending (e.g., the NIH) doesn’t some-

times provide a great assist.
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chapter 7

Managing Knowledge Systems
J.-C. Spender

Introduction This chapter focuses on the ways a knowledge

based analysis might advance our thinking

about organizations and their management.

There is already a considerable volume of

knowledge management literature. It would not be too uncharitable to point

out that the bulk deals with the old topics of designing and managing organi-

zations in essentially old ways, albeit with a gloss of new terminology. But the

important thing about the knowledge based approach to the firm is that it

does, in fact, make it possible to address entirely new problems and old prob-

lems in new ways.

One way to illustrate this is to categorize the current literature and ask (a)

what is new, and (b) what is not covered. At the end of this process we shall

conclude that a knowledge based approach opens up new topics and methods

only to the extent that we understand the difference between an organiza-

tion’s knowledge assets and those that are of more conventional types.

Much of the conceptual difficulty in approaching the new topics arises be-

cause knowledge is such a slippery and difficult to define term. Knowledge

has features that are familiar, but it also has features that do not fit into tra-

ditional economic or organizational analyses. Knowledge, we discover, has

characteristics of extensibility and contextuality, which render it a public

good as well as a private good. By public good we mean valuable simply be-

cause it is available to all. But it is also difficult to analyze because, unlike

normal (private) goods which are created and consumed, public goods often

grow in extent and value simply because they are being used. It is these addi-

tional features that make a knowledge based approach exciting, able to lead

us to new topics, both theoretical and empirical, and so to new challenges and

solutions for practicing managers. In particular, I argue for a concept of

knowledge systems, highlighting the dialectic between the public goods that
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give organizations their sense of identity and place in the world, and the pri-

vate goods that are their more evident interacting components.

What Do Managers Want from Knowledge

Management?

Today’s managers are hyper-conscious of the new dynamics and constraints

of their relationships with customers, suppliers, and competitors. When they

speak of moving into the Information Age, or the age of “knowledge work,”

they are telling us that their strategic possibilities and constraints are no lon-

ger based on limited capital, demand, production capability, or access to for-

eign markets. Today’s business constraints derive most of all from the short-

age of the people available to drive the business forward into the global

economy. By “people,” of course, they do not mean unskilled labor. They

mean the human agents who can bring a variety of intangible resources to-

gether with the resources that can be managed conventionally and focus the

result on increasing customer value.

But these notions are neither easily understood nor implemented. What

managers want from consultants, academics, and the other commentators

and pundits on knowledge management is help that enables them to bring

human capital to the center of their analysis. By human capital we mean

knowledge and skills, as well as the self-reflexive ability to identify and find

sources for the knowledge and skills they do not possess—what managers

sometimes call initiative, or creativity, or an entrepreneurial capability.

Many managers presume, quite correctly, that their information tech-

nology investments leverage the skills of all of those people working in the

company, as well as those “outside” working with the company. Thus ERP

(enterprise resource planning), improving information flow within the or-

ganization, is complemented by EDI (electronic data interchange) with cus-

tomers and suppliers. These managers look for guidance about how to make

more effective use of their IT investments, how to get better value from

what are rapidly becoming the largest and most perplexing elements of their

capital spending programs. If they get these investments right, they consid-

erably improve the levels of corporate integration and responsiveness. If

they get them wrong they find themselves accused of not considering their

users or customers, and of threatening their firm’s entire process. Managers

believe that their ability to maximize customer value depends on the effec-

tiveness with which information technology is used to leverage, integrate,

and deliver their employees’ knowledge and skills. They are looking for

ways of analyzing these questions so that they can improve their chances of

success.

Today’s managers are aware that the extent, depth, and scope of the

firm’s knowledge and skills increasingly drive its competitive chances. There

is awareness that there is little difference, from the managers’ point of view,
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between the human capital that “goes home in the evening” and that which

becomes available through strategic alliances. Dealing with the uncertainties

presented by knowledge based competition requires firms to develop (a) a

keen sense of themselves, their strengths and their weaknesses, and (b) the

ability to embrace and manage the risks of increasing their dependence on

others.

In the following sections we address these challenges by making some gen-

eral comments about the knowledge management literature, and summariz-

ing some of its more useful aspects. We are left with deep questions about data

and meaning. Not much of the knowledge management literature tells us how

the data that individuals generate and exchange, by speaking or through elec-

tronic systems, gains its meaning. The problem of meaning is the analytic

wedge that allows us to separate the more problematic aspects of knowledge

assets from those that can be dealt with in a conventional analysis.

Meaning, we shall argue, arises from the organizational context, the

ways it operates and embeds its activity in the world. We shall also under-

stand that activities, and their associated tools and data, are not embedded in

the world on their own. They are individual elements of complex activity sys-

tems. It is these knowledge and activity systems—or actant systems—that are

the source of the meanings that the people who work within them use to un-

derstand, reason about, and direct their activities. Our primary objective in

this chapter is to draw attention to managers’ need to comprehend how the

identifiable and discrete elements of organizational knowledge are embedded

in the organization’s knowledge system.

Knowledge as Object Versus Knowledge

as Process

As we look at the knowledge management literature we should be struck by

the fact that much of it treats knowledge as an object to be created, bought,

possessed, or sold, just as one might treat a piece of production equipment, a

piece of real estate, or any other organizational asset. This literature lets us

focus on the difficulties of identifying and storing a firm’s knowledge assets.

There is real value in this literature and the managerial advice it generates.

Most organizations have extensive but fragmented knowledge bases. Not all

of their data is stored in paper or electronic form. Some of it may be stored in

objects, such as failed as well as successful products. Some of it may be stored

in the rules created for dealing with particular situations. Some of it may be

stored in unexpressed or informal practices, the things that people have to

learn about when they join new firms or departments. Much of this kind of

knowledge may be useful at other locations, or under circumstances not yet

considered. It is fragmented not only because it is not coherent, fitting within

a single integrated set of organizational objectives and ideas, but also because

it is not always available to people at the right time. There is obvious value in
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inventorying this knowledge and using the power of modern technology to

make it readily available to whoever needs it.

This agenda actually goes back to the work of Frederick Taylor and his

scientific management colleagues at the beginning of the twentieth century.

Like many in the Victorian era, they were concerned with minimizing waste

and thereby maximizing efficiency. Most managers are anxious to prevent

their organizations from “reinventing wheels,” and the idea of centralized

and carefully managed inventories of organizational knowledge seems an ob-

vious and powerful use of information technology resources. Indeed, scien-

tific management was largely popular among managers because it was a way

they could finally achieve complete control over and optimize the organiza-

tion’s knowledge and activities.

The literature that treats knowledge as an object is complemented by an-

other literature that focuses on the process of knowledge creation. This is also

a key element of scientific management that we can see as the precursor of

our interest in knowledge management. Taylor and his colleagues saw that

the structure of the organization and its patterns of authority would have a

significant impact on the incentive to create and share knowledge. Much or-

ganization research since that time sought to differentiate authoritarian and

democratic management styles in terms of their impact on employees’ moti-

vation and creativity. This debate continues. Learning organizations may be a

new term, but it is an old concept that refers to a group that is structured or

motivated to respond intelligently to market changes and competitive chal-

lenges. Scientific management paid great attention to organizational struc-

ture. Its techniques, and those that have emerged from a century of criticism,

can now be complemented by modern information technologies.

Although these two literatures overlap (knowledge as object and knowl-

edge as process), they carry different messages for managers trying to under-

stand what knowledge management means for them. The first literature

pays little attention to people, individually or collectively, unless the knowl-

edge asset being considered cannot be separated from them. This is why so

much of the knowledge management literature attempts to deal with tacit

knowledge, a complex term used to identify knowledge that cannot be stored

in an inanimate form, and so be transported or traded.

This leads to a concept of knowledge management as the activity of sur-

facing and making explicit the knowledge that is embedded in the organiza-

tion’s individual or collective practices. This agenda, of course, is precisely

that of scientific management. Many current techniques such as expert sys-

tems, data warehousing, and business process reengineering reflect this

agenda. While the first literature seeks to abstract knowledge from the people

who create and implement it, the second literature, focused on knowledge as

process, embraces the individual and social processes of creativity, innova-

tion, motivation, and communication. In this sense it is both a more complex

and a more conventional sociological and psychological literature.
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At this stage we can see the first literature as inherently modernist, look-

ing to machines, computers, and quasi-scientific measurement systems to

objectify human knowledge and, through careful choice and design, to

achieve greater control human activity. Managers are being advised to bring

knowledge assets into the same accounting, administrative, and trading

frameworks that they use to make decisions about the organization’s tangi-

ble assets. The second literature, while recognizing that knowledge is a fun-

damental fuel for organizational growth and development, conceptualizes it

more broadly as a facet of the organizational processes, which are directed

and energized by executive insight and leadership. This view, we might argue,

derives directly from the work of Chester Barnard, whose model of the firm

comprised interacting systems or “economies.”

Contemporary Knowledge Management

Practice

At this stage we see that managers can get some good advice from those writ-

ing and talking about knowledge management. First, knowledge is an impor-

tant corporate asset that needs managing. Although this may well be more

important in the Information Age of knowledge intensive firms (KIFs) and

knowledge work, it clearly has always been true. Knowledge cannot be man-

aged unless it is identified. Knowledge assets also present special management

problems when knowledge needs to be transported, transferred, traded, or

stored. As von Hippel (1994) and others have shown, knowledge can seem

both sticky and leaky. Sometimes it seems perishable, at other times it seems

to grow.

The problems of managing knowledge assets require managers to pay

special attention to the institutional and legal arrangements that enable orga-

nizational knowledge to be pinned down and objectified. Much of the empiri-

cal literature deals with patents, the principal example of knowledge that has

been so objectified, or turned into a tradable object. Some have criticized this

work, pointing to considerable divergence between those industries, such as

pharmaceuticals, in which patenting has considerable strategic importance

and others, such as software, in which patenting plays a far smaller or even

negligible role. Perhaps these writers could have done more to indicate what

other arrangements managers have at their disposal to capture knowledge as

private property. The medieval guilds, for instance, were set up, in part, to

protect the value of specialized knowledge. Nowadays, contemporary indus-

trial societies offer a far richer set of legal and institutional arrangements,

such as union membership, government testing laboratories, or regulated

professional qualification.

Once identified and objectified, whether in terms of institutional and legal

arrangements such as a patent or a license to practice, knowledge assets can

be valued. With this comes the idea of accounting for the costs of generating
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and sustaining knowledge assets. The best-known examples of “knowledge

accounting” are those of the Buckman and Skandia corporations. Clearly

there is little merit in considering knowledge as a corporate asset unless the

costs of its creation or acquisition, maintenance, storage, transfer, and appli-

cation can be integrated into the practices that managers already use to deal

with the organization’s tangible assets.

Business process reengineering and expert system analysis help the orga-

nization make its embedded and tacit knowledge explicit. For many writers,

such as Nonaka and Takeuchi (1994), this is the core of knowledge manage-

ment. Once knowledge is identified, valued, and costed, managers begin to get

a real handle on the organization as a bundle of knowledge assets. They can

begin to focus on the structural issues of making sure that the right knowl-

edge is in the right place at the right time, and on the ongoing productivity is-

sues of optimizing the communication and knowledge transfer processes.

Finally, considering the organization as a system of knowledge generating,

communicating, and applying activities helps managers to think through the

ways of maximizing its responsiveness to changing market conditions, and

competitive ability to think “out-of-the-box.” Creativity, both individual and

collective, is becoming increasingly important as the pace and unpredictability

of markets increases.

An Example of Knowledge Management

from the First Union Bank (U.S.)

Retail banking is one of the many industries being transformed by modern

information technology and the efficiencies it creates. It is easy to overlook

the way consumers’ expectations are rising, along with their incomes, and so

driving change from outside the financial services industry. Management’s

challenge is to think beyond how modern technology can reduce the cost of

providing an unchanged service, toward considering the new products and

new business models the new technologies can facilitate. Although this is

generally true, it is especially true of those industries whose principal service

component is knowledge, such as knowledge about the money in one’s ac-

count, the value of one’s portfolio, whether bills have been paid, or payments

received, and so on.

Modern technology enables retail banking to deal with a large variety of

customers whose circumstances differ. Banks understand that if they are able

to integrate everything that they know about the customer and his or her cir-

cumstances into every interaction, they can create a tight bond of customer

loyalty, which has enormous commercial value. The U.S. auto industry es-

timates the net present value of a “customer-for-life” to be in excess of

$600,000. That is worthwhile taking seriously as a business investment ob-

jective. For the First Union Bank, it has become a slogan that the value of the

organization is based not on its products, services, branches, or technology,
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but on its ability to understand its customers and to react quickly, to gain,

keep, and grow long-term customer relationships. They have understood

that modern technology enables them to adopt a customer relationship mar-

keting (CRM) model that is both new to retail banking and puts considerable

pressure on competing banks.

To implement this strategy they pulled all the legacy data together into a

relational database system that they call the “customer data mart.” This was

technologically challenging, expensive, and time consuming. Once achieved,

the data mart became the foundation of their new business model. They were

able to develop new executive information systems and business analysis

tools in which it was possible to both categorize different lines of business

and different types of customers, and their corresponding costs and profit po-

tentials. It was also possible to drill down to particular customers and trans-

actions. Most important, it provided a data platform for forecasting business

trends and simulating the impact of new financial products. Likewise, the

customer data mart enabled management to offer a sales and service activity

uniquely customized to every customer. Now, every interaction between the

bank and the customer could reflect everything that the bank knew about the

customer. This facilitated add-on sales for good customers and a focused

method of dealing with bad customers. Such a customer-by-customer ap-

proach, sometimes called one-on-one marketing, is the essence of the CRM

model that First Union Bank implemented by taking a knowledge manage-

ment approach to their business.

As an investment project, First Union likes to report that their data ware-

house contains information on 16 million customers, stores several years of

transaction data, pulled together 24 legacy systems, and is likely to produce a

net return of $100 million a year.

This kind of knowledge management is serious stuff, whatever academics

might think about the purity of the theories behind it. It is true that little of

what First Union Bank has done requires us to consider the special nature of

knowledge or the special managerial difficulties that might be posed by

knowledge assets. But at the same time, it may be that the bank’s down-to-

earth, practical conception of the customer relationship marketing model

misses some of the managerial challenges to making it work, as well as some

of its potential benefits and limits.

In the next section we consider whether knowledge management offers

more than an important new design rubric for implementing modern infor-

mation technology.

Key Topics in a Knowledge Based Approach

to Organizational Management

In the previous sections we have focused on how to help managers come to

terms with the rising knowledge intensity of today’s economy, and with the
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increasing capacity of information systems to support organizations and

open up the prospect of new business models. In the following sections we

explore how a focus on knowledge can open up a new universe of ideas

about how organizations operate and how they might be managed. The path

to this new universe lies in appreciating the fundamental differences be-

tween knowledge and the corporation’s other assets.

It is easy to use the term knowledge and assume that it is going to clarify

what managers do. Yet we should bear in mind that knowledge is one of the

most perplexing notions in our vocabulary. The problems of understanding

what knowledge is, how it is to be justified or warranted, and its extent and

permanence have been the subject of vigorous philosophical debate for many

thousands of years. Much is understood, but much is also still under debate.

The promise of a knowledge based approach grows out of regarding

knowledge not merely as an asset, or a facet of the organization’s process,

but as something deeply problematic. The knowledge management literature

should begin, not end, with the notion that knowledge is not simply data. We

argued previously that scientific management can be seen as the precursor

for much of today’s knowledge management discussion, but scientific man-

agement had an excessively naïve view of what knowledge was, of how it

might be abstracted from the organization’s processes, and of how it might

be optimized. The challenge of a knowledge based approach is that it invites

us to go beyond such naïve views and penetrate the subtleties of the way hu-

man and organizational knowledge is produced, and of the way it shapes in-

dividual and collective activity.

To deal intelligently with knowledge we must confront the paradox that

statements about knowledge are themselves only another form of knowl-

edge. We must not ignore the inherent circularity of definitions or statements

about knowledge. As a result, it is not clear that there exists any form of

metaknowledge, or higher level of knowledge, that gives us a special handle

on the applied knowledge possessed or used by an organization’s managers

or employees. To put this another way, it is not clear that the knowledge that

academics create and exchange is in any way fundamentally different from

the knowledge applied in an organization. There is no reason to think of theo-

ries as fundamentally different from other types of knowledge. Much of the

debate in the philosophy of science is about whether there are distinctively

different levels or types of knowledge—whether, for instance, scientific laws

are different from observation reports. Little of this prolonged epistemo-

logical debate is reflected in the knowledge management literature. Nonethe-

less, there are profound epistemological choices to be made about how to ad-

dress organizational knowledge questions.

The most fundamental choice is one’s position on the possibility of truly

objective knowledge. The debates about positivism, relativism, and post-

modernism turn on this assumption. Only if one assumes that objective

knowledge is available can one seriously attempt to demonstrate how objec-
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tive knowledge might be distinguished from the other forms of knowledge of

which humans are clearly capable. In what follows we shall take a somewhat

contrary position. We shall attempt to avoid the incipient anarchy of relativ-

ism, arguing that while no knowledge can be truly objective in the sense used

by many philosophers of science—that it reveals the nature of the physical

universe—it can be objective in that it is embedded in the parallel reality of

our social processes. It is in this sense that a knowledge based approach can

help managers embrace not only the challenge of managing tangible assets

and competition in the physical universe of properties and objects, but also

the challenge of managing processes and activities in the social and cognitive

universes of behaviors and perceptions. To recall a point from the writings of

John Seely Brown and Paul Duguid (1998), two of the more thoughtful re-

searchers in our field, there is a crucial difference between knowledge (an ob-

ject) and knowing (a consideration of the consequences of knowledge on the

social process).

In the interests of a managerial approach, and rather than an excessively

philosophical approach to these matters, we shall consider three aspects of

how knowledge may be understood to be present in and influence social

processes at the level of the firm. We shall consider (1) embeddedness, (2)

boundedness, and (3) the public goods nature of knowledge. We shall try to

illustrate these ideas with some practical examples.

We begin this, of course, by adopting a broad set of assumptions about

organizational knowledge. Rather than lay these out and examine them in

philosophical terms, we can quickly restate our position in the language fa-

miliar to those who read the knowledge management literature. First, the

term knowledge must extend beyond patents or the knowledge embodied in

human artifacts, to embrace the knowing revealed in the problem-solving

and productive practices of individuals and groups within the organization.

Whether it is economically or theoretically feasible to make such knowledge

explicit is beside the point. It makes no sense to restrict the term knowledge to

that which can be scientifically validated. Socioeconomic behavior is as often

shaped by fad, fashion, misinformation, and emotion as it is by fact. It fol-

lows that a knowledge based approach to management must go beyond what

can be captured in terms of empirically measured and scientifically justified

theories.

Second, the fundamental weakness of both forms of literature considered

previously, whether we treat knowledge as an object, or focus on the pro-

cesses of knowledge production and application, is that the analyses fail to

consider the problem of meaning. Where does the meaning of data come

from? The positivist assumption that knowledge reveals the nature of reality

trivializes the question of meaning. In ordinary business discourse we would

not normally consider it necessary to explain how to attach meaning to terms

such as customer, employee, or profit. At best, these are subordinated as prob-

lems of measurement. In practice, it is not obvious what the terms used by
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the First Union Bank actually mean. We simply assume they are meaningful,

and that they can be readily integrated into the bank’s practices.

Third, it is necessary to make some assumptions about the knowledge

possessed by individuals and by collectives. Are they the same types of

knowledge, or different, or related at all? For academics these questions raise

ancient unease about whether there are knowing entities other than individu-

als. Many authors try to avoid the question by asserting that collective

knowledge, such as might be exhibited by what a group of people reveal in

their collective behavior, is nothing more than an individual’s knowledge

shared, and that only individuals can know. In modern sociology the debate

goes back to Durkheim and Halbwachs (1974). The position that we shall

adopt is eclectic. Individuals clearly differ in what they know. But groups

that have become socialized know things that often go beyond what any indi-

vidual can identify and are able to sustain this knowledge even though their

individual members change.

The implication is that knowledge management goes beyond the scientific

management tradition of identifying knowledge and communicating it to in-

dividuals who then implement it. We believe knowledge management takes

us into the realm of corporate culture, reputation, value systems, and those

other evidences of the social nature of man. We shall argue that the meaning

of all individual knowledge is actually grounded in collective practice. This is

no more than an alternative expression of institutional theory, the assump-

tion that a society’s or an organization’s behavior can be best understood in

terms of the institutional structures that shape its choices and so constrain its

actions.

From the foregoing assumptions we can see several aspects of the model

being put forward. Most obvious is that individual knowledge is located

within a system of knowledge, while that system is bounded as a coherent set

of social practices. This suggests a dialectical interplay between individuals

and the context in which they are collectively embedded. Giddens’s (1984)

work on structuration theory is especially relevant here. We can also see that

managers need to be concerned with both levels of the dialectic, both with the

knowledge and practices at the individual level, and with the knowledge and

practices at the collective or systemic level. In what follows we try to flesh

out some immediate consequences of our assumptions.

The Proper Objective of a Knowledge Based

Approach

There is no point to a knowledge focused approach if it only captures the same

phenomena and produces the same advice as a conventional positivist deci-

sion-making approach. If we can extend organizational analysis and manage-

ment theory beyond the phenomena that can be captured and dealt with in a

rational scientific framework, then we have the promise of helping managers
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deal with the many matters of judgment, value conflict, image management,

and emotion that confront them in the workplace and the market.

We can say that the proper objective of a knowledge-system approach is

to develop a conceptual framework in which managers can identify (1) new

organizational and business models, (2) the managerial problems peculiar to

knowledge and its differences from the organization’s other assets, and (3)

new heuristics or forms of advice that extend their understanding, options,

and means of influence.

Embeddedness

Much of the knowledge management literature notes the difference between

data and information. Authors typically make some assumptions that are, of

course, fundamentally causal to everything they say afterwards. We shall do

the same. Data is a signal or a sign without meaning. Information is a signal

whose meaning can be sought in a system, whether that be an information

system or a coherent system of practice. Information is, by definition, embed-

ded in a host system and can take no other form other than that permitted by

the system. Here we adopt a typical Wittgensteinian view.

Information cannot be abstracted from the system that gives it meaning

without its losing that meaning; the information would become a document

written in a dead language. Similarly, information inevitably carries with it

implications of action, preference, value, and moral burden which can only

be perceived and understood by reference to the host system and its implicit

moral and cultural commitments. A knowledge system is a type of system in

which knowledge is integrated and embedded at many different levels. A

functioning computer system has its designers’ and implementers’ knowl-

edge embedded within it, as does any human artifact. But it is a dead system.

It is not capable of generating new knowledge or responding under conditions

of uncertainty.

The real complexity of thinking about organizations as knowledge sys-

tems is that we must presume them to be capable of generating knowledge.

This is a corollary of presuming them to be knowing entities, unlike a com-

puter system or a mechanical system such as a machine tool, which cannot

adapt or change the boundaries of its operating envelope.

The importance of paying attention to tacit knowledge is that much of the

meaning embedded within the host system cannot be revealed in the lan-

guages available. Polanyi’s allusion to people knowing more than they can

say is actually double-edged. On the one hand, people know much that they

cannot verbalize for lack of insight and verbal skills, but on the other hand,

they know much that can never be verbalized because it goes beyond the pos-

sibilities of language. Pierce (1963) founded pragmatism with the argument

that the meaning of an idea could be determined best by its practical conse-

quences. But he also noted the “indexicality” of language, the impossibility of
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separating meaning from the context of an idea’s practical consequences. He

argued that terms like “here” and “now” would have no meaning for a lis-

tener without that additional unspoken information. Thus statements about

the world can never be complete, speakers must always presume that the lis-

tener has available some unexpressed and probably unexpressable underpin-

ning or background information.

The argument is that managers recognize the importance of managing

both information and meaning, and in a knowledge system such as an orga-

nization, both are embedded in the individual and the social practices of that

system. The relationships between information, meaning, and practices are

dialectic. Neither has logical, temporal, or epistemological priority. We can

contrast this with the conventional bureaucratic model of management that

presumes that all organizational action follows from managerial decisions—

that is, the choice of organizational objective and means of its implementa-

tion has logical priority—and that all such decisions can be made or explained

using a rational theoretical framework deriving from that objective. Even the

most extreme theorist knows this is false. Many contemporary theorists re-

main undecided as to whether it might be possible, through continued re-

search, to improve the rational approach to the point where it captures many

of the phenomena that now seem irrational or a-rational, or whether an en-

tirely new class of thinking is called for.

Giddens’s structuration theory is an attempt to create a new kind of

framework. In terms of a theory of knowledge management, we can see that

managerial decision often leads to activity, but as that activity becomes inte-

grated into the social system it precipitates changes, which sometimes call for

further decisions. The managers’ influence over the pattern of activities is in-

direct, mediated by the cognizing system’s own knowledge and sense of self.

In the same way as we might argue that politics is the art of the possible, so

managers need a keen sense of the options implicit in the current pattern of

activities. This brings us to the well-known distinction between incremental

and architectural change in the system, between that which the system al-

ready “knows” and can exhibit without changing its knowledge base, and

those changes that are beyond its current knowledge. Likewise the host

knowledge system has its own cognizing capabilities which become manifest

not only in the new meanings that become attached to existing language, but

also in the evolutionary tendencies that become evident in new practices.

These reshape the decision space for managers.

We shall illustrate these rather dense ruminations later in the chapter. The

main point is that knowledge gains its meaning from being embedded in a

system of practice. Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger’s work (1991) on “commu-

nities of practice” can be seen as a direct attempt to analyze and deal with

these patterns of activity and the way they comprise the source of the organi-

zation’s meaning and evolution.
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Boundedness

We can explore the boundedness of one of these knowledge systems much as

an anthropologist or ethnologist would, by determining the boundary

around the social group, which used a particular language, or social institu-

tion, or cultural artifact. There is value in taking the same approach to orga-

nizations. The substantial amount of research into organizational culture

and the problems of culture clash when organizations interact, merge, or at-

tempt to come into strategic alliance, indicates that culture, and much of or-

ganizational practice, is sharply bounded and tied up with the historical evo-

lution of the organization. The psychological tendencies and value systems of

past CEOs are also likely to be embedded in the firm. This is especially true for

the firm’s founders.

But it would be a mistake to think that culture is an adequately powerful

metaphor to capture all that we mean by the collective and bounded context.

Toennies (1971) made a classic distinction between purely social practice,

which cannot usefully be described as purposive, and organizational practice,

which is purposive by definition. From a knowledge management theory

point of view we can say that much of the organization’s knowledge context

is like a culture, without purpose, even though we must recognize that the

functional nature of that culture is under constant review by its members.

Although the organizational knowledge system has cognizing properties,

managers are continuously attempting to harness these to the organization’s

objectives. This is the other side of the dialectic. The managers’ creativity is

continuously challenged by the evolutionary tendencies of the background

knowledge system in which they are embedded.

It may be useful to track one way in which the dialectic develops between

(a) the individuals who comprise the knowledge system and (b) the back-

ground in which they are embedded. Imagine a basketball team. When they

first meet, the players are simply individuals with their own knowledge of

their own capabilities. Under a good coach, as they begin to play together,

particularly against other teams, they begin to form collective knowledge,

what Fayol called “esprit de corps.” On a basketball court this is evident in the

ease with which players anticipate each other’s moves and so accelerate the

pace of the game, giving them a profound advantage over teams that still de-

pend on overt signaling to underpin their collaboration. The coach knows

success not only in whether the team wins, but also in the degree to which

the players surprise themselves with what they can do individually and col-

lectively. In this case the boundaries around the knowledge system are some-

what subtle. Every team has more players and maybe more coaches than are

evident in any particular game. The boundary around the knowledge system,

or community of practice, can be defined in terms of those changes to the

line-up that are productive and increase the team’s capability, and those that

do not.
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Other kinds of team work, especially that involving scientific knowledge,

requires different kinds of communication, often more verbalization and a

deep understanding of the limitations and structures underpinning the

knowledge. Kidder’s analysis in The Soul of a New Machine (1982) shows the

importance of developing new language when new ideas and new practices

are required. Such language is often called jargon and is typically incompre-

hensible to those who are not participants in the knowledge system. In this

case the boundaries around the knowledge system are relatively easy to iden-

tify. Both examples indicate the importance to managers of effective bound-

ary management. Managers need a keen sense of how to manage the bound-

aries around the knowledge system on which they are focusing and for which

they are responsible.

Both of the previous examples focus on people, on moving them in and

out of the knowledge system. Real management is more complex than a

sports or research team. Although management is about getting things done

through people, it is also about providing these people with the tools, equip-

ment, and knowledge to do specific jobs. Much of this equipment, especially

when it comes to information and technology intensive work, is also sys-

temic in nature. By this we mean that any specific job requires a complex of

other apparatus, capabilities, and activities to be in place other than that be-

ing used by the particular individual. There are discrete boundaries around

such equipment systems.

In the operations of modern retailing organizations such as the Gap or

Home Depot, we can see the complexity of the interplay between the rational

decision making about the financial, merchandising, and information sys-

tems, and the emergent, dynamic, and evolutionary properties of the social

system which uses these tangible assets.

The auto industry always exhibits extremes of managers’ challenges and

skills. Although modern production line work might look comprehensible to

those who have seen Chaplin’s film Modern Times, they would likely miss the

background systems on which it actually depends. From the customer’s

ability to order a vehicle to be built precisely to her or his specification, to the

plant’s inventory systems’ automatic ability to call up additional just-in-

time parts from a supplier through EDI, the real production system extends

vastly beyond the individual workers on the visible line. In particular, mod-

ern central computer–controlled auto-assembly equipment is capable of de-

tecting “out-of-tolerance” conditions and sending automatic corrections to

the upstream stations, thus diminishing or even removing the possibility of

human error on the line. It is this kind of enhanced integration of non-

animate systemic features with the widely understood sociotechnical issues

that makes understanding the background so important for contemporary

managers.
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Public Good Aspects

The theory of the firm we are sketching here is a two-level system of knowl-

edge. At the individual level there are both people and resources such as infor-

mation, real estate, and equipment. By people, of course, we mean individu-

als with the knowledge and skills necessary to engage in the system of

activity, which results in progress toward the organization’s objectives. The

more constraining and specific the systemic aspects of the equipment and in-

formation they use, the more specific and narrow these skills, and the more

important their training processes.

If we think of the ability to work with corporate jargon as a key resource

for the individuals engaged in a responsive and effective organization, we

confront the public goods aspect of language. Public goods have a complex

nature that we are familiar with in practice but have some difficulty analyz-

ing, in spite of Samuelson’s work (1995).

A key characteristic of a public good is that it is shared by a community in

ways that make it difficult to price. Yet it is still valuable to a community be-

cause it facilitates its processes. One of the economist’s favorite examples is

the lighthouse, which guides ships away from hazards and toward their des-

tinations. It would seem impossible to price this service in a way that truly

reflects its value. A tonnage-based tax would fail to reflect the value of the

cargo carried, or the passengers carried, or the variable hazards presented by

the weather. Another example might be a bridge across a river. When the

bridge is built it facilitates economic growth. Although traffic across the

bridge can be charged a toll, thus making the bridge a private good providing

a priced service, it may make better sense to the community to let traffic cross

the bridge for nothing. The social benefits (economic spillovers) from the re-

sulting activity may be greater.

A key feature of public goods, illustrated by both these examples, is their

extensibility—they can serve an entire community without being consumed.

As Arrow noted (1974), knowledge is the preeminent public good. One person

can give another information without the giver’s stock of information being

diminished. Language is similarly a public good. Far from being consumed by

use, language exhibits network externalities—that is, its value increases the

more it is used. Economists often illustrate the concept of network externali-

ties with the telephone, the usefulness and value of which increases as more

people are connected.

The point here is not to produce a thorough understanding of public goods,

but merely to draw attention to the fact that the background of practice and

meaning in which the organization’s individuals are embedded is largely made

up of public goods that are specific to that system. The boundaries around a

knowledge system are often marked by the systems of contributions to and

the protection and use of the system’s public goods or systemic features.
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A community of practice is more than a collection of knowledge-sharing

individuals and their interactions. For these individuals and activities are also

embedded in a sharply bounded universe of meaning that enables them to

collaborate under conditions of uncertainty. Under conditions of certainty,

such as are presumed in most organizational theorizing, the rules and pro-

cesses of collaboration can be designed ahead of their use. Under conditions of

uncertainty, the ability of the organization to hold together and respond to

the unanticipated lies at some other level. Weick (1993) has commented on

the “glue” that makes mindful collaborative activity possible. Here we are ar-

guing that this glue is actually behavioral evidence of the presence of public

goods shared across the knowledge system being analyzed.

It might seem more straightforward to call these resources the institu-

tional structures of the organization. But this would imply, in the spirit of

Toennies, that they are purely emergent, that they are not at all dependent on

management’s decisions. The whole point of adopting this two-level dialecti-

cal model is to argue that managers can and must influence the creation, ac-

quisition, application, and husbandry of resources at both levels, albeit indi-

rectly. Samuelson’s treatment of public goods accepts that they have to be

managed into existence and are costly. Likewise Hardin’s famous paper on

the “tragedy of the commons” (1968) reminds us that the capacity of real

public goods is always limited and that they can be destroyed by overuse. We

can see how that would apply to both the lighthouse and the bridge.

Now we can begin to come back from the realm of philosophy and close

the loop with the first sections of this chapter. One of the most important pub-

lic goods in the contemporary organization is its information system. The First

Union Bank example illustrates the additional value available once all the in-

formation systems are coordinated into a single customer data mart. At the

same time, we can sense the difficulty of framing the creation of public goods

within a conventional capital project analysis. Indeed, one of the most perplex-

ing aspects of modern organizations is determining the return on their infor-

mation technology investments. Because they establish patterns of meaning

against which organizational activities can be measured, the organization’s

accounting and budgeting systems also have many public goods aspects about

them. Again, it would be difficult to determine the rate of return on an ac-

counting system. If asked, many managers think about the public goods that

they need to put in place for their organizations in terms of a “cost of doing

business,” that is, of taking part in the competitive economic situation.

By defining a knowledge system as one that has cognizing and knowl-

edge-creating abilities, we propose a system with the resources at both levels

of the dialectic. First, at the level of individual system components, individual

people, and the interactions between them; and second, at the level of the col-

lective meanings and practices. The system exhibits a dynamism and indeter-

minacy quite different from that associated with the static bureaucratic me-
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chanical model that underpins conventional organization theory. In the

theory proposed here, managers are repositioned as components of these or-

ganizational knowledge systems so that they have limited influence over

both levels. They are no longer in a position to design and control the system,

as they are positioned by traditional organization theory. On the contrary,

the knowledge system is quasi-autonomous, partly self-organizing, partly

constrained to an evolutionary trajectory.

Some Managerial Heuristics

As we suggested previously, the real purpose of a knowledge based approach

to organizations is to reach for a new model or theory of the firm. Its value is

dependent on the ability to reach beyond conventional analysis to capture

and analyze new phenomena. Ultimately, as Pierce (1963) might have sug-

gested, its value lies in its ability to give managers greater insight into and in-

fluence over the systems of activities and community of practice that we call

organizations and for which they are paid to act responsibly.

First, a knowledge based theory relocates managers relative to the rest of

the organization. Instead of being either the organization’s designers or mere

cogs in its rational problem-solving mechanism, managers are more like gar-

deners shaping the knowledge system’s natural growth processes. The classic

notions of bureaucratic direction are replaced by the subtler notions of execu-

tive leadership explored by Barnard (1938).

Second, a knowledge based theory redirects managers’ attention. In con-

ventional organization theory managers are designing, resourcing, and con-

trolling the organization, as crisply captured by the POSDCORB (Planning, Or-

ganizing, Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting, Budgeting) acronym.

In the model we sketched here, managers are certainly resourcing the organi-

zation, but at two levels: the system’s components and the system’s public

goods. They are certainly designing, but in the knowledge that the outcome is

mediated by the inherent vitality of the knowledge system for which they are

responsible. Much of the organization emerges from the interactions between

the components that managers make available. We are reminded of the classic

distinction between the formal and informal organizations.

Third, the managers’ means of influence is as much to do with boundary

management as it is to do with resourcing. Economists often argue that a

system’s behavior is determined by the activities at its margins. Correspond-

ingly, it is possible to define having a business strategy as knowing when to

say “no” to an offer. In practice, a business’s strategy is often implemented

merely by selecting a specific set of product-market interactions. This is sim-

ply expressing the concept of boundary management in different terms.

Fourth, managers are challenged to create and shape the public goods that

provide meaning for those active within the system. The examples we have
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noted would be extremely difficult to administer using conventional account-

ing principles. Yet we believe most good managers develop an intuitive sense

of the public goods they need to put in place if the organization is to be

healthy and display the vitality and responsiveness necessary to survive un-

der the uncertain circumstances they typically experience in their markets.

Fifth, economic thinking about public and private goods tends to treat

them as totally different things. In practice, within a bounded system, there

is likely to be some privatization of its public goods, as well as much making

of private goods available to a wider public. It is clearly possible to transform

one into the other. Some of the knowledge management literature is about

distributing knowledge that was previously held within a small part of the

organization. The two-level models we are proposing imply that this may

not always be wise. For example, as Adam Smith noted, a division of labor is

crucial to organizational efficiency. Although it is useful for marketing peo-

ple to have some familiarity with the problems of production, it makes no

sense to have everyone in the organization operating with the same knowl-

edge. It is quite different if we have every employee embedded in a communi-

cation system that gives him or her individualized access to the sum total of

the organization’s knowledge. We can presume that employees will access

only the knowledge that is relevant to their own activity.

Sixth, the notion of a boundary around the knowledge system or commu-

nity of practice that provides the actors’ source of meaning, shares something

important with Penrose’s (1959) theory of the growth of the firm. She noted

that the value of assets brought into the firm would be transformed by its

managers’ knowledge—or ignorance. In this sense we can say that the true

parents of a modern dynamic knowledge system theory of the firm are on the

one hand scientific management, and on the other Penrose’s dynamic and

quasi-autonomous model of the firm.

At various points in this chapter we have tried to illustrate some of the

more complex notions with examples from the world of business. The more

complex notions are (1) embeddedness, (2) boundedness, and (3) the public

goods nature of the second level of knowledge. Thinking about the First Un-

ion Bank again, we can see that the contents of the data warehouse gather

meaning only in the very specific context of the bank’s practices. How its cus-

tomers are categorized, and how the system of categorization is related to the

bank’s action alternatives is not drawn out in their explanation of how the

system was built. Yet these are the system’s crucial operational consequences.

These relationships may seem so obvious that they are scarcely worth noting.

Yet another bank would almost certainly establish a different set of relation-

ships. Both would explain that these are the ways “things are done around

here.” The point, of course, is that these relationships are aspects of the back-

ground level of the firm’s knowledge system—like its culture.
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Some Conclusions

In this chapter we first considered knowledge as an asset that can be privat-

ized and objectified as, for instance, in a patent. We recognized that much

knowledge management is about identifying and subsequently protecting

and exploiting such knowledge. Another branch of the literature is about

managing the processes of invention and innovation. A third branch deals

with managing information systems. All three branches tend to overlook

questions of how knowledge or data gets its meaning for those within and

working with the organization.

We argued that meaning is inevitably grounded in the systems of practice

that make up the organization and its relationships with others. We sug-

gested a dialectical relationship between the elements of the organizational

knowledge system and the systems of meaning in which they are embedded.

Most important is that our model repositions managers. They are no lon-

ger the designers and controllers implied in classical organization theory.

They become participants in a social process that is beyond their immediate

control. But they have several ways of influencing the organization. At one

level they can change the inventory of resources and shape the interactions

between them. But at another level they can influence the emergent processes

that yield the system’s public goods. They do this by managing the boundary

around the organizational practices, and by influencing the transformation

of private goods into public goods and vice versa.

But the model proposed here calls attention to the absence of a really ap-

plicable theory of managerial power and influence, in the same way that

Penrose’s theory calls attention to the absence of a real theory about what

managers do for their firms. A more sophisticated knowledge based theory of

the firm might advance our thinking simply because it implies that managers

both have skills that go beyond rational decision making, and have duties and

responsibilities that include shaping the public goods and cultural and moral

contents of the workplace.
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chapter 8

Designing for Business
Benefits from Knowledge
Management
Peter Murray

Introduction:

Design Aims A ll business managers want results. This

desire applies just as much to the practice

of knowledge management (KM) as it does

to any other proposition that claims to

aid better business performance. Just what kind of results a business might

expect from KM and how to go about demonstrably getting them is a reason-

able demand for a business manager to make before committing resources to

a KM program.

This chapter develops a program of action for organizations that are seri-

ously considering KM or that have perhaps abandoned earlier attempts. It

draws on a survey of 260 European businesses conducted by the Information

Systems Research Centre at the Cranfield School of Management. This survey,

backed up by a number of interviews, was designed to uncover what busi-

nesses are thinking, planning, and doing about KM. Although the survey data

have been published elsewhere (“The Cranfield and Information Strategy

Knowledge Survey—Europe’s State of the Art in KM”), this chapter focuses on

the key issues that need to be addressed in practical terms if an organization

wishes to attempt KM, as revealed by the experience and learning of the com-

panies participating in the survey. It examines the perceived need for KM, its

nature, how success can be ascertained, and what barriers there are to effec-

tive KM, and suggests some practical ways of implementing a KM program.

The scope is deliberately constrained to KM in business organizations—which
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is still a large domain. Other writers and researchers have attempted a wide

historical approach embracing anything from ancient Greek philosophy to

timetables, but we found that, in businesses, successful investment in KM

was always linked to some business purpose or desired result. This framing

provided by a business aim helped enormously in understanding KM initia-

tives and developing strategies for KM because it answers the basic question,

“Why do KM?” A model is proffered that locates knowledge and knowledge

management in a results-oriented framework (the DIKAR model).

The Concept of KM in Competitive Markets

It is now regarded as axiomatic, especially in the United States, that the

knowledge a business has is one of its most precious assets. Arguments elo-

quently expressed elsewhere assert that a company’s knowledge may be the

one thing that allows it to be competitive because all other resources are to a

large extent reproducible.

It follows that the management of such a resource is important. Further-

more, the changing nature of the marketplace has put even greater emphasis

on knowing how to operate competitively. Being competitive in marketplaces

that are increasingly globalized, liberalized, and deregulated means that com-

panies have to be innovative (a knowledge activity itself), and also know in

some depth what competitors are doing or are likely to do. As more and more

products and services become commoditized, the added value required of an

organization that wishes to be a chosen supplier becomes more one of know-

how about customers’ needs and preferences rather than straightforward

product excellence.

Knowledge of what specific resources exist in a business is essential for the

management of its operation. Here the term resources covers not just money,

equipment, plant, and people, but also structures, responsibilities, processes,

and roles with their attendant skills. Ensuring that there is an appropriate

supply of these resources is a business competence, as is their exploitation. In

a highly competitive environment, a further knowledge characteristic is re-

quired. This is the knowledge of how to integrate any or all the resources at a

business’s disposal in such a way that it will distinguish itself from the com-

petition. A capability will thus be created that potential customers will deem

unique or preferable. KM as a management practice is aimed at exploitation

of both levels of knowledge—at the specialist levels and at the competitive in-

tegrative capability level. It seeks through appropriately developed methods,

and usually with the aid of certain information technologies, to deliver to se-

nior managers the ability to collect, create, store, disseminate, and exploit a

company’s knowledge to some business benefit.

An example will illustrate the features of the resource-based approach to

knowledge in organizations and the role knowledge plays. Consider a team of
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managers and specialists meeting and working together to formulate a bid for

a major piece of international business. The bid is a complex one involving not

just product specialists and deal-makers but also expertise in contractual law,

tax, exporting, global supply chains, complex sourcing, costing, and finance.

Furthermore, the bidding activity will not be the straightforward sequential

application of one expertise after another, but is more likely to be the iterative

exploitation of the expertises because a change in one expert’s input could have

consequences elsewhere. In a gathering of such experts each will bring his or

her functional competence to bear on the bid-making activity set. However, to

make a successful bid will require more than the sum of the parts; what is

needed is the managerial know-how necessary to integrate these into a suc-

cessful bid process. To develop such a capability will mean winning business—

without it the organization is likely to respond to potential new business with

a flurry of activity rather than a coherent business process.

The knowledge of each expert can in a sense be thought of as a knowledge

“package,” some of it even codifiable. The knowledge of acting together to

create a capability will be much more diffuse and will reside within the bid

team and will be much harder to document, let alone codify. However, the

outcomes of the team’s activities will be documentable, and these can form

the basis of learning—more on this later. How to manage specialized “pack-

aged knowledge” and how to integrate it with and manage “diffuse knowl-

edge” such as exists in teams is one of the key goals of KM.

The DIKAR Model: KM for Results

A model that helps locate packaged knowledge and diffuse knowledge within

a business-related framework is the DIKAR model (Data, Information,

Knowledge, Actions, Results). This model has proved useful in understanding

and framing KM issues. Represented in simple diagrammatic terms it has the

form shown in Figure 8.1. The conventional way of interpreting and using

the model is to view it from left to right, that is, to start with Data and prog-

ress through a series of “enriching” stages to worthwhile business Results.

The labeled stages should not take attention away from the linkage lines.

These links represent how the organization achieves the enriching steps be-

tween stages and include procedures, systems, processes, organizational

structures, administration, skills, and so on. They will vary even between

very similar organizations because of history, culture, various constraints,

and most important, management’s worldview on how business is done.

Within any company the set of linkages between any two stage boxes will

also differ; basically, the further to the left (the Data end) the more we can ex-

pect to see defined procedures and the extensive application of technology,

while to the right (the Results end), what occurs will depend much more on

people—as individuals, as groups, and as directed by management.
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Using the DIKAR model in left-to-right mode is very useful in under-

standing (in a knowledge and information sense) how business is actually

done. For an organization’s core processes, senior managers should have a

firm and detailed grasp on how DIKAR applies to those processes—that is, it

implicates their business model. The application of experience, knowledge,

technology, or sometimes flair to the linkages can, over time, improve the

overall core process in a targeted incremental fashion.

However, when the organization steps outside its day-to-day processes

and instead sets itself new goals or new results targets, the left-to-right use of

the model cannot explain how to achieve them. Examples of this would be

how to launch a new competitive offensive, how to break into a new market,

how to innovate or indeed to effect any radical change. The data/informa-

tion/knowledge/action chain does not exist. The DIKAR model can still be

helpful by reversing the usage to right-to-left. In its RAKID direction it poses

a set of questions: Given a desired results set, what actions are needed to

achieve them? Given a set of actions, what do we need to know to perform the

actions? What information and data constructs are required in order to be in

a sufficiently knowledgeable state? These questions are all knowledge ques-

tions located within a results-driven framework.

The linkages in the RAKID mode of the model are essentially integrative—

given an endpoint, what resources do we have to bring together to get there

and how do we bring them together? The necessary resources will consist not

just of the obvious such as money, manpower, equipment, and skills, but are

likely to include processes, structures, roles, and knowledge. It is perhaps the

knowledge of how to integrate such a range of resources in a new way to

achieve new results that is the most potent form of KM. Traditionally, busi-

nesses focus more management attention on physical things and resources

that can be measured, which means the “softer” resources such as process,

roles, and knowledge never enter ROI evaluations. But in a competitive envi-

ronment these are perhaps the most valuable because they are less reproduc-

ible as well as being the vehicles for innovative approaches to new demands.

The effects of globalization, liberalization, and deregulation on markets has
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been to generally make those markets harder to survive and prosper in—

there are potentially more competitors and more substitutions competing for

customers’ interests. The appropriate response to this is unlikely to be to

“turn up the wick” on traditional resources and their deployment. Instead,

companies have to find ways of demonstrating new capabilities that distin-

guish them in the marketplace from existing or potential competitors. These

capabilities will arise only if management is competent in integrating all of

the resources (as defined previously) in new value-adding ways.

The role of KM in this “new results” scenario is to marshal knowledge and

experience—not just of all the necessary specialisms but also the ability to in-

tegrate them into a new capability that the market will place value on. For

example, the resources required to make a bid for a major piece of business in

a new market may involve expertise such as commercial, legal, tax, technical,

regulatory, and production. Winning the bid also requires knowledge of how

to deploy those expert resources in a way that the competition fails to do and

that the customer finds attractive. In practice, bids such as that just described

are treated as one-offs, as a task outside the expert’s “proper” job, and the ex-

perience accumulated in winning or losing the bid is not retained as corporate

learning. The wheel is therefore reinvented many times and no one is appar-

ently alarmed by this. Losing a bid tends to be put down to more straightfor-

ward causes such as price, lead-time, or how the value proposition was put,

rather than examining how the organization went about creating the value

proposition.

Thus we need to contemplate at least two kinds of knowledge in a busi-

ness-oriented KM program: basic information-type knowledge with its asso-

ciated “standard expertise” (such as tax law) and also, when in a competitive

situation, integrative knowledge which is needed to bring together the re-

sources in the organization into a capability that distinguishes the business in

the marketplace.

The Location of Knowledge and the Issues

for a Knowledge Manager

Referring to the DIKAR diagram, a knowledge manager, located in the center,

can view knowledge and its management issues from two perspectives:

downstream toward the Data end and upstream toward the Results end.

Starting from the knowledge box in the DIKAR model and looking to-

ward data and information, the knowledge manager has a certain set of is-

sues to contend with which are different from the upstream view. An exam-

ple would be if a worker at a research establishment has knowledge about

XYZ that the knowledge manager’s company could benefit from in its own

R&D program or market planning. This could be laboratory or survey work

or something similar. Such knowledge in this circumstance can be thought
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of as a body of information, formally written down and capable of being

readily digested into the interested company’s systems. The issues of KM

here are identifying the knowledge and its location, validating it and verify-

ing its value, obtaining it in a useful form at a reasonable cost, determining

where it is most useful in the business and making it available there in an

appropriate form, using suitable technology, and finally ensuring that the

knowledge is used beneficially.

Looking upstream, the knowledge manager is now operating with a set of

issues around the kind of knowledge that determines actions, and actions

that need certain knowledge—the domain of know-how. This kind of knowl-

edge is more diffuse and invariably resides in peoples’ heads. An example

could be a business that wants to move into a new overseas market—they

will need somebody who knows how to quickly set up supply chains into

that market, knows the business scene there, the relevant legal and tax fac-

tors, the culture, and so on. This is primarily experiential knowledge, al-

though some of it can be made explicit to a degree (e.g., tax laws). Someone

who knows the working relationship between businesses and a country’s

civil servants has knowledge that is hard to code. The knowledge manager

has to operate in a much more personal domain—the motivation to share

hard-won knowledge of the experiential kind is not usually high, the individ-

ual is “giving away” his or her value and may be very reluctant to lose a posi-

tion of influence and respect by making it available to everyone.

There is nevertheless a strong desire, almost a belief, that as the informa-

tion software and systems get “more intelligence” this know-how can be cap-

tured (e.g., expert systems) and suppliers of “knowledge systems” are keen to

press the point. The assumptions may be too simplistic. Although at one level

it is clear that rules that have evolved over time can be encoded, some behav-

iors owe more to chaotic factors than to logical left-brain activity. Many

times in the interviews managers referred to the organic nature of knowl-

edge, and how “mind-maps” are more appropriate than information archi-

tecture diagrams.

A more complex variation on know-how is the team. Here knowledge is

distributed among a group of people. Furthermore, the team itself can create

knowledge by its activities. Teams also represent an effective way of generat-

ing learning, of marshalling knowledge and disseminating it. Here the

knowledge manager has to contend with facilitation of team activities, pro-

viding frameworks for more formal knowledge handling, and ensuring its re-

cording so that learning can occur. Typically, companies interviewed saw the

gradual buildup of knowledge repositories, which, if carefully constructed

and subsequently used intelligently, can ramp up learning curves and remove

duplication and re-invention. The three stances on KM revealed in the preced-

ing paragraphs are summarized in Table 8.1.
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Notwithstanding the factors posed by the location of knowledge as just

indicated, there still remains the issue of how an organization approaches the

topic of knowledge overall. Approaches do differ and the various perspectives

currently being adopted are discussed in the next section.
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Table 8.1

Three Approaches to Knowledge Management

Knowledge as
Body of
Information

Knowledge as
Know-How:
The Individual

Knowledge as
Know-How:
The Team

Nature of
Knowledge

• Explicit

• Codifiable

• IS can play a
part

• Tacit

• Personal

• Tacit

• Fluid

• Dependent on team
dynamics

KM Issues • Finding it

• Validation

• Value
assessment

• Obtaining at
reasonable cost

• Integration with
own system

• Making
available to the
right population
in the right
form

• Sensible use of
technology

• Ensuring
subsequent
beneficial use

• Establishing
suitable processes
for extraction

• Tight ownership

• Reluctance to
impart

• Motivation and
reward

• Experiential so hard
to encode

• Trust

• Finding suitable
way of passing on
learning

• Limited role for
technology

• Formal
management of
essentially free-
form activity

• Establishing
suitable
frameworks and
processes

• Members’ own
perception of their
role

• Mutual trust—need
100% buy-in

• Formal learning
mechanisms

• Dissemination

• Creating and using
knowledge
repositories

• Technology has a
background role

Common
KM Issues

• Knowledge about knowledge: knowing it exists and where: its
context and hence its importance

• Ownership and buy-in to KM processes

• Updating and reuse of knowledge

• Demonstrating causal link between KM activity and business
benefit



Eight Organizational Perspectives on the

Management of Knowledge

The survey work referred to earlier revealed a range of approaches currently

being used in the field of KM. They fall into eight clusters.

Intellectual Capital

This approach, developed and made well known by Skandia, seeks to recog-

nize and where possible codify the valuable knowledge an organization has,

then apply the principles of asset management to the identified knowledge as-

sets. This includes putting a book value on the asset. This is less difficult

when the knowledge is codified, and more difficult when it still resides in peo-

ples’ heads, so the terms “human capital” and “structural capital” have been

coined to distinguish the provenance of the knowledge asset. Additionally,

under this approach KM will invoke programs designed to move knowledge

out of people’s heads and usefully disseminate it to selected parts of the busi-

ness, that is, to change human capital into structural capital. In the DIKAR

model this is a left-to-right approach and seeks to enrich the Knowledge com-

ponent such that a wider range of actions can be contemplated or taken. The

quality of the actions and the certainty of their outcome are potentially im-

proved.

Knowledge as an Individual Skill

This approach recognizes that sufficient numbers of knowledge-competent

personnel are always needed to achieve appropriate actions or results and

thus seeks to improve the stock of such people. Management development

programs and career planning processes, for example, are consciously includ-

ing knowledge-acquisition elements. The knowledge sought is experiential

knowledge, such as how to do business in the Indian subcontinent. Out of ne-

cessity, R&D managers have known and practiced this competency approach

for a long time, but the formal recognition by other branches of management

for developing such competencies has been late in coming.

Philosophical

This approach is a high-level attempt to “think out of the box” by posing deep

knowledge questions about the knowledge pool in the organization. As such

it can only be part of a solution viz the initial review but, if successful, will no

doubt create a valuable framework of understanding that will inform later

initiatives. An example might be to ask questions concerning competitive-

ness, which is not always evaluated in formal ways. Thus, “What do we

know that we know about competitors?” is seeking to establish some cer-

tainty that the management team all agree what they do know concerning

the competition. Not infrequently there is disagreement or surprise in getting
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answers to that question, but at the end there is more understanding of the

team’s collective awareness on competition and how the knowledge is distrib-

uted and might be shared. For those who can hang on to the probing nature

of this line of questioning it can be extended: “What do we know that we

don’t know about the competition?” aims at uncovering known pools of ig-

norance about competitors; for example, we know that we are unaware of

their R&D pipeline, we are ignorant of their expansion plans in several of our

key overseas markets, and so on.

There is also a strong belief among senior management, confirmed in the

survey, that useful knowledge often already exists in the organization but no

one is sure where it is. This is an example of “What do we not know that we

know?”

Technological

In the DIKAR model this is a strongly left-to-right-driven approach. It en-

shrines a belief that knowledge is completely codifiable—if not now, then at

some time—and that technology can manage it by looking after its capture,

storage, dissemination, deployment, and growth. To a limited extent this is

true, but so far most companies installing intranets (the most popular of

knowledge technologies) have been unable to demonstrate people working in

any new ways as a result of being “knowledge-enabled,” let alone demon-

strate those new ways of working resulting in any business benefit. Most

claims for benefit turn out to be low-level task improvements—things are a

little easier, a little quicker, and a little less costly to do. Often the biggest ben-

efit claimed is the lower cost of IT, which is not knowledge related.

Interviews indicated strongly that technology should never be the first

step because KM is above all a people and process issue, with technology as an

enabler. This has received further confirmation from ongoing research into

getting benefits from intranets.

Teams as Knowledge Agents

Several companies, especially those operating internationally, are investing in

constructing virtual organizations. These are primarily designed to overcome

the barriers of geography and functional organization without resorting to

creating new organizational structures. They appear to serve businesses best

when the concurrent application of several expertises is required, such as the

large complex bid described previously. From time to time something ap-

proaching a team or even a virtual department is created to tackle a complex

task or set of tasks, where the necessary expertise and know-how is spread

around the organization. The management issues in these arrangements are

centered on ownership, roles, process, knowledge sharing, and trust. The use

of technology is a secondary consideration until the people and process fac-

tors are in a manageable state. Companies in which this virtual organization
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approach is being developed seriously also take steps to insert formal learning

loops into the processes, thereby amassing a knowledge repository of how to

do business in this way.

The support technologies are frequently a combination of intranets, e-mail,

document management, and workflow plus specialized applications attuned

to the task set (e.g., planning packages) assembled in a proactive mode of op-

erating. This mode is needed because first, the team members’ prime jobs lie

elsewhere and the distributed nature of the team means that members are not

usually confronted with the immediacy of contact with other team members,

unlike in their day-to-day work environment, so it is easier for tasks to lan-

guish. Second and more important, the technology provides some momen-

tum for the virtual team to function, if properly implemented. If, for in-

stance, a team member receives a key document—for example, the legal

member gets some new regulatory information—then when putting the doc-

ument into the registry he or she will be asked to add expert comments. Fur-

thermore she or he will also be asked to rate the importance of the document.

Depending on its rating, e-mails will automatically be dispatched to other

team members. This also overcomes the problem of the passive nature of

intranets: how does anyone know if there is something important on the Web

without time-consuming frequent accessing?

Strategic

This approach takes two forms. The first is a fundamental reappraisal of the

business in knowledge terms, and in some ways is linked to the intellectual

capital approach except that the latter will not challenge existing organiza-

tional forms and structures whereas the more strategic approach could rede-

fine them in more appropriate forms that, by design, utilize and exploit inter-

nal knowledge rather than just perform stewardship on it.

The other form of the strategic approach is the formal take-up of knowl-

edge management concepts into the strategic management processes. This is

a key consideration for businesses that rely on innovation in order to survive

and prosper. Strategies are always assumed to be the province of the most se-

nior executives, but in an innovation-based organization the executives

would recognize the value of innovation although they themselves do not

provide it. The innovation providers probably reside some levels below the se-

nior executives and are remote from the strategy creation process. Under

these circumstances, how can a strategy that must rely on innovation make

meaningful contact with the innovators? It is to this problem that consider-

ations of knowledge management might be applied. Thus a KM-based strat-

egy would contain and foster knowledge frameworks to encourage and sus-

tain innovation.
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Process

This also takes two forms. The first form involves making knowledge man-

agement itself into an available business process. This takes the form of KM

expertise available to managers who are, for example, attempting analysis or

improvement programs. A documented and supported process is on offer to

be used in the initiative.

The second variation is to examine business activities and processes to de-

termine whether application of KM techniques and approaches will leverage

business benefit. This approach, invariably in combination with other ap-

proaches mentioned previously, appears to have yielded the most business

benefits so far. The reason is almost certainly that by focusing on a current

business issue a concentrated approach can ensue, in contrast with the oppo-

site wherein enormous amounts of so-called “knowledge” are collected in the

hope that someone with a technology aid (e.g., data mining) will spot some-

thing beneficial to the business. The latter exists but usually it is pattern seek-

ing in highly structured data sets (e.g., insurance companies finding correla-

tions among their policy data, their claims data, and their customer data sets

allowing them to spot high and low risk clients).

This approach also seems to be accompanied by a degree of transforma-

tion of activities into processes. Not infrequently there are “assemblages” of

activities such as the large bid described earlier, or account management for

instance, which are important to the business. Such assemblages do not gen-

erate revenue directly, but if performed well do yield inputs into the revenue-

generating processes. Because in some senses they are adjacent to the main

processes they receive less attention from senior managers, and they are

largely people-only activities that are difficult to measure—two other charac-

teristics that appear coincident with lack of senior management interest. As

such there is informality, lower ownership, and lower focus than on the core

processes in the business, which probably have representation at board level.

The people-centered nature suggests KM might be of assistance and where

this does yield benefits it almost always results in the activity set being

remodeled into a knowledge-centric process. Thus ownership, workflow,

knowledge sharing, learning, and focus on benefits become much clearer.

Also reinvention, length of learning curves, and the confusion of roles can

drop significantly because of the formal knowledge sharing and the useful

discipline that such a process enforces.

Combinations

Most organizations pursue some combination of the seven approaches al-

ready discussed, usually containing elements of technology, process, and in-

tellectual capital approaches.
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Mapping the Approaches onto the DIKAR Model

In order to assess the perspectives separately and collectively, use is once

more made of the DIKAR model. It enables comparisons of foci and scope and

as will be seen indicates the merits of a combination approach.

The strategic approach spans most of the Knowledge stage (perhaps ex-

cluding only very detailed knowledge) through to Results and possibly be-

yond because even desired results have to be determined within a wider

framework of corporate objectives and drivers.

The process approach does not attempt to embrace all results but has the

virtue mentioned previously of focusing on a particular set. It extends back

into the Information stage, picking up specific requirements in the Action and

Knowledge stages, and importantly, in the linkages as well.

The teams-as-knowledge-agents approach (virtual organization) concen-

trates on removing the barriers to synergy among Knowledge that is residing

within distributed expertise, and the Action programs needed for particular

results.

Currently, the technological approach extends from Data through Infor-

mation and just into the lower reaches of Knowledge, where it mainly acts as

a channel or conductor for knowledge sharing.

The intellectual capital approach sets itself the goal of identification, codi-

fication, and stewardship of knowledge and as such iterates usefully between

the Information and Knowledge stages.

The philosophical approach attempts first, deeper understanding then

radical reframing of the Action and Knowledge stages and their connections,
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and second, new directions for the information sets required to perform in

the newer way of working.

The competency approach aims to tackle the central people issues in the

Action stage with reference to the (longer term) results needed and the funda-

mental experiential knowledge that has to be acquired and exploited.

None of the approaches spans all elements of the model or even all the as-

pects of the stages—which emphasizes the value of the combination approach

as the most likely route to business benefit.

It is worth emphasizing the key role that linkages play in the model: all the

approaches span at least one or two stages and thus embody, at a minimum,

one set of linkages. Any practical approach needs to embrace both a right-to-

left approach (Definitional) and a left-to-right (Delivering) approach.

How Organizations Are Progressing in

Knowledge Management

Based on the survey and subsequent work, the following observations are of-

fered on the current sate of progress of organizations that are investing in KM

programs.

Stage of Evolution of KM

It is still relatively early to judge the merits of KM programs. Most CKOs or

their equivalents have been in posts only a short while—6 to 24 months,

which is not long given some of the transformational goals being attempted

through KM. They appear to have spent their early months wrestling with

definitions, concepts, and levels of understanding in their business about

what KM might be for their organization, and are now in the throes of mar-

keting to management colleagues what KM might do for them. Further sup-

port for this observation comes from an analysis of the findings by industry

sector, which show some differences but not many. Likewise, between large

and small companies the differences are of degree rather than large gaps,

which indicate that some businesses are further down the track than others.

In two years’ time, the effect of specific market changes should show that

some industries have tuned KM activity directly to the needs of their markets,

thereby producing distinct differences according to the nature of business.

The real test will be the demonstrable delivery of business benefit from

KM with a clear causal chain showing that KM delivered a business capability

leading to real benefits. This was emphasized in the survey returns, which

showed that 93 percent of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that KM

is an issue of “applying knowledge to some benefit.”

Evidence exists that companies have instituted enabling changes and ac-

tivities, which are prerequisites to achieving knowledge-leveraged benefits,

but few businesses have gotten as far as actually delivering the benefits in a
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consistent way. Apart from the time taken to put the appropriate mecha-

nisms in place and overcoming various barriers, the significant benefits from

KM are not short term. R&D, for instance, was voted the number one func-

tion for useful KM and the overall reason for doing KM—competitive advan-

tage—is not the kind of benefit that materializes overnight, no matter where

it originates.

It is likely that KM advantages and benefits will emerge relatively slowly.

Claims for faster achievements are often relabeled cost-cutting exercises ele-

vated by the use of the latest KM buzzword. This is the usual trap for any

new approach and usually hastens its demise. The activities of knowledge

managers will be crucial if the early work is not to subside into an over-

hyped under-delivering fad.

The Cost of KM

KM is expensive to do and also—if a business is in highly competitive markets

—expensive not to do. Referencing the DIKAR model, companies that have

disparate infrastructure platforms have not invested in data management;

and those whose executives have never seriously debated the role of informa-

tion in their business activities are unlikely to make headway in KM before

those issues are sorted. There are basic issues of codification of knowledge

(most companies report this takes far longer than they first hoped), educa-

tion, and sometimes changing an organization to value knowledge sharing.

All these take time, money, and senior management attention.

There is a significant management cost because KM is not a low-level

technique. On the contrary, where it works it is very much a collective mana-

gerial activity. To promote such a paradigm requires the appointment of

knowledge managers who command respect and have resources at their dis-

posal. The cost of achieving the right level of buy-in is time and quality man-

agement effort. Also, any form of collectivism usually constitutes a behavior

change if not a value-set change. This means that KM must have leadership.

Knowledge sharing must be demonstrated and rewarded by senior managers,

otherwise organizational fiefdoms will prevail. Depending on how territorial

a business is and its developmental stage in the KM process, the aggregation

of these costs may seem an excessively high price but there appears to be no

shortcut. Conversely, global companies that perceive their marketplace to be

highly competitive believe that it is expensive not to do KM.

The Nature of KM and Its Implications

Knowledge management is more organic in its nature and execution than is

information management. This is because knowledge resides primarily

within people or groups of people; thus, it has complexities not found in de-

fined procedural activities. Knowledge sharing often has aspects of trust and
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politics associated with it and needs its own managerial approach to be devel-

oped. Attempts to bypass organizational politics (e.g., functional barriers)

with technology are to be resisted if conflicts or apathy further down the line

are to be avoided.

The personal and organic nature of knowledge has to be managed head-

on. Where communities of practice have been constructed, managers re-

ported that they only succeeded when buy-in and contribution was 100 per-

cent; anything less led to degradation because people felt others were not

matching their effort and the desire to withdraw prevailed. As mentioned ear-

lier, leadership appears to be key in achieving a truly open knowledge envi-

ronment.

The Role of Technology

Technology is needed but it should never be the first step. KM is primarily a

people and process issue. Once these have been sorted out, then the created

processes are very amenable to being supported and enhanced by the use of

IS/IT. This is certainly the case in global companies where geographical barri-

ers to knowledge movement and sharing are large. The degree to which infor-

mation technology can directly contribute to business activity attenuates ac-

cording to a left-to-right progression across the DIKAR model. The nature of

the IS/IT contribution alters around the Knowledge point in the model. To the

left, IS/IT can actually work directly on data/information and even create in-

puts, but in significant knowledge exchange this is not currently the case.

As indicated earlier, knowledge sharing is complex, personal, and organic.

The most effective modality is face-to-face conversation in which more hap-

pens than the mere exchange of words. This can be hugely uneconomic and

impractical, however, and especially so for international companies. The role

of IS/IT alters to being that of a communication channel or conduit, and its

success lies in how well it can emulate the richness of the conversation chan-

nel. Desktop videoconferencing currently comes closest to being such a chan-

nel. This is not the mere provision of a facial image on a PC screen—it oper-

ates according to indigenous rules and is backed up by high-bandwidth

infrastructure carrying shared access to data, images, video clips, searchable

documents, and so on. BP Exploration has invested heavily and successfully

in this technology and claims significant cost savings in new drillings

through shared learning curves around the globe.

Other technologies that are making a contribution “on the right of

DIKAR” are interactive intranets and the combination of document manage-

ment and workflow management. The latter is especially true in situations in

which large complex multipart documents such as contracts or regulatory

submissions require concurrent attention from several experts who may be in

different countries.
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KM Has to Be Managed

There seems little return in just collecting knowledge, making it accessible,

and then waiting for some evolutionary process to emerge that turns the

business into something better purely through the increased presence of in-

creased knowledge. Management must intervene to leverage the benefits, and

the appointments of CKOs so far reflect this—nearly all are appointed by a

CEO, and virtually all those interviewed who are making progress had a wide

business background, commanded some respect in their organization (and

outside of it), and exhibited drive and the will to change things.

Impact of KM

Certain features are present where KM seems to be producing the greatest

business benefits. First, a process-oriented view has been taken and the places

where knowledge is key to a process or activity have been identified and

worked on. Mapping rather than modeling seems more successful due to the

organic nature of knowledge. Knowledge has a shared attribute with money

in that it seems of value only when it is moved and used. Acquisition and dis-

semination are only the beginning of a “knowledge trading market,” which is

where the value adding occurs.

The survey and interviews show that the areas in which active knowledge

management is producing business benefit are usually not the core business

processes. KM at the main business process levels has always been a reality.

This is not surprising since a manufacturing manager would, of necessity,

have to be knowledgeable about the processes central to and supportive of

manufacturing itself. Thus the gains for KM at the core process levels are

likely to be small. If an organization were truly unknowledgeable about its

core business processes, it would not stay in business very long. Fourteen

percent of respondents in the survey, when asked to identify the responsibil-

ity for KM replied, “It is everyone’s job,” which implicates the process level

and was confirmed in interviews.

Where KM Is Delivering Business Benefit:

Feeder Processes

Although core processes can and do benefit from knowledge, the survey re-

vealed other processes that gain significant benefit from active KM. These

non-core processes can be thought of as “feeders” to the main business pro-

cesses. An analogy is the relationship between a river and its tributaries: as

long as the tributaries supply fresh oxygenated water the river can continue

to function as a transport system and an ecosystem.

An example of such a feeder activity is winning large international supply

chain contracts. Constructing a bid for such business requires the marshal-
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ling of many types of expertise, usually in compressed timescales. One com-

pany interviewed had decided to increase their rate of winning such business.

They assembled the key experts into a knowledge group whose aim was to ef-

fectively create a “large bid” process. Initially this was a meeting of the rele-

vant men and women who really knew the practicalities of international lo-

gistics but focused on how to rapidly construct competitive and profitable

bids. When the process emerged with some clarity, they then created support

for it with appropriate technology to minimize the need for face-to-face work

and to make it a more efficient and easier process.

The characteristics of knowledge feeder processes are as follows:

• In contrast to core business processes, feeder processes do not usually

generate income but rather create inputs to the main processes—often

significant inputs.

• Feeder processes involve the concurrent application of a wide range of

knowledge and expertise—usually in a compressed timescale.

• The interaction of expertise can be complicated—even language may be an

issue, such as between a biotechnologist and a lawyer, each using a spe-

cialist vocabulary.

• They are knowledge-intensive—particularly when involving experiential

knowledge.

• They work best when operated as a team or community activity.

• Documents and workflow are important. “Documents” in this sense are

not just pieces of paper; rather they are significant items such as con-

tracts, key technical papers, and expert reviews. Such documents are sub-

ject, particularly in global companies, to review by many experts. Who

has commented, who has seen those comments, and what has occurred as

a result can be critical at certain stages. Version management can become

a key issue because if several people around the world are contributing, it

is clearly vital that they all work on the same version, hence the need for

workflow management.

• Typically, feeder processes may have not been viewed by the organization

as processes at all in the past but rather as sets of activities that the rele-

vant people “just get on and do.”

• Because of the many functions involved, ownership is not as clear as it is

for the main processes.

• There is a high degree of interaction with the outside world and the inter-

action is usually iterative.

• Unlike the main process, there is a “one-off” aspect to the feeder process.

The latter can inhibit learning, especially learning from failure. If a large,

complex bid fails, it takes real effort to extract learning about the bid pro-

cess—especially if another bid prospect is ready and waiting. But in a true

knowledge process learning is critical and the process should have this de-

signed into it.
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The Knowledge Management Barriers

That Exist in Organizations

There are structural, cultural and managerial barriers to KM as well as the

usual issues of the time and money required to mount such initiatives. Para-

phrasing the outcomes of the survey’s interviews, it can be said that both the

path and the barrier to successful KM lie in an organization’s people. They

have the potential to deliver or frustrate KM plans and programs. The root of

this lies in the fact that knowledge sharing is not natural—there is a reluc-

tance to divulge years of hard-won experience, especially if the divulgence is

also associated with possible redundancy. Furthermore, experienced busi-

ness-winners, such as senior consultants in a consultancy or senior partners

in a law firm, may acknowledge the value of sharing their know-how with

less experienced staff but typically will still rate one hour of fee earning well

above one hour of knowledge sharing. Changing that outlook as a hearts-

and-minds issue rather than a training issue.

In such circumstances value has to be demonstrably placed on knowledge

sharing and corporate knowledge creation and stewardship. In most compa-

nies this will mean leadership by example from the top. Reward structures

need to be visibly in place. These need not necessarily be financial rewards—

formal peer recognition is often a high motivator for experts. Organizations

also require formal learning loops and best practice sharing mechanisms to

maximize the exploitation of their people’s knowledge.

Sitting over all of this is the need to have some declared overview or policy

on what KM is for the business and how it is linked into business drivers and

plans. In several businesses KM still sits outside mainstream management ac-

tivity. As such it will struggle to deliver any demonstrable tangible benefits.

Mere assertions, however strongly delivered, that knowledge is a vital asset

and needs to be handled as such have little chance of inducing the necessary

changes for knowledge-leveraged benefits to appear.

Analysis of the Knowledge Barriers

At the top of the list of concerns is corporate culture. Turning a “We don’t do

it like that,” attitude into “Who knows how to do it better?” demands a sea

change in working practices and relationships. The survey reveals that Euro-

pean management identified knowledge barriers ranging from learning-

averse individuals, to the whole framework of the business. Respondents

were asked to identify the main obstacles they face in regard to knowledge

management. People and cultural issues dominated as both the necessary

means, but also the key inhibitor to sharing and exploiting knowledge. Forty

percent didn’t rate their company at all as a “learning organization.” The set

of obstacles cited can be tabulated as in Table 8.2.

People either don’t want to change, or can’t be changed quickly. Working

styles are often ingrained into organizations and in many cases the produc-
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tion and sharing of knowledge—as opposed to a more tangible product—is

still regarded as distracting or even career threatening in many physical and

manufacturing industries. The task is not helped in many organizations by

the nature of their own internal structures—often inflexible, fragmented, and

separated into functional silos. It would appear that there are still serious is-

sues to face in sharing that knowledge between key groups, and making

some of it widely available inside and perhaps outside the company among

partners, suppliers, or even customers.

The Way Forward for KM-Oriented

Organizations

This section proffers organizations a framework for treating knowledge and

its management as a business competence and also develops a management

checklist designed to promote the achievement of business benefits from KM.

KM as a Business Competence

The first organizations that will benefit from managing their knowledge

better will be those that have a balanced framework in which to locate the

KM activity and an appropriate set of organizational competencies to direct

and deploy knowledge. Such a framework is suggested in Figure 8.3. Its com-

ponents are supply of knowledge, exploitation of knowledge, a knowledge

strategy, and the three links between each. The existence or absence of any of
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Table 8.2

Knowledge Barriers

People Management Structure Knowledge

• Inertia to
change

• Too busy—no
time to learn

• No discipline to
act

• Motivation

• Constant staff
turnover

• Transferring
knowledge to
new people

• Teaching older
employees new
ideas

• The fear of
giving up
power

• The difficulties
of passing on
power

• Challenging
traditional
company style

• Imposed
constraints

• Lack of
understanding
about formal
approaches

• Inflexible
company
structures

• Fragmented
organizations

• Functional silos

• Failure to
invest in past
systems

• Extracting
knowledge

• Categorizing
knowledge

• Rewarding
knowledge

• Understanding
knowledge
management

• Sharing between
key knowledge
groups

• Making
knowledge
widely available



these six will determine how knowledge competent a business is and where it

should direct its KM efforts.

Supply of Knowledge

An organization needs to be competent in the supply of knowledge. Asser-

tions are made that increasing the amount and flow of available knowledge

in an organization through, for example, an intranet will have a cultural ef-

fect, moving the organization from a “push” style of communication to a

“pull” style. Often all this amounts to is the provision of a large amount of

information and people who are left to make the best of it. There is also a ten-

dency in organizations that see KM as a supply-side issue to then identify all

KM problems as the fault of the knowledge manager or the IS function.

Exploitation of Knowledge

A knowledge business needs to be ever more competent in its exploitation of

knowledge. If being competitive is the key driver—as indicated in the sur-

vey—then knowledge needs to be exploited for increased customer intimacy,

product/service leadership, and improved operational excellence.

Strategy for Knowledge

Supply and exploitation need direction; the business must have a strategy to

guide KM. This can take the form of a business strategy that clearly locates

knowledge activities in its schema and where it sees KM leveraging the

achievement of the strategy. Alternatively, it may develop specific knowledge

strategies to address certain drivers, as in innovation-based companies that

might have specific knowledge strategies for their R&D processes.

The other three competencies required are those that successfully link

strategy, supply, and exploitation. Each linkage works in both directions.
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Strategy-Supply

If there is little or no strategic direction, the knowledge supply activity runs

the risk of collecting and disseminating increasing quantities of nonuseful or

irrelevant knowledge and not supplying the value-adding knowledge. In the

other direction, awareness of what knowledge is available, or could be made

available, can influence strategic thinking.

Supply-Exploitation

Too much exploitation is driven by what the technology pushes forward. This

competency is essentially getting the “what” properly in front of the “how”

and driving the supply side from the demand side—insisting that all knowl-

edge activities are keyed to specific business benefits. In the reverse direction,

a competency of identifying opportunities arising in the supply side and tak-

ing them forward for exploitation also needs to be developed.

Strategy-Exploitation

This link tends to be the weakest of all the competencies. Without it, business

plans are not going to be supported by targeted exploitation of knowledge,

and conversely effort in exploitation will find its way into areas outside the

business strategy.

A Practical Program for KM That Will Deliver

Business Benefits

Tying Down the Concept of KM: The First Responsibility

of Senior Management

As long as the concept of KM remains vague or ambiguous in an organiza-

tion, then progress will be minimal or unnoticeable and success criteria will

be misunderstood and even challenged. The key, as in many management do-

mains, is focus. The first focus point is to enunciate what the company is

looking for from its KM program—in business terms. The survey respondents

overwhelmingly opted (from a list of eleven contenders) for competitiveness

followed by profitability.

The second focus point is to be clear about how knowledge is going to le-

verage the advantage (e.g., competitor intelligence, innovation). Companies

are often very vague about what they need from KM, but still seek “the an-

swer,” usually one involving a technology such as an intranet. Nearly all

business-related knowledge needs are driven primarily by the market, and

those needs will always change over time and in different circumstances. The

market always needs watching and knowledge must be accumulated on its

behavior and trends. Hence KM is an eternal and enduring discipline for all

managers. It is not external to top team activity; it is core, and there will
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never be an “answer” that lasts for very long, only various tools and ap-

proaches that assist the management process. In a sense, the greater the con-

straint an organization puts on the meaning of “knowledge management,”

the more likely it is to see some improvements

Be Sure of a Likely Return on Investment

Do not spread KM everywhere—it will not turn up benefits in all or even

most of a business’s activities. Many activities are not amenable to KM-

leveraged improvements. Pick only those business activities that are likely to

have a significant chance of being affected by having their knowledge compo-

nents overhauled.

Applying that stricture to competitiveness, for example, suggests the fol-

lowing: being competitive in marketplaces that are increasingly globalized,

liberalized, and deregulated means that an organization has to be innovative

(a knowledge activity itself) and also know in some depth what its competi-

tors are doing (sometimes just knowing who they are). As more and more

products and services become commoditized, so the added value that an orga-

nization has to have to be a chosen supplier becomes more a one of know-

how about customers’ needs, preferences, and so on rather than straightfor-

ward product excellence. This is where KM is likely to give maximum returns.

Retain a Focus on Useful Outcome and Measure It

Nearly all business activities can at some level be described in terms of the

simple model in Figure 8.4. KM can be applied to any or all of the three ele-

ments of this model: input, activities, or output. Wherever it is applied the

goal should always be the same: improvement in the output. Many KM ini-

tiatives attempt only to leverage the input side, and their chosen metrics (if

they exist) tend to reflect that. For instance, many companies are content to

provide an intranet as a way of knowledge-leveraging benefits. This is an in-

put-only initiative and most companies in that group are content to measure

success as the number of hits a Web page has had.

KM is most likely to lead to improvements when applied to the activity set

itself in such a way that those performing the activities work in an improved

fashion (i.e., they work in a new way, a better way, or can eliminate some as-
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pect of the activity set). Furthermore, the improvements must lead to ways of

working that yield business benefits. It is insufficient, for example, just to

save time unless that time saved is put to good use.

The simple activity model also suggests ways of measuring control of,

and success for, KM actions. For instance, suppose a business has a set of ac-

tivities that is performed throughout a number of sites. Sharing best practice

could well be a KM-applied way of improving overall performance. The key

metric is the desired improvement across the sites (i.e., lowest overheads,

fastest stock turnaround, highest productivity). Everyone should be very

clear on such goals and that they will be measured. Additionally, and in sup-

port of achieving the goal, it might be advisable to measure the rate of take-

up and implementation of the agreed best practices as means of monitoring

and controlling the progress of the initiative (measurement of the change in

the activity set). If the changes are large and will take time, then it might also

be worth measuring some of the inputs (e.g., revision of standards manuals,

training of personnel, implementation of supporting IT, etc.).

Stakeholder Analysis

Analyze the various stakeholders’ roles and commitments and develop action

plans to influence and inculcate the new knowledge based approach. Some

companies have induced the need for knowledge management by getting rid

of what they had through delayering and downsizing. Usually it is middle-

aged middle managers who go in these exercises, and they are the ones who

know in depth how key parts of an organization actually work, particularly

during the difficult times. Companies then find they have only one “knowl-

edge hero” left and KM is a way of extracting that person’s knowledge for

dissemination. The learning here is by “auditing” the knowledge assets in the

organization to identify key people who are repositories of the valuable

knowledge that keeps a business going in its marketplace. All subsequent KM

initiatives should take account of these key personnel and their stance and at-

titude.

Encourage Formal Capture of Learning

Whether it is sophisticated technology or simply very good paper records,

the learning in making the changes should enter some corporate repository

and be available for others. Thus, in the best practice example in the previous

section, the first site to move in instituting shared practice should let its les-

sons in making the changes be shared with others, and so on. Learning will

occur at two levels: first, accumulated learning within the initiative (the last

site to adopt the practices should travel fastest and most economically by

benefiting from the earlier adopters’ experiences) and second, at a higher

level the business will have data on how to introduce improvements in a

multisite situation.
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Publish Plans, Achievements, and Learning

KM activities benefit from sensible broadcasting. Arguably, because knowl-

edge sharing is a central plank in KM, the approach should walk its own

talk. More constructively, recognition (especially among peers) of the use of

knowledge is a reward in itself to experts and an encouragement to more

knowledge sharing. In that light, metrics should be chosen carefully and

imaginatively to reflect both the value sets of key knowledge workers and

genuine business benefit achievement.
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chapter 9

What Do We Know
About CKOs?
Michael J. Earl and Ian A. Scott

In 1997, we set out to study a newly emerging

role with a pretentious title—the chief knowl-

edge officer or CKO—and published the results

in the form of both a report (Earl and Scott,

1998) and a journal article (Earl and Scott, 1999). Our purpose was twofold:

1. To understand the role and to see how it related, if at all, to the role of

chief information officer, or CIO, which one of us had also studied (Earl

and Vivian, 1993; Earl and Feeny, 1994; Earl and Vivian, 1999).

2. To provide a lens on the evolving practice of knowledge management.

Since that study, we have continued to monitor the experiences of CKOs and

this chapter provides an opportunity to update our 1998 result, albeit with

rather more anecdotal evidence. We draw five conclusions pro tem.

First, more CKOs are being appointed, particularly as a second wave of

knowledge management enthusiasm takes hold in corporations. Second,

some CKOs are falling by the wayside, either because of an inimical organiza-

tional context or because they do not fit our model of the ideal CKO. Third, it

is difficult to see how knowledge management programs can be initiated and

propelled without someone fulfilling the CKO role, even if they don’t have the

title. Fourth, it may be best to think of the CKO as a change agent, but one

who is full-time. Finally, this is unlikely to be a long-term position.

The CKO Landscape

CKOs have been in existence for about five years at most, although some pio-

neers may have been doing something similar in earlier years with different
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titles. Some directors of intellectual capital, organizational learning, and kin-

dred folk may therefore feel they were early CKOs. When we started our 1997

study we had to work hard to find an acceptable sample size. We eventually

settled for 20, reckoning that there were no more than 25 CKOs in existence

worldwide! Our definition of a CKO was a senior executive leading a knowl-

edge management initiative who had “knowledge” in his or her title. Even

though we asked those CKOs we identified to refer us to other CKOs, we even-

tually had to “advertise” for CKOs on the World Wide Web. Our sample of 20

comprised 14 from North America and 6 from Europe.

On our definition, we estimate that there may now be 50 CKOs in the

world and we have formed a CKO Network.1 Our members look to this net-

work to help them understand their role rather than to understand knowl-

edge management. In other words, and unsurprisingly, if you are in a new

role where there are no historical role models, you want to augment your

personal action learning with that of others.

The 1997 Study

We studied our 20 CKOs in three steps. First, we conducted face-to-face semi-

structured interviews, which lasted from two to three hours. Then we ad-

ministered a personality test using a well-known psychometric instrument.

Finally, we held workshops with the participants in London and New York to

discuss and refine our findings.

We collected data on why CKOs were appointed and how, what they did,

their perceived competencies and their career histories, their experiences to

date, and their own reflections on their role. Rather than repeat the results

here, we choose to highlight some of the descriptive data, generalizing to a

degree, and to present our central model.

Distinctive People

Mostly, our CKOs had been appointed by the CEO and reported to the CEO.

Their position was not on the organization chart and they did not expect the

role to be permanent. The aim of the CKO was to initiate knowledge manage-

ment and ensure that the philosophy and practice became embedded in the

organization. So they were not establishing a function. Unlike CIOs, the CKOs

did not have an operational set of activities to deliver; nor did they have obvi-

ous policy responsibilities such as technology and infrastructure planning

that CIOs generally oversee.

In contrast, they had small staffs and small budgets, often working with

“virtual teams” distributed around the organization or seconded to particular

knowledge management projects. They spent time seeking out knowledge

management champions who would pioneer ideas and sponsors who would

fund and support these initiatives. However, they mostly realized that in time
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they might require more people and money as knowledge management ini-

tiatives prospered—and that they would require more time in the role of CKO

to achieve substantial impact. Nevertheless, their goal was to work them-

selves out of a job and to have the line managers take over daily responsibility

for knowledge management.

We described CKOs as “fun people having a fun time.” They were typically

bubbly and enthusiastic yet reflective and balanced. They were achievers and

completers but willing to let others take the credit for any successes. They

were broad-gauged and generally were catholic in their knowledge manage-

ment orientations—as interested in explicit knowledge domains as in more

tacit ones, ready to embrace technology or get involved in more organiza-

tional or behavioral endeavors. Indeed, they tended to be eclectic and prag-

matic, backing any idea that made “knowledge sense” and ready to connect to

other initiatives.

Forty percent of our CKOs were female. Most had a wide variety of experi-

ence not only in business, but also sometimes outside. But they also had sev-

eral years’ experience of working in their current organization and thus

knew the culture while the key actors also knew them. The personality data

indicated a degree of extroversion, an ability to be open to ideas and be flexi-

ble, ease of working with others, and a balanced attitude toward achieving

results but not getting depressed by setbacks.

In their own eyes, they were fortunate to have been given the opportunity

to be CKO; they mostly felt that their career experience had groomed them for

the job and it was the best job they had had, working for a vision they really

believed in.

The Model CKO

Our interview data and the discussions in our two workshops led us to pro-

pose a model CKO (Figure 9.1). The CKO had to have two leadership qualities,

being something of an entrepreneur and having the skills of a (strategy) con-

sultant. All saw themselves as builders, starting a new activity, capability, or

function, so the CKO must be a self-starter who is excited by business devel-

opment and by growing something. The CKOs studied recognize the personal

risks involved in taking on a newly created position, in particular one with a

label that invites ridicule (although most valued having knowledge in their ti-

tles). However, all the CKOs studied seem stimulated by the risks. This spirit

of newness, adventure, and risk taking invites the label of entrepreneur, and it

is one with which the CKOs immediately identify.

A critical attribute of such entrepreneurship is being a strategist who can

grapple with the implications of using knowledge management as a tool for

corporate transformation. To a degree, the CKO is a visionary, able to see the

big picture that the CEO has in mind, but also able to translate it into action,

to think of new ways of doing things and yet focus on deliverable results. In
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short, the CKOs we have met are driven by building something and seeing it

through. One CKO reflected that she “would hate to leave it undone.” CKOs

are thus entrepreneurs inside organizations.

However, vision and determination are not enough. The CKO is also a con-

sultant. He or she has to bring in ideas and seed them, listen to other people’s

ideas and back them if they make sense and fit the knowledge vision. In other

words, without ideas and projects, knowledge management is likely to be lit-

tle more than rhetoric. So, as in classical management consulting, a valuable

skill is matching new ideas with managers’ own business needs and “buyer

values.”

Managing relationships is therefore an important capability. The CKO can

operate only through influence, persuasion, and demonstration, and he or

she must be willing to let others take center stage and receive the credit. One

CKO described the role as “the most influencing job I’ve ever had.” At the

same time, it is important to be able to read the company’s appetite for

change and appreciate how to connect to, and work along with, other change

initiatives. One CKO said she is “driven to make a difference to performance,”

but added that such goals are to no avail unless the CKO “understands the or-

ganization’s business model and is clear on the kinds of knowledge that are

relevant and will create value.” This reflection reads like the key competence

of a top strategy consultant.

On the managing axis, we proposed that CKOs ended up having to invite

and manage two sorts of investments or interventions. Both involve design

competencies; our CKOs stressed the verb “design” when they talked about

what they actually do. First, they are technologists—to a degree. As a technol-

ogist the CKO has to understand which technologies can contribute to captur-

ing, storing, exploring and, in particular, sharing knowledge. Several of these

are emerging new technologies. Thus the CKO has to be sufficiently informed
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about technology to evaluate what works, to judge when to adopt a technol-

ogy, to appreciate the opportunities enabled, and to assess any demanding

implementation issues. On some occasions, the CKO is the sponsor of the IT

project and nearly always has to work with the CIO or a senior IS executive.

Thus the CKO needs the confidence to have credible discussions with technol-

ogy partners. Among the CKOs we studied this was more likely to come from

past involvement with IT projects than from formal IT training.

Such technology capability is not optional: the CKOs we studied recognize

that they cannot operate in the organizational domain of knowledge man-

agement alone. Indeed, their first initiative is often based on IT, such as creat-

ing knowledge directories, developing knowledge sharing groupware, or

building an intranet. As one recently appointed CKO reported, “we found we

desperately needed an intranet to get people connected who did not know

each other.” And reengineering knowledge-intensive management and busi-

ness processes, such as new product development or sales planning, often

requires development of a knowledge sharing IT application, such as group-

ware to record experiences and ideas or a database to work from agreed or

continuously updated know-how.

In contrast, the organizational domain and the management of much

tacit knowledge require “softer” competencies. Here, the CKOs studied espe-

cially stress their design role, namely the creation of social environments that

stimulate and facilitate both arranged and chance conversations or the devel-

opment of events and processes that encourage more deliberate knowledge

creation and exchange. The CKO is therefore also an environmentalist, which

implies several things. It includes the design of space, such as designing office

and relaxation areas or acquiring and furnishing retreats and learning cen-

ters. “I spend 90 percent of my time creating markets for conversations,” re-

flected one CKO. It includes bringing together communities with common in-

terests who rarely interact with each other. For example, all those in different

functions who serve key customers or have information on them may be

brought together or connected in order to exchange knowledge (especially ex-

perience and gossip).

Being an environmentalist also means radically redesigning performance

measurement and executive appraisal systems to break down incentives cen-

tered on the individual, and instead to visibly encourage collective knowledge

development and sharing, discourage people from avoiding risk, and encour-

age learning by experimentation. More basically, being an environmentalist

means connecting to any management education and organizational devel-

opment initiatives that increase the emphasis on, and enhance capacities for,

knowledge creation. Examples include arranging experience-sharing events

and experience-shaping projects and assignments for fast-track managers,

and installing career development programs with broad and deep knowledge

acquisition.
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This model suggests that the CKO also has to be both broad and deep.

Breadth applies to the need to acquire a range of competencies, probably

through varied career experience. Depth refers to the need to acquire familiar-

ity with, and respect in, the organization. We note that, in contrast, CIOs

need to be stronger on technology but not so obviously environmentalists.

And although being something of an entrepreneur helps, today CIOs inherit

an established function with relatively clear responsibilities. Likewise, al-

though having the attributes of a consultant could help, the CIO today is es-

sentially a business executive running a critical function and becoming a

fully fledged member of the executive team (Earl and Vivian, 1999). When we

examine further what CKOs do, we see that they are mostly concerned with

change and far less than CIOs with delivery.

What CKOs Do

One year on from our study, we are beginning to see other patterns in what

CKOs actually do. As first incumbents in the role, they have to create aware-

ness of knowledge management, foster language and develop frameworks to

help managers understand what it is, what is new and what can be done to

sell the promise and to create support and demand for knowledge manage-

ment initiatives. They are evangelists who have to help managers make sense

of knowledge management. So they engage in propaganda by making pre-

sentations, issuing publications, arranging conferences, seminars, and so on.

But they go only so far, sensing that simple models suffice and that actions

speak louder than words.

So they also look out for projects. They sell ideas, they listen out for

needs, and they latch on to existing initiatives where they feel that they can

add on a knowledge perspective and raise the sights—whether it is a process

reengineering project, a strategy exercise, an organizational development

program, an information systems project, or whatever.

To do this effectively, they will be expected to bring concrete ideas of what

is possible, so they have, and will need, a bag of tools and solutions to apply.

They may not be the implementers of solutions, but they should know whom

to bring in from inside or outside. They may well apply the analytical or con-

ceptual tools to discover and prescribe the solution in conjunction with line

management. Often they engage likely project champions to move an idea

forward. They will also search out managers with quite individual needs to

elicit how a knowledge management initiative could help their business unit

or themselves. They may run workshops to discover knowledge management

needs and opportunities.

When we reflect on these activities, it is clear to us that the model in Fig-

ure 9.1 tells us how to recognize in someone CKO potential to succeed in these

endeavors, and it summarizes the competencies and experience required. The

CKO has to be something of a consultant because there is no “to do” list; you
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have to analyze the organization and propose or discover ideas. The manag-

ing axis describes the two principal domains in which CKOs work, or the two

sets of solutions available. Figure 9.1 is therefore a role description. A role

specification is better provided by Figure 9.2, which summarizes the three

sets of activities outlined in the previous three paragraphs.

If we stand back, we can see these three sets of activities—evangelizing on

knowledge management, engaging supporters and doers, and applying tools

and solutions—as typically those of the change agent role. In a most useful

article, Markus and Benjamin (1996) analyze “change agentry” with respect

to the world of information systems. They depict three models of the change

agent role: the traditional IS (or systems analyst) model, the facilitator (or or-

ganizational development) model, and the advocate (or change leader) model.

If we extrapolate from these three models, which they use to classify both di-

rect and indirect work done on change agentry, we can see the typical change

agent having to engage in the three activities in lower case in Figure 9.2, us-

ing Markus and Benjamin’s terminology. We suggest preferred candidate

descriptors for the CKO in upper case.

The real message of Figure 9.2 is that the CKO is a change agent. Whether

CKOs prefer to be called advocates or evangelists, they are in the business of

influencing minds and behaviors. They aim to get individuals and groups to

accept and internalize the CKO’s view that knowledge management matters

and could yield a significant improvement to organizational performance and

adaptation. They try to create an exciting vision of what could be possible,

but they are flexible in spotting or connecting with different opportunities

and ideas. So they freely embrace other initiatives or suggestions under the

banner and program of knowledge management. And they are eclectic in

choosing their form of propaganda—from language to framework to rhetoric

to persistent persuasion.
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As facilitators, they are more concerned with process consultancy than

with advocacy. CKOs have to work with and through people and enlist spon-

sors, champions, and doers. Rather than be dogmatic about what knowledge

management is, they prefer their partners or clients to invent, craft, and im-

plement their own ideas. But they are skilled at shaping others’ ideas and at

knowing when to help. They are likely to be skilled at interventions, to be

sensitive to group dynamics and individual characters, and to tolerate small

steps as much as big moves. They prefer line managers to own projects and

programs so that they both will make knowledge management happen and

take the credit.

As designers, CKOs not only are technologists and environmentalists, but

in particular they bring visions, ideas, and examples. They can analyze situa-

tions, ask good questions, and propose solutions, but they probably can’t de-

liver the solutions. They know who can deliver and they may assist with im-

plementation. Above all, they learn quickly about what is possible and what

is not and about how to make knowledge management initiatives work. In

this sense, they are like engineers.

The CKO is then perhaps the latest corporate change agent, following

those who led Total Quality Management, Business Process Reengineering,

and other similar initiatives. This is probably why our CKOs talked of seeing

the job through but not of the CKO being a permanent position with an estab-

lished function. In a nonpejorative sense, if the CKO is a change agent he or

she will quite rightly be “here today and gone tomorrow.” If people start to

write about the “rise and fall of the CKO” this should not be a surprise—un-

less a particular CKO falls before the job is done, a weak trend we discern al-

ready.

The Fallen or Falling CKOs

We observe four categories of CKO demise. First, there is a change of CEO. The

new CEO is typically appointed to remedy the situation left by the previous

CEO. The departed CEO believed in knowledge management and appointed

the CKO, therefore, the new CEO must abort knowledge management and fire

the CKO. Such are the vicissitudes of corporate life!

Second, the CKO is asked to take on other—even more “urgent”—tasks as

well. Three consequences may arise. First, the heat may go off knowledge

management. Second, the organization can become confused about what the

CKO is trying to do. Finally, the CKO may decide it is better to do something

else.

Third, the CKO just gets frustrated with the rate of progress and con-

cludes that it might be better to go back to a “real job.” Typically, such CKOs

have not really engaged the organization in knowledge management and

have struggled to initiate anything worthwhile. They probably have short-
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comings on our leadership axis of the model CKO. Put another way, they are

not good change agents.

Finally, the organization—maybe the CEO or the executive team—declares

victory in knowledge management. Something visible with real success has

been achieved and it’s time to move on to another venture. Mostly we think

this is premature. The CKO thinks so, for there is more that can be done. And

knowledge management is unlikely to be embedded in the organization after

such a short time.

So Do You Need a CKO?

Most authorities will agree—as will many managers—that knowledge man-

agement is right for the time. The logic is compelling, either seeing knowledge

as source of sustainable value creation or recognizing that we don’t make the

most of the knowledge we have—or indeed lose.

To do something about it involves change—a new IT system, a new office

or spatial design, revised human resource policies, redesigned business and

management processes, a cultural shift, and so on. Although in a fast-

changing and uncertain world you can argue that everyone has to embrace

and cope with change, as well as manage the routine and the present, changes

on so many different fronts—and there is no single or universal prescription

for knowledge management—are likely to need initiation, propulsion, and

some coordination for learning. It seems most likely that without a senior ex-

ecutive, perhaps with a small team, to energize these activities, the goals of

knowledge management will be more difficult to achieve.

In other words, a change agent helps. This is what a CKO does, and our

1998 model—entrepreneur, consultant, technologist, and environmentalist—

informs on the attributes required. And the change agent description suggests

that the CKO will not be a permanent position on organization charts, but

could be a necessary one to get knowledge management moving.

Note

1. For more details contact the authors at London Business School.
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chapter 10

Communities of Practice:
The Structure of Knowledge
Stewarding
Etienne Wenger

You are a claims processor working for a

large insurance company. You are good at

what you do, but although you know where

your paycheck comes from, the corporation

mainly remains an abstraction for you. The group you actually work for is a

relatively small community of people who share your working conditions. It

is with this group that you learn the intricacies of your job, explore the

meaning of your work, construct an image of the company, and develop a

sense of yourself as a worker.

You are an engineer working on two projects within your business unit.

These are demanding projects and you give them your best. You respect your

teammates and are accountable to your project managers. But when you face

a problem that stretches your knowledge, you turn to people like Jake, Syl-

via, and Robert. Even though they work on their own projects in other busi-

ness units, they are your real colleagues. You all go back many years. They

understand the issues you face and will explore new ideas with you. And even

Julie, who now works for one of your suppliers, is only a phone call away.

These are the people with whom you can discuss the latest developments in

the field and troubleshoot each other’s most difficult design challenges. If

only you had more time for these kinds of interactions.

You are a CEO and, of course, you are responsible for the company as a

whole. You take care of the “big picture.” But you have to admit that for you,
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too, the company is mostly an abstraction: names, numbers, processes, strat-

egies, markets, spreadsheets. Sure, you occasionally take tours of the facili-

ties, but on a day-to-day basis, you live among your peers—your direct re-

ports with whom you interact in running the company, some board

members. And perhaps most important, you enjoy opportunities to meet

other chief executives with whom you discuss a variety of issues when you

play golf or when you attend the sessions of a business roundtable you be-

long to.

These people may or may not work together on a day-to-day basis, but

they do value the learning that takes place when they spend time together.

What they know may seem trivial or of great value, but their interactions

with each other are crucial to their ability to do what they do. What these

groups have in common is that engaging with each other around issues of

common interest, sharing insights and information, helping each other, or

discussing new ideas together are all part of belonging to the group.

Although we recognize knowledge as a key source of competitive advan-

tage in business (and a key to the success of any kind of organization today,

for that matter), we still have little understanding of how to create and le-

verage knowledge in practice. Traditional knowledge management ap-

proaches attempt to capture existing knowledge within formal systems,

such as databases or Web sites. It may be good to capture information this

way, but it is only half of the task, and I would argue, the second half. The

first half is to foster the communities that can take responsibility for

stewarding knowledge.

There are two problems with technology-based approaches. First, they

can only capture the explicit aspects of knowledge. Some aspects of knowl-

edge can usefully be described and codified, but a large part of what we know

remains tacit. Second, technology-based approaches assume that knowledge

exists in a social vacuum, that is, that it can be separated from the communi-

ties that own it. Many companies have ended up with large numbers of data-

bases that nobody looks at. They have discovered that unless knowledge is

owned by people to whom it matters, it will not be developed, used, and kept

up to date optimally. Knowledge is not some substance that can be managed

at a distance like an inventory. It is part of the shared practice of communities

that need it, create it, use it, debate it, distribute it, adapt it, and transform it.

These communities give it life. As the property of a community, knowledge is

not static; it involves interactions, conversations, actions, and inventions.

What counts as scientific knowledge, for instance, is the prerogative of

scientific communities, which interact to define what facts matter and what

theories are valid. There may be disagreements; there may be mavericks. But

it is still through a process of communal involvement—in spite of all the con-

troversies—that a body of knowledge eventually emerges. And it is by partici-

pating in these communities—even when going against the mainstream—

that members can claim to having produced scientific knowledge.
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This process is not limited to scientific communities. We frequently say

that people are an organization’s most important resource. Yet we seldom

understand this truism in terms of the communities through which individu-

als develop and share the capacity to create and use knowledge. Even when

people work for large organizations, they develop knowledge through partic-

ipation in more specific communities made up of people with whom they in-

teract on a regular basis. These “communities of practice” are mostly infor-

mal and distinct from organizational units.

Under this view, “managing” knowledge is not primarily a technological

challenge, but first and foremost one of community development. Focusing

on knowledge and on communities cannot be separated. Systematically ad-

dressing the kind of dynamic “knowing” that makes a difference in practice

requires the participation of people who are fully engaged in the process of

creating, refining, communicating, and using knowledge. Knowledge has no

value unless it is used, and the thrust to develop, organize, and communicate

knowledge must come from those who will use it. What matters is not how

much knowledge can be captured, but how documenting can support peo-

ple’s activities. Even though knowledge can to some extent be encoded in doc-

uments, knowing remains primarily a human act of meaning making. Com-

munities of practice are the living repositories of their knowledge. Thus, they

are a company’s most versatile and dynamic knowledge resource and form

the basis of an organization’s ability to know and learn.

Defining Communities of Practice

Communities of practice are nothing new. They have been around for a long,

long time—as long as human beings have learned together. They were per-

haps the first forms of knowledge organization, back when we lived in caves.

In fact, the term community of practice was coined in the context of studies of

traditional apprenticeship. Apprenticeship is often thought of as a relation-

ship between a master and a student. Yet, we observed that learning took

place mostly in interactions with journeymen and more advanced appren-

tices. Community of practice is the term we used to refer to this social struc-

ture, whose shared practice served as a living curriculum for the apprentice

(Lave and Wenger, 1991). Once we had the concept, however, we started to

see these communities in all kinds of other settings, where there was no offi-

cial apprenticeship.

Communities of practice are everywhere. We all belong to a number of

them—at work, at school, at home, in our hobbies. Some have a name, some

don’t. Some are recognized, some are largely invisible. We are core members

of some and we belong to others more peripherally. You may be a member of

a band, or you may just come to rehearsals to hang around with the group.

And you may or may not be aware that the lunch group you belong to is one

of your main sources of knowledge. You may lead a community of consul-
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tants who specialize in telecommunication strategies, or you may just stay in

touch to keep informed about developments in the field. Or you may have re-

cently joined a community and are still trying to find your place in it. What-

ever form our participation takes, most of us are familiar with the experience

of belonging to a community of practice.

A community of practice is different from a mere community of interest

or a geographical community, neither of which implies a shared practice. A

community of practice consists of three basic elements:

1. What it is about—the sense of joint enterprise that brings members to-

gether. Note that this joint enterprise reflects the members’ own understand-

ing of their situation. It is much more complex than a simple goal. For in-

stance, a group of insurance claims processors I had the opportunity to work

with not only learn to do what the company expects in terms of processing a

certain number of claims per day, but also whatever it takes to create an ac-

ceptable atmosphere to work in. They hold each other accountable to the lat-

ter goal even more stringently than to the company’s demand: it is OK to

miss your daily quota, it happens to everyone at times, but it is not OK to

make life miserable for your colleagues. A community’s shared understand-

ing of its enterprise allows members to decide what matters and what to hold

each other accountable to. Whether the joint enterprise is to survive on the

street for members of a gang, to invent a new style for artists in a café, or to

understand how to upgrade city slums for development specialists at the

World Bank, what characterizes a community of practice is shared identifica-

tion fueled by a personal investment in a topic of interest.

2. How it functions as a community—the relationships of mutual engage-

ment that bind members together into a social entity. Members learn with one

another. They interact. They do things together. Having the same job or title,

for instance, is not sufficient—even if it means a common passion for a topic.

A community of practice is not an abstraction. You can all be CEOs and face

the same kind of issues in your own companies, but unless you interact on a

regular basis to develop your ability to do your job better, you will not form a

community of practice. The degree to which any group is a community of

practice depends on how they function together; it cannot be decided in the

abstract. An ongoing history of mutual engagement is crucial because it cre-

ates a forum for building both the practice and the community. It is how

learning takes place through joint activities, but also how relationships and

trust are established, how the meanings of what members learn are negoti-

ated, and how the joint enterprise is defined and redefined over time.

3. What capability its practice has produced—the shared repertoire of com-

munal resources that members have developed over time through their mutual

engagement. These communal resources include routines, lessons learned,

sensibilities, artifacts, standards, tools, stories, vocabulary, styles, and so on.

They range from very concrete objects, such as a tool or a document, to very
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subtle displays of competence, such as an ability to interpret a slight change

in the sound of a machine as indicating a specific problem. This repertoire

embodies the community’s accumulated knowledge. You can’t be a real engi-

neer unless you are familiar with the repertoire of your community: its lan-

guage, its laws, its cases, its rules of thumb, its aesthetics. But this repertoire

also embodies the community’s potential for further learning; it provides the

resources that members use to make sense of new situations and create new

knowledge. Draw a quick circuit diagram using the right symbols, and you

are ready to discuss a new idea with your engineering colleagues.

Members of a community of practice are informally bound by the value

they find in learning together—from engaging in informal lunchtime discus-

sions to helping each other solve difficult problems, from sharing new in-

sights to dissecting the personality of a boss, from correcting a detail on a

document to musing on the future of a profession, from broadcasting a tip on

a Web site to establishing a standard or writing a complete manual. The value

members find in their interactions is not merely instrumental. It also has to

do with the personal satisfaction of knowing each other, of having colleagues

who understand each other’s perspective, and of belonging to an interesting

group of people. Over time these interactions build up to a shared practice,

which reflects the members’ collective learning. They also build up to a com-

munity, which reflects the relationships and identities they have developed

around that practice.

Communities of Practice in Organizations

I have insisted that communities of practice have been around since the be-

ginning of history. Therefore, they are not a new kind of organizational unit

or a new, passing business fad you can just wait out. Communities of practice

exist in any organization whether or not the organization recognizes their

value. They can be found:

• Within businesses: Communities of practice arise as people address recur-

ring sets of problems together. So claims processors within an office form

communities of practice to deal with the constant flow of information they

need to process. By participating in such a communal memory, they can do

the job without having to remember everything themselves. In a less visi-

ble way, nurses in a ward who meet for lunch and discuss patient cases do

create learning value for each other and over time, a history of cases they

all know about and can use to think about new problems together.

• Across business units: Important knowledge is often distributed in differ-

ent business units. People who work in cross-functional teams often form

communities of practice to keep in touch with their peers in various parts

of the company and maintain their expertise. A large chemical company
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may have safety managers in each business unit, who may gain from in-

teracting regularly, solving problems together, and developing common

guidelines, tools, standards, procedures, and documents. Again, they are

a community of practice only to the extent that they interact, depend on

each other for advice, learn together, and create a shared body of knowl-

edge. When communities of practice cut across business units, they can

develop strategic perspectives that transcend the fragmentation of prod-

uct lines. For instance, a community of practice I knew once proposed a

plan for equipment purchase that no one business unit could have come

up with on its own.

• Across institutional boundaries: Because membership is based on participa-

tion rather than on official status, communities of practice are not bound

by organizational affiliations; they can span institutional structures and

hierarchies. In some cases, communities of practice become useful by

crossing organizational boundaries. For instance, in fast-moving indus-

tries such as computer hard disks, engineers who work for suppliers and

buyers may form a community of practice to keep up with constant tech-

nological changes, even though it is not part of their job description.

• Across multiple organizations: It is becoming more common for forums for

shared learning to bring together people from different organizations,

even direct competitors. In the oil industry, for instance, knowledge man-

agers from various companies gather four times a year to exchange tips

and discuss common issues even though they compete directly in the

marketplace. Without revealing core company secrets, they find it more

beneficial to share their knowledge and then benefit from their common

pool of experience than to each hoard what they know.

Communities of practice have a variety of relations to the organizations

in which they exist, ranging from completely unrecognized to largely institu-

tionalized. Table 10.1 shows different degrees of institutional recognition.

The distinctions made in this table do not imply that some relationships

are better or more advanced than others. Rather, these distinctions are useful

because they draw attention to the different issues that can arise as the inter-

actions change between a community of practice and the organization as a

whole.

Looking at an organization through the lens of communities of practice

emphasizes the learning that people have done together rather than, say, the

unit they report to, the project they are working on, or the people they know.

Communities of practice differ from other kinds of structures found in orga-

nizations in the way they are held together, exist over time, and define their

boundaries.

• A community of practice is different from a business or functional unit in

that it does not involve reporting relationships among members but is
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based on collegiality. Its purpose is to develop knowledge, not to allocate

resources or manage people in order to deliver a product or service to the

market. This does not mean that there are no differences in power among

members of a community of practice. An expert will certainly have more

power than a novice, but this power derives from the ability to contribute

to the knowledge of the community, not from formal authority to control

resources, give orders, or determine people’s promotions.

• A community of practice is different from a team in that the shared learn-

ing and interest of its members are what keep it together. It is defined by

knowledge rather than by task, and exists because participation has value

to its members. It is held together by the passion of members for a topic

and their identification with the enterprise of the community, not by

commitment to a goal or a workplan. A community of practice does not

appear the minute a project is started and does not disappear with the end

of a task. It takes a while to come into being and may live long after a

project is completed or an official team has disbanded. Its life cycle is de-

termined by the value it provides to its members, not by an institutional

schedule.

• A community of practice is different from a network in the sense that it is

“about” something; it is not just a set of relationships. It has an identity

as a community, and thus shapes the identities of its members. You can

recognize members of a community of practice by the competence they

display, not merely by the people they know or talk to. A community of
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Table 10.1

Relationships to Official Organization

Relationship Definition Typical Challenges

Unrecognized Invisible to the organization
and sometimes even to members
themselves

Lack of reflexivity, awareness
of value and of limitation

Bootlegged Only visible informally to a
circle of people in the know

Getting resources, having an
impact, keeping hidden

Legitimized Officially sanctioned as a
valuable entity

Broader visibility, rapid
growth, new demands and
expectations

Supported Provided with direct resources
from the organization

Scrutiny, accountability for use
of resources, effort, and time,
short-term pressures

Institutionalized Given an official status and
function in the organization

Fixed definition, over-
management, living beyond its
usefulness



practice exists not just because there are individual relationships among

its members, but because over time it produces a shared practice as mem-

bers engage in a collective process of learning.

Communities of practice are not a separate kind of organizational unit,

like a staff group, a corporate center of excellence, or an R&D department.

People belong to communities of practice at the same time as they belong to

other organizational structures. In their business units, they shape the orga-

nization and deliver products and services to their market. In their teams,

they take care of projects and find solutions to problems. In their networks,

they form relationships and spread information. And in their communities of

practice, they develop the knowledge that lets them do these other tasks.

This multimembership is a very important principle. It is crucial to the cre-

ation of a learning process that connects the development of knowledge and

the work of an organization. For instance, people work in teams for projects

but belong to longer-lived communities of practice for developing their exper-

tise. These “double-knit organizations,” as Richard McDermott (1999) calls

them, gain the flexibility of project teams while preserving the long-term ori-

entation toward expertise typical of functional organizations.

Learning, of course, happens in teams as well, but to fully leverage this

learning requires communities of practice. Project teams are temporary, so

the learning they do is often lost. Functional teams are focused on their own

task, so the learning that takes place in them often remains local. Commu-

nities of practice can serve as the organizational “home” for all this learning if

the same people belong to both kinds of structures. As team members, they

are accountable for performing tasks. When they face familiar problems they

have opportunities to apply and refine their skills. When they face new prob-

lems they must invent new solutions. As community members, they are ac-

countable to developing a practice. They bring their experience and receive

help with their problems. They get a chance to discuss their new solutions, to

share them with others, generalize or document them, and integrate them

into the community’s practice. Then they return to their projects equipped

with expanded capabilities, which again face the test of application to real

problems. And through this multimembership the learning cycle continues.

At DaimlerChrysler, engineering is organized around car-platform teams

that develop a specific type of cars—large, small, minivans, and so on. The

main affiliation of engineers is with their platform team so they can fully fo-

cus on working with other engineers to optimize the design of a model. But

engineers have formed communities of practice across platforms to keep up

with their specialty, coordinate standards, and share knowledge and lessons

learned. Similarly, at the World Bank, development specialists work for proj-

ects around the world, but they belong to communities of practice in their ar-

eas of expertise—education, services to the urban poor, transportation.
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The Value of Communities of Practice

Communities of practice are important to the functioning of any organiza-

tion, but they become crucial to those that recognize knowledge as a key as-

set. They fulfill a number of functions with respect to the creation, accumula-

tion, and diffusion of knowledge in an organization.

Weaving the Organization Around Knowledge Needs

Communities of practice form around knowledge needs, not production re-

quirements or formal units. In this sense, they represent a different cut

through the organization. For instance, a community of practice that spreads

throughout an organization is an ideal channel for moving information, such

as best practices, tips, lessons learned, or feedback, across organizational

boundaries. In other words, communities of practice fill the white spaces in-

herent in any organizational design by providing a context for the relevant

exchange and local interpretation of information. They create the social fab-

ric by which an organization can dynamically structure itself around knowl-

edge needs.

Stewarding Specific Competencies

Communities of practice can sustain the capabilities necessary for an organi-

zation to achieve its goals. On the one hand, they can retain knowledge in

“living” ways, unlike a database or a manual. Even when they routinize cer-

tain tasks and processes or document some practices, they can do so in a

manner that responds to local circumstances and thus is useful to practitio-
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ners. Communities of practice preserve the tacit aspects of knowledge that

formal systems cannot capture. For this reason, they are ideal for initiating

newcomers into a practice. On the other hand, they can push knowledge for-

ward, keeping the organization at the cutting edge. Members discuss novel

ideas, work together on problems, and keep up with developments inside and

outside a firm. When a community commits to being on the forefront of a

field, members distribute responsibility for keeping up with or pushing new

developments. This collaborative inquiry makes membership valuable, be-

cause people invest their professional identities in being part of a dynamic,

forward-looking community.

Providing a Home for Identities

Communities of practice are not as temporary or local as teams, and unlike

business units, they are organized around what matters to their members.

Moving from one project to the next can be uprooting and being asked to focus

on one task can feel limiting. Communities of practice can then provide people

with a homebase that is tuned to their learning needs. They offer a stable form

of membership that carries people from one task to the next while allowing

them to find continuity in terms of professional trajectory and identity.

Developing an identity around learning is crucial because our identities

help us sort out what to pay attention to and what to ignore, with whom to

communicate, and what to aspire to. Issues of identity are central to partici-

pation in organizations. Consider the annual computer drop at a semicon-

ductor company that designs both analog and digital circuits. The computer

drop became a ritual by which the analog community asserted its identity.

Once a year, their hero would climb the highest building on the company’s

campus and drop a computer, to the great satisfaction of his peers in the ana-

log gang. The corporate world is full of these displays of identity, which man-

ifest themselves in the jargon people use, the clothes they wear, and the re-

marks they make. If companies want to encourage people to learn, they must

offer them forms of membership in communities that support and value their

learning.

Communities of practice are ideal structures for the stewarding of knowl-

edge. It is what they have been about for ages. What makes it possible is the

combination of their three elements.

A joint enterprise around a topic creates a sense of accountability to a body

of knowledge. You know what to put in the knowledge base and what ques-

tions to ask because you understand what your community cares about and

where the leading edge of its knowledge lies. So you know the value of a les-

son learned during a project or the importance of an idea that your team

came up with. Participating in the process of sharing and developing knowl-

edge is an integral part of your belonging. It both presupposes and asserts

your membership. It presupposes your membership because you need to

know what is relevant to communicate and how to present information in
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useful ways—an outsider would not appreciate why sharing this or that de-

tail is important to the story. And it asserts your membership because it dem-

onstrates to yourself and to others that you understand what matters to this

community and that you are able to contribute something of value to its

practice.

Mutual engagement allows for dynamic negotiation of both explicit and

tacit aspects of knowledge. Knowledge comes alive in discussions and in joint

problem solving. To the extent that members have built trust by interacting

over time, they can ask probing questions without being overly afraid to ex-

pose their ignorance. Knowing each other also makes it easier to call for help:

you know who is likely to have an answer, you feel more confident that your

call will be welcome, and if you are at the other end, you assume that the

caller is competent enough not to waste your time. Belonging to an ongoing

community can smooth the process of agreeing on standards and best prac-

tices. As one engineer reported, you know that the issues can be revisited and

that new issues will come up: You lose this one, you’ll win another one.

Finally, a shared repertoire is a source of great efficiency in communication

and joint problem solving. It implies a set of shared assumptions only few of

which even need to be made explicit. When doctors talk about a patient, the

specialized language and experience they share allow them very quickly to

focus on the problem that matters by describing a few symptoms and sketch-

ing a few hypotheses. Of course, this efficiency is also a source of boundary

with outsiders and can make it difficult for doctors to communicate effec-

tively with their patients. This is an issue communities have to deal with.

Nevertheless, having a shared repertoire is a very useful resource.

Communities of practice can vary in the extent to which they explicitly

undertake the stewarding of knowledge for themselves and for the organiza-

tion. Some communities are content to exchange tips and lessons learned on

an ad hoc basis. Some take responsibility for establishing and developing their

practice and their community. Others even become strategic in their thinking,

explicitly viewing the development of their practice as a strategic move on be-

half of the organization. Finally, some communities undertake to transform

the organization with the insights and new practices they have generated.

These levels can be summarized as in Table 10.2.

Again, these levels do not represent a progression toward an ideal state.

Each level has its value and is appropriate for some communities. But it is

useful to see the range of what is possible and to be aware of the issues that

communities face as they transition from one level to another.

Understanding the value of communities of practice as stewards of

knowledge is not always easy because the effects of community activities on

performance are often indirect.

• Immediate value: Belonging to a community of practice helps members do

their job because they address problems that are close to their work, help
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each other with issues they face, and coordinate their activities. By be-

longing to a community of practice, you don’t need to know all there is to

know in your domain.

• Long-term value: Communities of practice renew themselves and thus

build capabilities that assure the long-term viability of their enterprise.

They can benchmark their practice against world standards and join

forces to make sure they stay at the leading edge.

• Professional value: Belonging to a world-class community of practice is an

opportunity to develop professionally. In an era when companies can no

longer promise lifetime employment, offering such development opportu-

nities is a good way to recruit, develop, and retain talent.

From this perspective, an organization comprises a constellation of inter-

connected communities of practice, each dealing with specific aspects of the

company’s competencies—from the peculiarities of a long-standing client, to

manufacturing safety, to esoteric technical inventions. Knowledge is created,

shared, organized, revised, and passed on within and among these communi-

ties. This more or less recognized, more or less attended to fabric of commu-

nities and shared practices makes the work of the official organization effec-

tive and, indeed, possible.
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Table 10.2

Degrees of Stewardship

Degree of
Stewardship Definition Typical Challenges

Sharing Offering a social structure for
the exchange of knowledge,
tips, and lessons learned, and
for help on problems

Haphazard knowledge
development and lack of
continuity

Proactive Taking charge of developing a
shared capability, establishing
best practices, actively
pursuing a learning agenda,
and involving all the relevant
participants

Finding the energy and time to
take responsibility for
knowledge

Strategic Widely recognized and self-
consciously central to the
success of the organization and
involved in strategic decisions

Short-term pressures, blindness
of success, smugness, elitism,
exclusion

Transformative Capable of redefining its
environment and the direction,
structure, or culture of the
organization

Relating to the rest of the
organization, acceptance,
managing boundaries



It is important, however, not to romanticize these communities. Like any

asset, they can be a liability. Their very success can be their undoing. Their

passion for their enterprise can make them arrogant and exclusive. Their fo-

cus can become a blinder. Their engagement with each other can make them

insular. And the communicative efficiency of their shared repertoire can pre-

vent them from reconsidering their underlying assumptions. There is a para-

dox in the stewardship of knowledge by communities. Communities own

their knowledge, and consequently no community can fully design the learn-

ing of another; but conversely no community can fully design its own learn-

ing because each community is hostage to its own locality. Communities of

practice need interactions at their boundaries. It is therefore useful to con-

sider communities not in isolation, but in the broader context of what I de-

scribe elsewhere as social learning systems, such as industries, regions, or al-

liances, that comprise multiple communities in interaction (Wenger, in press).

The Nature of Communities of Practice

Communities of practice can be a challenge to managers. Organizations will

be able to leverage the full potential of communities of practice only if they

understand the nature of these communities.

First, communities of practice move through various stages of develop-

ment through their life cycle. They can look quite different at different stages.

They engage in different activities. They have different kinds of interactions

and relationships. They face different issues. They require different kinds of

support and resources. Communities usually start as loose networks with

latent needs and opportunities. As a consequence, you don’t start a commu-

nity of practice from scratch, but you build on the interests and relationships

that already exist. Then the community starts to coalesce, sometimes very

quickly, through a launch workshop for instance, sometimes more slowly as

people discover the value of doing things together. As a community matures

and grows, members take a more proactive responsibility for establishing a

shared practice, a learning agenda, and a communal identity. Even when in

full bloom, a community continues to evolve its practice and goes through

cycles as new generations of members and leaders take over. Some communi-

ties last for centuries and some are short-lived, but all end up dispersing

sooner or later as the need for their knowledge and the interest of members

shift (see Figure 10.2).

These stages are merely typical. Different communities of practice go

through them with different rhythms and intensity. Recognizing these vari-

ous stages is useful for being able to foster communities: develop a sense of

process, set realistic expectations, understand the issues a community faces,

take productive action, and use evaluation criteria that are appropriate to a

community’s stage.
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Through all these stages, communities of practice involve multiple levels of

participation. Because involvement can produce learning in multiple ways, the

boundaries of a community of practice are more flexible than those of organi-

zational units. Typical categories of membership and participation include:

• Core group—a small group of people whose passion and engagement en-

ergize the community

• Full membership—members who are recognized as practitioners and de-

fine the community (though they may not be of one mind as to what the

community is about)

• Peripheral membership—people who belong to the community but with

less engagement and authority, either because they are still newcomers or

because they do not have as much personal commitment to the practice

• Transactional participation—outsiders who interact with the community

occasionally to receive or provide a service without being members them-

selves

• Passive access—a wide range of people who have access to artifacts pro-

duced by the community, such as its publications, its Web site, or its tools

Levels of Participation

Different types of participants in a community of practice have different per-

spectives, needs, and ambitions. Note that people will move in and out of
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these categories over the life of a community. Interactions and knowledge

flows between these constituencies create many opportunities for learning.

But there is a need for balance. On the one hand, peripheral members can be

marginalized, but on the other, core members can be distracted and even

overwhelmed by the demands of a wider periphery.

Not only do people participate with different levels of intensity, they also

fulfill different roles. Communities of practice depend on internal leadership,

but this leadership is diverse and distributed (Table 10.3). For instance, the

role of community coordinator is often a key to the success of a community

of practice in an organization, but this person is rarely a top expert. Recog-

nized experts certainly need to be involved in some way in order to legitimize

the community as a place for sharing and creating knowledge, but they may

not do much of the work of maintaining the community. Rather than think

in terms of leader and follower, it is more useful to think of roles in a commu-

nity of practice in terms of an ecology of leadership. Internal leadership can

take many forms.

These roles may be formal or informal. They may be concentrated in a

small subgroup or more widely distributed. But in all cases, those who un-

dertake them must have intrinsic legitimacy in the community. Indeed,

whatever their relationship to an organization, communities of practice ulti-

mately depend on internal initiative for their development. To be effective,

therefore, managers and others must work with community leaders to de-

velop communities of practice from the inside rather than merely attempt to

design them or manipulate them from the outside.

Communities of practice develop around things that matter to members.

Obviously, their understanding of what matters can change over time and the

definition of a community’s enterprise does evolve. Moreover, outside con-

straints or directives can influence this process, but even then, members de-
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velop practices that are their own response to these external influences. Even

when a community’s actions conform to an external mandate, it is the com-

munity—not the mandate—that produces the practice. In this sense, commu-

nities of practice are fundamentally self-organizing systems.

Organizations can’t hope to start communities arbitrarily. A community

requires identification with a topic that members care about and about which

they can make a difference through their collective learning. If the domain of

a community fails to arouse some passion, the community will flounder.

Conversely, if the topic lacks strategic relevance to the organization, the com-

munity will be marginalized and have limited influence. The most successful

communities of practice thrive at the intersection between the needs of an or-

ganization and the passion and interest of participants.
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Table 10.3

Forms of Leadership

Type of
Leadership Definition Typical Activities

Coordination Keepers of the
community

Organize events, talk to members, keep the
pulse of the community

Networking Keepers of
relationships

Connect people, weave the community’s social
fabric

Facilitation Keepers of
conversations

Set agendas, watch over conversations, keep
notes, provide pointers and summaries

Documentation Keepers of the
repository

Organize information in order to document
practices, update and clean up the knowledge
base

Expertise Keepers of the
heritage

Thought leaders and recognized experts uphold
and dispense the accumulated wisdom of the
community

Learning Keepers of
insights

Watch for nuggets, collect emerging pieces of
knowledge, standards, and lessons learned

Inquiry Keepers of
questions

Notice emergent questions, keep them alive,
outline a learning agenda, and shepherd “out-
of-the-box” initiatives

Boundary Keepers of
connections

Connect the community to other communities
or constituencies, act as brokers and
translators

Institution Keepers of
organizational
ties

Maintain links with other organizational
constituencies, in particular the official
hierarchy



Developing and Nurturing Communities

of Practice

You may well wonder whether anything can or should be done to develop

communities of practice. Should they just be left alone? Can they be created,

built, nurtured, or supported? Many communities of practice will exist

whether or not the organization recognizes them. Some are best left alone

and might actually wither under the institutional spotlight. But a good num-

ber will benefit from some attention, as long as this attention does not

smother their self-organizing drive. Just because communities of practice

arise naturally does not mean that organizations can’t do anything to influ-

ence their development.

The best way I found to address this paradox is by analogy to gardening.

Plants grow and they do their own growing. You cannot pull their leaves or

petals to make them grow faster or taller. And yet there is a lot we have

learned we can do to help plants grow: tilling the soil, making sure they have

enough nutrients, supplying water, and securing the right amount of sun ex-

posure. There are also a few things we know not to do, like pulling a plant

out to check if it has roots. Whether you carefully planted the seed or

whether the plant grew spontaneously, what you do to help it grow is not

that different. Similarly, in organizations, some communities of practice

grow spontaneously and some may require careful seeding, yet in both cases,

a lot can be done to create a context in which they can prosper. Nurturing

communities of practice in organizations requires attention to four areas.

Knowledge Strategy

Community development should be placed in the context of a broader knowl-

edge strategy (Wenger, 1999). Organizations must develop a clear sense of

how knowledge is linked to business strategies and use this understanding to

help communities of practice articulate their strategic value. This involves a

process of negotiation that goes both ways. It includes understanding what

knowledge—and therefore what practices—a given strategy requires. Con-

versely, it also includes paying attention to what emergent communities of

practice indicate with regard to potential strategic directions.

Organizational Orientation

The orientation of the organization toward the value of knowledge and learn-

ing is critical. Organizations can support communities of practice by legiti-

mating participation and recognizing the work of sustaining them and by

giving members the time to participate in activities. The attitude of manage-

ment can make a big difference. Managers can show interest in what has been

learned in a project as well as what has been achieved. To this end, it is impor-

tant to have an institutional discourse that includes the value that communi-
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ties bring. Merely introducing the term “communities of practice” into an or-

ganization’s vocabulary can have a positive effect by giving people an

opportunity to talk about how their participation in these groups contributes

to the organization as a whole. Many organizations have created boards of

senior management sponsors who constitute communities of practice initia-

tives. The mere existence of such a board sends the message that the organi-

zation values the work of communities of practice.

Organizational Systems

Though organizational systems are rarely the drivers of participation in com-

munities of practice, they do matter because they reflect what is important to

the organization. They may also inadvertently discourage participation. It is

therefore important to tune these systems so they honor the work of com-

munity building and do not create unnecessary barriers. For example, issues

of compensation and recognition often come up. Because communities of

practice depend on passion and personal engagement with a topic, it is tricky

to use incentives as a way to manipulate behavior or micro-manage the com-

munity. But recognition is important and many organizations have found it

useful to include an explicit discussion of community activities and leader-

ship in performance reviews. Managers also need to make sure that existing

compensation systems do not inadvertently penalize the work involved in

building communities. For instance, cutthroat competition among individu-

als and business units makes it more difficult for people to participate can-

didly in knowledge-sharing events and for managers to appreciate the time

people spend on cross-unit communities of practice. Trade-offs between local

and global contributions and between short-term and long-term goals usu-

ally require the breadth of purview and authority of senior managers and are

another reason to establish a sponsoring board.

Organizational Resources

Communities of practice are mostly self-sufficient, but they do need some re-

sources. There must be ways for communities of practice to gain access to

such resources, for instance, time for community leaders, grants for learning

projects, honoraria for outside experts, or travel budgets. It is usually good to

have a company-wide support team that assists community leaders in their

efforts. Such a team typically provides guidance and support when needed,

helps connect community agendas to strategy, organizes resources, and

coaches community leaders and managers. It also ensures compatibility of

technology platforms across the organization as well as helps in designing

specific applications, Web sites, and conversation spaces. Finally, it coordi-

nates community development efforts and spreads success stories to create a

momentum across the organization.
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Communities of practice do not usually require heavy institutional infra-

structures, but their members do need time and space to collaborate. They

self-organize, but they flourish when their learning fits with their organiza-

tional environment. They do not require much traditional management, but

they can use leadership and a voice in the organization. The art is to help such

communities find resources and connections and to involve them in the run-

ning of the organization without overwhelming them with organizational

meddling.

Knowledge Stewardship

Communities of practice are the Holy Grail of knowledge management, as it

were. They are its future because they own their knowledge and thus are in

the best position to manage it. Knowledge management so far has focused

primarily on the structure of documentation of knowledge. It is time to turn

our attention to the structure of stewardship of knowledge. Without such at-

tention, our attempts at knowledge management will fail.

As the structures of knowledge stewardship, communities of practice are

at the heart of organizing in the knowledge economy. They are the latest

wave in our understanding of organizational structures. When we needed to

organize large companies, we invented the functional organization. When we

needed to focus on market segments and product lines, we created business

units. When customer and technical demands required intensive project man-

agement, we organized around teams. And now that knowledge is the key

concern, we need to understand communities of practice. We do not need to

invent them; they have existed for as long as we have been around. But the

new problem is how to fully leverage their value in the context of our organi-

zations. Can we learn to design our organizations to be hospitable to these

ideal, but nonconforming knowledge management structures? Can we mas-

ter the art of balancing productivity and learning, strategy and passion, de-

sign and emergence?

A growing number of leading organizations are learning to do just that,

including AMS, DaimlerChrysler, HP, IBM, Intel, Johnson and Johnson, Lu-

cent Technologies, Shell Oil, the Veterans Administration, the World Bank,

and many others. And each is taking a slightly different approach in line with

its own culture and traditions. Some are a bit further along but all are really

just beginning. They are each in their own way taking part in a large-scale

experiment to devise the organizational forms of the knowledge economy.

The real question for you now is not whether you need communities of prac-

tice. The question, rather, is whether you are ready to join this inquiry and

truly learn how to lead a knowledge organization where communities of

practice can thrive.
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chapter 11

Knowledge Transfer
in Strategic Alliances
Nicolas Rolland and Daniele Chauvel

Introduction Knowledge management and strategic alli-

ances are two complex concepts, volumi-

nous in their literatures, that are of in-

creasing interest for managers and aca-

demics. The business press regularly reports new bids, plans, projects, failures,

and associated alliance activity. Since about 1990, knowledge management

has shared the spotlight and, for some, become synonymous with a promising

movement toward the further reaches of twenty-first-century management.

Interestingly, as evidenced by several authors in this volume (e.g., Hedberg,

Spender), the two concepts appear to increasingly occupy a felicitous cognitive

space in business reality because to manage in today’s economy, one must in-

creasingly dissolve the integrated corporation and think in terms of the net-

works and knowledge among partners.

Previous chapters have adequately sketched the panorama of knowledge

management (KM) and we will not repeat the wisdom already proffered. We

point out only that the shift in economic thought that recognizes knowledge

as a primary factor of production, source of wealth, and competitive advan-

tage is significant and, in our opinion, durable. Firms are thus faced with the

imperative of dealing intelligently with knowledge: their knowledge, their

employees’ knowledge, others’ knowledge, others’ employees’ knowledge,

public versus proprietary knowledge, and so on. Without privileging any

given approach, we generally view KM as a mindset that necessarily perme-

ates a firm in order to enhance the purposeful creation, use, and application

of knowledge appropriate to its corporate context and strategic goals. The ev-

idence suggests that this often requires a significant shift in corporate culture
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and managerial assumptions which, philosophers inform, is coincident with

the passing of one age (Fordist, modernist, industrial) and the dawning of an-

other (virtual, postmodern, informational).

Insofar as alliances are concerned, the evidence is that they are increas-

ingly developed in core businesses and less for peripheral activities (Doz and

Hamel, 1998), and are designed to achieve competitive advantage by gaining

new markets, realizing scale economies, reducing time to new market niches,

and acquiring or developing new competencies. Alliance structures have the

practical benefit of protecting the identity of partners, concretizing a joint

project, and prescribing rights and obligations. They may occur between

competitors or noncompetitors, and different forms are feasible depending on

strategic goals and structural implications.

Thus, the issues are numerous. We have therefore restricted our work to

an intersection between knowledge and alliance where the keywords are

knowledge transfer because, in a knowledge economy, for firms that must

adapt to fast-changing environments, this ability is a source of competitive

advantage. In the following chapters we investigate alliances in which the

main motivation is the acquisition of new competencies, hence organiza-

tional learning broadly defined, and we will attempt to outline how the

knowledge transfer operates in such a context. We first discuss theoretical

approaches to “learning-based alliances” and then explore strategic and or-

ganizational characteristics that have been shown to favor efficient learning.

We then embed this in a dynamic view of alliances to examine how specific

conditions facilitate learning and can become drivers in the development of

learning-based alliances.

Theoretical Fundamentals

Given the increase in alliance activity over the last two decades, theorists have

tried to understand the phenomenon and the plausible explanations are mul-

tiple, if not numerous. Two major streams of thought on the matter devolve

from industrial economics and transaction cost theory. In general, industrial

economists view strategic alliances as an answer to environmental change

and a practical way to achieve strategic advantage vis-à-vis competitors

(Harrigan, 1986, 1988). The transaction cost perspective sees alliances as in-

termediate hybrid forms between the market and the hierarchy that can lead

to “transaction cost minimization” (Williamson, 1985; 1991). These ap-

proaches, which are perhaps efficient in relatively stable environments, are

proving less than satisfactory for firms in a “knowledge economy” in which

innovation and the ability to respond to fast-changing environments is criti-

cal (Ciborra, 1991). But a third approach, composed of competence and

knowledge, appears to be promising.

The classic approach to strategic analysis was developed in the 1960s and

defines strategy as a confrontation between the strengths and weaknesses of
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a firm vis-à-vis the opportunities and threats in its environment. Initially, the

idea of strategic choice augured for environmental and internal analyses but

until the end of the 1980s, Porter’s approach to industry analysis seemed the

default mindset. With the economic shifts of the 1990s, more attention was

paid to the resources available to a firm and how these could be mobilized to

develop its strategy.

This resource-based view of the firm is rooted in a notable history (Say,

1803; Ricardo, 1817; Penrose, 1959) and has recently emerged as perhaps the

dominant approach for explaining competitive dynamics in the changing en-

vironment of the 1990s. In contrast to transactional and industrial econom-

ics approaches, the resource-based perspective views the firm as an idiosyn-

cratic portfolio of competencies, which are sources of sustainable competitive

advantage (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Competitive acumen thus resides in

the distinct capabilities of the firm and in its ability to leverage these accord-

ing to strategic direction rather than, but not in lieu of, product or market

positioning.

The consensus is that two main types of resources exist: tangibles and in-

tangibles. Tangible resources can be acquired but intangibles are difficult to

buy or imitate. Strategic or core competencies cannot be bought in a market

and they open access to niches or contribute to customer-focused value in end

products, hence differentiating a firm from its competitors (Prahalad and

Hamel, 1990). They are, by definition, organization specific; useful; difficult

to transfer, imitate, or substitute; as well as opaque to outside observers and

seldom communicated. This latter category is therefore of greater strategic

interest and a source of firm-specific competitive advantage. When a firm

seeks to develop its position, it must mobilize its own competencies, develop

innovations in the existing set, or acquire new ones.

Knowledge is generally counted as an intangible and both intuition and

theory hold that properly deployed, it will augment the competitive position

of a firm (Spender, 1996). To acquire such advantage, firms increasingly seek

to combine their competencies with those of a partner. Learning-based alli-

ances have thereby developed and are defined as opportunities to learn, share,

and develop new competencies in order to increase the overall portfolio of

each partner. The knowledge embedded in the competencies thus transferred

may lead to competitive advantage; hence, the resource-based approach has

been joined by the knowledge based theory of the firm (which is discussed in

other chapters of this book, e.g., Teece, Spender, Grant, Hedberg). It is also

rooted in classic works on economic rationality (Simon, 1947) and the sociol-

ogy of organizations (Polanyi, 1962) that focus on the nature of human

knowledge and its relationship to action. The evolutionary perspective of Nel-

son and Winter (1982) also contributes by introducing concepts such as orga-

nizational routines and the tacit knowledge hidden in the organization.

The firm is thus viewed as a complex system with different types and lev-

els of knowledge in which individuals hold a very specific stock, constituting
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its fundamental wealth. Individual knowledge is unique or shared depending

on situation-specific variables, but at the same time groups, teams, and other

social entities possess and generate knowledge that is beyond the sum of any

one individual. The aggregation of these different stocks of knowledge in a

firm (Grant, 1996) constitutes organizational value when added, assimilated,

or integrated into the existing body of knowledge.

A fundamental difficulty is the fact that knowledge is not a simple, stable

quantity and, in fact, many philosophies and sociologies attempt to define

the root phenomenon. One perspective in the philosophy of knowledge, for

example, makes the following distinctions: knowledge (the subject knows that

X is true), competence (the subject is able to do X), acquaintance (the subject is

familiar with X), and information (the subject recognizes X as information). In

this chapter we retain only the widely accepted distinction between explicit

and tacit knowledge (Polanyi, 1958): explicit knowledge is that which can be

codified or easily inscribed in artifacts and processes; tacit knowledge is held

in the mind and know-how, and deeply rooted in actions and experience of

each individual. From an alliance perspective, the most valuable knowledge is

often tacit and embedded in organizational routines (Zack, 1999).

Despite the broad range of definitions, researchers agree that the acquisi-

tion, creation, and application of knowledge are a key to the competitive de-

velopment of a firm (Grant, 1996; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Spender, 1994;

Teece et al., 1987). The knowledge based approach insists on the identification

and valuation of knowledge, and then its context-appropriate application.

This last concern focuses on the transferability of knowledge, which is funda-

mental to its exploitation. Transferability is considered within the firm in

terms of space, time, and mechanisms. If explicit knowledge is more obvi-

ously communicable, tacit knowledge is better transferred through practices

(action) and social experiences.

This aspect of transferability is critical in the context of learning-based alli-

ances; interaction between two firms can contribute to knowledge-related

activities that enable each to better respond to changing and challenging envi-

ronments. The issue becomes how an equitable and effective transfer between

partners might be structured, and the operating principles for implementing it.

Knowledge, Transfer, and Alliances

If knowledge transfer and what can be loosely construed as organizational

learning are significant trends in alliance formation, what are the key ele-

ments? How should managers think about the dynamics involved? Our re-

search has attempted to answer these and related questions by employing a

simple model of the critical phenomena, composed of four initial conditions,

two dependent variables, and their interactions. Structurally, it assembles

(a) strategic intent, (b) culture, (c) trust, (d) form, (e) transparency or learn-

ing capacity, and (f) the linkages, as illustrated in Figure 11.1.
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This six-factor model thus articulates the major elements that will deter-

mine the effectiveness of knowledge transfer and organizational learning in a

strategic alliance. Four of the factors are conditions for effectiveness (intent,

culture, trust, and form), and transparency and learning capacity are consid-

ered strategic process outcomes. The definition of these elements, which is

rooted in both theory and application, follows.

Strategic Intent

The way a firm conceives its strategy will affect the level and type of learning

that occurs in an alliance. We draw a distinction between proactive and adap-

tive strategy. A firm that implements a proactive strategy intentionally modi-

fies its environment by putting the drivers of its competitive advantage into

action; one that opts for an adaptive strategy tends to accommodate changes

in the environment by reacting to events. The literature on this subject re-

veals that the choice to be proactive or adaptive is often framed in terms of

competition versus collaboration. From an alliance perspective, this defines

three types of strategic intent (Doz and Hamel, 1995):

• Access: The firm collaborates for the temporary use of competencies held

by the partner. The intent is time limited and restricted to the initial col-

laborative agreement.

• Internalization: The firm wishes to transfer specific knowledge from the

partner. The intent is to acquire or capture competencies in defined

boundaries.

• Integration: Complementary competencies are combined to leverage a new

common strategic competence, activity, or product. The intent is to inte-

grate specialized competencies or resources between the partners who

each want to learn the partner’s knowledge and know-how with con-

structive intent.
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In alliances in which integration is the intent, each firm must formalize

its routines and organizational knowledge in order to achieve the requisite

coordination, and knowledge transfer is generally enhanced where a new

common competence is developed. By working to develop a common compe-

tence, firms will necessarily access some of the knowledge and intellectual

capital that is embedded (e.g., tacit) in the partner (Mowery, Oxley, and Sil-

verman, 1996; Doz and Hamel, 1998; Dussauge and Garrette, 1999); the

main restriction is consistency and balance between partners’ intent. When

the intent is internalization, sharing is restricted to acquisition and knowl-

edge transfer will be limited. When the intent is access, the acquisition and

use of a competence is time limited and specific to constrained objectives.

Culture

Organizational culture can be defined as a set of beliefs and values shared by

the members of a firm. Because culture situates, defines, and prescribes the

routines and habits that influence how members learn and communicate, and

the extent to which they do, cultural differences can lead to difficulties and, in

fact, adjustments aimed at reducing cultural distance are often perceived to

be necessary. Hofstede (1980), for example, greatly popularized the notion of

cultural difference by defining a series of basic dimensions on which different

cultures align themselves: certainty versus uncertainty, individualism versus

collectivism, low versus high power distance, and so on. Macro schemes such

as this have been employed to understand the difficulties experienced when

forming an alliance. The failure of the Volvo-Renault venture, for example,

has been partially attributed to significant cultural differences per the

Hofstede framework. Other examples include difficulties experienced in alli-

ances between Japanese and American firms, with reports indicating that

Japanese firms found it difficult to transfer knowledge outside the frame-

work of common activity or colocation (Inkpen, 1996; 1998).

Schein (1990) has analyzed corporate cultures according to the dialectics of

external adaptation or internal integration, and the firm’s capacity to change

or its inclination to remain stable. These distinctions are adopted for present

purposes, resulting in the assumptions that (a) cultures more inclined to exter-

nal adaptation (open cultures) and (b) cultures more inclined to change (flexi-

ble cultures) will transfer knowledge and learn more effectively. Firms with

open cultures tend to seek resources from outside their boundaries but those

with closed cultures tend to rely on resources that exist within.

A firm with an open culture will be more prone to communicating on

competencies and engaging in “learning by doing” experiments than one that

is not. Cameron and Quinn (1998) have argued that firm efficiency is directly

related to such characteristics. Flexible cultures, on the other hand, have an

ability to modify their routines, processes, or value chains to better adapt

strategic direction to a given context. Learning is seen as a lever of change in

this regard (Pettigrew, 1987). Firms in a learning-based alliance are faced
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with the necessity of adaptation in order to benefit from a partner’s intellec-

tual capital, and this frequently implies adaptation in terms of routines, core

values, and basic business processes (Newman and Nollen, 1996). Obstacles

to such adaptation are more visible in firms with a heavy hierarchical culture

as contrasted with those that are relatively flat and autonomous. The 1983

General Motors-Toyota NUMMI1 collaboration, for example, adopted a man-

agement style based on the Toyota philosophy and GM’s employees were re-

quired to revise and modify their mental schemes in order to benefit from

Toyota’s competencies.

Trust

Openness and flexibility as defined previously imply trust and, conversely,

cultural characteristics influence trust in learning-based alliances. Trust has

been defined as a presumption of correct behavior of each party in an unfore-

seen situation, a way of coping with uncertainty (Bidault, 1997). This implies

an informal control mechanism that governs partners in a relationship. In an

alliance context, trust is seen as an important foundation for effective knowl-

edge transfer and, in particular, tacit knowledge dissemination (Gulati,

1995). Trust is dynamic, capable of evolving in positive or negative fashion,

and can be optimized in a learning situation. It can counteract opportunistic

behavior, become an important factor in the selection of a partner, and as-

sume the role of a principal coordination mechanism in the daily functioning

of an alliance, thereby reducing transactional costs (traditionally defined) and

uncertainty (Arrow, 1985; Killing, 1987).

The proposition is that higher levels of trust between partners will lead to

more effective knowledge transfer and organizational learning. Research

around this issue (Killing, 1987; Bidault, 1997) has identified various deter-

minants of trust but most authorities agree that three are particularly telling

from a knowledge transfer perspective: (a) interdependency, (b) the partner’s

reputation, and (c) prior experience.

1. A form of contract based on interdependency favors trust in the sense that

mutual needs, well expressed, have a stabilizing effect. If Party A realizes

that Party B is dependent on him or her, and the same is true for Party B,

the likelihood is that both will expect the other to respect commitments

due to the reciprocity of needs (Sako, 1998).

2. Reputation has been dubbed the most important resource a firm has

(Grant, 1996). Perceptions of a firm and its expertise or experience, and its

reputation for fair dealing, constitute important foundations on which

partners in an alliance build trust (Sako, 1998).

3. Prior experience is perhaps the best indicator of future behavior in a rela-

tionship. Familiarity with how a potential partner has behaved in previ-

ous relationships, or strong indicators of how that partner might behave,

have been shown to be important variables (Africa and de la Torre, 1998).
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Organizational Design

The form of an alliance determines the nature of its control, which, in turn,

governs the nature of knowledge exchange and learning therein. A distinction

is commonly made between three primary types of alliance architecture

(Kogut, 1988):

1. The non-equity form, which is summarized by contractual relationships.

Non-equity forms partially ignore hierarchical control due to a lack of

structural dependence. Control is contractual and based on formalized ob-

ligations. There is limited and defined knowledge transfer in such ar-

rangements as typically defined in a contract.

2. The joint venture form, in which partners are directly involved in the cre-

ation of a joint entity. Joint ventures regroup separated entities and thus

require their own hierarchical control mechanisms and ownership struc-

ture. Knowledge transfer is necessary and vital for the novel entity, which

has to benefit from the learning through both parents.

3. The equity form, which does not imply a joint entity but a serious com-

mitment from both parties. This type includes multipoint alliances. The

strong commitment of both partners and mutual interest in partners’ re-

sources lead to opportunities of real transfer, beyond the simple acquisi-

tion of defined competencies.

It is commonly accepted that the joint venture is the form that favors knowl-

edge transfer (Kogut, 1988; Mowery et al., 1996).

These four factors—strategic intent, culture, trust, and form—constitute

the essential foundations of learning-based alliances. The next sections will

consider two strategic processes, transparency and learning capacity, which

are rooted in the above four factors.

Transparency

Transparency has been related to the “openness” of a firm (Hamel, 1991) and

here we will define it as the extent of communication and knowledge transfer

that occurs between partners. In a learning-based alliance, this is obviously

the goal, but one’s level of success will hinge on two factors:

1. The nature of the knowledge in play and the way it is articulated

2. The willingness to distribute and integrate this knowledge

It is clear to managers and academics alike that explicit knowledge (codi-

fied, digitized, materialized knowledge) is more easily transferred than the

“tacitness” of a firm’s know-how, experience, mental models, organizational

routines and so on. Barney (1991), for example, has observed that in spite of

desires to the contrary, it is impossible to cut the experience from one top

management team and paste it in another. Technical competencies may be

more amenable to transfer, however, because a portion can frequently be
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made accessible in explicated form. Ways and means are being explored (have

been explored for some time, actually, in other frameworks) for the effective

transmission of both in an alliance.

There are two broad sets of options for knowledge transfer, one involving

that which can be explicated and another that which is too difficult, costly, or

simply impossible to explicate. Where a body of knowledge, know-how, or

experience can be codified and articulated (i.e., manuals, processes, infra-

structure systems), the task is to do so and ensure that communication oc-

curs. Where a body of knowledge cannot, the task is to engage social pro-

cesses (environments, ecologies) that will permit the actors to transfer the

knowledge. Examples of the former embrace the information technologies we

are all familiar with (intranets, groupware) as well as the manuals, training

systems, and more traditional methods. Examples of the second issue include

face-to-face exchanges, apprenticeship and mentoring systems, community

creation, and colocation, that is, interactive learning.

Learning-based alliances are typically more interested in tacit knowledge

than in explicit knowledge for the obvious reason that explicit knowledge is

most probably a public good. Tacit knowledge is therefore the issue in alli-

ance-based knowledge transfer and the soft techniques that are indicated in-

clude communities of practice, staff rotation, colocation of project teams,

regular and frequent meetings between members of both entities, allocation

of space and time for informal exchanges, and other ways of allowing key

people to interact. The insight is that rather than managing the knowledge it-

self, as in putting the contents of a manual on the company’s intranet, the al-

liance must manage the social environment in which motivated people are al-

lowed to think and work together.

Transparency is inevitably tied to the willingness of a firm to disclose its

knowledge. Strategic alliances do not avoid the schism of competition and

collaboration; even if a firm is willing to cooperate, to learn and acquire new

competencies, it will also strive to protect its assets. To the extent a partner

perceives threat in this regard, transparency will diminish.

Learning Capacity

If transparency is the capacity to transfer knowledge, learning capacity is the

ability to learn. Formally, this refers to the acquisition of new knowledge, the

value the firm places on it, and the way this knowledge is exploited and em-

bedded in existing stocks and flows. Research has linked this ability to com-

petitive advantage (Penrose, 1959; Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; Hamel, 1991).

The presumption, therefore, is that firms with greater learning capacities will

benefit more from a learning-based alliance so that companies with enhanced

abilities in this regard will benefit.

Internalizing new knowledge is also facilitated by shared cognitive bases

(assumptions and frameworks) and communication structures (Shenkar and
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Li, 1999). The assumption here is that prior experience will generally have

erected both such that knowledge transfer is facilitated. Implicated are the

way a partner codifies its knowledge, the way it communicates that codified

knowledge to a partner, and its willingness and ability to change existing or-

ganizational routines.

Training and education can be important factors in this regard. The

proposition is that firms that condition events prior to alliance formation

through education programs that operationalize (for example) the factors

noted in this chapter will tend to be more successful. The direct involvement

of executives in knowledge sharing and routine changing has been shown to

increase the learning capacity of a firm (Rolland, 1999), an approach that is

generally termed “action learning.” Such a process appears to favor the de-

velopment of learning capacity as it encourages individuals to reflect on and

become genuinely involved in alliance issues. Previous research has shown

that action learning can introduce change in decision-making processes,

change in the way people work together, and change in the way they share

beliefs (Weinstein, 1995).

Implications

This review of research that lies at the intersection of learning-based alliances

and knowledge management shows the red thread to be an orientation to-

ward organizational learning coupled to a specific focus on knowledge and its

transfer. Our proposition is that systems and structures can be established

that enhance knowledge transfer in learning-based alliances, and we have

suggested a set of four factors (strategic intent, organizational culture, trust,

organizational form) that research and experience point to as the essential

foundations. These appear to be the primary structural elements that, once

established, lead to transparency and learning capacity.

If the motivation to establish an alliance is based on learning and knowl-

edge transfer, consider this idealized scenario. First, the partners clearly in-

tend to learn from one another. Second, both have open cultures, which are

disposed to external interactions, and the flexibility that allows them to inte-

grate new knowledge internally. Third, both are working with a partner

whose reputation or experience was known beforehand, or who specifically

fits expectations in terms of complementarity. Fourth, trust between partners

is high as a result, and the form of the alliance will be oriented toward a sepa-

rated entity, or joint venture, in order to capitalize the dynamics and syner-

gies of both parents while permitting sufficient autonomy to develop special-

ized expertise.

In this scenario two factors are determinant and must become conscious

goals in order to maximize knowledge transfer. Transparency—an essential

factor as well as a motor of effective communication—will be fostered
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through processes that ensure the fluidity and exchange of knowledge

through soft or hard technologies. Second, leaning capacity will be valorized

in order to act on the knowledge transferred, allowing the partners to stock

new organizational knowledge or processes, as well as transfer expertise to

their individuals.

A review of public announcements reveals that the basic intent of an alli-

ance is seldom expressed as a desire to acquire knowledge, but rather as the

development of new competencies or the acquisition of new market niches. It

is clear, however, that goals framed in business terms are frequently accom-

plished through learning and knowledge transfer. It is also the case that goals

are emergent depending on the new knowledge acquired by organizations.

The issue is therefore somewhat circular. One press release in the pharmaceu-

tical industry, for example, announced a joint venture between Photogen

Technologies2 and Elan as the intent to develop a treatment of cancer in the

lymph nodes. This goal was quickly followed by text that outlined the ex-

pected contributions of both partners in terms of knowledge, know-how, and

intellectual property.

Cultural issues are significant. Ciborra (1991) has analyzed Olivetti’s ex-

perience with regard to the unsuccessful Olivetti-AT&T attempt to develop an

alliance in 1989. His conclusion is that the failure was largely a result of cul-

tural differences. The success of NUMMI illustrates the importance of initial

conditions in this regard. GM wanted to learn how to build cars more effi-

ciently, using the Toyota “lean” production system, and Toyota wanted to ex-

pand sales in the American market and test its production methods in an

American setting. NUMMI’s success on both counts is generally attributed to

cultural openness and flexibility from both parties, allowing them to transfer

and integrate know-how and expertise.

Reputation and trust are important. Electrolux3 and Ericsson announced

a joint venture in October 1999, which intends to market products and ser-

vices to the “Networked Home.” This joint venture was established to develop

a new business infrastructure that would make housing appliances net-

worked and connected to external providers of information and services via

the Internet. The intent for Electrolux is to learn how to develop Web technol-

ogy-based household appliances, and Ericsson wants to learn about the

household market and how to create new added value. This alliance leverages

the market culture, brands, deep understanding of consumer behavior and

retail channels, and technological expertise of two partners who trust and re-

spect one another.

Finally, we would point out that the review provided here forms the basis

for a research project that intends to test the propositions in the field. The

goal is to specify the conditions and processes that lead to effective planning

for, and management of, learning-based alliances. As with much research of

this nature, understanding lags practice because it is clear that firms are ac-
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tively pursuing alliances as ways to learn, develop, and adapt. We trust that

this chapter has provided some help in sorting out the complexity of the sub-

ject and will assist firms in developing the foundations of an effective alli-

ance-based knowledge transfer strategy.

Notes

1. http://www.nummi.com.
2. PR Newswire 02/11/1999.
3. http://www.e2-home.com; http://www.electrolux.com; http://www.ericsson.com.
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chapter 12

The Social Ecology of
Knowledge Management
David Snowden

Cynefin:

A Sense of

Time and Place Cynefin (pronounced cun-ev-in) is a Welsh

word with no direct equivalent in English.

As a noun it is translated as habitat, as an

adjective acquainted or familiar, but dictio-

nary definitions fail to do it justice. A better, and more poetic, definition

comes from the introduction to a collection of paintings by Kyffin Williams,

an artist whose use of oils creates a new awareness of the mountains of his

native land and their relationship to the spirituality of its people: “It describes

that relationship: the place of your birth and of your upbringing, the envi-

ronment in which you live and to which you are naturally acclimatized”

(Sinclair, 1998). It differs from the Japanese concept of Ba, which is a “shared

space for emerging relationships” (Nonaka and Konno, 1998) in that it links a

community into its shared history—or histories—in a way that paradoxically

both limits the perception of that community and enables an instinctive and

intuitive ability to adapt to conditions of profound uncertainty. In general, if

a community is not physically, temporally, and spiritually rooted, then it is

alienated from its environment and will focus on survival rather than cre-

ativity and collaboration. In such conditions, knowledge hoarding will pre-

dominate and the community will close itself to the external world. If the

alienation becomes extreme, the community may even turn in on itself, at-

omizing into an incoherent babble of competing self-interests.

This is of major importance for the emerging disciplines of knowledge

management. Organizations are increasingly aware of the need to create ap-

propriate virtual and physical space in which knowledge can be organized

and distributed. They are gradually becoming aware that knowledge cannot
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be treated as an organizational asset without the active and voluntary partic-

ipation of the communities that are its true owners. A shift to thinking of em-

ployees as volunteers requires a radical rethink of reward structures, organi-

zational forms, and management attitudes. It requires us to think of the

organization as a complex ecology in which the number of causal factors ren-

ders pseudo-rational prescriptive models redundant at best and poisonous at

worst. Managing a complex ecology requires a focus on interventions de-

signed to trigger desired behavior in the members of that ecology rather than

attempts to mandate activity; it requires an understanding of the underlying

values around which the various communities that comprise that ecology

self-organize their knowledge.

An organization that has been reengineered has particular difficulties in

making this shift. Although that reengineering may well have been critical to

its survival, the mechanical metaphor that underlay process reengineering

focused on knowledge as a definable “thing” that could be subjected to ratio-

nal management. Individuals and communities soon learned that if the value

of their knowledge was not immediately self-evident, then they would be

prime candidates for ritual sacrifice in the next downsizing exercise. Equally,

they started to understand that if their knowledge was perceived as valuable,

then it was safer to lease it on an as-needed—or more frequently as-

requested—basis to the highest bidder. The focus of identity moved from or-

ganizational loyalty based on mutual obligation or interdependency (lifetime

employment in exchange for loyal service) to a more fragmented and uncer-

tain space.

Toward a Network of Communities

There was, of course, no golden age of lifetime employment in the West nor,

but for a favored few, in Japan; even a cursory reading of economic history is

enough to dispel that myth. However, we have seen early signs of a shift

from hierarchical forms to one in which the organization is seen as a network

of communities, hopefully united in a common purpose. In the knowledge

management arena this has meant an increasing focus on communities of

competence or practice. Here the place, or Ba, of knowledge exchange and cre-

ation is groups of individuals logically organized by common expertise or in-

terest. These logically constructed groups are often supported by sophisti-

cated systems designed to enable collaboration and exchange when the group

members are dispersed in space, but not in time. Such logically constructed

groups are not necessarily communities—common interests and educational

background are not enough in their own right to forge a community, and

most organizations will use meetings and social space, both physical and vir-

tual, to induce a sense of belonging and social obligation.
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Camouflage Behavior

However, although a logical group may appear to have become a community

there is also a danger that camouflage behavior has set in. It may display

some of the superficial aspects of a community, such as the admission of

(nondamaging) mistakes from which the group can learn, generation of suc-

cess stories regarding the reuse of intellectual capital, and innovative associa-

tions of ideas, to name but a few. If the organization has spent its resources in

creating the group, then it would be churlish, or political suicide, to fail to ex-

hibit the behaviors that the organization has mandated. This is an age-old

management dilemma; are people saying that they agree with me because

they do, or because they feel they have to? We have learned to live with the

dilemma in hierarchical or matrix organizations, as the effects of either op-

tion are similar. However, in the emerging knowledge economy, the diver-

gence between the true belief of the volunteer and the compliance of the con-

script can be the difference between success and failure. We need a new model

for a new age, based on a greater degree of self-awareness and honesty than

has been necessary in the past. Trust is, after all, the single most important

precondition for knowledge exchange.

Culturally Based Sense Making

Any such model has to recognize the need for diversity, ambiguity, and para-

dox. Too many of the modern-day practitioners of scientific management

have overused its Newtonian base and abused the thinking of its founder,

Taylor, by the attempted creation of universal and overly simplistic models.

We need to recognize that human society is diverse and multidimensional.

Volunteers can and do resist mandated behavior. Ambiguity provides scope

for individual interpretation and more rapid adaptation to change; the neat

and tidy structures required by traditional IT systems design oversimplify

complexity in order to achieve deliverables and consequently fail to reflect the

richness of human space. Paradox allows humans (but not computers) to

work with apparent contradiction, and in consequence create new meaning.

One of the paradoxes that will be explored later, for example, is that of main-

taining rigid boundaries between formal and informal communities; the

more rigid the boundary, the greater the knowledge flows across it.

The Cynefin model in Figure 12.1 uses contrasting views of culture based

on the disciplines of anthropology on one dimension and a community-based

sense-making view of knowledge and language on the other. An early form of

the model using different labels for the dimension extremes and quadrant

spaces was developed as a means of understanding the reality of intellectual

capital management within IBM Global Services (Snowden, 1999a). It has

been used subsequently to assist a range of other organizations to understand
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the ecology of knowledge, and the representation in Figure 12.1 reflects that

experience and thinking. It is designed to create a holistic understanding of

the different types of community and community interactions within an or-

ganization, rooted in the historic, cultural, and situational context of that or-

ganization, its changing environment, and the network of formal and infor-

mal communities that make it a living entity. As such, it is designed to

acclimatize the informal communities to their responsibilities within the

wider ecology of the organization, and to acclimatize the organization to the

reality of its identity that is in part, if not principally, formed by those com-

munities. It provides an easily remembered model designed to allow an orga-

nization to permit diversity of community type, within a common ecology of

compatible purpose.

The Dimension of Culture

In seeking to understand culture we will draw on a distinction from anthro-

pology. Keesing and Strathern (1998) assert two very different ways in which

the term culture is used:

1. The sociocultural system or the pattern of residence and resource exploi-

tation that can be observed directly, documented, and measured in a fairly

straightforward manner. The tools and other artifacts that we use to cre-

ate communities, the virtual environment we create, and the way we cre-

ate, distribute, and utilize assets within the community. These are teach-

ing cultures that are aware of the knowledge that needs to be transferred

to the next generation and that create training programs. They are char-

acterized by their certainty or explicit knowability.

2. Culture as an “. . . ideational system. Cultures in this sense comprise sys-

tems of shared ideas, systems of concepts, and rules and meanings that

underlie and are expressed in the ways that humans live. Culture, so de-

fined, refers to what humans learn, not what they do and make” (Keesing

and Strathern, 1998; emphasis added). This is also the way in which hu-

mans provide “standards for deciding what is, . . . for deciding what can

be, . . . for deciding how one feels about it, . . . for deciding what to do

about it, and . . . for deciding how to go about doing it” (Goodenough,

1961, p. 522). Such cultures are tacit in nature: networked, tribal, and

fluid. They are learning cultures because they deal with ambiguity and

uncertainty originating in the environment, or self-generated for innova-

tive purposes.

The cultural dimension encompasses technology and implicitly rejects the

dualism of much current knowledge management. This dualism often mani-

fests itself in phrases such as, “a KM solution is x% technology and y% cul-

ture.” Like all dualism, this tends to a demonization and deification of the ex-
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tremes of the duality, neither of which is helpful. For technologists the

culture question is one that they will solve with the next release and for the

technophobes it becomes another excuse to revert to all that is nonscalable,

warm, fuzzy, and simply human. The distinction was useful for a period to

drag people away from thinking that knowledge management could be

achieved solely through the procurement of technology. However, it now dis-

guises a vital aspect of any human culture; we are first and foremost a tool-

making and tool-using animal. Our culture makes little sense without taking

information technology, the latest manifestation of our tool-making ability

into account. The issue is to see the technology of knowledge management—

search engines, document management systems, yellow pages, and so on—as

such a tool. The dualistic proposition has arisen as a result of the tendency of

technologists to require the bio-reengineering of human hands to fit their

tools rather than designing tools that naturally fit those hands.

The Dimension of Sense Making

The function of knowledge in any organization is to make sense of things,

both to oneself and to the communities with which one is connected. Knowl-

edge is our sense-making capability. The developing practice of knowledge

management has seen two different approaches to definition. One arises from

information management and sees knowledge as some higher-level order of
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information, often expressed as a triangle progressing from data, through in-

formation and knowledge, to the apex of wisdom. Knowledge here is seen as a

thing or entity that can be managed and distributed through advanced use of

technology. Much of the thinking in this group is really not very new; the is-

sues and problems of human interaction with information systems have been

articulated for many years (Dervin, 1998). The second approach sees the

problem from a sociological basis. These definitions see knowledge as a hu-

man capability to act. Like the first group, knowledge is still seen in a linear

continuum with data, information, and wisdom, although the sequence is

sometimes reversed with wisdom as the base (Saint-Onge, 1996).

In effect, both groups are correct, knowledge is both a thing and a capabil-

ity at the same time. A parallel situation exists in physics where an electron is

simultaneously both a particle and wave; if we seek particles then we see par-

ticles, if we seek waves then we see waves. The same is true of knowledge.

One of the problems is that things are superficially easier to manage, and as a

result early knowledge management has focused on knowledge as a thing

that can be captured and codified in databases. More recent thinking is less di-

rective and more holistic, seeing knowledge as “a fluid mix of framed experi-

ence, values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a

framework for evaluation and incorporating new experiences and informa-

tion” (Davenport and Prusak, 1998, emphasis added).

The pragmatic issue is not one of definition, but to create a workable

model that makes an intuitive common-sense impact on all levels of the orga-

nization. Attempting to resolve 2,400 years of debate since Plato first essayed

justified true belief as a definition of knowledge in Theatetus, is unlikely to

achieve this. What is important is to create an understanding of what it

would mean to use knowledge while embracing its ambiguity. Sense making

requires a knowledge user to create meaningful messages that inform other

community members and that allow the community to comprehend complex

and ambiguous situations without either drowning in data, or accepting the

restraints of a pseudo-rational simplification. Language is key.

The use of language to include or exclude gives us the extremes of our

sense-making dimension. We see communities sharing a common expert lan-

guage that effectively excludes those who do not share that expertise: this is

restricted sense making. The restriction generally results from the need to

have invested time to acquire a skill set and the associated expert language

within training cultures, or it can be the private symbolic language of com-

mon experience referenced through stories of learning cultures. At the other

extreme, expertise is either not necessary or is inappropriate: this is open

sense making. In teaching cultures it is open to anyone who speaks the lan-

guage of the dominant culture of the organization, in learning cultures it is

open in the sense that no expert language has yet developed because the situ-

ation is new.
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The Cynefin Quadrants

It is important to remember that models such as this are designed to assist in

developing self-awareness and the capacity to describe the ecology in which

one works. The borders between each quadrant are ambiguous in most or-

ganizations, although it will be argued later that there is considerable ad-

vantage to be gained by creating and building strong borders between the

quadrants and increasing the ritual elements of transfer between them. Par-

adoxically, the more formal the boundary, the stronger the knowledge flows

across it. Weakening borders tends to alienate the learning dimension and

not only fails to improve flow, but actively inhibits it. Each quadrant repre-

sents a particular coalescence in time and space of a form of community

with varying degrees of temporal continuity.

Bureaucratic/Structured

Common Language

This is the formal organization; the realm of company policy, recruitment

procedures, financial controls, internal marketing; the entire panoply of cor-

porate life that has emerged over the last century. It is a training environ-

ment. Its language is known, explicit, and open, it is the commonplace day-

to-day language of the dominant linguistic group. On induction we need to

communicate the basics of organizational life: how to claim expenses, report-

ing requirements, health and safety procedures, to name but a few. The lan-

guage we use is the language of the culture, in which the organization re-

sides, and in a multinational will generally be the language of the country in

which the head office is situated, although international English is emerging

as a distinct language in its own right, which often presents more problems

for native English speakers used to dialect and cultural references than it does

for people who have learned it as a foreign language.

While the bulk of the language is explicit, there are also organizational

stories that are universal and form part of the language of the organization.

These may be founder stories, or they may be stories of key transforming

events in that organizations’ history: near bankruptcy, key projects, major

breakthroughs. There will also be a subtext beneath the formal language and

stated company values. For example, in five separate assignments in different

large international organizations during 1999 carried out by the author, the

use of story as a disclosure mechanism for cultural values identified “Don’t

buck the process” as a key organizing principle underlying behavior and

working practice. None of the organizations studied portrayed such a rule as

part of their induction process, nor would they have accepted it as reality in a

formal setting. However, such rules are learned through private association

and experience, and they are unlikely to be propagated by the organization,

even though their acquisition is a survival necessity for new members.
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The organization has high volumes of information and embedded knowl-

edge to communicate on a regular basis to a diverse population. Some of this

needs to be done within the context of skills training, some via company pub-

lications, or increasingly via the intranet and other forms of virtual collabo-

ration. Increasingly, the volume of information communicated by organiza-

tions results in data glut and a failure to create meaningful messages;

messages that do not inform the recipient remain as data. In many organiza-

tions corporate communications are de facto ignored by field staff who have

too many other demands on their time. Filtering and the shift from push to

pull information provision is one solution. Organizations are also starting to

rediscover the value of human filters and human channels through the

reemployment of librarians and the use of story, video, and other communi-

cation forms that convey higher levels of complexity in less time-consuming

forms.

A large organization is de facto a networked conglomeration of different

communities both formal and informal, linked to the center in varying de-

grees of effectiveness. Some commentators are even forecasting a future of

increasing home working, looser employment contracts, and higher levels of

uncertainty. Although this may be true, and the jury is still out on that one,

there will always be a requirement for a formal organization in which com-

munication is explicit and structured. If nothing else, a significant number of

individuals want to know where they stand. They want to belong to some-

thing and see a career path. Increasingly, they will recognize that such paths

do not exist within one organization, but they will exist across a series of or-

ganizations, predominantly in serial but in some cases in parallel. The danger

is that the formal organization with its linguistic and training norms in-

trudes into other domains where that structure will inhibit progress. In look-

ing at the other quadrants of the Cynefin model, we always need to remem-

ber that the formal organization will always attempt to creep into other

spaces through measurement and control, and this partially laudable en-

deavor needs to be controlled and channeled so that it does not inhibit the ca-

pacity of the organization as a whole to develop to meet the demands of its

environment. In many ways the domain of the bureaucratic quadrant should

only consist of activities that are not better or more appropriately managed

in the other three.

Professional/Logical

Restricted Expert Language

The most commonly understood form of expert language is that of the pro-

fessional: an individual who, through a defined training program and associ-

ated job function, acquires an ability to use explicit specialist terminology,

generally codified in textbooks and via references to key concepts or thinkers.

The expert language and the time and basic skill it takes to acquire that expert
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language form the barriers to entry and define the nature of the restriction.

Although the opportunity to acquire the skill is known and available to all, in

practice it is further limited by opportunity. Opportunity may be the most

important and the most often forgotten factor because it frequently depends

on patronage or access to decision makers rather than need. Lack of opportu-

nity may also result from social deprivation prior to commencement of a ca-

reer or during that career.

In the context of the organization such expertise may be externally and

internally validated. Engineers, lawyers, and accountants have external pro-

fessional bodies that largely regulate and control entry to the profession,

linking tightly with academic institutions. A looser framework covers disci-

plines such as management, sales, and marketing, where success in practice

can easily overcome lack of formal qualification. There is logic to the creation

of communities around these visible common affinities. Little or no ambigu-

ity exists over their nature or the barriers for entry.

Such communities are working at a high level of abstraction. Abstraction

is the process by which we focus on the underlying constructs of data. As

Boisot (1998) admirably demonstrates, the process of abstraction is focused

on concepts, not percepts. Percepts, “. . . achieve their economies by maintain-

ing a certain clarity and distinction between categories, concepts do so by re-

vealing which categories are likely to be relevant to the data-processing task”

or information creation. “Abstraction, in effect, is a form of reductionism; it

works by letting the few stand for the many.” In practice it is easier to create

a construct for knowledge as a thing; the atomistic nature of things lends it-

self to codification. Knowledge as a capability presents different problems,

mostly attributable to the constant mutation of such knowledge as it accom-

modates itself to different contexts.

Expert communities are able to convey complex messages more economi-

cally than nonexpert communities within their domain. Figure 12.2 illus-

trates the way the cost of codification decreases with the operational level of

abstraction of that community. Attempts to share expert knowledge at too

low a level of abstraction mean that the cost of effective codification increases

exponentially and the act of codification becomes a negative act; the real ex-

perts dismiss the material as not worthy of their attention—it’s back where

they were in high school. Codify at too high a level and, although costs are re-

duced, the level of restricted access can increase to the point of elitism. In

working with expert communities it is vital to understand the appropriate

level of operational abstraction, and to understand the speed of decay in the

uniqueness of the knowledge being shared. Highly complex knowledge with a

high decay factor will rarely justify the cost of codification. As can be seen

from Figure 12.2, the tolerance for ambiguity is broader for complex knowl-

edge. This is because the populations able to use complex knowledge are

generally smaller and will tend to have more homogeneity of value/belief

systems.
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Identity and Status in Professional Communities

The expertise and the process of its acquisition form a key part of the identity

and status of individuals within the community. The symbols of that status

may well be ritually displayed: degree certificates, 100 percent club plaques

for sales staff, scrolls indicating membership in an external professional asso-

ciation, pictures of formative experiences associating the individual with

other respected members of the community. Status in the early days is linked

to clearly identified stages in the process of expertise acquisition: passing ex-

aminations and acquisition of relevant work experience. All members will ex-

pect to progress through these stages within certain acceptable time limits.

Failure to do so means some loss of status; accelerated progression means in-

creased status. After the early period the position becomes more ambiguous.

Status may be linked to the capacity to find work or funding for fellow ex-

perts. It may be the consistent creation of highly valuable and original work,

or it may be the ability to train and mentor new entrants. In a sales commu-

nity, status is clearly linked to the achievement of readily measurable explicit

targets. Although application of these qualitative criteria is often unfair, the

communities in question accept it. In contrast, for a group of scientists in an

R&D function, we might expect greater concern over qualitative measures

with a need for clearly demonstrated fairness.

Power and Ritual in Professional Communities

There is an obvious overlap between status and power in a professional com-

munity; however, power does not necessarily correlate with status. In R&D
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communities, for example, power may reside in those individuals best able to

handle the interface between their fellow scientists and the senior manage-

ment and finance staff of the organization. This ability may be resented, in

which case there is a form of alienation between status and power that can

compromise the identity and effectiveness of individuals. The ability to gain

and sustain funding provides power that can be used or abused; in a bureau-

cratic organization (and most large organizations are bureaucratic) budget

substitutes for land in a new form of feudalism. Feudalism was often des-

potic, and occasionally used patronage to encourage creativity, but was never

democratic. Ritual is interesting. There are rituals in the gaining of profession

qualifications and the giving of sales awards, to take two examples. However,

they are rarely thought out. In medieval craft halls the transition from ap-

prentice to journeyman was a highly formalized ritual that took place in

front of the entire community. The purpose of this ritual was not self-

aggrandizement, but establishing the new place and responsibility of the indi-

vidual within the community. More work needs to be done in this area, but

there is a case to be made that we have lost the capacity to use formal ritual

to enable transformation and learning. This is partly caused by an under-

standable reaction to the pomp and circumstance often associated with it. Al-

though informal rituals abound as they satisfy a human need, formality has

advantages at key turning points, and its reintroduction may be worth con-

sidering.

Informal/Interdependent

Restricted Symbolic Language

Informal communities are more rigidly restricted than professional ones. The

community, or individuals within it, use criteria for the inclusion or exclu-

sion of members that are unspecified and rarely articulated, but are intu-

itively understood. Members in the gray zone between acceptance and rejec-

tion may be unaware of the process itself. Membership is always ambiguous

and if lost can result in bad feeling arising from a sense of personal betrayal

that goes beyond the normal cut and thrust of organizational politics in the

formal organization. Some cases groups are absolutely restricted; they are

linked to past unique experiences and in consequence are not open to new

membership. Such groups are also more readily identifiable. At the other ex-

treme, membership criteria may be clear, and the group open in consequence.

An example from one organization is a group that meets virtually on a Mon-

day morning to celebrate or mourn depending on the results of a weekend

football match. Support of the football club transcends other loyalties and or-

ganizational boundaries. In general, such groups coalesce as a result of some

form of stimulus: common experience, common values or beliefs, common

goals, or common enemies or threats. In addition, there is a question of the
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degree of emotional intensity, which also has a significant impact on the du-

ration of the community created, and its restriction on access for new mem-

bers. Informal communities are by their nature ambiguous.

Symbolic Language: The Role of Story

An examination of primitive symbolic or pictorial languages reveals some in-

teresting features. Primary among these is the ability of symbolic languages

to convey a large amount of knowledge or information in a very succinct

way. Each symbol has a different meaning according to the combination of

symbols that preceded it. The problem is that such languages are difficult to

comprehend and nearly impossible to use unless you grow up in the commu-

nity of symbol users. In some primitive societies the symbols are stories, of-

ten unique to a particular family who train their children to act as human re-

positories of complex stories that contain the wisdom of the tribe. The ability

to convey high levels of complexity through story lies in the highly abstract

nature of the symbol associations in the observer’s mind when she or he

hears the story. It triggers ideas, concepts, values, and beliefs at an emotional

and intellectual level simultaneously.

We observe the same use of symbolic language in modern organizations—

primitive forms are remarkably persistent despite the superficial appearance

of rationalism! Any community has its repository of stories that are used to

suggest appropriate behaviors or teach in a variety of ways. Some of these

are fairly pervasive and visible. A rewarding exercise is to ask staff who have

been with the organization for just under a year what stories they have been

told that summarize what it is to work for that organization. Another such

exercise is to ask staff who are known for their ability to mentor what stories

of their own experience they tell their proteges following a serious mistake on

their part. These are often inspirational stories from the organization’s his-

tory of failure being turned into success through human ingenuity. Both

types of story, once they reach a critical mass, can be used to identify and

codify simple rules and values that underlie the reality of that organization’s

culture (Snowden, 1999b).

Strong stories become part of the private symbolic language of informal

and to a lesser extent professional and bureaucratic communities. The induc-

tion course may take only a few weeks, but it can take months or years to be

told all the corporate stories to the point where one understands the oblique

references to past events, or the appropriation of common words and phrases

to reference goodness or badness. An experienced member of staff will use such

words to associate a current proposal with past success or failure to support

or destroy that proposal. The proposer may not even be aware of the associa-

tions that innocent common-sense language has triggered.

These stories convey complex meaning and can often be captured by a

new breed of corporate historian (Kransdorff, 1998), with consequential re-

ductions in induction time and improved staff retention and leadership:
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“Nothing serves a leader better than a knack for narrative. Stories anoint role

models, impart values, and show how to execute indescribably complex

tasks” (Stewart, 1998). Story is a developing discipline in knowledge man-

agement, which has a major impact on strategy models (Snowden, 1999b),

communication, and cultural change programs.

Organizational stories exist in professional and bureaucratic space as well

as voluntary space, and story has a major impact in all communities both as

a knowledge disclosure technique and as a knowledge trigger (Snowden,

2000) there are also private stories linked to informal, interdependent groups

of individuals. These private, trusted networks are at the heart of any large

organization. Their members have worked together on projects in the past or

all belong to a social club, to take two different examples. They form a com-

munity whose identity exists within and without their organizational iden-

tity. In some such interdependent groups bonding is very tight due to some

shared success achieved in the face of overwhelming odds, or through protec-

tive behavior: rescue of group members from redundancy, covering up a fire-

able offence, assisting in a promotion—the list is endless. Such groups are

able to communicate far more effectively than others. Coded reference to past

experience or shared values, highly specialized language utilizing a reference

base outside of the organizational context, deceptive use of commonplace

language to maintain camouflage, derision of an unaware third party—all of

these and many more are the reality of the informal networks that for good

or ill are a critical element of corporate life. Membership in such groups is al-

ways voluntary and uncertain. Failure to conform to the unwritten values

and norms of the group can result in social exclusion.

Organizations need to realize the degree of their dependence on such in-

formal networks. The danger is of chronic self-deception in the formal orga-

nization, partly reinforced by the camouflage behavior of individuals in con-

forming to the pseudo-rational models. A mature organization will recognize

that such informal networks are a major competitive advantage and will en-

sure scalability through automated processes and formal constructions while

leaving room for the informal communities to operate.

Status, Power, and Ritual

Status is very closely tied to leadership. Such communities often form as dis-

ciples around a powerful leader whose values and beliefs are assumed by the

community as a whole. In these groups proximity to and influence over the

leader are key to the status of individuals. In cases where the leader is highly

dominant, individual identity in the followers may start to blur to the point

where the outside world sees them as clones. Such communities can be both

positive and negative in outcome. Often the dominant personality of the

leader will allow new meaning to be created as the community’s single, pur-

poseful drive breaks through old assumptions and work practices. Equally,

the subverting of individual identity may inhibit or prevent innovation. In
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contrast, the goal-seeking behavior of some communities may subvert the at-

tempts of any one individual to gain a dominant position.

Power in informal communities is difficult to isolate, as they are totally

voluntary. Where individuals become dependent on a dominant leader, they

may lose touch with this fact, but it is always there. Strongly held beliefs or

goals may lead to martyrdom, but this extreme is rare in business communi-

ties. What are very common are initiation rites and rituals. Initiation may in-

volve hazing ceremonies designed to test good humor, or more serious tests of

trustworthiness. Often such tests are not set up deliberately but occur in day-

to-day discourse. They may require totemistic behavior such as a ritual con-

demnation of a common enemy. Rituals in informal communities serve to re-

mind members of the original coalescence point. An annual reunion of a

group originating in a course or other program may involve ritual retelling

of stories from the original experience, often with participants almost recit-

ing responses to reinforce their role or position within the group. Commu-

nities formed around common beliefs or common threats will typically tell

myth form stories that reinforce the belief or deride the enemy. Rituals may

also test continued commitment; the Friday night drink and monthly bowl-

ing evening are events that one may miss once, but continued absence will

lead to partial exclusion at best.

These rituals can extend to granting of membership. Often any individual

within a group, particularly dominant individuals, can grant membership al-

most at whim. The new member will be introduced to the group with some

form or phrase that has specific meaning for the group: “Hi guys, this is Paul,

he’s a good guy,” effectively says that Paul is not one of the bad guys but is

aware of who the bad guys are and is opposed to them. Equally, the phrase,

“Hi guys, this is Peter. Peter comes from the London office,” may say to this

particular group, “You don’t know Peter but he’s one of the bad guys so

watch what you say”; commonplace language has assumed a specialized

symbolic meaning.

A Negative Aspect of Voluntary Communities

Informal communities exist for good or evil, but they do exist. Attempts to

abolish them are foolish; it just isn’t possible, although you may make them

invisible. Foolishness is also a natural component of corporate life when it

comes to people, but in this case it is more than that: it is a missed opportu-

nity. Informal communities are the repositories for knowledge both of things,

but more particularly of capabilities. The scale and scope of that knowledge

dwarfs what is possible in the formal organization. Creating an environment

in which such communities can organize their knowledge in private, and

then managing interventions on the border between formal and informal

knowledge exchange, means that the informal knowledge can be volunteered

when it is needed on a just-in-time basis.
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It is also the case that some informal communities become “old boys”

groups inhibiting progress of innovative talent, securing promotions for the

in crowd, and protecting bonus payments, all through the manipulation of

bureaucracy. Attempts to regulate this type of behavior just provide a richer

framework of rules to be manipulated. Paradoxically, reducing the rules re-

duces the capability of such negative groups to act because it provides greater

common-sense checks on the behavior by the wider community. The point

being made here is that the Cynefin model does not require toleration of in-

formal communities that actively damage organizational values. However,

rule-based and directive management intervention is rarely successful. Inter-

ventions will be unique to each situation: using natural predators to balance

the ecology.

Uncharted/Innovative

Emergent Language

So far we have dealt with the two forms of restricted communities in which a

specialized language, explicit or symbolic, is developed to make sense of in-

coming stimuli. We now reach a domain in which such language does not ex-

ist because the situation is new. It may be that a completely new market has

emerged, or that new competitors have appeared from nowhere or by lateral

movements of brand: for example, the entry of Mars into ice cream. The new-

ness may be technology induced, creating new possibilities; the growth of the

Internet is an obvious example, and we will see increasing levels of uncer-

tainty as the impact of pervasive commuting starts to bite. This is the ulti-

mate learning environment. We have no idea of what it is that we need to

train, and the language of our previous expertise may be inappropriate at

best, or appear to be appropriate (even though it is not) at worst.

Faced with something new, the organization has a problem; it will tend to

look at the problem through the filters of the old. The history of business is

littered with companies who failed to realize that the world had changed and

who continued to keep the old models and old language in place. In hindsight

such foolishness is easy to identify, but at the time the dominant language

and belief systems of the organization concerned make it far from obvious.

This is particularly true where the cost of acquiring knowledge within the or-

ganization is high, as this tends to lead to knowledge hoarding and secrecy

that in turn can blind the organization to new and changed circumstances.

Other organizations deliberately share knowledge, depending on speed of ex-

ploitation as the means of maintaining competitive advantage (Boisot, 1998).

The requirement in uncharted space is to make sure that the past does not

blind us to the possibilities of the present and to the opportunities of the fu-

ture. There are three internal models that are used by organizations when

faced with a new situation, aside from prayer:
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1. Bureaucratic Quadrant: The organization sets up a task force or allocates

responsibility to individuals trusted within the organizational hierarchy and

established within its command and control structure, including candidate

members for such groups: management trainees, proteges, and the like. If we

use a community of trusted or trainee executives, we are choosing individuals

who are good at exploiting new circumstances for career progression and

who represent particular interest groups within the organization. The short-

or medium-term goals of those interest groups may not coincide with the

change associated with accommodating new ideas. The tendency of such for-

mally constituted groups is to ensure that all interests are represented, and

functional conflict may result in a failure to understand the nature of the

change. The formal language and stories of the organization will create blind-

ness to the new situation.

2. Professional Quadrant: Individual competence groups may have a re-

sponsibility to monitor changes and produce an organizational response, or

the task may be assigned to such a group by senior management. The danger

of sectional interests is more extreme than for bureaucracy. The restricted na-

ture of this language, a strength in ensuring rapid and effective knowledge

sharing, becomes a handicap when a significantly new situation is encoun-

tered. If it is radically different there may not be a problem; the danger is

where the difference isn’t slight, but significant. Also, professional communi-

ties may be more radically threatened by new circumstances than are bu-

reaucratic ones. Individuals in bureaucratic communities are concerned with

power through the manipulation of resources and can adapt and change to

new circumstances: they don’t mind what they manage, as long as they are

the managers. In professional communities the individuals will have invested

years in developing a particular skill or expertise and if they have made the

wrong bet on the longevity of that skill set, they will be more defensive.

3. Informal Quadrant: Solutions emerge without organizational interven-

tion and are either used or, more frequently, ignored until it is too late. This

can happen when individuals or groups within the organization see or per-

ceive that something has changed, and attempt to make the organization

aware of the issue or keep it private until they feel safe to expose the idea to

corporate scrutiny, by which time it may be too late. A more recent phenom-

enon is that the individuals concerned take the idea out of the organization in

a business startup, often in competition. Using professional or bureaucratic

communities at least has the benefit of visibility: the decision makers are

aware that something is going on and will often have been involved in its for-

mation. With visibility comes responsibility. Making new sense in an infor-

mal community is a fundamentally flawed behavior. Intellectual property in

informal communities is private and may be subsequently volunteered in the

right circumstances. This privacy is the only sensible and sustainable way in

which the bulk of an organizations’ knowledge can be organized. However, in

new sense making the process of moving knowledge from informal to formal
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is too haphazard, and attempts to force the flow to meet the time require-

ments of innovation will only damage future flows, even if they are effective

in the first place. Facing a new situation requires awareness at all relevant

levels of an organization—it cannot be left to chance.

The organization needs to recognize that in new sense making we “see as

through a glass darkly,” to quote St. Paul (1 Cor. 13:12). New sense making

takes place at a high level of abstraction with extensive use of metaphor and

paradox. Most corporate decision makers are unhappy with both metaphor

and paradox, and it may be necessary to create mediating communities be-

tween the new sense-making group and the decision makers, or the sense

makers will be listened to, but not heard.

How can we avoid these dangers? None of our current communities, for-

mal or informal, will make sense of the new without problems, some of

which may be fatal. Based on a series of engagements, we can identify four

elements that should be present for new sense making.

1. Team Selection: Most organizations do not really know what they know,

and in many cases the solutions are already known somewhere in the rich-

ness of the informal community space. In new sense making what matters is

to find the individuals who have access to the knowledge of the organization

together with a natural networking capability to access external knowledge

assets. Psychometric tools such as Belbin analysis are useful to check that the

necessary skills are present. However, direct access to knowledge networkers

can be obtained by use of network analysis (Foster and Falkowski, 1999).

This approach requires a series of “who would you ask if you wanted to

know about X” questions, asked, re-asked and developed across appropriate

segments of the organization. The results of the answers are fed into a soft-

ware tool borrowed from the telecom industry and designed to reveal traffic

density and nodal points. The graphical result of this work reveals the key in-

dividuals across a community and the key communities within an organiza-

tion who, even if they do not know the answer themselves, know someone

who does. These key individuals are often sidelined middle managers, secre-

taries, and administrators. They are often more motivated by connecting

people than by progression within the organization. These individuals or

communities have access to the knowledge assets of the organization, and

their selection by this indirect disclosure method prevents the competing self-

interests that are likely in the event that the individuals are formally selected

by virtue of their status in the professional or bureaucratic quadrants.

2. Language Disruption: The team selection process may bring together dif-

ferent expertise and may be enough to disrupt the language norms of the or-

ganization. However, it will normally be necessary to include other knowl-

edge assets. This may include key customers, particularly those who are

troublesome! Breakthrough developments can also usefully involve lead us-
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ers (von Hippel, Thomke, and Sonnack, 1999) or competitors’ customers. It is

also effective to use knowledge assets from parallel environments. To take an

example from the author’s own direct experience: confronting experts from

the marketing department of a major retailer with experts from missile de-

fense systems. The two groups realized that they faced similar problems.

When they looked at these problems, without the constraints of previous as-

sumptions, there was very little difference between an incoming ballistic mis-

sile and an outgoing disloyal customer. Disruption may also need to be con-

tinuous or directed at key points in the program.

3. Humor and Ritual: The disruption of language can be reinforced by a de-

gree of ritual around specific negative acts or behavior. Another direct experi-

ence with a team in a crisis on a systems delivery issue will illustrate this. The

group concerned was over-reliant on process and assumed that key checks

were taking place because the process said that they would be. Increasing

pressure of time, client dissatisfaction, and the threat of legal action were in-

creasing this particular fault. A simple ritual involving the use of a comical

hat with elephant ears and an elephant trunk achieved the behavioral change.

Following agreement by the team that assumptions must not be made, the

first person caught making an assumption had to wear the hat until someone

else was caught in a similar mistake. Judicious advance planning meant that

the most senior member of the group made the first assumption, which pre-

vented victimization of junior members until the ritual was properly estab-

lished. Over the course of the next three days the hat rotated on a regular ba-

sis until it was no longer necessary; a significant behavior shift had been

achieved. Humor was critical as it diffused tension and enabled learning.

4. Time, Space, and Resources: Innovation and lateral thinking are not al-

ways achieved through resource provision. There is some evidence that star-

vation of resources, provided it is not excessive, increases creativity and with

it innovation; there are overlaps between creativity and innovation but they

are not the same thing, although often confused in organizations. Starvation

may also force groups into changing the rules of the game with consequent

benefit to changing customer requirements and innovation. In one experi-

ment, two groups of children were asked to compete in building a hut. One

group was given inferior materials and was unable to build as good a hut as

their competitors. The disadvantaged group then attempted to introduce new

criteria into the competition by, among other things, building a garden

around the hut (Kastersztein and Personnaz, 1978). There are no simple for-

mulas to apply here, and the environment or direct threat for which the in-

tervention is planned may constrain the ideal allocation of resources. There

are some principles that can be applied: (1) the time allocated should always

be less than is estimated—this increases pressure and forces the team to use

resources other than their own; (2) conventional tools and approaches that

lead to conventional or forecastable solutions should generally be avoided

and consciously removed; (3) part-time or full-time is always a question—
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part-time will naturally create more networking into the organization, but

full-time ensures focus; and (4) a unique physical as well as virtual environ-

ment is important—a social space where things can be pinned on walls, non-

team members can visit, and conversations can take place.

The uncharted space is one of the most interesting in the Cynefin model.

We have explored some of its aspects and some techniques for intervention.

However, there are many other models and interventions that have been and

could be devised.

Aspects of Community Interaction

The value of a concept-based model such as Cynefin is in its ability to assist in

descriptive self-awareness within an organization and to understand the flow

of knowledge. The nature of the flows can indicate the sort of organization

we are dealing with and to some extent its likely future direction. Main-

taining boundaries between communities can be vital in ensuring knowledge

exchange. There is a wonderful poem by Robert Frost entitled “Mending Wall”

that makes this point. It tells the story of two farmers who go out in spring

to “set the wall between us once again.” One farmer challenges the other as to

the point of the task and receives a response that summarizes the importance

of boundaries:

He is all pine and I am apple orchard.

My apple trees will never get across

And eat the cones under his pines, I tell him.

He only says, “Good fences make good neighbors.”

The point is a profound one. The current circumstances may not require a

wall, but the presence of the wall means that we are secure in our boundaries.

Individuals need to know that the private learning they share with trusted

confidants in informal space will remain private. If they believe it may be-

come public, then the degree of disclosure will be inhibited. In a virtual com-

munity there are a broad range of interventions that can encourage this. In

IBM Global Services the best part of 50,000 private collaborative workrooms

exist de facto in informal space, while professional space is organized into

just over 50 competences. The self-organizing capabilities of informal space

allow a vast quantity of knowledge to self-organize, allowing investment to

be concentrated into professional space. What then matters is the creation of

flags and search techniques that allow the informal communities to volun-

teer their knowledge into the professional and bureaucratic communities

when it is needed (Snowden, 1999a).

Given that a large part of exchange takes place within a virtual space, it

is also critical to look at issues of social responsibility. In a physical environ-
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ment, participation in a community is self-evident at both a conscious and

unconscious level to all members of the community. In a virtual space this is

more difficult. Recent work within IBM’s Labs (Erickson et al., 1999) has ex-

perimented with the use of social proxies in virtual space. All members of a

virtual collaborative community are represented by different colored dots

within a circle or Babble. The dots of active members cluster in the center,

but those of members who fail to participate gradually drift to the edge of

the circle. The social proxy was combined with persistent chat line—both

synchronous and more recently asynchronous. Babble had some remarkable

effects. It blurred “the distinction between work and play, encouraging a

freedom that is often more productive and more enjoyable than the more

formal exchange of other forums. . . . You’re free to relax and joke and ex-

change half-finished theories, building freely on each other’s ideas until

something new is born.” Babble also became a distinctive place with multiple

Babbles opening up to handle different topics. The visibility to the individ-

ual, and to the virtual community of which the individual is a member, in-

duces responsibility by providing a virtual equivalent of the social clues that

we get in day-to-day interaction in conventional space. The application of

the principle of social translucence that underlies Babble offers a fertile

source of future work on the dynamics of community interaction within the

Cynefin model. Erickson et al. (1999) state, “Socially translucent systems

provide perceptually-based social clues which afford awareness and ac-

countability.” They illustrate the concept with the case of a door that opens

into a hallway at their office. People opening the door can hurt people on the

other side of the door, a problem not really resolved by a “Please Open

Slowly” notice that soon goes unnoticed by regular users. A glass window in

the door would be more effective because it allows the door opener to per-

ceive movement on the other side of the glass; it also brings into play the so-

cial rules of a “culture which frowns upon slamming into other people.”

However, there is a third reason for the window. “Suppose that I don’t care

whether I harm others: I am still likely to open the door slowly because I

know that you know that I know you’re there, and therefore I will be held ac-

countable for my actions. This distinction is useful because, while account-

ability and awareness are generally entwined in the physical world, they are

not necessarily coupled in the digital realm.”

Trust, responsibility, and accountability are key requirements for human

interaction. They operate at different levels in different circumstances. I may

trust the organization to pay me every month, but it does not follow that I

will trust the organization with a new, half-formed idea—but I will trust

people who share my value/belief system. Different issues and problems will

have different requirements for community interaction and we need some

form of decision model to determine which space (or spaces) we are operating

in, which recognizes the fluid uncertainties of social interaction.
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The Uncertainty Matrix

Uncertainty is the new reality. The horizon for planning has been radically

reduced over the past few years. Strategy thinking is shifting from thinking

about products and marketplaces to focusing on resources and capabilities

(Zack, 1999). This increasing uncertainty requires a focus on the effective

and immediate deployment of appropriate intellectual capital. Given that the

most valuable intellectual capital resides in the network of communities that

make up the organization, understanding which type of community is most

appropriate in different circumstances is important. The Cynefin model al-

lows us to map different communities, and provides an understanding of the

nature of their usefulness.

The uncertainty model in Figure 12.3 has been used before (Snowden,

1999b) to understand different models of strategy and will now be used to

create a framework for the partial determination of the applicability of the

different communities in the Cynefin model. The matrix contrasts two types

of uncertainty. In the horizontal dimension, the further we go to the right,

the higher our uncertainty about what it is that we are trying to achieve. In

the vertical dimension, the further down we go, the more uncertain we be-

come about our capabilities to achieve the objective. Where we are dealing

with known objectives and capabilities, the bureaucratic communities of the

formal organization are able to respond on the basis of their previous experi-

ence, strategic plans, and formal process. However, when uncertainty creeps
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in, the limitations of experience may well result in a form of corporate myo-

pia. At the other extreme, when both objectives and capabilities are uncertain,

we require the disruptive capability of uncharted space in which the expert

and symbolic languages of our restricted communities are disrupted in a cre-

ative and innovative new sense-making process.

Between the extremes we face greater ambiguity. Informal and profes-

sional communities are always in some form of dynamic interaction and so-

lutions in this space will also involve some mix of the two, as indicated in Fig-

ure 12.3. However, the balance of interaction will differ. Where we are certain

of our capabilities, the expertise of the competence-based professional com-

munities is ideally placed to resolve issues, and the organization should be

prepared to delegate responsibility for action to or at least promptly accept

recommendations from the formal custodians of their competences. We may

qualify this by testing that our assumptions of known capabilities are still

correct through the introduction of maverick thinkers from inside or outside

the organization as a validation and stimulating mechanism for our experts.

The free right of challenge to conventional wisdom is an age-old tradition

that goes back to the court jester and beyond. Institutionalization of such

challenge is an opportunity for organizations, and in the last decade several

international companies have experimented with jester-type roles; in one case

the title of Jester was even used on the individual’s business cards.

Uncertainty of capability, coupled with certainty of objective, is a difficult

thing for an organization to admit. It means that we have failed to manage

our intellectual assets to make the right skills and talent available when we

need it. This may be through an overenthusiastic adoption of process im-

provement, which has optimized the company for a specific context that no

longer exists. Evidence of this can be seen in the significant number of organi-

zations who have had to re-employ redundant staff as consultants. It may

also be that the market is changing too quickly. In such circumstances the

normal reaction is either to attempt to headhunt in the skills from a competi-

tor, or to seek external partnerships. Of these, the latter is often more effec-

tive than the former, because headhunting takes time, and the individuals

hunted may not be of use without the team that surrounded them in their

former employment. However, too few organizations make use of their in-

formal space, which is often a richer and more reactive source of intellectual

capital than external sources. It may include mavericks excluded by rapidly

ossifying experts in professional space or private interests. Discovery of pri-

vate interest, one of the easiest ways of enabling intellectual asset disclosure

in informal space, is often a fertile source of new resources. Equally, appeals

for volunteers through bulletin boards, or use of “node holders” identified

through network analysis or similar methods are all means by which the or-

ganization can first look to itself, before it looks outside. One highly effective

method is to ask the leadership of the professional communities who would

not be suitable, and then find and test those individuals; often they will be
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people who have challenged conventional wisdom or have a degree of self-

belief or conviction that does not permit the compromises necessary for com-

fortable existence in expert communities. A note of caution: in this space the

political interests and possibly the survival interests of professional commu-

nities in the professional space may be threatened. Reaction from such com-

munities in these circumstances is often immediate, unplanned, and uncon-

scious, in the same way as the body’s white blood cells respond immediately

to invasion. Preparing for and disrupting such reaction, particularly when it

takes the form of bureaucratic inertia, needs to be deliberate, planned, and

above all, ruthless.

Alienated and Integrated Organizations

The Cynefin model has been applied to self-diagnosis and mapping within

different organizations. It can also be used to understand the nature of intra-

community knowledge flows. There are many examples of this, but to illus-

trate its use we will look briefly at three forms of alienation of an organiza-

tion from its intellectual capital, and one integrated or holistic form.

Illustrative solutions to the various forms of alienation are suggested, but it

should be emphasized that interventions to overcome the alienation of com-

munities are nearly always incrementally progressive and context specific.

No recipe is being proposed.

Expert Alienation from Strategy

In Figure 12.4, the main flows between communities take place in the hori-

zontal dimension. The organization has turned in on itself, focused on formal

processes, hierarchy, and status. It recognizes its expert communities and

may even invest in their development and support. However, when the chips

are down, politics take over. New situations and strategy are directly man-

aged by the formal organization, often using external expertise in the form of

expensive consultants to define future strategy, or even operational practice.

Expert communities are informed of the strategy, once it is determined, and

they are expected to implement it. In extreme cases, a group of executives

motivated by a desire to exploit the latest fad may even go off site to define

their organization’s approach to a new subject such as knowledge manage-

ment and ignore their own experts who are inconveniently motivated by

their belief in the subject. The organization has become alienated from its in-

tellectual capital.

This may be because of unnecessary (as opposed to necessary) barriers

created between, say, a research and development community and market-

ing: poor communication and lack of responsiveness from the expert re-

searchers, compounded by failure to invest time in understanding by the

marketing function. The normal dynamics for formal and informal interac-

tion between restricted communities takes place and may even be strength-
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ened by a common enemy who not only doesn’t understand, but also con-

trols the purse strings. In such cases, the underlying value/belief systems

may be so disconnected from each other that the only sensible solution is the

introduction of mediating communities formed internally or externally.

Alienation from the Creative Unknown

Where the main flows are vertical, we have a different problem. Here the bu-

reaucracy and its professional groups of experts happily work within the re-

ality of known space, ignoring the innovative capacities of their own staff in

informal space, and changing markets and competitive activity in uncharted

space. This form is characteristic of organizations that feel themselves to be

in a dominant position within their industry. Revenue and profit may well be

at acceptable or higher levels, but the organization is assuming that change

will be linear. Unfortunately, a step change in the environment may lead to

such organizations floundering.

In these cases, individuals and communities in the informal space are of-

ten aware of the change, and may be dynamically interacting with new

thinkers external to the organization. They may even be attempting to be

heard, but are ignored by the formal organization. In such cases alienation is

created not just between the formal and informal communities within an or-

ganization, but also between the organization and its current and future cus-

tomers. The market usually forces dramatic change in this situation, but the

organization may not recover. The organization is now blind to change and

difference. Only some form of catastrophic intervention will result in change.
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Alienation of Formal from Informal

Figure 12.6 shows a more complex situation, which could be characterized as

a pseudo-rational organization. The formal organization is open to and re-

ceived stimulation from its environment, and passes new situations and

problems to its known experts.

The various professional communities in turn receive stimuli from the en-

vironment and interact with bureaucratic space to develop informed strategy

that is then executed by the organization to respond to change, or create new

opportunities. Such a model is sustainable in situations where the expertise of

the professional space is constantly renewed and the environmental change is

not too drastic. The alienation in this case is the disconnection of the formal

from the informal.

In practice, many such organizations may deny the independent existence

of the informal. They will have invested in knowledge systems to support

their communities of practice, and will be aware of the need to support dia-

logue between individuals through the use of knowledge cafés and the like.

Having done this, they may now believe that knowledge exchange will take

place within the designed structures and may attempt to enforce the use of

those structures through the use of knowledge targets in assessment schemes

or the use of financial reward for knowledge contribution. Herein lies danger.

The most common reason for knowledge retention is not power, for which fi-

nancial reward and status-based punishment systems may be appropriate:

the most important reason is fear of abuse. Valuable knowledge, particularly

new or innovative knowledge, is precious to the knowledge creator, individ-
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ual, or community. Equally, failure in a project is a valuable resource to the

organization, but the reasons for failure may be withheld because abuse of

the confidence is anticipated.

Another issue with this model, common in knowledge-aware organiza-

tions, is that the expert communities are informed by activity in uncharted

space, but do not interact with it to influence it to create new forms and re-

quirements. It is a lot better to create a market for Post-it Notes than to at-

tempt to create a competing product after the event. Expert communities are

often not risk takers, and innovation and new sense making both reward and

punish risk. One alternative to this approach is to change the dynamics of the

flow, one model for which is suggested next.

Holistic Professional Model

This model has been developed on the basis of the author’s experience in pro-

fessional service organizations. It also has proven applicability outside that

domain in organizations with a strong need to interface marketing and re-

search and may have wider application. Here the formal bureaucratic space

assumes a new role as a framework and control mechanism for dynamic net-

works of interacting sense-making communities. In this model the organiza-

tion disrupts its expert communities by regularly moving them into uncharted

space by the creative use of time, space, and alternative expert languages out-

lined in the discussion of uncharted space earlier.

Expert communities probably remain in existence for a period following

the disruption, but the emphasis is on renewal through the judicious and in-
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formed creation of teams to make sense of new situations, stimulated by en-

vironmental change or by the organization’s own desire to initiate change.

This means that new informal communities are formed in informal space,

based on the common experience and initiating event of the sense-making

task. The organization is then mature enough to allow that new understand-

ing to coalesce in the ambiguous interactions of informal space, from which

new forms of expert knowledge and, in consequence, new formal expert com-

munities in professional space will emerge and be recognized. The role of the

bureaucratic space is to initiate the disruption by a constant interaction with

anticipated and potential futures. In practice, the forms and structures of the

organization will be retained, and are necessary to provide security to the

various members that comprise it. Knowledge flow, however, would not take

place to a significant level in bureaucratic space, which receives the conven-

tional or stable information and knowledge flows from professional space.

Reflections

An underpinning argument in all that has gone before is that the organiza-

tion needs to perceive itself as an ecology of communities, which will have

different value/belief systems from the organization as a formal entity. There

are no single solutions or models that will satisfy the needs of corporate gov-

ernance. A portfolio of models, methods, and interventions is necessary to

support the complexity of the modern organization. Too many organizations

fail to realize that one can have a common purpose or goal, without common
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value/belief systems, provided those goals are not incompatible (the double

negative is deliberate) with the value/belief systems of relevant communities.

Compatibility of such value/belief systems may be desirable, but a limited

degree of creative dissonance is necessary for growth. Organizational values

will follow and conform to the values of dominant communities within the

ecology. It is also necessary to recognize that the identity of individuals and

communities is closely linked to these value/belief systems, and the potential

exists for abuse of power through organizational forms that alienate individ-

uals from these evolved and historically rooted systems.

Current knowledge management is split between the mechanical, technol-

ogy-based practice of the modern Newtonians, and the new thinking of or-

ganic knowledge management. Properly understood, organic knowledge man-

agement is the developing body of methods, tools, techniques, and values

through which organizations can acquire, develop, measure, distribute, and

provide a return on their intellectual assets. It is fundamentally about creat-

ing self-sustaining ecologies in which communities and their artifacts can or-

ganically respond to, and confidently proact with, an increasingly uncertain

environment (Snowden, 1999a).

For organic knowledge management, a fundamental starting point is to

recognize the current state of the ecology and its roots into the shared history

of its communities and individuals. Once this is understood, then interven-

tions can be devised to move forward. The concept that a desired future space

can be designed and logical steps determined to achieve that design is specifi-

cally rejected. An organic approach recognizes that in evolution there are

many dead ends and many new opportunities that emerge during the jour-

ney. These new opportunities may be more desirable than the original goal;

they are certainly more achievable. Such evolution requires a degree of re-

dundancy of function that is best managed within the informal spaces that a

mature organization will permit and encourage. Goal-based programs too of-

ten attempt to mandate desired behavior and common values or, even worse,

they may just assume them. The reality of the values and behavior of constit-

uent communities rarely coincides with the declared values of the organiza-

tion, although camouflage behavior may deceive senior managers into think-

ing that it does. A willingness to live with diversity itself permits a diverse

and more innovative response to uncertainty.

The Cynefin model was not designed to mandate behavior but to allow an

organization to understand, within a holistic framework, the diverse portfo-

lio of communities that constitute it. It focuses on developing a self-aware de-

scriptive capability from which action can be determined through collective

understanding. Such self-awareness has to be rooted in the multiple birth-

places of the different communities and their developing history to which

their members are naturally acclimatized.
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Cynefin is different from Ba in that it is less concerned about tacit-explicit

conversions: partly because it rejects the mind-body dualism implicit in

Nonaka’s SECI model, but in the main because of its focus on descriptive self-

awareness rather than prescriptive organization models. Cynefin provides a

different and more holistic space for the “cyclical cultivation of resources”

(Nonaka and Konno, 1998) than that offered by scientific management.

The models of Newtonian science, adopted by the founders of scientific

management, continue to apply, but we now know the boundaries of their

applicability. In an increasingly uncertain world we need new organic models

that embrace paradox, utilize the ambiguity of metaphor, and recognize the

dynamic interdependence and interactivity of human agents and their tools,

technology based or otherwise. We too often forget that Newton himself was

simultaneously both an alchemist and a scientist.
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chapter 13

The New Organizations:
Managing Multiple Arenas
for Knowledge Creation
Bo Hedberg

Introduction Modern organizations often trade hier-

archies for markets and replace tightly

coupled structures with more loosely

coupled networks. The perspective of

imaginary, or virtual, organizations is useful in helping us understand these

new enterprises. Such organizations form metasystems that tie various part-

ner companies and individual actors together in order to share resources, pool

competencies, and gain flexibility to produce good value for and with cus-

tomers. Imaginary systems learn from customers, they learn from partners

within the system, and they typically rely on individuals who need to learn

daily and who every so often have to unlearn and relearn in changing envi-

ronments. But do imaginary organizations differ in this sense from con-

ventional organizations with respect to how they learn? This chapter pres-

ents a knowledge-intensive and knowledge-creating imaginary organization,

Skandia AFS, as empirical background, and then proceeds to discuss organi-

zational learning in this context. The chapter concludes that imaginary orga-

nizations have a potential for organizational learning that goes beyond that

of conventional, integrated organizations. Learning with customers and

learning with partners are two important engines that, in addition to intra-

organizational processes, drive this learning. And it takes place within a re-

newed business logic where shared knowledge is multiplied knowledge and

where trust in others, and respect for others, set the stage for interaction.
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Organizational Learning in Practice: Poisoned

by Success and Unable to Unlearn

The reader of contemporary management books might conclude that organi-

zational learning is the normal state of affairs. Students of The Fifth Discipline

(Senge, 1990) learn to handle tools to implement learning procedures in their

companies, and Japanese companies excel in continuous learning, Kaizen.

Consultants sell learning packaged as TQM or BPR (Hammer and Champy,

1993), promising daily improvements or radical restructuring of strategic

business processes.

Still, the inability to learn characterizes many organizations. Successful

organizations find it difficult to unlearn and relearn when times change and

failures occur. Organizational inertia stabilizes organizational development

both when stability is functional and when it is dysfunctional. To unlearn

previously successful strategies and to learn new ways to direct behavior is

often very difficult. What Argyris (1992) termed “double-loop learning” is

often referred to, but rarely demonstrated, at least not as it concerns unlearn-

ing and new learning at the strategic level in organizations (cf. Hedberg,

1981; Starbuck and Hedberg, 1999; Hedberg and Wolff, 1999).

Most theories of organizational learning developed out of cognitive psy-

chology and were built on the current understanding of how individuals

learn through their cognitive systems. These cognitive models were mostly

based on stimulus-response (S-R) mechanisms in which individuals, interact-

ing with their environment, learned to discriminate within repertoires of

stimuli and to connect these stimuli to repertoires of behavior. Successful

couplings were reinforced by feedback, strengthened and maybe refined, and

then turned into action programs (i.e., standard operating procedures, SOPs).

When organizations learn, they learn through individuals and these individ-

uals may form groups, departments, subsidiaries, or other organizational ar-

rangements (Kim, 1993). They may be employed now or they may have been

employed in the past. Thus, even if individuals learn on behalf of organiza-

tions, organizations may well memorize, and such memories form sediments

for the future. “This is the way we do things in this bank,” says the experi-

enced banker. The “IKEA spirit” tells new employees a lot about behavior and

attitudes and forwards previous learning to coming generations of employees

in the worldwide IKEA empire (Salzer, 1994).

Most theories of organizational learning model the interaction between

an organization and its environment. Organizations react to organizational

conditions but they also attempt to enact favorable outside conditions. Re-

peated cycles of interaction form the basis for learning, programming, and

reinforcement. Observing, reflecting, and acting are the three basic processes of

the genuine learning cycle. One should note, however, that learning in orga-

nizations often also takes place through imitation (Bierly and Hämäläinen,

1995; Sahlin-Andersson, 1995).
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The S-R cycle implies that learning requires both change and stability in

the relationship between organizations and their environments. If there is too

much turbulence, the learning system will have difficulties in mapping any-

thing. And by the time observations are translated into actions, these actions

might well be obsolete. Too much stability, on the other hand, is also dys-

functional. If established and functional behaviors almost never grow obso-

lete, there is marginal interest to learn and to improve. Situations with much

stability offer little information and few opportunities for learning, and situ-

ations with much turbulence may produce a lot of data, but poor grounds for

learning (Nystrom et al., 1976). So those who are responsible for the viability

and efficiency of organizations should be especially concerned about these

balances to the extent that they can be designed and determined (Hedberg et

al., 1976).

One result of these mechanisms is that successful organizations easily de-

velop inertia. Hedberg and Ericsson (1979) made a distinction between insight

inertia (time delays in discovering problems) and action inertia (time delays in

implementing change), and Miller (1990) demonstrated how successful com-

panies often carry their strategies to the extremes so that downfall follows

excellent performance. Spender (1989) showed that populations of compa-

nies (industries) tend to copy each other’s successful recipes, so that plural-

ism and variety are lost. Weick (1991) discussed these various couplings be-

tween stimuli and responses within a learning framework, and Hedberg and

Wolff (1999) used Weick’s framework as shown in Figure 13.1.
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Figure 13.1 Four Modes of Learning (Based on Weick, 1991)
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II Same Different Strategic
planning

Single loop Planning as
technology

III Different Same Failure,
crisis

Deadlock Planning as
defense

IV Different Different Learning
strategy

Double loop Planning as
discovery

Insight
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Action

Inertia



Modern organizations face new challenges. One is that environments are

becoming increasingly turbulent and unpredictable, so the need for flexibility

and speed-to-market grows. The other is that innovation and early problem

detection require that organizations invite more variety into their decision

systems. Both these challenges counteract organizations’ inclination to re-

duce uncertainty, and they call for new systems for governance and new

forms or organizing, that is, they raise the need for improved knowledge

management. Thus we witness the development of very successful enter-

prises that organize rather differently.

Weick (1991) analyzed the combinations of S-R couplings in Figure 13.1

and concluded that most studies of learning focus on the “same-different”

coupling, but the “different-different” coupling poses the greatest challenge

and the “different-same” coupling—the inability to learn in situations that

call for radical reorientation—is far too common. Starbuck and Hedberg

(1999) reviewed a number of studies of learning processes in organizations

that experienced success or failure and concluded that organizations’ ability

to deal with negative feedback (noxity) often is very low, especially when fail-

ure follows a sequence of successes or when the magnitude of change signals

evolve in small steps. The deadlock situation in Figure 13.1 is far too frequent

in contemporary organizations, although changes in the market lead to

shorter economic time zones (Williams, 1999) and an almost continuous

need for renewal.

Knowledge Management and the New

Organizations

Organizational learning has hitherto been studied mainly in traditional, inte-

grated organizations and is thus typically described as an intraorganizational

activity. The growing complexity of products and intense global competition

have, however, made organizations increasingly dependent on partnerships

and networks (Hagedoorn, 1993; Inkpen and Crossan, 1995; Larsson et al.,

1998; Helleloid and Simonin, 1994). Powell et al. (1996) thus noticed:

“Sources of innovation do not reside exclusively inside firms; instead, they

are commonly found in the interstices between firms, universities, research

laboratories, suppliers, and customers.”

Partnerships represent one response to growing insights among organiza-

tions that competence or learning-based alliances can be formed in order to

boost strategic learning possibilities (Sanchez and Heene, 1997). Though still

rather modest, there is an increasing body of theoretical research and empiri-

cal studies that focus on organizational learning as a major purpose for col-

laboration. Such endeavors are typically referred to as interpartner learning

(Hamel, 1991), interorganizational learning (Larsson et al., 1998), or grafting

(Huber, 1991).
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Research on interorganizational learning has focused on how single

organizations learn in partnerships and strategic alliances. Because the unit

of analysis has typically been two or a few collaborators, this work has not

been extended to a collective of partners in a truly interorganizational per-

spective. A collective perspective on interorganizational learning is impor-

tant because borders between partners in contemporary partnerships tend to

become increasingly blurred, resulting in the emergence of new, networked

forms of organizations. These are the virtual organizations of modern

terms.

Although early definitions of the concept of organization envisaged orga-

nizations as tightly integrated units, a second reading does not exclude net-

works from this definition of organizations. Consider for example Pfiffner

and Sherwood (1960): “Organization is the pattern of ways in which large

numbers of people, too many to have intimate face-to-face contact with all

others, and engaged in a complexity of tasks, relate themselves to each other

in the conscious, systematic establishment and accomplishment of mutually

agreed purposes.”

These phrases might well describe a modern and virtual organization:

“pattern of ways,” keeping together, “mutually agreed purposes.” But the

concept of organization has typically been restricted to denote integrated sys-

tems where production takes place inside the organizational boundaries and

the market and the competition is outside in the environment. The need for

new concepts and other perspectives arises from a changing business world

where an increasing number of new enterprises are characterized by partner-

ships, networks, shared resources, and common visions and objectives that

unite many actors. And many old companies transform themselves to be-

come more focused, cooperative, and outsourced. We find ourselves in an in-

creasingly interconnected business world.

Concepts such as virtual organizations (e.g., Hale & Whitlam, 1997;

Grenier & Metes, 1995), imaginary organizations (Hedberg et al., 1997), stra-

tegic alliances (e.g., Hamel, 1991; Harrigan, 1988), and temporary organiza-

tions (Lundin, 1996) are typically used to describe these new patterns of or-

ganizing. The common denominator is that these systems behave as

organizations although they consist of more or less permanent and more or

less loosely coupled partnerships. That is, the organizational and the inter-

organizational perspectives merge, and the boundaries between organization

and environment are blurred. Some of these new patterns of organizing rest

on rather solid legal structures, although most of them mainly rely on trust

and on explicit and clear-cut gain-gain situations.

We will focus the discussion in this chapter on learning in “imaginary or-

ganizations,” which is the empirical focus in our own research program that

has been going on for almost a decade at the School of Business, Stockholm

University.
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Our definition of imaginary organizations reads as follows:

Imaginary organizations are organizations where important processes,

actors, and resources appear both inside and outside of the legal unit of

enterprise, both outside and inside of the accounting system and of the or-

ganization charts. Markets and hierarchies are interconnected through

networks of cooperating people and coordinating information technology.

Imaginary organizations are greatly facilitated through advanced IT, al-

though IT in itself does not create imaginary organizations.

We have studied and documented a number of imaginary organizations

since the early 1990s. Skandia AFS is one of them, and I will use that rapidly

growing and successful company as an illustration throughout the second

half of this chapter.

SKANDIA AFS: Mediator in a Booming Financial

Savings Industry

Skandia AFS (Assurance and Financial Services) is a group of companies within

the leading Swedish insurance company, Skandia AB. Although the parent

company was a fairly conventional insurance company until the early nine-

ties, AFS is a highly successful, rapidly growing, and very interesting imagi-
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nary organization that in less than ten years totally has redefined the Skandia

Group. Consider the rough diagram in Figure 13.2.

Although the insurance business together with reassurance dominated

the company in 1989, long-term savings (the AFS branch) equaled insurance

in 1993. The reassurance business was sold in 1997. As of June 1999 the tra-

ditional insurance business has been transferred to a partly owned (33% of

voting power) joint venture called “if” with Norvegian Storebrand and Finn-

ish Pohola. The Skandia Group has divested in its traditional platform, un-

learned, and moved into a new industry where long-term savings, Internet

banking, IT infrastructure, investments in NFCs, and development of new

imaginary organizations (such as Skandia Life Line—networked health care)

form the basis for current profits and future growth.

Skandia AFS prospers from the growing concern of people in many coun-

tries that retirement systems and other welfare arrangements are endangered

and may not deliver on their promises. Therefore, families and individuals are

increasing their savings. Skandia is able to collect a portion of these savings

and places them with fund managers who promise to beat inflation. In short,

Skandia AFS is a global savings organization with unit-link arrangements to

tie those private savings to growth investments (Figure 13.3).

AFS pictures itself as a provider of focal processes (product development,

packaging, and administration) that interface with those of the fund manag-

ers and that support the activities of the financial advisers. AFS’s leadership

uses the term process edge to describe a dynamic system of labor divisioning

where each actor focuses on its core competencies and where repeated

outsourcing takes place. When excellent and unique processes have become

common knowledge in the industry, Skandia focuses on the development and

packaging of financial products and provides the infrastructure and the ad-
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ministrative backbone. Partners sell and distribute the products, and other

partners invest the money and manage the resulting funds.

Skandia AFS now operates in twenty-seven countries on four continents

outside Scandinavia. Some seventy people make up the headquarters, and

they are mainly located in Sweden and in Shelton, Conn., U.S.A. An addi-

tional 2,600 Skandia employees run the national companies. And these peo-

ple engage some 91,000 partners in the various countries where AFS has es-

tablished markets. The partners are money managers and financial advisers

in the United States. In Spain, a major savings bank collects household sav-

ings for placement through Skandia. Finally, some 1.4 million customers, or

“contracts,” form the outer circle of the imaginary organization, Skandia

AFS.

The leadership of Skandia AFS describes their company as a federation.

The company operates in between a global market for savings and a global

market for investments. The core company acts as an exchange system be-

tween these two markets, as shown in Figure 13.3. Partners interact directly

with clients (households) and investment opportunities. AFS, like the Skandia

group in general, is simultaneously a publicly quoted company with share-

holders, boards of directors, and direction from the top down. Thus, the fi-

nancial capital works downward through a hierarchy, and so does the struc-

tural capital—the knowledge, procedures, and manuals AFS has managed to

formalize and store in its structure and processes. However, the market capi-

tal (customers and local networks) and the knowledge capital possessed by

the financial advisers and fund specialists in the partner network, work from

the bottom up. In the latter sense one could perhaps claim that Skandia AFS is

a federative organization in which the power and dynamics come from the

markets and are delegated upwards according to the principle of subsidiarity.

Imaginary organizations need one or several attracting forces, or pur-

poses, in order to glue together their networks. Examples are:

1. Sharing infrastructure

2. Pooling financial resources, or resources that require capital

3. Pooling competencies

4. Building mutual trust between partners and also inside each participating

unit

5. Building trust and relationships to and from the marketplace

Information technology is a very important coordinator within both the

inner system and the outer system of the AFS network. The national compa-

nies in twenty-seven countries are connected through a global area network

(GAN) and intranets that facilitate both remote management and remote ad-

ministration. A global management information system is another way to

keep the worldwide organization together. The IT infrastructure also allows

existing national companies to provide back-office support for newly estab-
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lished subsidiaries. Thus, the back-office work for the pioneer companies in

Mexico and in Japan is managed from American Skandia in Connecticut. In

general, when new national companies are formed, AFS subsidiaries in other

countries, together with headquarters, provide the financial products, the or-

ganization, market communication systems, and administrative programs.

Years of experience in establishing green-field enterprises in national markets

have resulted in a prototype that is installed and then customized to fit a new

country and new markets. As a consequence of its ability to move rapidly and

to be very flexible, Skandia AFS has been the first invader to establish itself on

foreign national markets in many countries following deregulation. The IT

resource is carried by a number of computing centers around the world (Fig-

ure 13.4).

Another important “glue” for the AFS organization has been to provide

agents and financial advisers on the market with powerful IT support. Thus,

18,000 CD-ROM copies of a system called ASSESS were first distributed in the

United States before Christmas 1995. The system has since been upgraded

several times and extended to new users. The ASSESS system contains a mul-

timedia presentation of American Skandia (the U.S. branch of AFS), but its

real value lies in the sales-support system. AFS experts and other national ex-

pertise help the salesperson to explain various savings programs and tax con-

sequences to the client. Also, the fund managers appear on the laptop screen

to describe their business, their track record, and their investment policies.

The ASSESS system does an excellent job in helping the salespeople to make

the financial products understandable and to make the investment experts

human and trustworthy. A new release of ASSESS with more storage capac-
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ity on CD-ROM will also contain a “virtual university” with short courses for

the continuing education that money managers are required to take, pass,

and have recorded in order to remain authorized. The ASSESS system illus-

trates several of the attracting forces that we listed previously. It is shared in-

frastructure in that it provides IT support and connections to AFS computing

centers. It represents sharing of competence as will be further discussed in the

following paragraphs. It also provides an interesting way to build trust, cred-

ibility, and recognition from the marketplace, as will also be discussed later

on.

The AFS case illustrates how IT nowadays often will be an indispensable

tool in managing an imaginary organization. It provides access for the orga-

nization’s members to shared information resources. The structural capital

just mentioned largely resides in data warehouses, application tools, and cor-

porate intranets and extranets.

With around 2,700 on the payroll, another 91,000 partners, and more

than 1.3 million customers, AFS’s CEO, Jan Carendi, says that in order to lead

the company he has to realize that he is managing a “voluntary organiza-

tion.” If these people around the world do not give their best by their own free

will, he has no power to command them. In order to keep the AFS network

together, he attempts to create a challenging vision, fast feedback on perfor-

mance, and a “high-trust culture.” Everyone in this voluntary organization

has to be a “trustee” who deserves the trust of others and who trusts his or

her collaborators.

The concept of trust has moved into the focus of organization research in

recent years and there are strong indications that trust is especially impor-

tant between actors in imaginary organizations. Voluntary performance can-

not be commanded through legal frameworks. Contracts are perhaps useful

when people are about to come apart, but less useful when people are about

to come together. Trust is what keeps good marriages alive. Trust has little

room when people divorce.

Trust is present when there is no mistrust, and mistrust is a major reason

relationships are formalized in legal frameworks. But this is a negative defini-

tion and also partly misleading. Trust may well coexist with law and con-

tracts. The legal institution of marriage or a publicly owned corporation sets

the rules and this does not preclude the development of trust.

The leadership at Skandia AFS sets out to build a high-trust culture (HTC).

This is manifested through strong emphasis on affective trust in dyadic rela-

tions and in team building in the interpersonal networks. It is also present in

the emphasis on expertise (cognitive trust) and even more so in the continu-

ous feedback from market performance. CEO Jan Carendi spends a lot of time

at the head offices or touring the world to visit national companies and build

interpersonal relationships. This process of establishing affective trust begins

in the very elaborate recruiting procedures in which Carendi often takes part.

In a series of white papers, normally published in the company magazine
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New Horizons, Carendi attempts to build a boundary-spanning business cul-

ture, create internal heroes, and underpin cognitive and performative trust.

Several of these trust-building processes address both the inside and the out-

side world of AFS.

Imaginary Organizations: Networked,

Trust Based, and Client Driven

With the description of Skandia AFS as a background, let us now discuss the

general structure and business logic of an imaginary organization (Figure

13.5). The great majority of imaginary organizations we have studied in our

research program thus far take their starting point in the market. That is

where the greatest uncertainty lies, along with the scarcity of customers

that characterizes most industries today. Uncertainty in the market calls for

flexibility in the production system. Thus, considerable parts of the produc-

tion system are arranged as partner networks. Also, delivery systems and

market communication are often handled through partners. The leader or-

ganization (IO leader) takes on the role of the director of a businessplay, man-

ages the extended company, and typically faces the customers. In order to

maintain leadership and power, the IO leader has to possess some strategi-

cally important core competence (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) that provides

competitive edge.

The customer base rarely consists of passive customers as “target groups,”

but rather of various communities of interest with which the imaginary orga-

nization seeks to establish dialogues and engage in mutual value creation. This
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is a way to co-opt important sources of uncertainty in the market, but also to

tap into valuable mechanisms for knowledge creation to assist the enterprise

in product development and customization. Since all systems, and particularly

this kind of loosely coupled network, run the risk of disintegration and en-

tropy, the IO leader has to provide some source of consistency, a force that

maintains and develops the extended organization. A shared vision, a strong

brand, a high-trust culture, and shared structural capital (SC) are some exam-

ples.

The business idea is expressed in the system that links the IO leader with

its core competence to the customer base, and the realization of the business

idea comes through resourcing of this core system by partners with other

core competencies who together make the business idea viable. The virtual en-

terprise is often described as a temporary organization and sometimes as a

very opportunistic and short-lived arrangement. Our empirical data suggest

that imaginary organizations might well be more long-lived than traditional

business organizations and that the market-sensitive network organization is

designed to provide robustness and longevity in a world where economic time

zones (Williams, 1999) are getting shorter.

Trust is the basis for building relationships in the network. There are, nat-

urally, some legal contracts between partners, but trust-based relationships

dominate in imaginary organizations. Legal structures might prove useful

when partners divorce, but contracts are of little help in boosting peak per-

formance in the interplay between partners who represent various core com-

petencies. Also, superior knowledge-creating systems rely on cultures of

sharing where the time to learn and the time to disseminate knowledge are

crucial parameters. Such systems build on principles of sharing and mecha-

nisms of trust in contrast to strategic alliances where the relationship mostly

is legally elaborated and ownership of emerging knowledge, patents, and

processes is clearly regulated.

Knowledge Management in Skandia AFS

Skandia AFS is an imaginary organization. The extended enterprise involves

almost 100,000 people of whom less than 3,000 are Skandia employees. Sales

and investments, most service delivery systems, considerable parts of sys-

tems development, and the provision of legal and tax expertise are handled by

cooperating partners who resource the imaginary organization.

Skandia prides itself on being “specialists in cooperation.” They develop

new savings products. They prototype national sales organizations that they

then spread to two or three new countries per year. They provide the overall

leadership and couple or uncouple links within the network.

A major part of Skandia’s role concerns knowledge management. The AS-

SESS system is the most obvious example on an operative level. ASSESS pro-

vides tens of thousands of financial advisors in the field with supportive ex-
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pertise on tax legislation, investment opportunities, and historic performance

of various wealth-creating strategies. ASSESS serves as a trust builder to the

client also by actually showing and presenting the investors who are going to

handle the money and by putting names and faces to a networking organiza-

tion that otherwise easily could be said to be abstract and evasive.

GAN, the Global Area Network, is another important instrument for

knowledge creation and knowledge distribution, especially inside Skandia’s

core organization. GAN makes it possible to provide back-office support from

sister organizations when newly established national companies go out to

find customers. The systems development center in Berlin makes extensive

use of the GAN infrastructure to distribute new systems and more efficient

procedures.

On a strategic level, the AFS magazine New Horizons serves as a platform

for AFS leaders and especially for the CEO Jan Carendi, from which they can

formulate visions and challenges, set priorities, and name internal heroes. A

series of white papers from the CEO has succeeded in “writing the organiza-

tion” (Maravelias, 1999) and “editing trust” through the nine years during

which AFS has grown from a minor business within the company to actually

defining and being the company.

AFS makes deliberate attempts to exploit and explore variety in back-

ground, skills, expertise, sex, and age throughout the organization. Intra-

organizational learning and also learning between partners is encouraged

through platforms for face-to-face interaction (Skandia Future Centers) and

by attempts to establish knowledge markets where knowledge can be traded

as freeware or as commercial products.

Knowledge Management in Imaginary

Organizations

Imaginary organizations offer several interesting arenas for knowledge cre-

ation and these arenas offer rich sources of variation. The leader organization

finds itself as knowledge manager in the midst of four arenas for knowledge

creation (Figure 13.6). One is the CRM system where interaction with cus-

tomers and between customers takes place. Building relationships with nu-

merous clients provides rich opportunities to tap into sources of knowledge

and variation, especially if market communication truly follows the one-to-

one concept. The other arena invites partners in the extended organization to

share and develop useful knowledge. Again, variation could make this source

for knowledge creation very powerful.

A third arena consists of intra-organizational communication systems

where the LO’s own staff could create knowledge and produce value added.

This arena is greatly improved when intranets begin to spread and be used.

Intranets, combined with intelligent matching agents, have the potential to

boost intra-organizational learning, especially in the sense that existing
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knowledge can be widely disseminated throughout the organization. The

phrase “imagine if we knew what we know” could be taken from hopes to re-

ality. Of course, a combination of routines that secure proper documentation,

incentives to declare knowledge profiles among “publishers” and “subscrib-

ers” in the organization, and a culture of curiosity and sharing are necessary

in order to release the potential that new technologies can provide. These pos-

sibilities are not only open to imaginary organizations, of course, but can be

extended to include other parts of the extended network (such as partners) in

ways that traditional organizations rarely can offer.

Information technologies can also augment these many dialogues be-

tween partners, clients, staff, and the IO leaders so that individual dialogues

are possible, and so that the resulting knowledge is stored for further use. If

one-to-one marketing is a reality, there is no reason why one-to-one partner-

ship and one-to-one leadership could not be practiced. In addition to knowl-

edge creation on and between these three arenas, imaginary organizations

have the same opportunities to explore their outer environments (competi-

tors, economic developments, technologies, etc.) as all other business organi-

zations have. Data warehousing and applied data mining are then the con-

ventional solutions.

The modes for organizational learning are closer to the models suggested

by Nonaka (1991), Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), and Baumard (1995; 1996)

than to traditional interactive models based on S-R couplings. Individual
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knowledge is explicated and then socialized into the organizational arena.

However, networks of partners or individual actors rather than formal orga-

nizations constitute the arenas for knowledge creation.

Imaginary Organizations as Constellations

of Networked Businesses

“Unbundling the Corporation” was the message in a Spring of 1999 article by

Hagel and Singer. The authors suggested that the modern enterprise often

should be seen and managed as consisting of three enterprises with different

business logics. The first had to do with CRM—customer relationship man-

agement. The second was about product innovation management, and the

third concerned infrastructure management. Hagel and Singer claimed that

these different systems should have different foci and concern themselves

with different types of economic issues, such as different scarce resources

that are subject to management and stewardship (recall that “economics” is

the discipline of the stewardship of the “house”).

Hagel and Singer identified three distinct foci of the enterprise. I would

add another that deserves equal attention, namely knowledge management.

From the perspective of imaginary organizations one could add a fifth, that of

leadership, but this system could also be included in the knowledge manage-

ment enterprise (Figure 13.7).

Hagel and Singer argued that these enterprises within the enterprise have

radically different characteristics and often should be managed as separate

entities. Customer relationship management must focus on the customer,

while the product innovation unit should concern itself with the innovators,

engineers, and lab people. Infrastructure management should focus on tangi-

ble assets. These three enterprises are guided by radically different economies.
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CRM attempts to maximize customer reach and delivery range. Product inno-

vation seeks to minimize time to develop and then time to market. And infra-

structure management runs under the regime of economies of scale.

Experiences from recent major mergers in the pharmaceutical industry

suggest that mergers founded on the logic of infrastructure management

(e.g., economies of scale in production and in the organization of sales repre-

sentatives) have caused major damage to product innovation, which rarely

improves linearly with scale. Arguments have thus been raised that product

innovation should be spun off from the big pharmaceuticals in order to create

a separate industry of pharmaceutical innovators.

In addition to the three enterprises that Hagel and Singer identified, I

would add knowledge management (and leadership). Knowledge manage-

ment focuses on interaction and information exchange between all humans

in the networks. Knowledge managers in imaginary organizations are partic-

ularly concerned with interchange between partners and learning with the

customer but also, like managers in traditional organizations, with the estab-

lishment of effective KM systems for intraorganizational learning. Knowl-

edge management operates in economies of trust, especially in the context of

imaginary organizing (Maravelias, 1999). We end up with the following

identification of four enterprises within the enterprise (Figure 13.8).

There are several possible explanations why the new organizations often

take the form of networks. Information technology has certainly enabled

structures that were desirable before, but were rarely attainable. Transac-

tion-cost theories (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1981) offer other explanations;

lower transaction costs have made it possible to replace hierarchies with mar-

kets. The model in Figure 13.8 offers a slightly different line of explanation:

the modern complex organization consists of several enterprises that operate

under rather different conditions. In times of increasing competition, shorter
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economic time zones (Williams, 1999), and focus on world-class core compe-

tencies, it is simply very difficult and inefficient to maintain the integrated

enterprise. The imaginary organization, with loose couplings, varied out-

sourcing and resourcing, and people in networks of partnerships emerges as a

viable opportunity, especially in terms of competing in the management of

knowledge.

Let us return to Skandia AFS and apply the model to get a new perspective

on the way AFS organizes and runs its imaginary organization (Figure 13.9).

Skandia keeps the design and development of financial products and the cre-

ation and distribution of knowledge close to its organizational center. Thus,

product innovation and knowledge management are core activities where the

AFS leadership tries to maintain process edge and to build and maintain trust

(high-trust culture). Customer relationship management is mainly out-

sourced to partners such as financial advisers (self-employed agents), banks,

and so on, and so is the major part of the infrastructure that reaches custom-

ers and handles investments and funds. Skandia, however, attempts to influ-

ence large parts of the system through white papers, visionary statements,

and sales support systems (such as the ASSESS system).

In summary, many new organizations will be networked organizations,

which manage and coordinate a business that relies on the constructive coop-

eration between a number of partners who perform distinct functions. Each

partner has its core competence and the pattern of resourcing varies over

time, reflecting changing demands from the value-creating process in the dia-

logue with and between communities of clients. Although dynamic, these
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networked organizations are set up to last and accommodate changes in the

market, changes in technologies and short economic time zones. Knowledge

creation and knowledge management are crucial to the success and viability

of these new organizations.

Thus, while managers of traditional organizations managed money, ma-

chinery, and measurements, their new colleagues will focus on meaning, re-

spect, and trust. Trust me!

Note

Figures from Skandia’s presentation material used with written permission of Jan

Carendi (Skandia AFS’s CEO).
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chapter 14

Managing Knowledge
in Adaptive Enterprises
Stephan H. Haeckel

The need to be adaptive creates special

knowledge management requirements for

large organizations. Whereas the historic

emphasis on business efficiency led to a fo-

cus on the codification of existing knowledge (creating methods, procedures,

knowledge bases, databases, and so forth), adaptiveness in the face of unprec-

edented change places the emphasis on managing the creation of new knowl-

edge. In the sense-and-respond model for large-scale adaptiveness, three

knowledge management requirements are preeminent:

• Placing people skilled at discerning patterns in apparent noise in organiza-

tional roles that are subject to high degrees of environmental uncertainty

• Providing those individuals with role-specific information support that

augments their ability to make sense out of apparent noise and to invent

appropriate responses

• Representing, in a systematic way, how the organization does and could

create value

Organizational system designs and ad hoc processes are the two major

types of knowledge that must be continually created within an enterprise to

sustain adaptive behavior. This discussion on knowledge management in

adaptive enterprises will be based on the sense-and-respond model, a pre-

scription for creating and leading large organizations that can systematically

deal with unpredicted change.
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Why Adaptiveness Has Become an Imperative

Increasingly unpredictable and rapid change is an unavoidable consequence

of doing business in an Information Age, and the only strategy that makes

sense in the face of unpredictable change is a strategy to become adaptive.

Speed to market, customer intimacy, operational excellence, and organiza-

tional agility, however important, are not adequate strategic objectives in and

of themselves. They are attributes of the real objective: successful and sys-

tematic adaptation. Adaptation implies more than agility. It requires appro-

priate organizational response to change. And when change becomes unpre-

dictable, it follows that the appropriate response will be equally so.

In this environment, therefore, planned responses do not work. If the un-

derlying reality is an inherent unpredictability in what customers will actu-

ally need, having sufficient organizational agility to get to market first with

quality offerings based on customers’ predictions of what they will want is a

fool’s errand. Adapting to the unprecedented places a premium on ad hoc

processes, not on codifications of current “best practices.”

Complexity theory makes an enormous contribution to our understand-

ing of the information management requirements in unpredicted circum-

stances. But it is insufficient as a business model, because it does not address

the unique properties of social systems—which are precisely what human or-

ganizations are. Individuals can and do make decisions within the system

about the system. These decisions include if and how to change their own be-

haviors inside the system, the structure, the rules, and even the purpose or

function of the system. For this reason, the sense-and-respond model adds

intentionality and purposefulness to “complex” and “system” as essential orga-

nizational properties of adaptive enterprises.

Unpredictability stems from a fundamental and lasting change affecting

more and more businesses. Harvard sociologist Daniel Bell characterized this

change as a shift in the basis of wealth creation. Once based on tangible and

scarce resources such as land, labor, energy, and capital, wealth is today pre-

dominantly based on information and knowledge—intangibles that are not

consumed, don’t wear out, and don’t depreciate.1 The software industry

demonstrates the new economic importance of intangibles: the value of soft-

ware resides in intellectual content captured as symbols in computer code,

not in the disks on which those symbols are recorded. Software represents

what economist Brian Arthur calls “congealed knowledge,” as opposed to the

“congealed resources” of traditional manufactured goods.2 Increasingly,

global wealth derives from codified knowledge and the ability to manipulate

it at electronic speed. Because these intangibles can be transformed and trans-

mitted so quickly, rapid and discontinuous change has become the hallmark

of information-intensive industries. Uncertainty is not a passing symptom

but a fact of economic life in the information era.
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The Sense-and-Respond Model for

Large-Scale Adaptiveness

The sense-and-respond model provides large organizations with the means

for meeting the challenges of discontinuity. A sense-and-respond organiza-

tion does not attempt to predict future demand for its offerings. Instead, it

identifies changing customer needs and new business challenges as they hap-

pen, responding to them quickly and appropriately, before these new oppor-

tunities disappear or metamorphose into something else. Adaptability has

come to be increasingly valued in recent years, but most people have yet to

come to grips with its deeper implications. To be truly adaptive, an organiza-

tion must have a fundamentally new structure: it must manage information

in particular ways, it must be managed as a system, and its leaders and em-

ployees must commit themselves to new behaviors and responsibilities. Tra-

ditional organizations cannot simply add adaptiveness to their current set of

capabilities. They must become adaptive organizations. In other words, no ac-

quired tips, habits, or techniques will transform a traditional organization

into an adaptive one. Instead, large organizations must challenge long-

established concepts of leadership, strategy, and responsibility.

Make-and-Sell Versus Sense-and-Respond

Successful large corporations of the twentieth-century Industrial Age have

been make-and-sell organizations. Automobile manufacturers, appliance

manufacturers, and even the computer makers of past decades were superbly

organized to produce large quantities of products efficiently and then sell

them to customers whose needs they could assume, predict, and even, to

some degree, control. Human workers in Henry Ford’s world functioned as

parts of the machine, each carrying out a specified, unvarying sequence of

tasks. In fact, the efficient offer-making machine is an appropriate metaphor

for make-and-sell companies. Like most machines, such firms are designed to

consistently carry out particular purposes in predefined ways. They are char-

acterized by replaceable parts, economies of scale, and replaceable people exe-

cuting repeatable procedures in accordance with prescribed business plans.

Where change occurs gradually and predictably, the concept of business-

as-efficient-system depicted in Figure 14.1 is appropriate and effective. Begin-

ning with the premise that what customers want is sufficiently predictable,

leaders plan to make and sell as efficiently as possible what they predict the

market will need. They create a mission statement and a strategy, expressed

as a plan of action to achieve the mission.

Structure follows strategy—that is, the organization’s form is designed to

carry out the strategic plan in the most efficient way. A central staff manages

the process by which the strategy is developed, ensures that operating execu-

tives make the commitments required to carry out the plan, and follows up
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to ensure that the commitments are kept—escalating exceptions to the lead-

ership.3 In spite of rhetoric suggesting that a new and daring strategy is de-

veloped each year, the fact is that the annual process is really an update of

existing strategy because making more than midcourse corrections to a strat-

egy is disruptive, and disruption is the enemy of efficiency.

Most disruptive of all, of course, is a change in the mission itself, because

a change in mission requires a significant change in both strategy and struc-

ture. It means reorganizing the tightly integrated efficient machine that was

built to carry out the old mission, which creates “breakage,” implies new

learning curves, and takes a lot of time. As a result, signals that a change is

required tend to be ignored for as long as possible, because change breeds in-

efficiency. When dramatic changes in strategy are espoused, they will be re-

sisted in the interest of avoiding the substantial cost in time and money re-

quired to “turn the ship around.”

The structure-follows-strategy maxim emphasizes efficient execution of a

specific strategy. Managers issue directives from the bridge on what to do and

make sure that employees learn how to execute the repeatable procedures

that were designed to enhance the efficiency of operations. Because they be-

lieve they can predict what products and services customers will want, their

prudent assumption is that competitors can, too. Business strategy is there-

fore conceived as a game against competitors—a game of creating differenti-

ated offers and barriers to entry in a quest for competitive advantage. This

way of thinking continues to dominate the strategic literature, even in the
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face of an increasing chorus of prescriptions for becoming market driven and

customer-centric.

But in unpredictable markets, where customers themselves become unre-

liable predictors of their future needs, the efficiency model breaks down and

adaptiveness must take precedence. Premiums now flow to those who excel at

playing games with customers—to firms that can sense early and accurately

what their customers currently want and who can respond in real time to

those needs—individual customer by individual customer. The sense-and-

respond organization is a network of modular internal and external capabili-

ties. An organizational context provides the purpose and bounds of the enter-

prise, and establishes a high-level system design that structures these capabil-

ities into dynamic responses to the current requests of individual customers.

Adaptation occurs at two levels: people in the organization, adapting to

changing circumstances, produce results within the current organizational

context while leadership adapts the context itself.

The relationships between strategic capabilities in a sense-and-respond

enterprise are defined in terms of outcomes rather than activities. Its capabili-

ties are coordinated by using technology to keep track of commitments made

between the people in roles accountable for using the capabilities to produce

outcomes. Because it captures more information about individual customers,

the business can differentiate its value proposition from customer to cus-

tomer. Its strategy is no longer expressed as a plan, but as a design in which

strategies are dynamic and reorganization is continuous.
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Rather than schedule activities to produce predetermined offerings, adap-

tive firms dispatch capabilities to produce unique responses to one-off re-

quests from customers. Customer requests, not a business plan, determine

what they do and how they deploy their resources. The difference is analo-

gous to that between a bus company and a taxi company. Bus drivers don’t

need customers to perform their job, because the schedule and procedures tell

them where to go, what to do, and how to do it. But taxi drivers cannot begin

their work without a customer, because the customer is the only one with

knowledge about where the taxi is supposed to go.

In an information economy, the primary transaction is this kind of ex-

change: information about value (from the customer) for value received

(from the producer). Because customers are the source of information about

current value attributes, and the ultimate arbiter of whether the value was

delivered, collaborative games with customers must replace win-lose games

against competitors as the predominating mindset of leaders.

Thinking “Customer Back” Rather Than “Firm Forward”

Sense-and-respond firms operate from the customer back, not from the firm

forward. Individual customer wants or needs constitute the engine driving

the company’s operations; they set the firm in motion. The customer occu-

pies the center of the sense-and-respond universe. In make-and-sell compa-

nies, however, the plan comes first, driving operations from the firm for-

ward. Most make-and-sell companies invest in market research aimed at

fine-tuning their products and gathering requirements for new offerings. But

such research relies heavily on predictions, focusing on current estimates of

the common future needs of many customers, rather than on knowledge

about the specific current needs of individual customers. In firm-forward

companies, individual needs become homogenized into market segments, and

new products are targeted at the most attractive segments. The firm, its

plans, and the efficiency of its processes remain at the center of the make-

and-sell universe.

When customer needs are stable, predictable, or controllable, businesses

can afford to look inward, focusing on how to do most efficiently what they

know they need to do. As long as their targets move slowly enough, these

companies can refine a precision mechanism that will hit bulls-eyes over and

over again.

But when customer needs become unpredictable, firms, to survive, must

move their center of attention to understanding those changing needs. Adap-

tive organizations require, first of all, a systematic ability to search out, cap-

ture, and interpret clues about as yet emerging and unarticulated customer

preferences. They must employ equal vigilance in both sensing developments

that might enable new capabilities and in making sense out of environmental
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dynamics, such as regulatory or political changes. Like athletes in the ready

position, sense-and-respond firms must excel at sensing subtle change ear-

lier, and adapting to it faster than their competitors. Such firms can establish

reinforcing cycles of success that provide profit and drive change at a pace

that rivals can’t match.

Sense-and-respond is not necessarily reactive. That is, it does not always

mean “listen and comply.” Sense-and-respond can also mean “anticipate and

pre-empt,” to use Adrian Slywotzky’s term for its proactive form.4 In this

case the firm invests in gathering and interpreting contextual data about

changes in current customer preferences. The term “anticipate” does not

mean “predict,” at least not in this context. It means interpreting earlier than

the customer can what the customer’s current needs are. This is the value

that a physician adds by interpreting symptoms and test results to conclude

that a patient has a specific condition, say appendicitis. The physician is not

predicting appendicitis, but learning about it earlier and anticipating the pa-

tient’s need for an appendectomy. Businesses that are very good at doing this,

as the online grocery company Peapod or the bookseller amazon.com seek to

be, will eventually come to know more about their customers’ preferences

than do the customers themselves. (If amazon.com is successful in achieving

this position over a sufficiently broad scope of individual needs, its present

market capitalization may actually turn out to be a realistic anticipation of

its future value.)

In summary, a business has only two options: to make offers to custom-

ers or to respond to their requests. This essential difference separates make-

and-sell from sense-and-respond organizations. All businesses do some de-

gree of both, of course; and some try to institutionalize a hybrid form. Never-

theless, at the enterprise level, the two functions call for fundamentally dif-

ferent organizing principles. The make-and-sell company is conceived as an

efficient machine for making and selling offers; the sense-and-respond com-

pany as an adaptive system for responding to unpredicted requests. The

make-and-sell company concentrates on mass production, making and sell-

ing as much of the same thing as possible to achieve economies of scale. The

sense-and-respond company focuses instead on modular customization, al-

lowing it to economically produce what its customers ask for. Such compa-

nies realize economies of scope by reusing modular assets to reduce the cost

of customization. The make-and-sell company excels at planning and con-

trol: orders cascade down a chain of command to be carried out by those “be-

low.” The sense-and-respond company consists of dynamic networks of ca-

pabilities making decentralized decisions based on a shared understanding of

organizational purpose. The make-and-sell company schedules activities; the

sense-and-respond company dispatches capabilities. Make-and-sell stresses

efficiency and predictability; sense-and-respond prioritizes flexibility and re-

sponsiveness. Table 14.1 summarizes these distinctions.
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Table 14.1

Comparing Make-and-Sell to Sense-and-Respond

Characteristic Make and Sell Sense and Respond

Mindset behind
Strategic Intent

Business as an efficient
mechanism for making and

selling offers to well-defined
market segments with
predictable needs.

Business as an adaptive system
for responding to unanticipated

requests in unpredictable
environments.

Know-How Embedded in products.
The expertise of designers,
engineers, or actuaries is
captured as a new braking
system, style innovation, or
insurance policy that is
incorporated in an offer.

Embedded in people and
processes. Expertise is codified
in processes or identified by
individual. It is applied on
demand to respond to a
customer request.

Process Mass production. Emphasis
on repeatable procedures,
replaceable parts, and standard
job definitions to efficiently
make a high volume of the
offers defined by the company.

Modular customization.
Modular products and services,
produced by modular
capabilities that are linked to
create customized responses to
requests defined by customers.

Organizational
Priority

Efficiency and predictability.
Control company’s destiny by
accurately forecasting changes
in market demand, and
scheduling the production of
offers at low cost.

Flexibility and responsiveness.
Manage change, rather than
try to predict it. Invest in
capabilities and a system for
rapidly and dynamically
dispatching them into the
processes required to respond
to an individual customer
request.

Profit Focus Profit margins on products,
and economies of scale. Make
and sell as much of the same
thing as possible to reduce
the fixed cost per unit of
production.

Returns on investments, and
economies of scope. Reduce cost
of customized responses by
reusing modular assets over a
wide range of product
components and customers.

Operational
Concept and
Governance
Mechanism

Functional and sequential
activity. Centralized planning
and follow-up by a specialized
planning staff. Cascade orders
down the chain of command in
accordance with a predefined
value chain.

Networked and parallel activity.
Dynamically formed teams
making decentralized decisions
within a shared enterprise
context. Use of a common
commitment management
protocol to coordinate the
production of customized value
chains in accordance with the
business design.



A Simple Typology of Knowledge

The term knowledge management covers a very broad spectrum—too broad to

make valid any but the most general of statements about it. At a minimum,

we should distinguish between the knowledge of knowers, and the codifi-

cations of that knowledge—the latter being the focus of much of the current

literature (and investment) on the subject.

The issues associated with managing codified knowledge are essentially

those of managing information: classification, establishment of attributes and

relationships, access, transmission, security, relevance, accuracy, and so on.

The issues related to managing knowledge itself include these, but in addition

pertain directly to the management of knowers: identifying talented knowers,

what they know, and how good they are at putting what they know to use.

Because knowers are, either directly or indirectly, the source of all knowledge,

techniques for “extracting” and codifying what knowers know are required.5

Finally, there is the question of systems-level knowledge: knowledge that is

generated as the result of exchanges between individual knowers.

To facilitate the discussion of knowledge management in adaptive organi-

zations, we will use the following simple typology to operationalize defini-

tions of three kinds of knowledge.
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Information
Architecture

Functionally managed, and
optimized. Each function
creates its own view of “what’s
going on out there” and has its
own processes for “how we do
things around here.” Focus on
providing the information
needed to execute the business
plan.

Enterprise management of
essential information to create
a unified view of environment
and key processes. Support
decentralized decision making.
Focus on providing the
information needed to
determine what the business
plan should be for a specific
request.

IT Architecture Host-centric. Shadowing the
hierarchical top-down
command-and-control
management system.

Network-centric. Shadowing the
dynamic network of people
and teams.

Articulation of
Strategy

Strategy as plan to aim defined
products and services at
defined markets.

Strategy as adaptive business
design to sense earlier and
respond faster to unpredictable
change.

I am grateful to Vince Barabba for his contribution to the more extended versions of this table that

appear in Barabba (1998) and Haeckel (1999).

Table 14.1 (continued)

Characteristic Make and Sell Sense and Respond



• Know what is manifested as cognitive knowledge about something. Its as-

sociated knowledge management tools and methods are those used to

manage entity/attribute/relationship information about the knowledge,

and those used to provide people with access, where relevant, to its codifi-

cation through the use of such tools as data models, data, information

and text retrieval software, search engines and browsers, and the like.

• Know-how is manifested as skill or competence. The relevant knowledge

management tools are training methods. These include classroom lecture,

on-the-job learning, apprenticeship, distance learning, and so forth. The

codifications of know-how are called such things as recipes, methods,

procedures (including software and micro code procedures), guidelines,

and methodologies.

• Know why is manifested as systems knowledge. It incorporates context

and an understanding of how the parts relate to the whole. Its codifica-

tions are typically in the form of system design representations and phi-

losophy books.6

Naturally, every person in every role in a business has and requires all

three types of knowledge. But the importance of each knowledge type varies

by role. The leaders of sense-and-respond organizations, for example, must

have, and must codify, systems knowledge (know why). Their primary re-

sponsibility is to establish and then continuously adapt the context within

which people responsible for operations work. Know what and know-how

knowledge are of primary importance to individuals responsible for produc-

ing results by adapting within the current organizational context—that is,

important to the people responsible for operations.

We will discuss systems knowledge later. First, let’s look at the adaptive

process by which all humans—in fact all adaptive systems whether biologi-

cal, mechanical, or ecological—sense and respond to changes in their environ-

ment.

The Adaptive Loop: Managing “Know What”

and “Know-How”

Success in iterating through a four-phase adaptive loop constitutes the cru-

cial competence of sense-and-respond organizations. This competence de-

pends on a particular way of managing knowers, and of managing codified

information and codified knowledge to support adaptiveness by the knowers.

Both adaptive individuals and adaptive organizations must first sense the

signals that augur changes in their environments and internal states. They

then impose patterns on these signals to interpret the changes in the context

of their experience, aims, and capabilities, separating threats from opportuni-

ties and discarding irrelevant information. Having made sense of the changes,
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they then decide how to respond and act on their decision. The progression

from sensing to interpretation to decision to action becomes an iterative loop

as the adaptive system monitors the results of its previous actions and picks

up environmental changes that have occurred since the previous cycle.

Organizations of all kinds, including make-and-sell firms, follow these

basic steps to adapt their behavior. Even make-and-sell firms change over

time. But they try to stay in the act phase as long as possible, relying on

learning curve effects to increase their profits by improving efficiency as they

do the same things over and over again. They behave like closed systems, re-

sponding to environmental change only when it becomes too great to ignore.

Sense-and-respond organizations, on the other hand, are aggressively open

systems. Rather than ignore environmental change, they probe for advance

signals, cycling through the adaptive loop as quickly as possible to leverage

the changes they sense into new and profitable responses.

No organization, of course, can interpret, let alone respond to, more than

a fraction of the flood of signals that pour in from the environment. Where

organizations choose to place their sensory probes, and how they distinguish

meaningful signals from random noise determines whether they will be suffi-

ciently aware of “what is happening out there.” Once aware, they must dis-

patch capabilities from their repertoire to produce an effective response. Al-

though information technology plays an essential role in this process, human

skill in recognizing patterns and thinking creatively about unanticipated

challenges will continue to mark the difference between successful firms and

unsuccessful ones. Knowledge management at the individual level in adaptive

enterprises, therefore, must satisfy two requirements. First is the implemen-

tation of role-specific information support systems that capture the relevant

signals, help interpret them with the appropriate models, feed decision pro-

cesses, and link decisions to the transaction system. Second is the population

of roles in highly unpredictable environments with people skilled at using

metaphors and experience to impose pattern on signals that make no sense in

the current context. These are the kinds of people who excel in high-

performance teams, not on continuous improvement projects. They are peo-

ple like Bob Hippe.

Bob Hippe was already a legendary figure in IBM in the 1960s. He was the

sales rep who covered the Boeing Wichita account, and he closed an order for

IBM’s largest scientific computer in a way never envisioned by the authors of

the company’s fabled and famous (at that time) “sales cycle” process—a pro-

cess that was drilled into all IBM sales trainees during their first eighteen

months with the company.

Having tried for several weeks to schedule a 20-minute meeting with the

chief engineer at Boeing, Hippe arrived at the appointed time to find his cus-

tomer’s office in turmoil. Engineers and scientists were scurrying in and out

of the chief engineer’s office, shouting and waving designs and carrying yel-
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low pads with reams of equations on them. The secretary told Hippe that the

chief engineer would not be able to see him that day because a major crisis

had arisen: the mechanism for weighing airplanes had broken down, which

meant that none of the B-52’s at Wichita could take off, because federal regu-

lations required that they be weighed prior to every flight.

Now, this is the talent that made Bob Hippe special: no sooner had the sec-

retary finished describing the crisis, than Hippe, without hesitation, asked

her whether the chief engineer would give him 30 minutes of his time in ex-

change for Hippe showing him how to weigh a B-52. He was immediately

ushered into the office and asked what equipment he would need. Hippe’s re-

sponse: some string, a ruler, and a tire gauge.

When these had been found, Hippe took them out to the first B-52 on the

tarmac. He wrapped the string around one of the tire pods; used the tire

gauge to determine the pressure in each of the tires; calculated the average

pressure of the tires in that pod; multiplied the pressure times the width and

length of the rectangle formed by the string; repeated this procedure for all

the pods, and totaled the results to arrive at the weight of the bomber.

What made Hippe special was not his knowledge that weight is a force,

and that force equals pressure times area. Everyone involved in the crisis

team had learned that in high school physics. But only Hippe, among them,

was able to invoke the knowledge he had gained in an earlier and different

context and apply it in this one. He was able to identify a similar pattern in an

abstraction he had learned years earlier in school and in Boeing’s problem of

weighing an airplane—and to come up with that pattern match in the con-

text of a sales call. In doing so, he was exhibiting exceptional skill in carrying

out the primary information management function of any complex adaptive

system: it must convert apparent noise into meaning at a faster rate than ap-

parent noise comes at it.7 Because of this, roles subject to high degrees of un-

certainty must be populated by people like Bob Hippe. The United States Air

Force, and other armed services, use extensive screening processes to identify

individuals with this kind of aptitude. Fighter pilots and people in high-

performance teams are qualified, in part, on the basis of their ability to turn

apparent noise into meaning consistently better than others.

This is a very different knowledge management skill than that required of

workers in Frederick Taylor’s efficient organization. In that model, speed in

learning and accuracy in carrying out prescribed procedures was more in de-

mand than ad hoc creativity. Because of this priority, the use of technology to

automate those well-defined procedures was the primary justification for

selling computers well into the 1980s.

But in sense-and-respond organizations, the priority changes. Technol-

ogy’s primary contribution is to augment adaptiveness by providing role-

specific support of people’s adaptive loops.
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Adaptive Enterprise Design: Managing

“Know Why”

Ant colonies know how to build anthills, but individual ants do not. NASA

knows how to put a man on the moon, but no human does. Both organi-

zations demonstrate system-level behavior that is complex, coherent, and

totally different than the behavior of any of its constituent parts. Their be-

haviors emerge from the way the parts sense and respond to their local envi-

ronment and the way they relate to each other in the context of the system to

which they belong. This system context—comprised of purpose, rules, and es-

sential structure—emerges in the case of ant colonies but it is intentionally

imposed in the case of NASA. The conscious imposition of intention is a hall-

mark of human organizations.

For firms operating in stable markets, a highly integrated business

model—one that connects the procedures of the business in a high-level pro-

cess model—may be an effective way of expressing context. Because such a

model predetermines, or “hardwires,” the interactions between procedures,

isolated decision making is possible only within the limited scope allowed by

a precisely defined plan or schedule. These tightly integrated business models

correspond to Frederick Taylor’s ideal and are very much suited to command-

and-control management: standard operating procedures, detailed com-

mands, and a mechanism for tight control.

As markets become less stable and assumptions about them more unreli-

able, this inflexible, hierarchical model no longer works well: it is no longer

possible to react in time to unpredicted events “from the top down.” Increased

delegation of authority to the front lines is necessary. This erodes the integ-

rity of the business model, because lower-level decisions made in splendid iso-

lation become a recipe for incoherent enterprise behavior.

A coordinated business design may exist as a shared model in the heads of

people running a small business. At some point, though, a growing business

reaches a complexity threshold that makes it impossible to work from a

purely mental model. The usual response to complexity is to break the sys-

tem into smaller, manageable units. This leads to fragmented and locally op-

timized behavior by units that no longer link to each other in a consistent

way. Synergies are lost. Managers develop functional perspectives of the

business, thinking in terms of financial models, production models, or mar-

keting models. They may also fragment their thinking horizontally, by cross-

functional process. Some add yet another dimension of anti-systemic dis-

aggregation: a set of independently managed company-wide projects. They

divide and delegate responsibilities in the interest of clarifying responsibility

and speeding up decision making. But they cannot possibly “keep in mind” all

that is necessary to ensure coordinated, coherent behavior that cuts across

lines of designated responsibility.
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Leaders of large enterprises must design an enterprise that exhibits coor-

dination and coherence. To do so in an unpredictable environment requires

the will and competence to design and manage the organization as a complex,

adaptive social system. Such systems are intrinsically dynamic, unstable, and

dependent on an ability to adapt rapidly to chance events. For this reason,

their specific behaviors cannot be predicted, and therefore cannot be prespeci-

fied. In this situation, coherent, system-level behavior is possible only by gov-

erning rather than dictating subsystem behaviors. The sense-and-respond

approach to enterprise leadership and governance is called “context and coor-

dination.” It requires leaders to create, promulgate, and enforce an unambig-

uous organizational context. Then they must develop a system of coordination

to govern, but not dictate, individual behaviors.

The Leader’s Role: Providing Context and

Coordination

The word context, popularly taken to mean information providing an explan-

atory background, has a much more specific meaning in the sense-and-

respond model. Organizational context encompasses three basic parts: the or-

ganization’s reason for being, its governing principles, and its high-level

business design. Unlike typical mission and vision statements, which propose

a (sometimes inconsistent) mix of goals and principles, a reason for being

statement unequivocally defines the organization’s primary purpose—the

one outcome that justifies its existence. It also identifies the primary benefi-

ciary of that outcome and any absolute constraints on how it is to be

achieved. For example, the Employee Benefits division of Old Mutual, the

largest South African insurance company, recently converted its mission

statement into a reason for being. In place of a mission to provide quality

benefits packages (something they must do in order to exist), they identified

what they exist to do: “Enhance the financial security of individuals through

group arrangements.”

Governing principles set forth the organization’s unreachable limits on

action, establishing boundaries that its members must always observe in

their pursuit of the firm’s purpose. One of the Employee Benefits division’s

governing principles, for example, is “We will never outsource, and will al-

ways invest in, those competencies and resources designated as distinctive:

relationship management, our brand, our capability to construct profitable

responses to clients, and our intellectual capital.” Governing principles also

establish the outcomes that the enterprise must deliver to its other important

constituents. If the reason for being has identified customers as the primary

constituent, and defined the bundle of value attributes, or value proposition,

that the firm will deliver to customers, then the governing principles will es-

tablish the firm’s other constituents (shareholders, employees, and the com-

munity, for example) and specify what the firm must deliver to these parties
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before it begins making all trade-offs in favor of the primary constituent.

Governing principles (which are different from guiding principles, which

identify behaviors that will help the organization succeed) define the things

the organization must do to exist. The reason for being defines what the en-

terprise exists to do. It is the “why” that gives, or should give, meaning to all

organizational activities, tasks, and plans.

The third element of context is the high-level business design. This is a

systems design, which implies that creating and managing it successfully will

require an understanding of what it means to manage an organization as a

system.

Managing Organizations as Systems

The high-level business design imposes a structure on a network of strategic

capabilities that transforms them into a value-producing system. A system is

a collection of components that interact with each other to produce a func-

tion that cannot be produced by any subset of the components. By definition,

a system produces synergy—not in the sense of producing more than the

sum of its parts, but in the sense of producing something different than the

parts can produce individually or in groups. The system design shows how

the parts relate to one another, thereby providing the “know why” systems

context for each of the parts.

Capabilities should be thought of as subsystems that have the potential of

producing one or more specified outcomes. The potential is made real when a

human being is assigned to an organizational role and made accountable for

delivering the outcomes specified. The relationships of those capabilities, both

inside and outside the organization, are defined in terms of the outcomes they

owe one another—the subsystem outcomes essential to achieving the enter-

prise reason for being. As technology drives down the cost of doing business

on the Internet, the proportion of a firm’s value proposition that is created

outside its internal structure will increase rapidly and the quality of the high-

level business design, more than proprietary ownership of capabilities, will

determine an organization’s success.

An adaptive social system must be managed by focusing on the interac-

tions between roles, not the activities of the roles. In the sense-and-respond

model, this is accomplished by managing the commitments between roles. A

universal, general, rigorous, and scalable commitment management protocol

is used for this purpose, making it possible for technology to replace the large

central staff in keeping track of the dynamics of inter-role commitments—of

who owes what to whom.

Together, the three components of context tell accountable, empowered

people where the organization is headed, the boundaries on their actions, and

how what they do relates to what others do and to organizational purpose. A

well-articulated context provides an unambiguous framework for individual

activity, aligning and bounding organizational actions without dictating
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what those actions should be. It leaves empowered individuals free to choose

the best responses to unanticipated requests within a unifying framework of

unambiguous purpose, principles, and structure.

Developing and adapting organizational context establishing the “know

why,” and populating organizational roles with people who have the adap-

tive skills required (the know what and know-how), is the sole responsibility

of leadership in sense-and-respond organizations. The competence required

to do this well differs considerably from the problem-solving skills that many

senior managers still consider their principal work, and that got many of

them where they are.

Coordinating Commitments Rather Than Controlling

Activities

Leaders’ responsibility does not end with creating context. They must ensure

that organizational behavior accords with it. This requires tracking the im-

portant commitments negotiated among accountable, empowered people.

Defining organizational roles in terms of commitments made to deliver par-

ticular outcomes to particular internal or external customers puts appropri-

ate emphasis on the interaction of system elements, not on their actions. It

also emphasizes the system-defined outcomes required of these roles—that is,

their contribution to organizational purpose—as opposed to the procedures

required to produce that contribution. People in roles defined this way come

to understand that they are not accountable for their actions but for the con-

sequences of their actions.

Coordinating commitments, rather than supervising activities under-

taken to meet them, is a crucial distinction. Supervising activities is the focus

of make-and-sell management, the function of which is to keep the organiza-

tional machine running smoothly by making sure that people perform speci-

fied tasks at or above specified levels of productivity and quality. In a sense-

and-respond organization, roles are not defined in terms of activities because

responding effectively to unanticipated customer requests requires the con-

tinual invention of new ways of doing things. Sense-and-respond leaders

must manage the dynamically interlocking sets of commitments required to

marshal a one-off response consistent with the enterprise context. Deciding

how those commitments are met—the processes used to produce the out-

comes—falls to those making the commitments within the limits established

by governing principles.

Managing the Sense-and-Respond

Transformation

Some executives have already begun to adopt the sense-and-respond model.

Reg Munro, who retired recently as Executive General Manager at Old Mutual

Insurance in South Africa, has led an executive team of the Employee Benefits
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division through the intensive process of creating a reason for being, govern-

ing principles, and a customer-back high-level business design. He acknowl-

edges the difficulties of “trying to introduce a radically different idea in a time

of major industry and environmental change.” He goes on to say, “Of course,

that’s the very reason it has become necessary. Despite the very real problems

experienced to date, I am convinced that the sense-and-respond transforma-

tion is a nonnegotiable requirement for managing businesses in the future.”

Vince Barabba, the executive general manager responsible for developing and

implementing the strategy development process at General Motors, looked

for places where the company could benefit from specific applications of the

sense-and-respond model both in the short and the long term. He developed a

multistage strategic framework to guide GM’s transition from a “mainly

make-and-sell to a mainly sense-and-respond” hybrid. The recent introduc-

tion of the On Star mobile communications service is one early example of a

customer-back, sense-and-respond extension of GM’s value proposition. And

Ann Drake, CEO of DSC Logistics, has made the transformation to sense-and-

respond a strategic imperative. These pioneers have discovered that changing

from the make-and-sell to the sense-and-respond model requires transfor-

mation, not merely reformation.

Transforming a system involves changing both its purpose and its struc-

ture.8 Leaders must take into account the effects on the whole system of each

change they make to any part of it. A system cannot be improved, much less

transformed, by making isolated adjustments to individual capabilities. The

transformation from make-and-sell, however, should not, and probably

could not, happen all at once. Transformation, by its very nature, is not in-

cremental change. But the process that achieves it can be gradual. There is

nothing incremental, for example, about the change from water to ice, yet it

is possible to cause this transformation by gradually lowering the tempera-

ture of water.

Small units of large companies can make themselves islands of sense-and-

respond in an ocean of make-and-sell. Entire companies have developed cer-

tain sense-and-respond capabilities, but not others. In general, leaders should

focus first on the particular business areas experiencing the most unpredict-

able change. These will benefit most from sense-and-respond capabilities.

Most make-and-sell organizations will, like GM, evolve into hybrids of make-

and-sell and sense-and-respond, developing sense-and-respond capabilities

only as these create value for their customers. The competencies required to

create and manage large, adaptive organizations are rare and will have to be

developed. Many firms will nevertheless undertake the transformation be-

cause, in the long run, they have no alternative—survival in our age of dis-

continuity depends on it.

The premise of the sense-and-respond model is increasing marketplace

unpredictability. For large enterprises, the promise of this model is systematic

and successful adaptation without sacrificing the benefits of scale and scope.
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In between acceptance of the premise and realization of the promise lies a new

way of thinking about strategy, structure, and governance.

Sense-and-respond is not a universal prescription. Even in an information

economy, some firms will find and exploit important niches for predictable

products and services. Furthermore, the rate at which individual organiza-

tions become information intensive will vary, allowing some more time than

others to manage the transition. Because the transformation to sense-and-

respond will require such fundamental change in the way people lead and

work, it is very important that leaders accept and internalize the premise as a

first priority. For this reason, the first step for a prudent leader is to launch an

investigation of whether they should expect an increasingly discontinuous

future, and, if so, what this implies for their business.

How will a business know when it has completed the transformation to

sense-and-respond? In one sense, of course, it never gets there if “there” means

finding another oasis of stability. The challenges of becoming a sense-and-

respond organization give way to the challenges of being a sense-and-respond

organization. Further transformations are likely to become necessary—not to

the sense-and-respond model, but within it. Systematic adaptiveness requires

that context be continually reviewed and adapted. Normally, the business de-

sign will adapt most rapidly, the principles more slowly, and the reason for be-

ing rarely. Because a new reason for being establishes a different purpose,

which may imply a different structure, changing the reason for being is likely

to require yet another transformation. But, because of their modularity and

type of governance, transformations are much less traumatic for sense-and-

respond organizations. Like other living systems, sense-and-respond organi-

zations must continue to adapt, even if that means continuous transforma-

tion, or they will perish. Those that succeed will be proficient in managing

know why, as well as know what and know-how. And the knowers in these

adaptive enterprises will no longer view change as a series of problems to be

solved, but as an indispensable source of energy and growth.

Notes

1. Bell (1973).
2. Arthur (1990).
3. The demise of the central staff, which occurred in virtually every large company in

the 1970s and 80s as these staffs proved unable to cope with the pace of change,
created a governance vacuum. These staffs, which provided the “control” of com-
mand and control, have not been replaced to this day, except by pseudo manage-
ment systems involving a financial model and carefully crafted statements of mis-
sion, vision, and values. But “communicate and hope” is not a viable replacement
for command and control. The sense-and-response governance system outlined in
this chapter and described in detail in Haeckel (1999) is called “context and coordi-
nation.” It uses technology to carry out the commitment management function of
the defunct large central staff, and can be used to govern make-and-sell functional
hierarchies as well as sense-and-respond capability networks.
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4. Adrian Slywotzky coined this description of proactive sense-and-respond in the
Foreword of Haeckel (1999).

5. The techniques available today are rudimentary. They include the transcription of
what people know and can articulate and interviewing strategies to elicit from
subject matter experts some of what they know they know but have difficulty ar-
ticulating. Recent research in neuroscience suggests that a substantial amount—
perhaps an overwhelming percentage—of what we know remains at the subcon-
scious level. In short, we may not know most of what we know, and must await
those unpredictable moments of inspiration, insight, and intuition to become
aware of what is in our cognitive repertoire. Efforts to understand how to gain ac-
cess to this cache are in their infancy. See Gerald Zaltman (1995) for an interesting
and promising example.

6. This typology is adapted from a similar one shown by James Brian Quinn in a talk
given to the trustees of the Marketing Science Institute on April 27, 1999.

7. Lloyd (1995).
8. Ackoff (1994).
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chapter 15

New Metrics:
Does It All Add Up?
David J. Skyrme

Introduction The knowledge economy has entirely differ-

ent characteristics than those economies

that came before it. It needs new rules, new

forms of governance, and new ways of

gauging success. Old ways of managing and measuring need updating. This

chapter considers the kinds of measures that are needed to guide managers

and policy makers alike. It starts by considering the context in which any

new metrics will apply. The limitations of widely used industrial-era mea-

sures are then discussed. Four types of measurement focus are reviewed:

asset- or value-based systems, benchmarking and assessment tools, action-

oriented performance systems, and benefit chains. A strong theme that

emerges in all four strands is the need for metrics of intellectual capital. Sev-

eral pioneering examples of intellectual capital measurement systems are

compared, and some practical guidance given. The chapter concludes with

some of the challenges and implications of these new approaches, which defy

the precision we generally seek for metrics.

New Era, New Rules

Although forward-looking writers like Peter Drucker and Karl Erik Sveiby

wrote about the emerging knowledge economy and knowledge based com-

panies over a decade ago (for example, see Drucker, 1988a and Sveiby, 1987),

it is only during the last few years that these topics have achieved widespread

attention in management and policy circles. Initially there was some skepti-

cism that knowledge management was a fad, but as examples emerge of good

practice and significant bottom-line benefits (e.g., Skyrme and Amidon,
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1997), most informed people now realize that knowledge is fundamental to

future prosperity and wealth.

As has been indicated earlier in this book, the majority of large organiza-

tions have some form of knowledge initiative, and a growing number of pub-

lic agencies and governments have also taken on board the need to address

knowledge within their policies. Recent examples of the latter are The World

Bank’s latest development report, entitled Knowledge for Development (World

Bank, 1998) and the U.K. government’s latest white paper on competitive-

ness, entitled Building the Knowledge Driven Economy (DTI, 1998). At both firm

and national level, knowledge is becoming a primary, and perhaps even the

most important, economic factor.

A consequence of this growing interest in knowledge is a changing eco-

nomic landscape and new ways of working. The environment that will domi-

nate our work lives in the future will be characterized by:

• Growth in knowledge workers: Already it has been estimated that some 70

percent of workers in the developed world are primarily working with in-

formation and knowledge. Even in factories, much formerly physical

work has been automated with workers now handling information.

• Knowledge-intensive businesses and industries: Businesses like pharmaceu-

tical companies and management consultancies depend almost exclu-

sively on the knowledge base of their professionals and managers—scien-

tists, engineers, financial analysts, marketers, and so on. Two of the

world’s largest and fastest growing industries are financial services and

education—both knowledge intensive. The biotechnology industry barely

existed a decade ago.

• Networked and virtual structures: The dynamic nature of work means that

enterprises have to continually restructure to adjust to changing de-

mands, using structures such as the virtual organization described in ear-

lier chapters. More attention needs to be given to ensure that knowledge is

not lost in any restructuring.

• Information and knowledge products: An increasing number of products

that are almost 100 percent information or knowledge are now on the

market. These range from online information services, consultancy, and

sales of intellectual property. For example, U.S. license revenues from pat-

ents are now estimated to be worth more than $100 billion annually,

compared with just $3 billion in 1980.

• Reusable information and knowledge: One characteristic of information and

knowledge that defies the normal economic rules of scarcity is that of re-

use. You can sell the same piece of information or knowledge many times

over. Even after it has been transferred from seller to buyer, unlike a

physical product, the seller still retains it for future use or resale.

• New technologies: The Internet is revolutionizing almost every business.

The constraints of time and geography are sharply diminished and the
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cost of conducting many business activities significantly reduced. Other

technologies, such as intelligent agents, are making it easy to bring to a

user’s desktop relevant information from wherever it might reside in the

world. Technology is making it easy to access and widely distribute

knowledge.

• New markets: New electronic markets are emerging as places to trade. Fast

information flows, for example, on pricing, remove many of the ineffi-

ciencies in existing markets. As well as conventional goods, such as those

traded at online auction site eBay (http://www.ebay.com), knowledge in

the form of publications, online advice sessions or master-classes is being

sold by organizations such as Bright (http://www.bright-future.com)

using a specially designed knowledge trading platform named IQPORT

(http://www.iqport.com).

• New perspectives: The free flow of information and knowledge across

global networks is creating a greater sense of awareness of ethical and

governance issues by many individuals and organizations. We are likely

to see a growing interest in knowledge ethics, addressing issues such as

ownership and use of knowledge for the public good (such as genetic

knowledge).

These developments mean that the way we view, regulate, and report on

economic performance, company results, and a whole host of economic and

environmental variables will need to change significantly. There are several

obvious consequences of these developments if the knowledge economy is to

evolve smoothly. Clearly there is a need for more international harmoniza-

tion. At the legal and regulatory levels, this requires agreed standards for

electronic commerce. It also requires common approaches to data gathering

and statistics. At the commercial and technical level, rules are needed for tam-

ing “wild” intelligent agents that trade with each other, because left to their

own devices they could create high volatility in knowledge markets. Another

consequence is the need for forums and structures in which to develop regu-

latory frameworks for trading and governance. These could be extensions of

existing frameworks such as the World Trade Organization, but the pace of

development in the knowledge economy, as exemplified by the Internet and

the resultant many gray areas in legislation, means that existing bodies are

usually too slow to react. Each of these issues, and more, warrants intensive

ongoing discussion and the implementation of new methods and frameworks

appropriate to the knowledge economy. The field of metrics is a typical one in

which significant changes to the status quo are needed.

Anomalies and Anachronisms

How can it be that an apparently healthy advertising company (Saatchi and

Saatchi in 1987), at least according to its published financial accounts, is ac-
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tually in terminal decline? How can it be that a biotechnology company (Brit-

ish Biotechnology in 1997) that has never sold a product is worth over $2 bil-

lion? How can it be that the market value of amazon.com, which has not yet

made a profit, is five times that of profitable bookseller Barnes and Noble,

whose revenues are ten times larger? The principal reason, apart from stock

market sentiment, is that traditional financial accounting focuses primarily

on tangible assets. Yet the examples cited are where knowledge assets are pri-

marily involved. Charles Kaufman, in a letter written to Business Week in

1997, noted that $148.5 billion would buy Microsoft or five large companies

combined—Boeing, McDonalds, Texaco, Time Warner, and Anheuser-Busch,

or all 40 companies ranked 961–1,000 in the “Global 1000.” He wrote (Kauf-

man, 1997): “Either the former is overpriced or the others are underpriced.”

In fact, Microsoft is one of a large number of companies whose market

value is ten times or more their book value. Another example from the list,

McDonald’s, according to financial accounts is worth a fraction of Burger

King. The reason is that the latter is part of Diageo and its asset base reflects

goodwill when it was taken over, yet McDonald’s, whose growth is all inter-

nally generated and not the result of mergers, can show no similar asset on its

balance sheet. In short, today’s financial accounting is becoming increasingly

irrelevant for the knowledge economy. Baruch Lev, a typical critic of current

methods writes (Lev, 1997): “Conventional accounting performs poorly with

internally generated intangibles such as R&D, brands and employee talent—

the very items considered the engine of modern economic growth.”

These are only some of the reasons why financial accounts are losing rele-

vance. In a study of how external financial reporting might help firms, Burns

and colleagues found only three areas, other than reporting demanded by

law, where they had any usefulness: influencing external judgment, compar-

isons where uniform financial procedures were used, and feeding data into

management reporting systems. They concluded (Burns, Scapens, and Turley,

1996): “The procedures of external reporting are quite remote from the day-

to-day operations of the business, and have no direct influence on manage-

ment decisions.”

In summary, financial metrics look backwards and focus on physical as-

sets. What they do not report are the “hidden” intangible assets that are on

average several times those of the tangible assets. In June 1997, the ratio of

market to book value for all the Dow Jones Industrial companies was 5.3, a

figure that was closer to 1 when Nobel Prize winner for economics James

Tobin analyzed these differences in 1961. This growing discrepancy between

market and book value is largely attributable to intellectual capital, the in-

tangibles of the business that underpin future growth. Intellectual capital in-

cludes assets such as brands, customer relationships, patents, trademarks,

and of course, knowledge.

Financial accounting is therefore something of an anachronism in today’s

knowledge economy. It is a legacy of the industrial era and of the accounting
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methods developed by Paccioli in the fifteenth century. The argument for in-

tellectual capital accounting is therefore growing strongly. Proponents cite

several reasons why it is an appropriate form of measurement for the new

economy:

• It more truly reflects the actual worth of a company.

• Demands are growing for effective governance of intangibles, of which

social and environmental reporting is already evident.

• What gets measured, gets managed—it therefore focuses management at-

tention on protecting and growing those assets that reflect value.

• It supports a corporate goal of enhancing shareholder value.

• It provides more useful information to existing and potential investors.

• It makes for more efficient stock markets, in that investors are better in-

formed of the underlying business fundamentals, and thus price fluctua-

tions are minimized and the long-term cost of capital reduced.

As you look around you will see many other anomalies. Value, for exam-

ple, is very context dependent. The same information at a different time and

place has different value. There is information free on the Internet that only

hours before was handsomely paid for by market analysts or news subscrib-

ers. A further example illustrates another characteristic of the knowledge

economy: combinatorial value. MCI, the subject of a merger in 1997, was

valued by BT at around $16 billion, yet by Worldcom at $24 billion. Com-

bining different assets in different ways gives rise to different sets of values.

Thus the particular combination of BT’s portfolio with Worldcom’s was seen

as more valuable than another combination (at least by Worldcom!).

New Measures of Success

In the knowledge economy success is not just measured by financial metrics.

In fact, for many citizens, it has never been so. I recall the days in the 1970s

when Italy was deemed the “poor” country in Europe, at least in financial

terms. Yet any traveler could find a populace with verve for life and full of en-

joyment. It is no accident that bellwether countries, like Sweden, put the

quality of life of its citizens as an important measure of success. In its Tomor-

row’s Company Inquiry, the RSA identified that a company should also manage

and be judged by the quality of the relationships a company has with its

stakeholders—customers, employees, local community, and so on. Its final

report comments (RSA, 1996): “The companies which will sustain competi-

tive success in the future are those which focus less exclusively on financial

measures of success—and instead include all their stakeholder relationships,

and a broader range of measurements, in the way they think and talk about

their purpose and performance.”

In seeking what range of factors to measure, the reports on the competi-

tiveness of different countries from two competitors—The World Economic
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Forum, Geneva (WEF, 1999) and IMD, Lausanne (IMD, 1999)—have some in-

structive indicators. The categories of metric that they evaluate include a

county’s technological infrastructure, its education system, quality of gov-

ernment and management, openness to trade, and overall infrastructure. An-

other instructive approach is that of the Massachusetts Innovation Index. A

consortium of academics, business leaders, and state government developed a

set of metrics that, “more clearly identify and better explain the essential in-

gredients, dynamics and comparative values of the innovation economy”

(Massachusetts Technology Collaborative, 1997). An interesting feature of

this is the grouping of its 33 indicators into three categories that can be con-

sidered resources (inputs), recipes (processes), and results (Table 15.1).

Too frequently national indicators consider only inputs. For example, a

regular publication by U.K. authorities is the R&D scorecard. This ranks com-

panies according to the proportion of revenues they invest in R&D. OECD has

also spent much effort in detailing methods of measuring and normalizing

R&D statistics, through its “Oslo” and “Frascati” manuals, so that interna-

tional comparisons can be made. However, the methods are strongly geared

toward traditional models of innovation such as converting science inputs
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Table 15.1

The Massachusetts Innovation Index

Inputs (16) (Resources or
Ingredients)

Processes (9)
(Recipes)

Results for People and
Business (8)

Human resources

population growth

education level

assessment scores

Technology

per capita R&D

corporate R&D

Investment

venture capital

research tax credit use

Infrastructure

ISDN availability

Internet connectivity

classroom Internet
access

international airline
routes

Business innovation

industry value added

value of intangible assets

Commercialization

licence royalties

FDA drug approval rates

Entrepreneurship

no. of “gazelle” companies

innovation awards

initial public offerings
(IPOs)

Idea generation

patents files

Job growth

Average wages

Income distribution

Export sales

Business climate

New industry clusters



into material products, rather than more suitable metrics for the knowledge

economy. To be fair, the OECD has addressed the problem and identified five

categories of indicators relevant to the knowledge economy: inputs, stocks

and flows of knowledge, knowledge outputs, knowledge networks, and levels

of education and learning (OECD, 1996). It gives four reasons why knowl-

edge metrics will never be as comprehensive and rigorous as those of tradi-

tional indicators:

1. The lack of standard recipes for converting inputs to outputs

2. No reliable way of pricing knowledge

3. Difficulty in assessing the stock of knowledge, because knowledge creation

is not necessarily an addition to this stock, nor is its depletion recorded

4. No standard accounting definition analogous to traditional national ac-

counts

The very intangible nature of much knowledge, particularly tacit knowl-

edge in people’s heads, will mean that many of these issues will remain for a

long time. The last point is more readily addressable but governments have

been slow to do so. Even as economic output has evidently shifted from in-

dustrial production to services, standard industrial classifications (SIC codes),

against which many statistics are collected, have not kept pace. For example,

the whole of the software and services has typically been collapsed into a

single code while different kinds of metal products have their own distinctive

codes. Belatedly, a new North American Industry Classification System

(NAICS) recognizes over 300 distinct new industries and has introduced a

new information sector that embraces publishing, software, motion pictures,

broadcasting, and telecommunications. However, it will not be until 2002

that data collection and analyses fully come into line. Nevertheless, there are

distinct trends toward new metrics.

This macroeconomic perspective highlights a couple of points that are es-

sential if we are to develop any sensible effective metrics for the new econ-

omy. First, there must be a common and relevant classification of goods and

services in the new economy. Second, there must be distinction between in-

puts, outputs, and outcomes.

Metrics for Managers

Analysis of which metrics are relevant for managers in knowledge intensive

businesses suggests that there are four areas of focus, abbreviated here to the

acronym ABBA:

• Asset—focus on important, often intangible, assets; this focus also in-

cludes valuation of a company or parts of a company for mergers and ac-

quisition, management buy-outs, and so on
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• Baseline—benchmarking core activities against those of “best in class,”

not necessary in the same industry

• Benefits—understanding the causal relationships between activities and

their outcomes

• Action—performance measurement with a view to prioritizing activities

and driving management behavior

Value-Based Systems

The asset focus is represented in value-based systems such as EVATM (Eco-

nomic Value Added). Developed by New York consultancy Stern Stewart &

Co, this provides a measure of return on capital employed. To develop this

measure, many anomalies of current accounting systems are removed

through adjustments—over 150 in all. A typical adjustment is to capitalize

R&D, thus recognizing it as an investment rather than an expense. It is possi-

ble to capitalize R&D under certain circumstances in formal accounts, but the

standards are rigorous and many companies do not feel it worth the effort.

EVA and most similar systems focus attention on the growth in asset value,

making future cash flow projections feature prominently. Therefore, knowl-

edge of investment in intellectual capital and developments in the pipeline are

important tools to assess this accurately. But there are no formal require-

ments or standards for doing this. Many companies, particularly pharma-

ceutical companies with long product lead times, selectively disclose relevant

information, such as details of their drug development pipeline, to analysts.

Companies seeking equity funding similarly disclose much more relevant and

detailed information in their prospectuses than is the case later.

EVA is also used as a management tool, fairly widely in the United States

though less so in Europe. It is claimed that it forces managers to act in a way

that focuses on good asset management and development. One of its critics

as a management tool, Professor Keith Bradley, likens its use to having an

“elevator mentality”: “You know it is going up or down, but you don’t know

how you got there. There is little understanding of cause and effect”

(Bradley, 1997). Nevertheless, value-based approaches are widely used by

analysts. There is also a whole range of other measurement systems that

come into this category, such as brand valuation methodologies like that of

Interbrand.

Baseline Assessments

The baseline focus is exemplified by benchmarking, in which an organization

evaluates the level and quality of its practices against other organizations, ei-
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ther individually through peer visits and meetings, or collectively through an

independent clearinghouse. If knowledge is a fundamental plank of the new

economy, then an organization needs a good set of practices to manage and

exploit it. Therefore, knowledge management should also be one of the activi-

ties that organizations benchmark. One of the most widely known knowl-

edge management assessment tools and benchmarking programs is KMATTM

(Knowledge Management Assessment Tool) jointly developed by Arthur

Andersen and APQC (American Productivity and Quality Center). Organiza-

tions complete a set of questions about their knowledge management prac-

tices. These are then aggregated and participants can compare their ratings

with those of various industry, geographic, and other clusters. They fall into

four categories: leadership (including linking knowledge management to

business strategy), technology (including the development of computer-

based organizational memory), culture (including the existence of a climate

where learning and innovation is encouraged), and measurement and process

(linking knowledge management to financial results). Needless to say, factors

in the last group concerning measurement showed the greatest gap between

organizations’ aspirations and their current performance. A comprehensive

50-question checklist divided into ten categories can be found in Skyrme

(1999). As well as factors covered by KMAT, they also include knowledge

products and services and external marketing. Such tools have been found to

be good diagnostics in directing attention to areas where better knowledge

management practice will make a difference (Figure 15.1).

The benefits focus is closely linked to the action focus but forces people to

articulate clearly how various benefits are achieved. We have to get away

from managers claiming credit when things go well and finding all kinds of

external factors as excuses when they do not! Useful tools are business mod-

eling and benefit chains that demonstrate the interdependencies. In knowl-

edge management, for instance, there is now a good repertoire of cases in

which knowledge management has been clearly demonstrated to save costs,

improve customer service, shorten time to market for new products, and a

whole host of other visible benefits. The principal difficulty is that, as with

other infrastructure investments such as information technology, the costs

are generally clearly identifiable but the benefits are often diffused and not as

predicted. An example is the installation of an intranet—the hardware and

software costs are well known, but a key benefit may be the saving of small

amounts of time of many professionals throughout the organization. Figure

15.2 shows a typical benefits chain for a knowledge management project.

The final focus is an action-based one. It is based on the adage that “what

gets measured, gets managed.” Many companies now use performance mea-

surement systems that add nonfinancial metrics to guide management ac-
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tion. One of the most common is the Balanced Business Scorecard. It balances

financial measures with measures related to customers, internal processes,

and innovation. Another is the EFQM (European Foundation for Quality

Management) excellence model that has five categories of enablers (including
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Figure 15.1 Example of the Result of a Knowledge Management Assessment

(Skyrme, 1999)

Figure 15.2 A Knowledge Management Benefits Chain (Adapted from Wiig,

1994)



people and processes) and five results categories (including customer satisfac-

tion and impact on society). Critics of these models argue that they do not ex-

plicitly focus on intangible assets such as knowledge, and in practice tend to

drive short-term behaviors. The next version of the EFQM model meets part

of this criticism by adding metrics for innovation, knowledge, and manage-

ment of partnerships. However, there are already in existence several mea-

surement and management systems that do explicitly address intellectual

capital (Skyrme, 1999).

Intellectual Capital Measurement Systems

The first stage of any measurement system is the classification of things to

measure. For intellectual capital, an increasingly popular classification di-

vides intellectual assets into three categories:

1. Human capital: what is in the minds of individuals—knowledge, compe-

tencies, experience, know-how, and so on

2. Structural capital: “that which is left after employees go home for the

night”—processes, information systems, databases, and so on

3. Customer capital: customer relationships, brands, and trademarks

There are variants on such a classification. One is to separate out those as-

sets protected by law—intellectual property. This includes trademarks, pat-

ents, copyrights, and licenses. The point of classifying is to develop a set of

measures that can be used to assess progress. Edvinsson and Malone (1997),

for example, report 90 measures in five groups developed by insurance com-

pany Skandia:

1. Financial (20): income per employee, market value per employee, and so on

2. Customer (22): number of customer visits, satisfied customer index, lost

customers

3. Process (16): administrative error rate, IT expense per employee

4. Renewal and Development (19): training per employee, R&D expense/ad-

ministrative expense, satisfied employee index

5. Human (13): leadership index, employee turnover, IT literacy

These five categories are the key groups found in the Skandia Navigator, one

of the most publicized intellectual capital models. Although it has similarities

to the balanced scorecard, there are a couple of significant differences. First,

the elements are drawn from an intellectual capital hierarchy. Second,

Skandia makes much use of representing the model as a visual metaphor

alongside a rich language to aid management communication. The Navigator

is now widely used in Skandia as a management tool, and since 1994 the

company has published IC indicators for some of its businesses in twice

yearly Intellectual Capital Supplements to its financial reports. There is also a
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PC-based system, Dolphin, which allows managers to get real-time updates

on their key indicators.

Another system is Karl Erik Sveiby’s Intangible Assets Monitor (Sveiby,

1997). This divides intangible assets into external structure, internal struc-

ture, and competence of people. A particularly interesting feature of Sveiby’s

model is a subcategorization of indicators into those associated with effi-

ciency, stability, and renewal/development (Figure 15.3). Thus stability in

competencies may be an indicator of staff turnover, and renewal/develop-

ment in the external structure may be the number of “competence enhanc-

ing customers”—those that stretch the organization’s capabilities and draw

it into new products and services.

A more mathematically rigorous and sophisticated system is the Inclusive

Value Methodology (IVMTM) of Professor Philip M’Pherson. This combines fi-

nancial and nonfinancial factors into hierarchies of value. Values are assigned

to each factor on a scale of 0 to 1, where 0 represents the worst possible and 1

represents perfection. Teams developing a model determine what factors to

include and can assign weightings to each of them. A computer model works

up through the hierarchy and calculates weighted metrics for each group of

factors. It also allows sensitivity analysis, which identifies where manage-

ment effort is best spent in improving the overall result.

A similar approach has been developed by Göran Roos and colleagues in

their IC IndexTM. This also uses factors weighted in a hierarchy, in this case

called a distinction tree. Like other IC systems, the branches of the tree include

human capital, structural capital, renewal and development capital, and

business process capital. Unlike other methods, the IC Index introduces met-

rics for flows, for example, between human capital and business process capi-
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Figure 15.3 Outline of Intangible Assets Monitor (Adapted from Sveiby, 1997)
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tal. It also computes a single index, allowing relative comparisons over time

or different business units.

Each of these methods has some interesting and sometimes unique char-

acteristics. Unlike raw balanced scorecards, taken together they help manag-

ers focus, not just on specific metrics, but on the drivers of value, trends and

momentum, interactions, dependencies, sensitivity to risk, and so on.

Practical Considerations

Ask any manager where the organization’s most vital knowledge is and in-

variably the answer will be that it is in people’s heads and not in the organi-

zation’s databases. Many commentators reckon that 70 percent or more of

an organization’s knowledge is in the form of human capital. It is tacit

knowledge, not immediately visible, that surfaces from the deep recesses of

the brain when needed in a particular situation. Metrics in the human capital

category are the most difficult to quantify. Certainly some input metrics,

such as level of education, are relatively easy to measure. But some of the

most successful entrepreneurs in the knowledge economy have become suc-

cessful after dropping out of formal education. Many organizations put sig-

nificant effort into competency profiling systems, but will they ever be able

to say how that competency will be applied in practice? What more forward-

looking companies are paying attention to are the flows between human and

structural capital. They are considering how well they are converting at least

some of the tacit knowledge into explicit form, for example, in best practice

databases, and how well they are recording the existence of tacit knowledge,

for example, in expertise directories. The marketplace knows only too well

the dependency of an organization on its people. Often, when a particular in-

dividual or a whole team leaves, such as a team of investment managers in a

merchant bank, then the stock price follows. Therefore, perhaps some of the

best measures in this category are actual job performance data and motiva-

tion levels. Measuring human capital remains very problematic.

The very difficulty of capturing precise analytical data should not deter

organizations from thinking about their sources of knowledge and how they

convert them into valuable products and services. In my opinion, a focus on

knowledge flows and conversion will generate some of the more useful met-

rics. Here, links need to be made between IC systems and the assessment sys-

tems mentioned earlier. Typical metrics might relate to the quality of knowl-

edge absorption and capture from the external environment, the quality of

databases measured by the speed and accuracy of finding relevant informa-

tion, and the matching capabilities of idea data banks with those of custom-

ers’ needs and problems.

Because of the difficulties of measuring intangibles, few companies have

followed Skandia’s lead in developing specific IC metrics, though this number

has grown considerably in the last year or so. If you do embark on such an
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approach, there are several practical considerations that can improve its ef-

fectiveness:

• The organization’s strategic objectives, business priorities, and critical

success factors should be the starting point for determining the categories

of measure and high-level company-wide indicators.

• The indicators chosen should reflect a mix of different types, such as in-

puts, processes and outputs, absolute numbers, ratios, percentages, and

subjective ratings.

• Develop indicators with a future orientation, that is, lead indicators of fi-

nancial performance.

• Have enough, but not too many, indicators in each category (typically

two to four, giving around 12–15 key indicators in total).

• Develop causal loop models that help you understand the interdependen-

cies.

• Develop indicators as a team process, so that people are sharing knowl-

edge and coming to a common understanding of the business.

• Allow a degree of customization across business units, but have some

common ones to aid comparisons.

• Align individual goals and metrics with those of the organization’s mea-

surement system.

Companies that are applying such measures have found that it gives them

better understanding of the drivers of value and is improving management

and growth of these vital assets. For example, Skandia has used both their

Navigator and tools such as the Intellectual Capital Index to set management

goals and drive business growth that has far exceeded the industry average

over the last five years. Similarly, Dow Chemical has focused on active man-

agement of one component of its intellectual capital—its patent portfolio.

Using the Technical Factor method, developed with Arthur D. Little, alongside

their own management model, they have generated over $125 million new

revenues from their patents.

Challenges and Implications

We are at an early phase in the development of the knowledge economy. The

innovators are breaking the rules and the tried and tested methods of the

past. For example, who would have thought even a year ago that providing

free Internet access was a good commercial proposition? Yet the U.K. retailer,

Dixons, introduced Freeserve and gained over 1 million U.K. subscribers (a

number that took CompuServe over a decade to achieve), and is poised for a

successful spin-off company. They gain revenues from advertising and a pro-

portion of the telephone usage fees. Other Internet companies have shown

that mass-appeal free products and services can be the launch pad for more
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successful ventures. Netscape distributed 6 million free copies of its browser

to become established as a major player, though the pace of change in the

knowledge economy meant that three years later its success had evaporated.

As noted earlier, the stratospheric value of many Internet stocks defies all

conventional financial analysis, yet proponents see them as having huge fu-

ture potential because current usage levels are a fraction of what is possible.

But like other earlier wonder stocks, their prices will be volatile and some of

today’s stars will be among tomorrow’s casualties. The price of biotechnol-

ogy company stocks has similarly waxed and waned.

In such an environment, aided by technology like the Internet, knowledge

diffuses rapidly and is emulated more easily. The recipes of converting

knowledge into sustainable value are not fully understood. Does it even make

sense to develop and apply knowledge based metrics? The tendency of many

people is to measure that which is easiest to measure, rather than that which

might be more important to measure.

The measurement of intellectual capital is still relatively new, with only a

handful of pioneering companies widely using these newer metrics. One ma-

jor hurdle is that external bodies, such as accounting standards bodies, have

been slow to get to grips with the knowledge economy. Their discipline is one

of precision and additive arithmetic, not the fuzziness of intangibles and com-

binatorial arithmetic of knowledge. Many senior managers and policy mak-

ers are also reluctant to introduce new metrics and measurement systems

when the new ones have not yet been fully developed. Despite this measure-

ment myopia, there are some good pioneering efforts. The Society of Manage-

ment Accountants of Canada has been active in research and education, and

the Danish Ministry of Business is currently instigating IC reporting into a

pilot group of some 20 companies. The U.S. accounting standards body FASB

is considering how companies should report their intellectual capital. It could

well be that companies will be obliged to report indicators in a standard for-

mat, along the lines that Skandia does now. But is this enough?

What are the implications in an era of paradoxes, when much informa-

tion is free but knowledge is the foundation of wealth, the things you can

measure easily are irrelevant but that which seems important to measure is

fuzzy, and performance comparisons need a degree of stability yet the rate of

change in the business environment is rapid? Some of the implications are

shown in Table 15.2.

Metrics are a tool for a growing number of users, including policy mak-

ers, market analysts, economists, and managers. Each wants different met-

rics for different purposes. The challenge will be to satisfy the wide range of

demands. Metrics themselves are codified knowledge and will need to be man-

aged like knowledge. Analysts and customers might therefore expect explicit

metrics to be constantly updated and accessible, when and where they need

them. Policy makers will expect some standard categorizations to enable

comparisons. As well as the codified metrics beloved by economists and ac-
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countants, other metrics, like management competency, that are difficult to

codify will be tacit. They will be shared through dialogue and discourse.

That’s why face-to-face meetings with analysts and financial backers are im-

portant to knowledge-intensive companies.

As with organizational knowledge, the biggest debate is likely to be over

disclosure. What metrics represent proprietary knowledge not to be divulged

to anyone outside the organization? At the moment, many companies do not

openly offer what is considered sensitive information, but competitive ana-

lysts or pressure groups can, with assiduous work, find this information, ei-

ther from public sources or even from detailed statutory disclosures not

widely publicized. It is a paradox of the present situation that many financial

analysts within companies expend tremendous effort in aggregating infor-

mation for reporting purposes, which market analysts then spend compara-

ble effort in disaggregating! As with organizational knowledge, there is often

too much paranoia over protection when the free flow of information would

benefit all concerned. After all, when most of an organization’s vital knowl-

edge is tacit, it will take others time to emulate the organization even if all of

their explicit knowledge was more widely available. That does not mean that

a price should not be put on this information.

What is clear about the current state of confusion and disarray is that the

different interested stakeholders in measurement of knowledge and intangi-

bles will need to work together to discuss their varied needs. No longer should

there be a sharp divide between how macroeconomists look at regional or na-

tional economies and how companies look at their intellectual capital. The

process and outcomes of the Massachusetts Innovation Index mentioned ear-

lier have important lessons for how organizations should process and catego-
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Table 15.2

Comparisons of Industrial Era vs. Knowledge Era Metrics

Industrial Era � Knowledge Era

Tangible

Finance Focus

Event-Driven

Cost

Periodic Reporting

Past Orientation

Value in Things

Production Statistics

Metrics for Reporting

Standards and Standard

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

Intangible

Balanced Set

Process-Driven

Value

Instant Access

Future Orientation

Value in Flows

Innovation Statistics

Metrics for Managing

Common yet Customized



rize their metrics. Wider sharing of knowledge across organizational bound-

aries and between the different groups of stakeholders will help to increase

everybody’s knowledge about the new economy and what might be appro-

priate metrics. What is also clear is that organizations and policy makers are

probably spending too much effort in collecting metrics that have little rele-

vance to today’s economy. Much of this effort could be usefully diverted into

sharing and building models of the new economy rather than collecting and

analyzing detailed and irrelevant statistics. What is not so clear is whether

the very fuzziness and intangibility of many of the metrics means that we

should ever spend as much effort on knowledge era metrics as we do now on

industrial era metrics. It could be that the age of precision metrics is over, and

that of more open tacit sharing emerging.

From Measurement Myopia to Knowledge

Leadership

My conclusion from this analysis is that perhaps by focusing too much on

metrics we will suffer from measurement myopia and lose sight of new op-

portunities. Interviews I have conducted with individuals and managers in

organizations that are clearly successful with innovation and with knowl-

edge initiatives show that they demonstrate vision and leadership. Innovators

and knowledge leaders do not try to justify a priori investment in new prod-

ucts and services or in knowledge and intellectual capital programs. They un-

derstand the dynamics of their business environment and the strategic role of

knowledge and act accordingly. They encourage the innovators in their orga-

nizations. They stimulate experimentation and learning. In other words, they

don’t rush into detailed metrics before exploring in person the way the

knowledge economy is unfolding. Action, experimentation, and learning take

priority over fretting about return on investment. Their ultimate metric is

how successful they feel they have been in retrospect, not necessarily finan-

cially but in terms that reflect their personal values and aspirations.

In this field, because we are all at the beginning of a steep learning curve,

it is better to be roughly right rather than precisely wrong. The time is now

ripe for organizations and policy bodies to develop their understanding of the

knowledge economy, to experiment with new metrics, but above all to enter

into constructive dialogue that will guide them more clearly to a prosperous

future, however that is gauged. If that means doing and succeeding, but not

measuring, then who is to say that it doesn’t add up?
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